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Chapter One
Communities of Practice and Effective Institutions
Marc G. Stevenson and David C. Natcher
So, it seems to me that what you are trying to do here is to change the
culture of forestry in Canada (Peter Usher 2003).
The above quotation was the somewhat rhetorical question posed by Dr. Peter Usher
at one of the first meetings he attended as a member of the Research Planning
Committee of the Sustainable Forest Management Network (SFM Network, or
SFMN). Dr. Usher was referring generally to the overall vision of the SFMN, but
more specifically to its Sustainable Aboriginal Communities (SAC) research theme,
one of eight research priority areas of the Network. And, in retrospect, we have come
to realize that he was correct in his assessment; increasingly the Aboriginal Program
of the SFM Network has set out to influence the ideological and organizational
‘culture’ of forestry in Canada.
Research for the sake of research, i.e., curiosity-driven research, is not an
admirable, moral or ethical goal given the current state of affairs found in most forestdependent Aboriginal communities across Canada (e.g., high levels of
unemployment, poverty and welfare dependency; ailing forest economy; ongoing
environmental degradation, etc.). At the risk of using a tired football metaphor, we
need to ‘move the yardsticks forward’ if Aboriginal communities in Canada’s forests
are to become healthy and sustainable, and if we are to avert crises of unimaginable
social, economic, and political proportions that may cripple Canada and its forest
sector for generations. As for the role of the SFM Network in this effort, it was felt
that the best way to contribute would be to undertake research with Aboriginal
peoples and communities that specifically addressed their needs, rights and interests
with the intention of producing knowledge and skill sets that will assist in reforming
policies, practices, and institutions in Canada’s forest and resource development
sectors. Such is the raison d’être of this book.

The SFM Network and Sustainable Aboriginal Communities
Research
The SFM Network (SFMN) was formed in 1995 as a national Network Centre of
Excellence by a cohort of academic, industry, government, and Aboriginal partners
interested in carrying out research to develop sustainable forest management (SFM)
practices that emulated natural disturbance processes in Canada’s boreal forest.1 Over
the years, the research agenda grew to include all of Canada’s forests as well as
1
For more information about the Sustainable Forest Management Network,
see www.sfmnetwork.ca
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research on the social and economic dimensions of SFM. Concomitantly, research
addressing the social, cultural and economic dimensions of Aboriginal forestry began
to find greater support within the Network’s Research Planning Committee (RPC)
and Board of Directors.
But the battle was hard won. Initially, the methodologies of Aboriginal focused
research proposals were considered weak relative to more ‘natural science’ research
projects against which they had to compete. Not fully appreciating it at the time, some
RPC members were unaware that methodologies had to be negotiated with, and
acceptable to, Aboriginal partners—a process that often did not fit with RPC
timelines and funding parameters. But chances were taken and efforts were rewarded.
Increasingly, Network Aboriginal researchers and partners, and even some industry
and provincial government partners, pushed for more research under the SAC theme.
In particular, as the SFMN research program became more multi- and interdisciplinary, both researchers and non-Aboriginal partners grew increasingly aware
that the knowledge of Aboriginal peoples was not being accessed to the extent that it
should have been in the Network’s quest to undertake research to inform SFM
practices, policies and strategies. Subsequently, the SFMN Board passed resolutions
requiring the direct engagement of Aboriginal peoples and the equitable use of their
knowledge in research; unless otherwise justified, every research project was to meet
these two criteria. By June of 2008, SFMN research involving Aboriginal peoples,
and/or addressing issues of primary importance to Canada’s Aboriginal community,
accounted for approximately 30% of the total Network expenditures on research. As
more Network funds are directed to the dissemination of knowledge (workshops,
research syntheses, etc.), it is expected that this level will soon be exceeded within the
knowledge exchange program.
The present volume is the first of two highlighting the Aboriginal forest related
research of the SFMN. Both volumes reflect the research priorities and objectives of
the SAC research area developed under Dr. Cliff Hickey with representatives of
Canada’s Aboriginal forest sector community in 2000-01, especially members of the
National Forestry Association (NAFA). These include:
1) The accommodation of Aboriginal and treaty rights into SFM;
2) The integration of Aboriginal peoples, values, knowledge, management
systems and institutions into SFM;
3) The engagement of Aboriginal peoples in forestry and the economic
development of forest resources; and
4) The development of criteria and indicators to measure performance in the
above three areas.
While this book and its companion are aimed directly at Canada’s forest sector,
the implications of this research and the potential importance of this book go far
beyond forestry, and should be of considerable interest and value to all government,
industry, Aboriginal and other parties with a vested interest in natural resource
development and management on lands where Aboriginal peoples assert
constitutionally protected rights and interests; i.e., most of Canada.
This book, however, does not summarize the significant findings of 14 years of
SFMN research with Aboriginal peoples on issues of direct relevance to them. Rather,
it provides a point of access to some of the most current and critical research
2
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undertaken by Network Aboriginal partners and researchers. Clearly and collectively
we, as a ‘community of practice,’ have grown, gaining new knowledge and insights
with each passing year, which, in turn, has allowed us to undertake research to more
effectively address issues of direct relevance to the Aboriginal peoples and
communities with whom we work, while continuing to learn together. This, perhaps,
will be one of the greatest and most enduring legacies of the SFM Network, and it’s
Aboriginal Program.

A Community of Practice
The SFMN is a network of partners from Canada’s academic (universities),
government (provincial and federal), forest industry, Aboriginal (First Nations and
Métis) and ENGOs (environmental non-government organizations) communities
committed to developing SFM practices through excellence in research, knowledge
extension (sharing and exchange) and the production of highly qualified personnel.
One of approximately 20 national Networks Centres of Excellence (NCE), the SFMN
is nearing the end of its 14 year journey as an NCE. However, to conclude that the
Network has achieved its mission or reached its destination would be inaccurate. At
the time of this volume’s publication (April 2009), the future of the SFMN and what
some (e.g., Wenger 1998; Brown and Duguid 2000) would call a ‘community of
practice' in Aboriginal forest related research, was still in doubt. Nevertheless,
whatever the future holds, two things are clear:
1) This community of practice will endure in one form or another far beyond
the life of the SFMN, and
2) This book, and the community of practice that produced it, will remain a
legacy of the SFMN, and specifically it’s Aboriginal Program.
As noted, Changing the Culture of Forestry in Canada is anticipated to be the
first of two volumes of research papers produced, not by SFMN researchers per se,
but by a community of practice in Aboriginal forest related research that has emerged,
grown and evolved over the life of the Network. This community of practice is
composed of some of Canada’s top academic and Aboriginal researchers, contributing
SFMN Aboriginal partners and affiliates, other Aboriginal participants in SFMN
funded research, as well as Network staff—including the lead editor of this volume in
his 10 year role as Aboriginal Program Manager of the SFMN. Over the 14-year life
of the SFMN—there have been nine contributing Aboriginal partners and one
Aboriginal affiliate that have strongly influenced the research direction and agenda of
the SFMN. These include:








Little Red River Cree Nation, Alberta
Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board, Northwest Territories
Moose Cree First Nation, Ontario
Heart Lake First Nation, Alberta
Shuswap Nation Tribal Council, BC
Kamloops Indian Band, BC
Kaska Tribal Council, BC and Yukon
3
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Métis National Council, Ottawa
Treaty 8 Tribal Association of Alberta, and
National Aboriginal Forestry Association, Ottawa

Representatives and members of these Aboriginal nations and organizations
have served on a variety of SFMN committees, many doing double and even triple
duty, on two or more of the following:







SFMN Board of Directors
Research Planning Committee
Aboriginal Subcommittee of the RPC
Knowledge Exchange and Technology Extension Committee
SFMN Partners Committee
Strategic Planning Committee

At the same time, another 40 or so First Nation governments, tribal
associations, Aboriginal organizations and communities from across Canada have
directly participated in, contributed to and/or benefitted by the Network’s research
projects, as well as research development and knowledge exchange initiatives.2 All of
the above have contributed in one way or another, some significantly, indeed
principally, to the following chapters. Members of our community of practice also
include representatives of SFM Network government, industry and ENGO partners.
What is a ‘Community of Practice?’
‘Communities of practice’ are not purposefully designed or even planned, but develop
organically “around things that matter to people” (Wenger 1998; Brown and Duguid
2000). Members of a community of practice are informally bound by what they do
together, and by what they have learned through mutual engagement (Wenger 1998).
According to Wenger (1998) communities of practice have three defining
characteristics:
1) Joint enterprise as understood and continually renegotiated by its
members,
2) Relationships of mutual engagement that binds members together into a
social entity, and
3) A shared repertoire of communal resources.
In our case, communal resources would include practices, approaches,
perspectives, vocabulary, incentives, and research and communication support from
the SFM Network. But what we have in common is deeper than that. Despite the fact
that we are accountable to different ‘masters,’ we share a common identity forged in a
2
Some of the more significant non-SFM Network First Nation and Tribal
Council partners in research/contributors to the Aboriginal Program of the SFM
Network include: the Tl’azt’en Nation (BC), Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (BC),
Treaty 8 Tribal Association of BC, Pikangikum First Nation (ON), Nishanabe
Aski Nation (ON), Constance Lake First Nation (ON), Waswanipi Cree First
Nation (QC), Grand Council of the Cree (QC), and the Innu Nation (NFLD).
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mutual struggle and vested interest to create the space for Aboriginal peoples in
decisions taken in respect to their forested lands and resources. Specifically, as a
community of practice, we share:





a strong sense of social justice and fair play;
a conviction that current forestry and natural resource development
practices in Canada’s forests are neither environmentally sustainable nor
socially acceptable;
a feeling that there must alternative ways to view and relate to the world
other than through the dispassionate eyes of western science and
capitalism; and,
a belief that Aboriginal peoples and their philosophies, practices,
knowledge and management systems have much to contribute to our
mutual quest to develop a sustainable relationship with our natural
world—the greatest challenge of all.

These are not romantic or naive notions to be dismissed lightly by industry,
academics or governing elites. They are deeply Canadian, and an acknowledgement
of the role that Aboriginal peoples and nations played in the creation and formation of
Canada and its identity—an identity that, since the latter half of the 19th century, has
been continually denied by Canada’s governing elites in favour of describing
ourselves in ways that might placate more powerful nations (Saul 2008). To quote
John Ralston Saul (2008:xi-xii):
We are not a civilization of British, French or European inspiration. We
never have been. We are a people of Aboriginal inspiration organized
around a concept of “peace, fairness and good government.” That is
what lies at the heart of our story, at the heart of Canadian
mythology.... To insist on describing ourselves as something that we
are not is to embrace existential illiteracy. To accept a language that
expresses neither our true selves nor our true mythologies is to disarm
our civilization. It is to cripple our capacity to talk and to act in a way
that reflects both our collective unconscious and our ethical standards.
The outcome of all of this is an increasingly dysfunctional elite, illtempered to the role it is meant to play. As for the citizenry as a whole,
we show signs of uncertainty and frustration, as if we feel ourselves
adrift. Our society is not an expression of “peace, order and good
government.” It never was. ... . [We need to] embrace a ‘language’ that
expresses that story... . 3
3

Relevant quotes from A Fair Country: Telling Truths About Canada by
John Ralston Saul (2008:3-9):
“It was only gradually in the nineteenth century, mainly in the second half,
that monolithic nationalism, with its ideas of racial purity and the European
inheritance, began to throw whole layers of our society into denial of our past.
When I dig around in the roots of how we imagine ourselves, how we govern,
how we live together in communities—how we treat one another when we are not
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As a community of practice in Aboriginal forest-related research, we look to
assistance from our all our members to help create this ‘language,’ i.e., the
approaches, methodologies, procedures, concepts, and most of all, the enabling
policies and effective institutions that will allow: 1) Aboriginal peoples to assume
their rightful roles in the governance of their forested lands, and 2) Canada to reclaim
its true identity as an expression of “peace, fairness and good government.” However,
it is incumbent upon us to create the ‘ethical space’ for this to happen. For the Cree
scholar, Willie Ermine (2007:202):
The idea of ‘ethical space,’ produced by contrasting perspectives of the
world, entertains the notion of a meeting place, or ... a neutral zone
between entities and cultures. The space offers a venue to step out of our
allegiances, to detach from the cages of our mental worlds and assume a
position where human-to-human dialogue.. (and) cross-cultural
conversation in pursuit of ethically engaging diversity ... can occur.
But as Ermine reminds us, the task of configuring ethical/moral/legal principles in
cross-cultural cooperation, at the common table of ethical space, will be a challenging
and arduous one—a task that, we, as a community of practice, tackle head-on in this
book and its successor volume.
It is important to point out that members of our community of practice who
produced the contents of this volume are not all like-minded, i.e., we do not always
share the same viewpoint on all issues. For example, for some members of our
community, the use of language, concepts and procedures forged in the hegemony of
Euro-Canadian culture and society are seen as antithetical to Aboriginal values and
ways of knowing and relating to their lands and resources. Thus, their adoption and
use by Aboriginal peoples, for whatever reasons, is seen by some as a barrier to the
attainment of their needs, rights and interests (Stevenson 2006). For others, such use
is acceptable, a necessary evil, and a way for Aboriginal peoples and communities to
become engaged in, and to further their aspirations in the context of, existing
being stupid—what I find is deeply Aboriginal. Whatever our family tree may
look like, our intuitions and common sense as a civilization are more Aboriginal
than European..., even though we have created elaborate theatrical screens or
language, reference and mythology to misrepresent ourselves to ourselves. So it is
both curious and troubling that we cannot bring ourselves to talk about how
profoundly our society had been shaped over four centuries in its non-monolithic,
non-European manner by the First Nations. On the single issue of immigration
and citizenship diversity, we seem unable to notice the obvious—that it is a nonracial idea of civilization, and non-linear, even non-rational. It is based on the
idea of an inclusive circle that expands and gradually adapts as new people join
us. This is not a Western or European concept. It comes straight from Aboriginal
culture. ...And when (their) land turns out to involve oil or some other wealth, we
use every legal and administrative tool available to limit their ability to benefit
from it. ...Lost in this maze we cannot see how much of what we are is them, how
much of what we think of as our way, our values, our collective unconscious, is
dependent on what we slowly absorbed living with them or near them over the
centuries.”
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institutional processes of ‘natural resource development’ and ‘environmental resource
management.’ A number of chapters in this volume explore how the two ideologies
can be brought together for mutual benefit.4 But questions remain: Will these prove to
be effective institutions, if, in fact, they can be implemented? Can new institutions be
effective without creating the ethical space needed to implement them? Might not
both perspectives/strategies serve the needs, rights and interests of Canada’s
Aboriginal communities? While the astute reader may also see this dynamic played
out in other chapters, divergent views and cultural frameworks necessitate the need
for a respectful dialogue and exchange of knowledge and ideas, thereby facilitating
mutual learning, which can only lead to the accommodation and reconciliation of the
rights and interests of all.
The issue of continual and mutual learning lies at the heart of our community
of practice. We collectively realize that a single right answer may be elusive, and
there may well be multiple solutions to a single problem. Moreover, we understand
that our individual and collective knowledge and perspectives must continue to
expand and evolve. Nowhere was this so vividly demonstrated than during one of the
SFMN Aboriginal field schools—learning environments for Network graduate
students and their supervisors conducting research with Aboriginal peoples hosted
annually by the Network and an Aboriginal partner in research.
Network researchers, staff and Pikangikum First Nation elders and land
stewards had arranged to meet on a late summer’s day in 2006 for an outing on the
edge of the Whitefeather forest, just north of Red Lake, Ontario. The main purpose of
this exercise was for Network researchers to gain greater insight and perspective into
how Pikangikum’s elders feel about, understand and relate to their lands, how they
perceive current forest practices, and what types of forestry operations are acceptable
to them. Several of the elders that led our small group (Fig. 1), spoke at length about
the destructive impacts that roads and clear cutting had exacted on Pikangikum’s
traditional territory and, in particular, the region’s ‘Thunderbird nests,’ 50-150m
(dia.) x 10-30m (deep) circular boulder field depressions. The elders’ (Jake Keesic,
Charlie Peters, Reggie Peters, Oliver Hill, and Matthew Strang) narratives about the
destruction of these features was initially met with blank stares, until most members
of our small group finally began to comprehend, at least phenomenologically, the
cultural and symbolic importance of the ‘Thunderbird.’
The Thunderbird creates thunder and lightning; lightning strikes cause forest
fires; forest fires burn old growth and renew life in the forest; all animals and humans
depend on this life. Thus, as an agent of the Creator, the Thunderbird creates all life in
the forest. For the Anishanaabe there can be no greater sacrilege, no greater
desecration of their lands, no greater denial of their identity, culture, knowledge and
management systems, than the destruction of the nests of the Thunderbird. The sacred
cycle of life that sustains the lives, culture, duties and responsibilities of the
Pikangikum people is compromised with the obliteration of every Thunderbird nest.
This lesson was not explained to us—this is not the Pikangikum way—we had to
learn it the hard way; i.e., by ourselves, in our own ways, on our own time. But the
4
There is, of course, no universal Aboriginal ideology or non-Aboriginal
ideology, but a great diversity of perspectives. Nevertheless, there remains
unifying features and commodities within each ideology, even as they continue to
evolve, that distinguishes them from the other.
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insights that this mutual learning experience provided into how the Pikangikum
people think about and relate to their lands—how everything in their world is
intimately interdependent and interconnected—were profound, and began to chip
away at our typically western scientific view of Thunderbird nests as being mere
geomorphic features of the last glacial period (see Chapter 2 for more about the place
of the Thunderbird in Pikangikum cosmology).

Figure 1. Pikangikum elders and land stewards with SFMN researchers, graduate students and
staff in the Whitefeather Forest. (Photo credit: Irena Creed and Iain Davidson-Hunt)

All communities of practice oversee the production, organization, revision
and passing on of knowledge in two ways: 1) through knowledge they develop at their
core and 2) through interactions at their boundaries (Wenger 1998). However, if
interactions between the core and its boundaries breakdown, if expertise becomes too
insular, if not enough new ideas and activities are generated at, or allowed to
permeate, the periphery, communities of practice stagnate and ultimately die. While
the core is the centre of expertise, radically new insights often arise at the boundaries
where interactions with other ‘communities’ occur (Wenger 1998). Communities of
practice truly become assets to society when their core and their boundaries are active
in complementary ways (Wenger 1998). Thus, it is crucial that a community of
practice and its members continually interact with other communities, while
embracing new members with different perspectives and frames of reference—is this
not the inclusive expanding circle of our Aboriginal origins that John Ralston Saul
speaks about (see Footnote 3)? In fact, we as a community of practice may have a
special obligation and duty to nurture the active participation of government and
industry members in order to affect the change we seek.

8
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Effective Institutions: What Are They?
Most of the chapters that form this volume began as presentations at a two-day
conference held by the SFM Network in October 2008 in Edmonton, Alberta, entitled
Effective Institutions, Policies and Approaches for Aboriginal Engagement in
Sustainable Forest Management: Changing the Culture of Forestry in Canada.
Hosted by the Network, and co-organized by the editors of this volume, the
conference was attended by nearly 100 people, half of whom represented Canada’s
Aboriginal communities. This was the last time that members of our community of
practice were able to meet and share common experiences and knowledge, and the
editors would like to thank the SFMN for its support of the conference, as well as for
the numerous meetings and opportunities for social interaction that preceded it. While
many important issues were discussed over the two days, one fundamental issue that
did not receive much attention was how ‘institutional effectiveness’ should be defined
and what evaluative measures should be used to assess it.
As the conference unfolded a general definition of institutions emerged:
humanly devised organizational structures that can be either formal (rules, laws,
constitutions) or informal (norms, behaviors, conventions, and locally devised codes
of conduct) that organize human activities (Berkes and Folke 1998). Effectiveness
was seen simply as the power or capacity to produce a desired result. Upon reflection,
and having had a number of subsequent discussions, phone calls and email exchanges
with the contributors to this volume, it became clear that the concept of institutional
effectiveness remains contested and our original assumptions were quite naive.
Several participants pointed out that the definition of institutional effectiveness will
likely vary depending on whose perspective is used and what criteria are employed.
For example, for many Aboriginal communities, institutions of forest management
(i.e., forms and conditions of tenure, annual allowable cuts) are not generated locally,
but rather have been imposed by government agencies. In these cases, the imposition
of external institutions reinforces government control over Aboriginal lands, while
embedding non-Aboriginal values into local administrative processes. These
conditions provide few opportunities for effective Aboriginal engagement in forestry
or SFM. Yet, numerous examples have shown that community-based institutions have
a distinct advantage over distant, more centralized authorities (Acheson 2005). This
argument is often made in the context of SFM, where the motives and management
practices exercised by community-based institutions have often proven more
responsive to local livelihood needs, have shown to be more adaptive to social and
ecological change, and are built on local forest knowledge and customary rules of
decision-making (Natcher et al. 2005). From a more pragmatic point of view,
community-based institutions have, at times, been more cost-effective given that local
people are already in place to assume administrative and enforcement responsibilities.
Thus, effectiveness may be best achieved through local administrative control.
However, for government agencies, institutional effectiveness may be
measured in very different and conflicting ways. For instance, institutional
effectiveness might be evaluated in terms of meeting project timelines, managing
complex budget demands, transparency in fiscal allocations, acquiring computational
and administrative skills, and other quantifiable indicators. Under these conditions,
effectiveness is measured by those elements with tangible outcomes, and
governments have at times been reluctant to devolve management responsibility to
9
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Aboriginal communities in fear of ineffective management outcomes. By imposing
government-based structures and measures of accountability for forest management,
government effectively reinforces its own power by limiting Aboriginal involvement
in the management domain (Muller 2008). Perhaps even more threatening is that, in
cases where Aboriginal communities are deemed by government to be ‘effective’ and
‘accountable’ managers, the disguised and subversive use of power by government
risks the ‘deep colonization’5 of Aboriginal management practices.
As demonstrated by many of the chapters in this volume, the deep colonization
of Aboriginal forest management is far from complete. Across Canada, fundamental
changes are occurring as Aboriginal communities secure more autonomy in decisionmaking through the implementation of locally derived management institutions.
Grounded in local values, knowledge and customs, Aboriginal institutions are proving
effective at managing sustainable relationships with the forest. These achievements,
however, have not been gained in isolation, but rather have been accomplished by
seeking out, negotiating and entering into new institutional arrangements with others
in the hope of creating more durable and equitable agreements. Whether these
institutions prove effective will ultimately be determined by the extent to which
Aboriginal interests and rights are met, the means by which those rights and interests
are fulfilled and the consequences Aboriginal peoples are willing to endure
(culturally, politically, and economically) in their pursuits.

Volume Contents and Organization
This book is not divided into sections, but neither have the chapters been randomly
inserted into the volume. There is a flow to the book that begins with three chapters
that shed light on traditional Aboriginal stewardship values, land use management
systems and governance institutions—in this case the Anishinaabe of Pikangikum and
the Moose Cree of Moose Factory, Ontario (see Figure 2 for locations of First Nation
research partners). Because the Pikangikum First Nation has played such an
influential role in shaping the research focus and the perspectives of many members
of our community of practice, some historical background on the Pikangikum
community and its Whitefeather Forest Initiative is provided in Appendix 1 of this
chapter. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 also consider some of the major challenges that confront
the use and application of these values, systems and institutions today in forestry and
SFM, while identifying approaches for overcoming them. The next three chapters (5,
6 and 7) present the results of research undertaken with the Pikangikum, Moose Cree
and Little Red River Cree (Alberta) First Nations in the process of negotiating space
for their values, worldviews and management institutions into currently accepted
forestry and SFM practices. In all three cases, criteria and indicator (C&I) framework
methodologies play a mediating role in creating this space. The next three chapters
evaluate various institutional options available to two BC First Nations—the
Kwadacha (Chapter 8) and Stellat’en (Chapter 9)—and Aboriginal communities
generally across Canada (Chapter 10) for engaging in forestry and SFM. While each
5
‘Deep colonization’ represents a process whereby institutions established
to reverse the effects of colonization, in effect, reinforce asymmetrical power
relationships and the colonization agenda, thus engendering ‘deep’ rather than
‘de’-colonizing outcomes for Indigenous peoples.
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has its own set of advantages and disadvantages, Aboriginal communities might be
well-served to combine elements from several and/or develop multiple strategies for
realizing their needs, rights and interests. The final two chapters advance
complementary approaches that need to be considered when constructing and
implementing enabling policies and effective institutions: 1) consideration of the
scope and nature of Aboriginal and treaty rights, and their interpretation by the
Courts, 2) the role of Aboriginal peoples in research. By taking a more nuanced,
informed and ethical approach to Aboriginal rights interpretation/accommodation,
and the engagement of Aboriginal peoples in research, we are far more likely to
successfully address some of the most pressing environmental and social issues that
we face today in Canada’s forests.

Figure 2. Map of the SFM Network case studies. LEGEND: 1. Algonquin of Barrier Lake; 2.
Atikamekw of Opitciwan; 3. Atikamekw of Wemotaci; 4. Dehcho Dene; 5. Innu Nation of
Labrador; 6. James Bay & Northern Quebec Agreement; 7. Little Red River Cree; 8. Meadow
Lake Tribal Council; 9. Nisga’a; 10. New Brunswick Maliseet & Mi’kmaq; 11. Pikangiukm
Cree; 12. Stellat’en Dene; 13. Waswanipi Cree.

The following chapter, Anishinaabe Stewardship Values for Sustainable Forest
Management by Michael O'Flaherty, Iain Davidson-Hunt and Andrew Miller
(Chapter 2) discuss Anishinaabe ontology and stewardship values with respect to the
Whitefeather Forest, Ontario. Their research considers the range of ‘living’ agents
relevant to management practice, how relationships among these agents are perceived
by the Pikangikum people, and how they react to, and influence, outcomes for forest
development and management. Such relationships are not only ecological, but moral
and imbued with respect and responsibility. These complex interactions lie at the
heart of how the Pikangikum peoples view and assess their lands, and all activities
that take place within them. While the authors’ remain concerned about how
customary stewardship principles and practices can be incorporated into SFM models,
11
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they provide some guidance for achieving such an outcome based on lessons learned
during research, and rooted in the development of effective communications and
working relationships between Pikangikum and the Province of Ontario.
Chapter 3, Institutions for Algonquian Land Use by Fikret Berkes, Iain
Davidson-Hunt, Nathan Deutsch and a whole lot of the other people whom we claim
as members of our community of practice, traces and examines institutions of land
use stewardship and governance with Pikangikum and the Moose Cree First Nations,
of northern Ontario. The traditional system of both communities is described and
contrasted with the registered trapline system introduced in the 1940s. While the latter
provides an imperfect fit with the traditional system, introducing a dynamic between
extended family held areas and registered trapping areas, customary institutions and
stewardship values have survived into the modern era. As forestry operations
penetrate the forest land base of each community, consideration of scale and the
development of new institutions that work in concert with customary ones, remain
challenges that are being addressed head-on by each First Nation.
Adrian Tanner elaborates on the same issue for the Moose Cree in From Fur to
Fir (Chapter 4). Informed by his work among the Quebec Cree, Tanner describes at
length traditional Moose Cree institutions of environmental stewardship, and
specifically, the family hunting group-hunting territory complex. Tanner explores
how this system of family hunting territories, and certain aspects of Cree
conservation, were able to withstand a host of externally generated changes, including
the introduction of the fur trade and registered traplines. Today, many elements of the
traditional system of land use stewardship remain, but are challenged by forestry.
While the Moose Cree view forestry as both a curse and an opportunity, in much the
same way as Pikangikum, Tanner argues for employing family hunting territories as
the basic social unit for environmental monitoring.
Co-producing a Whitefeather Forest Cultural Landscape Monitoring
Framework by Janene Shearer, Paddy Peters and Iain Davidson-Hunt (Chapter 5)
takes us on a journey into the process of negotiating and co-developing an approach
for expressing and monitoring land use values and activities important to the
Pikangikum people. Originally conceived as a criteria and indicators (C&I) project,
research quickly evolved into cooperative initiative between researchers and
Pikangikum’ elders and land users to co-construct a common currency of values and
understandings that reflected Anishinaabe ways of looking at and relating to their
world, while, at the same time, being comprehensible to outside authorities. That they
succeeded in this mission, is evidenced in the recent signing of Pikangikum’s land use
plan, Cheekahnahwaydahmungk Keetahkeemeenaa, Keeping the Land: A Land Use
Strategy for the Whitefeather Forest and Adjacent Areas (PFN and OMNR 2006) by
the Chief and Minister of Natural Resources (see Appendix 1, this chapter). The
challenge that Pikangikum now faces is negotiating the implementation of this plan
within the province’s complex system of rules and regulations.
Several chapters shed light on Aboriginal—in this case Anishinaabe and
Cree—systems of land use stewardship and governance, and some of the major
barriers to their inclusion in forest planning and decision-making today. In many
respects, this is also an outcome of Developing Criteria and Indicators for Aboriginal
Forestry by Marie Saint-Arnaud et al. (Chapter 6). In the context of negotiating a
local C&I framework for and with the Anicinapek of Kitcissakik, Québec, Arnaud et
al. adopt an environmental education approach in a process to give voice to the
12
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Kitcisakik people in their characterization of forestry and their forest values. In
particular, the process relied heavily on Anicinapek ethical (e.g., social responsibility)
and educational principles to construct a C&I framework for Aboriginal forestry on
Kitcisakik traditional lands. While these principles and the constructed framework
begin to reconcile two very different visions for forestry, the author’s argue that it
was the process itself that may be the more important outcome for creating an
ongoing, open-ended dialogue among the partners in research.
Jim Webb, Harvey Sewepagaham and Conroy Sewepagaham in Negotiating
Cultural Sustainability (Chapter 7) describe the process of ‘deep consultation’6 that
allowed the Little Red River Cree Nation (LRRCN) to negotiate SFM practices within
the nation’s core territory, the Wabasca-Mikka lowlands, northern Alberta. A
founding partner of the SFM Network, the LRRCN has undertaken a host of research
projects aimed at balancing the nation’s interests with those of industry and
government. Webb et al. document the impacts of commercial forestry operations on
their lands and livelihoods that might not be readily discernable to outsiders, while
drawing on the research of Natcher and Hickey (2002), among others, to advance
alternative propositions for how forestry and the cultural values of the nation’s
citizens can co-exist in the Wabasca-Mikka lowlands. This process of deep
consultation resulted in an agreement acceptable to the LRRCN that began to assist
the forest company’s (Tolko) transition from sustained-yield forestry to SFM, and
serves as an example of the cycle of action-reflection-action inherent to social
learning when two cultures are willing to respect and accommodate each other
interests.
Natalie Swaak, Shashi Kant and David Natcher explore Aboriginal Forest
Tenure Attributes for the Kwadacha Traditional Territory in Chapter 8. Using
conceptual content cognitive mapping and structured surveys, First Nation, industry
and government perceptions about the ability of current forest tenures to meet
Aboriginal expectations are assessed. Although various types of tenure partially fulfil
some of the 21 Aboriginal expectations for SFM, not one expectation is fully met by
any existing tenure arrangement. The key attributes of an Aboriginal forest tenure, as
well as the major impediments to implementing such tenures, are identified. While the
authors acknowledge that current tenures could be modified to better accommodate
Aboriginal values, they argue for the creation of new forms of tenure that specifically
address Aboriginal rights and interests, and identify key elements needed to facilitate
this outcome.
Evaluation of Two Forest Governance Models by Sarah Weber, Ron Trosper
and Tom Maness (Chapter 9) explore two alternative forest governance structures for
the Stellat’en territory, BC: 1) a Community Ecosystem Trust, and 2) a Land Use
Planning model. While the former may create a new intermediary land status
recognizing both Aboriginal and Crown title, the latter, in which the Stellat’en are
now engaged, currently finds support among both parties. Each alternative is
evaluated in terms of the goals and objectives of the Stellat’en people as identified
through interviews and workshops. As both, as well as other models, may provide for
the satisfaction of Stellat’en goals and objectives, the challenges that the Stellat’en
6

The term ‘deep consultation’ is defined by the authors in Chapter 7, and is
generally understood by the editors to mean consultation that meets all the
requirements for consultation laid out by Canadian courts.
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First Nation now face involve deciding which model best fits with its aspirations and
determining the resources needed to achieve this end.
Stephen Wyatt, Jean-Francois Fortier and Martin Hebert, in Multiple Forms of
Engagement: Five Broad Approaches (Chapter 10), draw on a review of research and
case-studies from across Canada to present a typology for different scenarios for
Aboriginal engagement in forestry and SFM. More than 40 distinct approaches are
recognized falling into five principal categories. Before choosing or developing an
approach, Aboriginal leaders are urged to carefully consider many variables, and even
contemplate multiple forms of engagement. However, such an approach calls for
policy that is flexible and innovative, rather than policy that seeks to promote one
form of engagement over another.
Monique Passelac-Ross and Veronica Potes in Treaty 8 Land-Based Right
(Chapter 11) question the penultimate role of the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) in
determining the rights of Canada’s Aboriginal peoples, and argue that Canada’s legal
system is, in part, responsible, for the ongoing deprivation of the rights of Aboriginal
peoples by Crown governments. With Treaty 8 as a backdrop, they develop a ‘duties’
approach to the interpretation of Aboriginal treaty rights, making it clear that there is
an overriding ethical obligation on the part of Crown governments to protect these
rights prior to contemplating any action that might infringe them. They propose three
generic obligations on the part of the State—not to extinguish, not to infringe and to
protect rights—and a fourth obligation to engage in meaningful consultations as a
means to determine the specific actions required to meet each of these.
Negotiating Research Relationships with Aboriginal Peoples by Marc
Stevenson (Chapter 12) represents perhaps a fitting conclusion to this volume. Based
upon the author’s experiences, what Aboriginal members of our community of
practice have told us over the years and guidelines produced by various agencies and
organizations, this chapter identifies the ethical principles and considerations that
need to be taken into account by researchers when negotiating research relationships
with Aboriginal peoples and communities. Without the meaningful participation of
Aboriginal peoples in the design and execution of research, it is doubtful whether
enabling policies and effective institutions will ever be built, let alone implemented,
that create the ethical space for Aboriginal peoples and communities in decisions
taken in respect to their forested lands and resources.
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Appendix 1.
Pikangikum and the Whitefeather Forest Initiative
Pikangikum First Nation is a remote Anishinaabe community of about 2400 people
located in northwestern Ontario about 100km north of the town of Red Lake on the
shores of Pikangikum Lake and the Berens River. By the 1940s, Pikangikum families
had begun to settle in the community, while continuing to spend part of the year
hunting for subsistence, and trapping, fishing and wild rice harvesting for trade
(Chapeskie 2002). The collapse of the fur trade in the 1980s, and a decline in
commercial fishing, left the community reliant on government transfers and seasonal
employment (Chapeskie et al. 2004; O'Flaherty et al. 2008). Today, community
residents continue to travel to their trapline areas on Crown land, but often have to
work around their jobs to schedule trips. In addition, many families continue to snare
small game, fish, and hunt moose and duck. The Whitefeather forest is interspersed
with numerous lakes, rivers and wetlands, and composed of jack pine (in sandy soils
and low ridges), black spruce (in lower, wetter areas), and trembling aspen and birch
(in heavier soils and along waterways), all of which have evolved with and are
adapted to periodic, large scale fire events (Rowe and Scotter 1973). The
Whitefeather Forest has abundant populations of boreal forest plants and animals
(moose, deer, bear, lynx, fox, beaver, martin, etc.). As the Pikangikum elders
consistently emphasize, the Creator has provided everything that they need to survive.
In the 1990s, with commercial trapping and fishing no longer a viable source
of income, and with logging expanding northward into Pikangikum territory,
community elders began to consider alternative land-based economic renewal
activities (e.g., forestry, tourism, recreation and dedicated protected areas) that could
continue to provide land-based livelihoods for their youth (PFN and OMNR 2006).
Pikangikum approached the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) in 1997
to enter into dialogue to develop these opportunities, but there were no government
sponsored community-led development processes at the time (Chapeskie 2002).
Subsequently, the Whitefeather Forest Management Corporation (WFMC) was born
in 1998 under the guidance of community elders. In response to Pikangikum and
other northern First Nations interested in developing forestry opportunities (e.g., the
Moose Cree First Nation), and following the 1999 Ontario Forest Accord's
commitment to “support initiatives directed toward the orderly development of areas
north of the area of the undertaking” subject to “full agreement of affected First
Nations” (OMNR 1999, art. 24), OMNR launched the Northern Boreal Initiative
(NBI) in 2000. The NBI is a policy framework that supports northern First Nations
communities to take the lead in planning new development opportunities, such as
forestry and protected areas, in their traditional territories. Under the NBI, the WFMC
entered into partnership with the OMNR to develop the use strategy for the
Whitefeather Forest, which spans more than 12,000 km²—only a portion of
Pikangikum’s traditional territory.
In 2006 Pikangikum elders, land stewards and OMNR staff produced
“Cheekahnahwaydahmungk Keetahkeemeenaan—Keeping the Land: A Land Use
Strategy for the Whitefeather Forest and Adjacent Areas (PFN and OMNR 2006).
The Land Use Strategy was signed by the Chief of Pikangikum and the OMNR
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Minister in June of 2006, and represents the new land use policy direction for the
Whitefeather Forest. At present (March 2009), the WFMC and OMNR are working
together to acquire coverage under the Environmental Assessment Act for commercial
forestry in the Whitefeather Forest. The WFMC is also involved in a dialogue for the
future management of dedicated protected areas and is part of the Pimachowin Aki
Corporation, a non-profit corporation led by four First Nations in partnership with the
governments of Manitoba and Ontario. Pimachiowin Aki Corporation is developing
the nomination for the Pimachiowin Aki World Heritage Site and is expected to
complete its nomination document in 2011. The WFMC has partnered with two other
First Nations and a Finnish company to further their value-added commercial timber
operations and is developing a training program to ensure Pikangikum youth are
employed in the new forestry operations. The WFMC has also partnered with
University of Manitoba, University of Winnipeg and Lakehead University in forming
the Whitefeather Forest Research Cooperative. For further information on the
Whitefeather Forest Initiative visit www.whitefeatherforest.com.
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Chapter Two
Anishinaabe Stewardship Values for Sustainable Forest
Management of the Whitefeather Forest,
Pikangikum First Nation, Ontario
R. Michael O'Flaherty, Iain J. Davidson-Hunt, and Andrew M. Miller
Introduction
Bringing Indigenous knowledge into forest management planning requires, first and
foremost, understanding how people relate to and view ‘nature.’ What are the basic
cognitive building blocks that enable people to speak about nature, and the agents that are
understood to account for change and dynamism in nature? Before we can talk about
Indigenous knowledge and forest management together, we need to understand the basic
lexicon that a particular Indigenous people use for the various plants, animals, and other
natural elements that will be impacted by forest management. Further, understanding
these ‘basic units’ of a lexicon also requires understanding how cognition shapes and is
influenced by worldview. Knowing the details of a particular Indigenous lexicon does
not, in itself, allow forest managers to understand how those Indigenous people perceive
their world.
For some, it may be tempting to stop at the point of translation and insert the
details of Indigenous knowledge into the corresponding categories of science-based
knowledge. However, there are many unique features of Indigenous knowledge that are
not easily accommodated within a science-based management framework and yet are
very relevant to how Indigenous people understand their relationship to the forest and its
various other inhabitants. For example, according to Pikangikum elder Whitehead Moose
(planning meeting, May 3, 2006), bears put mahkwah ahmoo1 out in the sun to dry during
the summer so the fish and berries that it contains can be taken back to the bear's den as a
food source for hibernating over the winter; for this reason people are not to disturb
mahkwah ahmoo. If a biologist was to encounter what a Pikangikum person knows as
mahkwah ahmoo, that biologist would use the term ‘bear scat’ and perhaps consider
collecting a sample in a plastic bag for later analysis. Thus, even if two people know each
other's term for bear scat/mahkwah ahmoo, in this case they are ascribing very different
values and meanings to them, and, most importantly, they are likely to make very
different decisions when acting in relation to bear scat/ahmoo.
1
Note on Language: No standard orthography exists for the Anishinaabe
language. To further complicate matters, northern Anishinaabe people tend to use
syllabic systems for written text while to the south a double-vowel roman orthography
system has been developed. In Pikangikum, the Whitefeather Forest Management
Corporation has adopted some transliteration principles of its own to provide a roman
orthography for those who cannot read syllabic script. In the text of this document we
utilize the roman spelling of words developed in Pikangikum, to be consistent with
locally-produced materials. However, for common words such as ‘Anishinaabe’ we
use the double-vowel roman orthography.
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In sum, if there is a genuine interest in bringing Indigenous knowledge and values
into forest management, existing practice will need to be modified substantially in order
to accommodate Indigenous worldviews with very different assumptions about how
forest values are generated and preserved. In our research with the Pikangikum First
Nation,2 we have used an ethno-ecological approach which addresses local cognition,
worldview and practice as a mutually constituted whole (Toledo 1992) in describing the
orientations of people to place (Nazarea 1999). An ethno-ecological framework can assist
efforts to bring Indigenous knowledge into forest management by helping to articulate the
lenses through which people see the world and act in relation to it. Through our research,
Pikangikum people have described a range of complex interactions and relationships,
which are ecological at one level, but are also imbued with intentionality and morality;
this helps us to understand how Pikangikum people assess the state of the land, including
how they will assess the outcomes of proposed forestry in the Whitefeather Forest.3
In this chapter we discuss the outcomes of our research with Pikangikum elders
focussing on the issues of: 1) the Pikangikum terminology for describing the basic units
of nature; 2) how these units are linked in the worldview of Pikangikum elders, and; 3)
implications for future forest management in the Whitefeather Forest.

The Basic Units of Nature in Pikangikum Indigenous Knowledge
Pikangikum elders continue to maintain a richly detailed lexicon for describing the
natural world. The basic units of nature that they name often correspond to the basic units
that make up a large part of a science-based folk taxonomy; namely, plant and animal
species. Table 1 provides some examples of named common plants and animals in the
Pikangikum Indigenous knowledge system.
In addition to those beings that are specifically named in Pikangikum Indigenous
knowledge (nomenclature) and correspond to specifically named species within a
science-based (binomial) taxonomy, there are names for beings that have not yet been
placed within a science-based taxonomy. For example, elder Charlie Peters speaks about
a type of caribou known as the ‘yellow-tear caribou’ and found in only a certain part of
the Whitefeather Forest:
My grandfather taught me that there are two species of caribou in this area:
the yellow-tear caribou (oohzuhweeseebeequayweeyahtik), which are
smaller, and the woodland caribou (ahtik) that we are always talking about
(research workshop, December 15, 2006).4
2

An introduction to Pikangikum First Nation and the Whitefeather Forest
Initiative is provided as an Appendix to Chapter 1, and readers are directed to consult
the appendix in order to learn more about the First Nation, and/or visit
www.whitefeatherforest.com .
3
For a fuller discussion of forest management planning for the Whitefeather
Forest see O'Flaherty et al. (2008).
4
More research is required before anything can be said about how to locate the
yellow-tear caribou within the genus Rangifer; elder Charlie Peters was translated as
referring to it as a separate ‘species,’ but it is unclear if it is a separate species, a subspecies of the forest-dwelling woodland caribou, or perhaps even a population (or
group) of barrens ground caribou that has (seasonally) migrated into the Whitefeather
Forest. It may be some time before any more is known since woodland caribou are so
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Table 1. Comparison of Pikangikum Anishinaabe and English names for selected plants
and animals.

There are also beings that are outside of the experience of western ecology yet are
intimately involved in ecosystem processes within the Pikangikum Indigenous
experience. For example, Pikangikum elders describe how thunder and lightning are
caused by the blinking eye of a Thunderbird (beenaysee), a giant and ancient creature
associated with thunderstorms and with specific locations on the landscape. When the
lightening originating from the eye of the Thunderbird causes a forest fire, this specific
kind of fire is known as a Thunderbird fire (beenaysee eshkotay). As elder Whitehead
Moose explains:
The Creator has a match and that match is the Thunderbird. He brings
that match to the land when the forest gets too old and can’t grow
anymore. So the Thunderbird comes to earth. After the forest is burnt,
new growth starts (interview, July 21, 2006).5
Fire (eshkotay) itself, and in particular Thunderbird fire (beenaysee eshkotay), is also
described as a living being because, like other living beings, it rests at night and is active
difficult to find in the bush: "You cannot track down a caribou like you would a moose.
You can only hope to meet it on a trail" (elder Jake Kejick, interview, October 13,
2006).
5
All quotations are transcriptions of oral translations made during interviews and
meetings.
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during the day, it can reproduce itself, it behaves unpredictably and can be responsible for
creating change in its environment. Within the Pikangikum lexicon are two other
varieties of fire: Anishinaabe eshkotay, referring to any controlled fire used by the
Anishinaabe people, and Waymedekooshee eshkotay (literally ‘Whiteman's fire’) or
electricity. Our initial desire to discuss the cultural and ecological significance of the
category of phenomena which are grouped under the English word ‘fire’ was hindered
until we were able to reach a mutual understanding with the elders about which varieties
of eshkotay we were discussing.
Although the Pikangikum lexicon of nature does not always correspond to a
science-based taxonomy in its specific details, it does provide a basis for talking about
more complex (ecological) relationships. Knowing about Thunderbirds and forest fire
allows us to begin understanding Pikangikum descriptions of forest succession. However,
while establishing a common lexicon is vital to engaging in cross-cultural discussion
about forest management, describing the Thunderbird or the snowshoe hare as a ‘basic
unit of nature’ in Pikangikum Indigenous knowledge is misleading because the
purpose/use of terminology in either knowledge system is somewhat different.
Scientists name species as irreducible categories of being for the purposes of
classification.6 Thus, in a science-based (binomial) taxonomy, each basic unit (species)
sits within a single higher-order grouping (genus, family, order, etc.), even if it is the only
species representing that grouping.7 Furthermore, a scientific taxonomy expresses a set of
assumptions about how individuals and classes of individuals are related to one another,
whether on the basis of shared similarities in appearance or shared genetic origins. In the
field of ethnoecology, it is suggested that Indigenous societies often describe basic units
of nature (i.e., classes, and what biologists might know as taxa) in which individuals who
are more alike to one another are differentiated from other classes that contain individuals
who are likewise considered more alike to one another (Berlin 1992).
While Pikangikum people may have assumptions about how different beings are
related, in practice higher order groupings of plants and animals tend to be more difficult
to verify except at a generalised level of description. Thus, for instance, there appears to
be no Pikangikum Anishinaabe equivalent for the term ‘plant’ or ‘flower,’ although there
are terms for ‘tree’ (mitik), flying creatures (kapeemeesaywahch) and fish (keenohshayg).
Functional groupings are sometimes based on use, so that both weekay (ratroot) and
weegwahzahteek (birch) are referred to as forms of medicine (mushkeekee). In the
Pikangikum ‘taxonomy’ there may be more than one way to group beings. These multiple
groupings are not contradictory, but rather provide different ways of understanding
relations between beings, depending on the context. For example, sheengoop can refer to
either black spruce or to evergreen boughs of a variety of species including balsam fir,
jack pine, or black spruce. Alternatively, blueberry (meenan) can be grouped with other
things used as medicines or foods (meechum). In technical terms, this type of system of
classification is polythetic and is not uncommon to Indigenous peoples—a fuller
discussion exceeds the scope of this paper but more detail can be found in DavidsonHunt, et al. (2005) for another Anishinaabe community south of Pikangikum. The main
point we would like to make for the purposes of this chapter is that there are basic units
6
In the interest of space and the need to be focused, we are discounting the
existence of sub-species and avoiding the whole species debate more generally.
7
The Ring-tailed Lemur (Lemur catta) is the only member of the genus Lemur;
Ginkgo biloba is the only species within the family Ginkgoaceae.
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for things that we know to constitute ‘nature’ and patterns by which these are grouped
within Pikangikum Anishinaabe language and cognition.

Linkages between Beings in Pikangikum Indigenous Knowledge
It is common to hear Pikangikum elders say, in their own words, “the whole life of
Anishinaabe is intertwined with everything” (elder Norman Quill, interview Dec. 15,
2005). Unpacking what this actually means, how the linkages between living things are
understood and described, is something that is much less commonly reported on. Here we
provide some details for one point of view on one set of relations that establishes an entry
point for discussing the way in which the Pikangikum worldview shapes their
understanding of linkages between beings.
Pikangikum elders have described the linkages between a number of beings on a
landscape of multi-aged forest stands. Figure 1 provides an example of how various
classes of beings are linked to one another through the process of forest renewal by fire,
in this case Thunderbird fire. The diagram shows how, following a Thunderbird fire,
certain plants and animals that prefer the conditions of a new growth area are linked
through food chains to other animals that are also using the surrounding older forests and
to Pikangikum people. Pikangikum elder Whitehead Moose explains the connections in
the following way:
Animals get tired of eating old food, just like you and me. The Creator
knows that animals need new food. After the fire there is fresh food to eat.
As an example, rabbit favours a new growth area. When you look at rabbit,
I think it is like a food chain for animals. Rabbits have three litters a
summer. Fox, lynx, marten all depend on rabbit. The Creator has to care
for all animals so he sends Thunderbird to earth to make food for rabbit.
We like to eat rabbit too, so he (the Creator) burns for us too (interview,
July 10, 2006).
Pikangikum elders describe how forest fires kill forests, change the resources that
are available for animals and humans, and how life always returns to these areas. Even
before new growth begins, moose and rabbit come into newly burned areas (nogoomekay
ahkeesakeytek) in order to eat ‘smoked’ leaves and charcoal (ahkahkahnjay); they are
said to like their flavour. The light grey-coloured ash (penkwe) left from a fire is said to
contribute to new growth, like fertilizer, helping trees and other plants grow where they
find conditions to their liking. Moose will frequent recently burned areas where they can
find new leafy growth on poplar (ahzadig) and birch (wigawahz), including in the winter
when the tops of young trees are exposed above the snow. These areas then provide good
opportunities for Pikangikum hunters. Where jack pine (okik) is found, typically on thin
sandy soil (mitawunk), newly burnt areas provide abundant low growth that is a critical
winter food source for snowshoe hares, which, in turn, are an important food source for
marten, lynx, fisher, fox and Pikangikum trappers who are pursuing these and other
furbearers.
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Figure 1. Network of relationships on a landscape of multi-aged forest communities. (Lines
indicate interactions between different beings and their need to move across the landscape.)

Because forest fires re-order plant communities (Holling 1992) and destroy
features such as trails, hunters (both human and non-human) must re-familiarize
themselves with areas following a fire. While traveling through a newly burned area,
trappers see the tracks they encounter as indications of which animals are using the land
and what those animals are doing. Snowshoe hares are particularly important in this
regard. Snowshoe hares begin to increase in numbers where they find young jack pine
and winter cover, and then gradually expand outward from these core areas. Where
snowshoe hares are abundant, their tracks will be readily found, unless they have been
covered by a recent snowfall. Furbearing predators are looking for these areas too, in
order to concentrate their hunting in areas with a good prey base.
The seral changes that result from Thunderbird fire, including the network of
trophic relationships described by Pikangikum elders, provides a basis for a common
lexicon of beings (species) and a way to describe their inter-relations in ways that are
understood within a (science-based) ecological perspective. However, it is not enough to
only understand these teachings as equivalents to concepts held within western
knowledge systems. To see these relations as merely trophic, or ecological, interactions
between biological organisms is to miss some important lessons being expressed through
the teachings of Pikangikum elders. For example, in one teaching, Pikangikum elders
explain that because these food networks include plants, they also extend to the living
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earth (ahkee) that is the source of life for all plants.8 Pikangikum elders speak about the
soil as a living layer that rests upon layers of clay/mud, sand and stone that do not contain
visible life; soil not only contains life, such as the earthworms, but is itself alive and
responsible for generating life (i.e., the plants that grow in the soil and all those beings
that are in a trophic chain with those plants). Therefore, through trophic relations beings
are linked not merely in relationships of dependency (for nutrients), but in relationships
of shared substance and existence; they commune with the land (ahkee),9 becoming a part
of the land as the land becomes a part of them. Elder Whitehead Moose has put it this
way:
Everything that you see in me, it is the land that has moulded me. The fish
have moulded me. The animals and everything that I have eaten from the
land has moulded me; it has shaped me. I believe every Aboriginal person
has been moulded in this way (PFN and OMNR 2006: 24).
Another important dimension of how Pikangikum elders describe beings on the
land, and how they interact with one another, is the assumption that individuals within a
class (i.e., the ‘basic units’) grow and develop based upon expected behaviour under
particular ecological conditions or through instinct. In Pikangikum Indigenous
knowledge, individual organisms of a class are also ‘decision-making beings’ interacting
on a shared moral landscape.

From Biological Units to Social Agency in Pikangikum Indigenous
Knowledge
The caribou is a walking animal, it likes to travel. It likes to travel in winter
and return in the early spring… . One time when I was young I wanted to
track some caribou. When I told my father this, he said you will never be
able to track them down; where the tracks begin and stop is a long way off
(Paul Moose, research workshop, December 15, 2006).
When Pikangikum elders speak about the other creatures they share the land with,
including those animals that are hunted and trapped, they describe these creatures as
sentient, decision-making agents. For example, when Pikangikum elders describe the
behaviour of the woodland caribou they describe it as a travelling animal
8

There is also a teaching from Pikangikum elders that water (nibee) is a source of
life as well. Pikangikum elders have explained that because trees can be observed to
grow directly out of solid rock, trees need only water in order to grow. Water, and thus
life, is said to enter trees through their roots (waahdaapeen) and flows outwards to all
the limbs. In addition, the presence of moist soil and moss (wahpahkamik) in a
regenerating forest is a sign that the forest is on its way to healthy recovery. The idea
that water is a source of life, and therefore trees don't need soil for life, may contradict
the idea that soil is the source life, but it does not rule out that both may be sources of
life. The two may be complimentary rather than contradictory, although we have not
yet fully explored this topic to properly understand the connections between ahkee and
nibee as sources of life.
9
The term ‘land,’ or ahkee in Pikangikum Anishinaabe, is an inclusive term that
refers to lands, waters and skies.
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(ehbeemosaych): “The caribou is very different from the moose because it is a traveller; it
journeys all the time, eating along the journey all the time” (Jake Kejick, interview,
October 13, 2006). On these occasions, such remarks were usually followed-up with a
question as to why the caribou likes to travel. However, no elder actually ever answered
this question. Pikangikum elder Oliver Hill, never one to decline an intellectual
challenge, put an end to the question altogether:
I believe the caribou has knowledge. The reason I say that is that the
caribou knows when to travel, where to move. The caribou has a mind to
think. Like us humans, we have minds too, but it is difficult to figure out why
the caribou moves on. We could ask, maybe it's the climate? Maybe it's too
hot, or too cold. Maybe it's the environment. But we can't really pinpoint
that. It's like this: I see Iain [Davidson-Hunt] sitting there, but I don't know
what is going on in Iain's mind; I don't know what he is thinking about
sitting there. So we have to ask that question, how does the caribou think? I
have seen scientists put collars on animals and I understand this is to keep
track of the animal's movements. But we have to come back to the question:
why do caribou travel, why do they go? We can come to conclusions.
Maybe it's for feeding, maybe it's for breeding. We don't actually know, just
like I don't know what's on your mind (research workshop, December 15,
2006).
Pikangikum elders have a wealth of knowledge acquired through the traditional
teachings of their forebears, and possess a lifetime of direct experience with the biology
and behaviour of other beings. This knowledge and experience has helped them to
successfully harvest a wide range of creatures. At the same time, even after having
acquired a wealth of knowledge, there remains a residue of self in every living being that
is not accessible to the personal or collective experience of Pikangikum people. What we
have learned from talking with Pikangikum elders is that they assume that other beings
have a subjectivity that is as complex as their own.10 In the Pikangikum worldview, other
animals have needs that are qualitatively identical to human beings—"Animals get tired
of eating old food... just like you and me” (Whitehead Moose, interview, July 10, 2006).
Although Pikangikum elders have described some of the important and favoured foods of
woodland caribou, they do not presume to be able to know the caribou's dietary
preferences in a way that would allow for them to make management decisions for
woodland caribou habitat. It is for this reason that Pikangikum elders are suspicious of
the value of woodland caribou habitat modelling that is centered on the winter forage
value of Cladina rangiferina (‘reindeer lichen’):

10
Hallowell, who wrote about the Berens River people, including Pikangikum
people, based on fieldwork in the 1930s, talks about ‘other-than-human persons’: All
species of wild animals and plants are believed to be under the control of 'bosses' or
'owners' … although these animate beings are not distinguishable by proper names of
their own. … use of an animal by any human being involved an obligation to the
controller of the species (1992: 62). Pikangikum elders have described animals in
ways that are similar to Hallowell's ‘other-than-human-persons,’ although Hallowell
reserves this term only for those special beings (‘animal bosses’) that were responsible
for controlling the behaviour of a certain class of animal.
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...the caribou’s diet does not only depend on one lichen. It needs various
lichens and plants—you and I would get sick if we only ate one thing
(Gideon Peters, planning meeting March 30, 2005).
An important aspect of the subjectivity that other creatures possess is the specific
relationship they have with the Creator. In the Pikangikum worldview, all life is
connected back to the Creator, the source of life, and all creatures have a purpose (or
purposes) on the land which derive(s) from their relationship with the Creator. Thus, for
instance, one of Thunderbird's important purposes is to bring fire to the forest in order to
renew the land, as elder Whitehead Moose explained, “[the Creator] brings that match to
the land when the forest gets too old and can’t grow anymore, so the Thunderbird comes
to earth.” For those unfamiliar with the Pikangikum worldview, this comment might be
interpreted to mean the Thunderbird is a kind of tool that the Creator uses to modify the
land, in the manner of a forester using prescribed burning techniques. However, our
understanding from what Pikangikum elders have suggested is that the Thunderbird has
been given this role of fire starter by the Creator, and its life has been set in motion along
a certain path that requires it to start fire, in a manner that the Thunderbird itself chooses.
In sum, the Creator is described by Pikangikum elders as the ultimate source of
life, including being the provider of direction and purpose for all life. However, although
the Creator provides for the needs of all beings, each creature must make decisions along
the path provided to them by the Creator. In other words, the Creator is described as a
provider who determines the broad outlines of how beings, including people, ‘should’
behave, rather than a force that directs how beings will behave. Therefore, the central role
that Pikangikum elders assign to the Creator in determining relations between beings
does not provide a spiritual equivalent to the secular (folk) concept of instinct. Given the
importance of animals being able to make decisions in accordance with their own specific
relationship to the Creator, Pikangikum elders have explained that one should not
interfere with another being's relationship with the Creator.

Duty of Non-Interference
On the subject of woodland caribou, Elder Charlie Peters has explained, “We cannot give
the caribou what they want to eat; we cannot tell the caribou where to live, only the
Creator can do this” (planning meeting, March 1, 2006). What we can learn from this is
that the caribou has been given what it needs in life by the Creator and people cannot
fulfill this life-giving role through management activities. Insofar as managers can
provide for the survival needs of another animal, as is done in a zoo for instance, this
does not fulfil the animal's social and spiritual needs anymore than a prison can be
expected to for people. When provincial forest management planners spoke with
Pikangikum elders about setting aside protected areas to preserve woodland caribou
habitat, the proposal was met with disbelief by the elders:
I don't understand why they want to confine the animal to one particular
area, or designate an area for caribou. That's never going to happen. The
caribou will never stay in that particular designated area. That will never
happen because the caribou must follow a cycle. The only thing that is
going to happen once they designate those areas [for caribou], is they are
going to close in on the caribou; they are going to isolate them. Once the
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caribou has been isolated in a certain area, they will no longer follow that
cycle that is in them. That cycle is in the caribou and they have to follow
that cycle because the caribou is a moving animal. The caribou is on a
journey (George B. Strang, research workshop, December 15, 2006).
It is easy to dismiss the comments of elders like George Strang as misinformed
since, surely, the intention was not to erect a fence around protected areas in order to
corral woodland caribou within. However, the presumption being rejected by Pikangikum
elders is that planners can both anticipate and accommodate the needs of woodland
caribou. Further, Pikangikum elders like Charlie Peters and George B. Strang are
suggesting that, by attempting to accommodate the habit needs of woodland caribou in
protected areas, planners will interfere with the nature (purpose?) of, and show disrespect
towards, the caribou as a travelling/moving animal.
For Pikangikum elders, the stewardship responsibility that Pikangikum people
need to observe in any livelihood activity is to ensure the land continues to reflect a
mosaic of vegetation communities in a way that supports the decision-making abilities of
other creatures (see Berkes and Davidson-Hunt 2006, for an example of a similar
principle). The elders don't speak about ‘making’ woodland caribou habitat since they
cannot say with certainty that woodland caribou will use any given area, even if they can
make predictions about the probability that woodland caribou will make use of an area.
Rather, as the following remark by elder Solomon Turtle indicates, proper stewardship
entails ensuring their actions on the land maintain an adequate supply of land that
woodland caribou prefer. Then, if they ‘want’ to return to that area, they are able to do so
when they choose:
Remember what I said last year? The caribou went missing at Barton Lake
five years ago. This is the sixth year and the caribou have come back. They
were only following the cycle that they follow. I waited for the caribou and
now they have returned as I anticipated. During the time they were gone,
we did not destroy their habitat. We let it grow back, we left it in peace
while they were gone (planning meeting, January 25, 2007).
At the same time, hunting is not construed as interference, as long as the other
being willingly submits its life. Pikangikum elders explain that for many animals, one of
the roles they play is to feed predators, including human hunters. For example,
Pikangikum elders explain that when a hunter has an animal in their sights, they should
wait for the animal to look at the hunter as a sign that it is giving itself to the hunter. In
this way, the hunter is acknowledging their own dependency on the other being. Harvey
Feit has written of the James Bay Cree in a similar vein:
A successful hunt is not simply the result of the intention and work of the
hunter; it is also the outcome of the intention and actions of the animals. In
the process of hunting a hunter enters into a reciprocal relationship:
animals are given to hunters to meet their needs and wants, and in return
the hunters incur obligations to the animals (1995).
Pikangikum elders speak about hunters having to respect their prey by only taking
what is needed, wasting nothing, disposing of the remains in a careful manner and by
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observing certain rituals following the kill. By respecting other beings in these ways, the
hunter is also acknowledging their dependence on the Creator who has placed other
beings on the land to provide for the survival of people. For some animals, such as the
wolf, being hunted is not one of the roles (purposes) that Pikangikum elders have
described. Elder Solomon Turtle speaks about the teaching not to hunt wolves:
I believe that the wolf, being an animal, does its own work. Being a wolf, it
goes after caribou and moose. At times the wolf works against us but that is
part of its being a wolf, to work against us. … So, why not go after the wolf?
One of the teachings that we were told was that we should never kill this
animal. We were told that if you see a pack of wolves, never to shoot into
the pack because once you wound a wolf in a pack, the remaining pack will
come after you and that was not good (research meeting, January 25, 2007).
Jimmy Keeper provides a direct explanation of the consequences that befall people
who fail to remain in respectful relation to other beings:
Ohncheenaywin is the reason our people were told to respect animals.
Ohncheenaywin literally means that a curse will come upon you. So we
have to respect the animals, to respect that they were given life to live on
this land (research meeting, January 24, 2007).
The teaching of ohncheenaywin brings us back to the discussion of bear scat,
mahkwah ahmoo, which opened this chapter. As elder Whitehead Moose explained, the
bear dries food such as fish and blueberries to feed itself during hibernation:
So when you see bear shit on the road you never touch it because the bear
is actually storing that. It will come back again and take that to its den for
its food supply in the winter time (planning meeting, May 3, 2006).
Matthew Strang explains how disturbing the bear's food preservation process will invite
the wrath of the bear:
Any time that you see bear shit on the road, don't ever touch it because
there is a bear out there waiting for you. If you mess around with that shit,
that bear is going to come after you. Even if you are with a group of people,
that bear will recognise that you are the one who disturbed his shit and that
bear will only come after you. That's why I am very cautious every time I
see bear shit on the road. I don't dare touch or run over it (planning
meeting, May 3, 2006).
This thinking expresses an important aspect of Pikangikum customary
stewardship; that is, the importance of existing in respectful relation to other beings as
part of a shared social and moral order (see also Berkes et al., this volume).11 In this

11
See also Hallowell: "The 'blessings' obtained from other than human persons
were never free gifts. Benefits involved reciprocal moral obligations on the part of the
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respect, Pikangikum customary stewardship can be characterised as a guiding
responsibility, a duty to care, for the quasi-social relations a person has with other beings
on the land. Pikangikum people, like any people, engage in the
manipulation/management of actors/variables to produce desirable outcomes. However,
Pikangikum customary stewardship provides an over-arching goal of personal
responsibility for ensuring one's behaviour does not interfere, either directly or indirectly,
with the ability of other beings to make choices or to maintain their relationship with the
Creator. When this duty of non-interference is achieved, the elders say ohneesheesheen
(‘everything
is
good’),
which
includes
having
‘good
relationships’
(cheemeenooweecheeteeyaung) with other people and a ‘reverence for all creation’
(cheekeechee'eenaytauhmung) (see Shearer 2008; Shearer et al., this volume).
This approach to stewardship focuses on maintaining an implicit understanding of
and agreement with a set of moral principles and behavioural norms. This understanding
is largely developed through oral transmission of teachings, especially through
storytelling, and is demonstrated in practice through land-based livelihood activities.
Paddy Peters, a leader within Pikangikum First Nation, has suggested that teachings can
be seen as a kind of medicine bag (or bundle) which can help to guide a person’s
decisions in a way that the outcomes of their actions will be ohneesheesheen. Knowing
the teachings of Pikangikum elders and making the right decisions that will lead a person
down the path to a life in which ‘everything is good,’ is at the heart of the Pikangikum
customary stewardship approach.12 Thus, in order to fully understand the imperative of
not disturbing bear scat, one must also know the story of the man whose son was raised
by a bear and who had to kill the bear in order to get his son back, but through that act
was made aware that the bear had in fact raised his son to be a man. That man who was
raised by a bear, and saw that bear as his true father, brought the teachings of the bear to
Pikangikum people.13
recipient. In principal, the relationship paralleled social interaction between human
beings where rights and duties were operative” (1992:92).
12
This parallels what Hallowell has said about the Berens River people: seeking
the ‘good life’ (pimädaziwin) required dependence on other than human persons and
good conduct (appropriate behaviour) towards them (1992:81).
13
The following story was told by Whitehead Moose in a meeting (May 3, 2006)
and was translated in the meeting by Paddy Peters. As such, this represents only the
bare bones of the story:
To answer your question about why the bear shits on the road, there is a story
involved. Long ago the elders taught me this story about a family travelling with their
baby son. The family was stopped at a portage and while they were busy portaging,
their son disappeared. They didn't know what happened to him, but it was the bear
who had adopted that boy. The bear took that boy to be his son and told him, 'when
you grow up don’t ever eat me; don't ever eat a bear. If you obey what I say you will
live to a good old age, until your hair turns white'. The boy took that to heart.
Many years later, the father learned that the bear had kidnapped his baby son so he
went out to look for this bear. The man kept coming towards the den and whenever he
did, the boy really wanted to see this human so the bear had to stop the boy from going
out to see the man. Every time the bear knew there was a human coming toward the
den, it tried to stop the little boy from seeing this human. Eventually the bear couldn't
stop the boy and the man found out that his son was in the den. By the time the father
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Implications for Sustainable Forest Management
In a science-based management approach, systems of classification and models of how
beings interact with their environment are the basis for making decisions about the
habitat needs of different species. Forest management then becomes a matter of ensuring
the details are correct (e.g., what are the most appropriate silvicultural practices for
renewing jack pine on thin, sandy soils in a way that provides habitat needs for woodland
caribou?). If these details have been determined satisfactorily in one location, it is then
assumed that the same results will be produced by the same actions on another site with
the same characteristics.
As we have shown here, Pikangikum elders perceive other (non-human) beings not
as external ‘things’ to be controlled, manipulated, or ‘managed,’ but as decision-making
agents with their own relationship to the Creator. In other words, Pikangikum elders do
not appear to make assumptions readily about how other beings will respond to
management, although the elders certainly do use their knowledge of animal behaviour
and ecological succession to make decisions about where and how to trap and hunt. In the
Pikangikum Anishinaabe stewardship approach, ‘management’ decisions are made with
an appreciation of how other beings (agents) might behave in a more social sense, similar
to how one might expect a person to behave in response to another person's actions.
Pikangikum elders emphasize the importance of individual awareness of one's actions
and responsibilities in relation to a range of other beings who act within a shared social
landscape.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Pikangikum elders were uncomfortable with
referring to management practices as ‘tools’ (e.g., prescribed burning and pesticide
application are "tools" in a forester's silviculture ‘toolbox’). In planning meetings for the
Whitefeather Forest, where provincial forest managers from the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources (OMNR) spoke with Pikangikum elders about a forest management
‘toolbox,’ communication bogged down and it became clear the two sides were talking
about two separate ways to approach forest management. Elder Oliver Hill was first to
raise the question openly:
When you talk about tools, I translate that as ahbahcheetahkahnahn. The
way that I understand [the English term] 'tools', the way that you have
'tools' up there [on screen], is something mechanical. Like you have a
screwdriver or a wrench, that's what I understand that mechanical term to
found his son, he was already a grown man; the bear had raised him properly. The
bear went out to meet [confront?] the human, but the father wanted his son back so he
had to kill the bear in order to reach his son. When the son found out that the bear—
who had taken him in and raised him, whom he considered to be his father—was killed
he cried 'my father is dead now'. The man came in and got his son to take him back
home.
Everything that the little boy had learned from that bear, he told our people—what the
bear does, why the bear shits on the road to dry out in the air and brings it to the den
during the fall before the bear hibernates. The little boy said this is what the bear does
during the winter; the bear feeds on that. That is why we are told we cannot touch that
shit on the road because it is for the bear's hibernation.
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mean. When I use ahbahcheetahkahnahn, it is a means of working with the
land, using all of yourself to work the land, to be with the land (planning
meeting, February 28, 2006).
In other words, for Pikangikum elders, the processes or components of forest
management are not ‘tools,’ which implies: 1) use of a discreet object that is not in a
particular social or personal relationship to its user, 2) the value of this thing is in its
utility for helping to achieve a specific outcome, and 3) portability, or the ability to be
carried in a ‘toolbox’ into a new context where it is expected to produce the same or
similar results. Elder Charlie Peters, on the other hand, points to the importance of
finding a proper relationship, in this case specifically with the OMNR, before they will
be able to choose the right management practices to achieve desired outcomes on the
Whitefeather Forest:
Regarding the illustration of 'tools'—your tool theory—I don’t understand
yet even though it has been explained to me. I cannot comprehend that.
Maybe after a while, if you tell me two or three times I will begin to
understand that. From what I see, there are five tools up there that are
listed, so which one will produce a good working relationship? If there is
no understanding with this theory, there will be no relationship (planning
meeting, February 28, 2006).
Paddy Peters clarifies that what was needed was to find the appropriate
relationship, to come to a complete mutual understanding, before (joint) forest
management can be expected to produce good results:
I believe that many times this is where our people come from: they have
knowledge of different relationships, but how can this relationship work?
What can be used to achieve that end? Some of the examples that the
government uses, our people don't understand. What Charlie is saying is
that he has an idea but he doesn’t fully understand [what you are saying].
Maybe you are in the same boat when we explain things to you; you don't
understand where we are coming from. That is why it is important that we
fully understand everything, that we understand each other (planning
meeting, February 28, 2006).
Pikangikum elders speak about the value of cheekeechee’eenayneemeeteeyaung,
‘to make yourself know that a person is important to you and therefore respect them’
(Shearer 2008). For Pikangikum elders, reaching a level of mutual understanding and
respect is a priority for effective forest management on the Whitefeather Forest. If people
cannot maintain good relations with each other, let alone with the myriad of other beings
with whom they share the land, then forest management will not have a positive outcome
(ohneesheesheen).

The Way Forward
A key principle expressed in the Whitefeather Forest land use strategy is that the
customary stewardship approach of Pikangikum people and their land-based Indigenous
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knowledge "will be applied in decision-making for new activities," including commercial
forestry (PFN and OMNR 2006:18). The question at this juncture is ‘How?’
The extent to which the norms and practices of Pikangikum customary stewardship
are upheld by the younger generation in Pikangikum is not known at this time since our
work has focussed on the elders who have been tasked with the responsibility of guiding
the Whitefeather Forest Initiative. We do know people are not on the land nearly as much
the elders were in their youth and people are moving into new livelihood activities
(largely) dominated by the values of another culture. At the same time, the efficacy of
norms/practices for any management system is in question. It is a goal of the
Whitefeather Forest Initiative to foster a sense of pride in the elders' teachings, including
through new land use practices such as forestry. This research has sought to understand
these teachings and help to articulate them in ways that are better understood by nonPikangikum people. It is not, however, within the scope of our work to direct future
social and economic developments in Pikangikum by suggesting what should or will take
place in the future; the youth of Pikangikum will choose their own path.
That said, there are some important teachings that have been learned that point a
way forward for future forest managers on the Whitefeather Forest. While at first glance,
an ethic of non-interference seems to be inimical to forest management, the Pikangikum
elders have provided us with the following valuable lessons:
1.

Humility: accepting the limited ability of human management decisions to
provide for the needs and wants of other beings with whom Pikangikum
people are sharing the land, and who will be directly impacted by any forest
management activities.

2.

Diligence: adopting a precautionary approach to management and a welldeveloped forest monitoring system that draws on Pikangikum people's
intimate knowledge of the land, including the complex interactions between
(quasi) social agents.

3.

Communication: accommodating Pikangikum people's assessment of what
constitutes a good outcome in forestry will require more than good translation,
it will require effective (cross-cultural) communication and positive working
relations between Pikangikum and the Province of Ontario (OMNR).

4.

Balance: successful inclusion of customary stewardship—not just Pikangikum
Indigenous knowledge, but the integrated system of cognition, worldview and
practice—in forest management requires providing an equal footing for the
elders' teachings next to the ‘tools’ of conventional forest management.

In the end, bringing Pikangikum customary stewardship into forest management
and ensuring management decisions reflect the lessons above, requires bringing
Pikangikum people into forest management. It requires ensuring Pikangikum people,
including the elders, are just as intimately involved with forest management processes as
they have been with the customary land use activities that have sustained them and the
land. Without them, there is no sustainable forest opportunity for the Whitefeather Forest.
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Chapter Three
Institutions for Algonquian1 Land Use: Change, Continuity
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Introduction
There has been a great deal of interest in community-based Indigenous forest enterprises.
What is the role for Indigenous values and institutions in forest enterprises that have
social, environmental and economic objectives? In this chapter we examine institutions
for land use and stewardship used by the Pikangikum and Moose Cree First Nations in
northern Ontario. The traditional system of stewardship based on family territories
provides authority over land use and a code of respect and reciprocity, and is flexible and
adaptive with multi-layered set of rights and authority. The introduction of the
government’s registered trapline system in the 1940s, however, provided an imperfect fit
with the traditional system. As forest management requires new decision-making
platforms at the community level that must work in concert with customary ones at the
trapline and family territory levels, contemporary land use planning needs to recognize
customary institutions and stewardship values at the trapline and family territory level, to
accommodate the roles of elders and Indigenous knowledge holders in planning, and to
address issue of scale.
Indigenous land use, resources harvested and the social institutions governing land
and resource use are not static, but have changed over historic time. For example, Francis
and Morantz (1983) describe changes in land use in the history of fur trade in eastern
James Bay from 1600 to 1870. As the Cree became partners in the fur trade economy,
their leadership styles and land use institutions responded to the trading practices and
policies of the Hudson’s Bay Company. In different parts of the Canadian boreal zone,
different resources have dominated the local Indigenous economy depending on resource
availability and markets. During the period of beaver scarcity in the 1930s, resource
activities such as blueberry harvesting and commercial fishing became more predominant
(Davidson-Hunt 2003). In general, a ‘basket’ of resources has provided livelihoods for
the Indigenous people of the Canadian boreal over historic time. What resources may be
next?
1

In this chapter, we use the term ‘Algonquian’ to refer to those societies who
share common linguistic roots and who are predominant in the central and eastern
boreal forest of Canada. Algonquian-speaking societies include the Cree,
Anishinaabe/Ojibway and Innu, to name three. The term Algonquian should not be
confused with Algonquin which is a specific Algonquian-speaking society.
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In recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in aboriginal forestry, both in
Canada and internationally. The Little Red River Cree Nation in Alberta provides an
example of a group that has turned its attention to forestry (see Webb et al., this volume).
With little prospect in other land-based activities such as commercial fishing or fur
trapping, and with 85% unemployment and 80% of the population under the age of 30,
this First Nation focused on forestry for economic development. However, its experience
has been that industrial forestry, as currently practiced, is not producing the expected
long-term employment and economic benefits (Natcher 2008:227). Moreover, they have
also experienced the serious negative impacts that the past forestry activities has had on
the environment (including various forms of pollution, the opening up of areas to outside
hunting, fishing and cabin development, decreased water quality, and decreased animal
abundance), all of which have impacted negatively subsistence hunting, fishing, trapping,
and gathering practices as well as other land-based activities, such as tourism.
Many indigenous communities and other rural groups, not only in Canada, but also
elsewhere in the world, have been seeking to control access to their traditional lands and
the resource base on which to develop their local economies (Berkes and Davidson-Hunt
2007). This quest has political dimensions: local decision-making and empowerment as a
way of capturing benefits, while improving prospects for long-term management of the
resource (Feit 2005; Fisher et al. 2007). But it also has social and cultural dimensions: the
application of local cultural values in land and resource use to guide social as well as
economic development. Hence, we are dealing with a different kind of forestry, one that
seeks to meet multiple goals of forest management—social, cultural, economic and
environmental. Enterprises that use such multiple goals, with emphasis on social and
cultural objectives, have been referred to as community-based enterprises or social
enterprises (Anderson et al. 2006).
Examples include Mexico which is a world leader in community-based forestry,
with, in some states, as much as 80% of forests in the hands of communities (Antinori
and Bray 2005). A number of these communities appear to be successful in producing
multiple products and meeting multiple objectives, creating local jobs and community
economic development, while taking care of the resource base. Such community forest
enterprises have on the whole worked well enough to provide a global model for
sustainable forest landscapes (Bray et al. 2003; Bray et al. 2008).
In the United States and Canada, examples of indigenous community forest
enterprises are rare. Before the passage of the National Indian Forest Resources
Management Act (Title III of Public Law 101-630, November 28, 1990), few US Indian
tribes had been able to influence forest management on their reservations. The
Menominee Tribe in Wisconsin is a major and well known exception. Based on
legislation enacted in 1908, they were able to implement some of their own ideas for
forest management: long rotation times, selection harvest practices, and long-term
monitoring (Trosper 2007). Other Indigenous forest management practices, such as the
use of fire, have not been considered acceptable until recent times and have not been
tested in community forestry (Lewis and Ferguson 1988; Kimmerer and Lake 2001). As
tribes increase their control of forests on their reservations, they are increasing the
attention paid to fire. An example is the forest management plan of the Flathead Indian
Reservation (Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes
1999; Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes 2000).
Other than the above examples, we know relatively little about the role of
Indigenous practices, values and institutions in community-based forest management.
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Are there stewardship practices that persist over generations? Is there cultural continuity
in indigenous land use systems and institutions? Are there principles—in the sense of a
fundamental ethic or traditional perception of the ‘right way’ to do something—that can
perhaps be used for contemporary economic development based on the land (forests and
other resources)? What are the relevant land use institutions, how have they changed in
recent decades, and how can we tap into these systems for decision-making for
contemporary land use planning?
With these questions in mind, we convened a workshop in Winnipeg, August
2007, on Historical Aspects and Continuity of First Nations Land Use.2 To ground the
discussion, we paid special attention to the experience based on the land use process in
two boreal zone indigenous communities, one Anishinaabe and one Cree, both located in
northern Ontario: Pikangikum First Nation (PFN) and Moose Cree First Nation (MCFN).
The context of the land use process was to create economic opportunities from landbased resources, including tourism and mining, but primarily forestry.
The discussion of land tenure institutions, land stewardship and state management,
and customary values and principles are based on these two communities, PFN and
MCFN (Figure 1). PFN is in northwestern Ontario, near the mining town of Red Lake
and the Manitoba border. It has been involved in a land use planning process for the
sustainable use of the boreal forest of the area, including commercial forestry, under the
Whitefeather Forest Initiative (Chapeskie et al. 2005; WFI 2008). PFN’s planning
process is based on the Northern Boreal Initiative (NBI) of 2001/02, which is the
enabling policy (but not legislation) of the Government of Ontario (OMNR 2002).
The NBI enables all communities north of the ‘Area of the Undertaking’3 for
commercial forestry to develop land use plans. However, only a small number of
communities have been able to take advantage of the opportunity (Smith 2007). PFN’s
Whitefeather Forest Initiative is perhaps the most advanced of these. PFN has a Land Use
Strategy, approved in 2006 (PFN and OMNR 2006), and is well on its way to obtaining a
Sustainable Forestry License (SFL) necessary for a commercial operation to start.

2

This chapter emerged from a working paper prepared by Fikret Berkes for this
workshop. The paper was circulated to invitees of the workshop and formed the
basis of discussion at the workshop. Participants were asked to send key literature
relevant to the topic of the workshop to organizers and a set of background papers
was also circulated to workshop participants. Invited participants included senior
scholars who have worked in the area of Algonquian land tenure and stewardship,
land use coordinators from PFN and MCFN who were research partners in the
project and elders from PFN and MCFN. The workshop was recorded and
transcripts of the workshop were prepared by Nathan Deutsch. Fikret Berkes then
utilized the transcripts to prepare a revised version of the paper which became the
draft chapter distributed to workshop participants. Each participant was then invited
to be a contributing author of the chapter upon a contribution to the final version of
the chapter.
3
The Province of Ontario’s area of the undertaking consists of approximately
385,000 square kilometres (or 38.5 million hectares) of Crown land in northern
Ontario, on which SFM activities are being designed and implemented in
consultation with Aboriginal communities and others.
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Figure 1. The Northern Boreal Initiative reference map, showing the location of the Pikangikum
First Nation (near the western edge of the map near the Manitoba border) and the Moose Cree
First Nation (near the eastern edge of the map near the Quebec border) (OMNR 2002).
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The MCFN community is located on the island of Moose Factory at the southern
end of James Bay, in NE Ontario near the Quebec border. This nation is also working on
a land use plan. In the complicated NBI process, the MCFN is not as far advanced in the
land use planning process as the PFN, but has previous experience in reconciling
development and local values. In the 1990s, the MCFN articulated an alternative view of
culturally sustainable development consistent with traditional Cree worldviews, as
opposed to environmentally damaging development based on large-scale projects
(Preston et al. 1995; George et al. 1995).
We start by providing an environmental and historical context for Ontario’s boreal
forest and its peoples. We then discuss some of the characteristics of Algonquian
stewardship and continuity of land use institutions. This is followed by an attempt to
articulate elements of an alternative view of land and resource use consistent with
indigenous values, and a discussion of challenges and prospects of implementing this
alternative reality in the context of forest management.

The Algonquian People and the Boreal Forest
The boreal forest covers large parts of North America and Eurasia. Canada's boreal
region forms a broad green belt across the centre of the country, bounded by the tundra to
the north and temperate forests and prairies to the south. It contains some 90 percent of
the Canada's remaining large intact forests, and constitutes a large carbon reserve. The
Algonquian people are the original inhabitants of the eastern and central boreal forest of
Canada and the adjoining parts of the United States.
Indigenous peoples of the eastern and central boreal forest include the Cree and the
Anishinaabe4 (Ojibwa), both of which speak Algonquian languages. The boreal forest,
with its wetlands, lakes and rivers, is a source of livelihoods for these groups. Boreal
Indigenous peoples have developed lifestyles and local economies that are based on
hunting, fishing, gathering and trading, with small-scale agriculture practiced only in
limited areas. Cree and the northern Anishinaabe traditional economies were based
mainly on the hunting and sharing of animal resources from the forest. They used timber
mainly for construction, firewood, and to make wood implements such as sleds,
snowshoes and ice shovels. Berries and medicinal plants were the main non-timber forest
products (NTFPs) used (Marles et al. 2000). Other NTFPs included household goods and
crafts such as birch bark baskets, other woven containers and mats, and food items such
as sugar from maple and other tree sap (Davidson-Hunt et al. 2001).
The land tenure system of the Cree and the Anishinaabe peoples prior to European
contact is not clear, but we expect that such institutions remained largely unaltered in
basic form during the early period (see Tanner, this volume). In 1670, the British Crown
4

Note on language: No standard orthography exists for the Anishinaabe
language. To further complicate matters, northern Anishinaabe people tend to use
syllabic systems for written text while to the south a double vowel roman
orthography system has been developed. In this paper we utilize double vowel
roman orthography for common words such as Anishinaabe, rather than a
transliteration of syllabics or other local variations. In Pikangikum, for example,
Anishinaabe is often spelt Ahneesheenahbay. We do utilize local spelling of words
in quotations to be consistent with locally produced materials.
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granted exclusive rights to the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) for the fur trade, mainly
beaver. Based mainly on the records of the HBC and explorers, the early land use system
seems to have been communal land tenure, with the lands used and occupied by local
bands. These were essentially extended family groups who traditionally used specific
areas and developed detailed knowledge of their land and resources. Flexibility of land
use and reciprocal exchanges of hunters and family groups were likely the norm. Family
hunting areas within the community territory were not normally demarcated. In the
summer gathering areas, extensive discussions took place, in which families made
decisions about where to go in the fall and which winter hunting areas to use. They
discussed their plans with other groups through ‘grave debates,’ according to the Thomas
Gorst journals of 1670-75, as cited in John Oldmixon’s 1708 volume (Richard Preston,
pers. comm. 2008).
As the fur trade developed, leadership became formalized because the HBC
insisted on dealing with family heads or leaders of specific groups (Francis and Morantz
1983). One possible explanation of the emergence of family hunting-trapping territories
is that their development seems to be related to the increasing intensification of the fur
trade and competition over beaver resources. In the eastern James Bay, there seems to
have been three episodes of intensification, leading to beaver scarcity. Each of these
episodes corresponded to a cut-throat trade war between the HBC and its rivals, and the
incursion of outsiders who were employed as roving freelance fur harvesters with no
connection to the land, impacted the land tenure system of local peoples (Berkes 1989).
The last of these episodes, in the 1920s and the 1930s, resulted in the local extinction of
beaver in parts of the boreal zone.
The drastic decline of beaver precipitated the establishment of ‘beaver preserves,’
starting at Rupert House (Waskaganish) in James Bay. Registered trapline systems (RTS)
were established mainly in the 1940s, across Ontario and the Canadian boreal region.
These systems were set up to conserve fur-bearing species. As well, we draw the
reasonable conclusion that some officials had the intent of protecting Aboriginal trappers
from incursions by non-aboriginal trappers. In most cases, Aboriginal peoples ended up
with exclusive rights to the resources of their area and outsiders were excluded.5 This is
important because commons theory holds that community-based management and
conservation can only develop if the local people are able to exclude outsiders (Berkes
1989).
Further, community trapping areas were divided into traplines with fixed
boundaries. Feit (1991 and 2005) explains in some detail how this system worked in
eastern James Bay, Quebec. Trapping rights were vested in a registered trapline holder,
and the system came under the authority of Provincial Government agencies. The
registered trapline holder was referred to as a ‘tallyman,’ a senior trapper who was
responsible to report to the OMNR the number of beaver houses found in, and the furs
harvested from, the trapline.
The role of the traditional heads of family hunting–trapping territories (or
stewards) was acquired through kinship links and covered all resources utilized by a
family for subsistence. When the RTS formalized, the tallyman in many cases was the
same person as the steward. In other cases, however, the ‘official’ tallyman was a
5

However, in some cases non-Aboriginal trappers were given registered
traplines (RTs) directly by the OMNR, while in others, Aboriginal trappers later
traded their RTs to non-Aboriginal trappers and the OMNR recorded such transfers.
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different person. In such cases, two distinct systems of land tenure could be found side by
side, one based on Aboriginal conceptions, the other on those of the Government.
Although many indigenous hunters and leaders have mixed views on the RTS,
most would agree that the system saved the beaver and slowed the incursion of outsiders
into Cree and Anishinaabe lands. However, it also resulted in the formalization of
indigenous family territories and leadership roles. The delineation of community and
individual hunting-trapping territories was undertaken in many cases through community
visits and consultations. According to the PFN experience, the RTS captured the
geography of traditional territories fairly accurately. But according to the MCFN
experience, “the RTS got traditional family territories only partially correct, perhaps less
than half correct” (Lillian Trapper, pers. comm. 2007). This inaccuracy was perhaps
partly due to land use disruption caused by dams built on the Moose River in the 1930s
(George et al. 1995).

Algonquian Stewardship and Continuity of Land Use Institutions
The new RTS that emerged in the 1940s had a number of features that impacted land and
resource use and related institutions. By codifying resource areas and family territories,
and by recognizing the spatial authority of senior hunters and stewards, the new
government system mirrored some of the main elements of the traditional Algonquian
land use system.6 But the new system created problems as well. For example, fixing the
community resource area with a rigid boundary meant the loss of flexibility in the use of
shared areas by adjacent groups. The Cree of western James Bay used to share traditional
hunting-trapping areas with their Anishinaabe neighbours to the west. The Cree of
eastern James Bay had similar shared hunting areas, especially in the center of the
Quebec-Labrador Peninsula dominated by caribou, with the Naskapi people to the east
and the Inuit to the north.
Similarly, the establishment of bounded trapping areas (traplines) within the
community area constrained flexibility in the practice of sharing customary huntingtrapping areas used by different family groups. People in Moose Factory tell stories of
trappers who were forced to share the same trapline, a situation that often led to conflicts.
In one case, as the story goes, the conflict resulted in two trappers squaring off across
their new boundary, with one trapper hitting the other over the head with a frozen marten
(John Turner, pers. comm. 2007).
The formalization of trapping rights under the government RTS functioned well in
excluding outsiders. But at the same time, formalization of rights vested the control of
land use in the hands of the Provincial Government, replacing the customary system of
negotiated reciprocal rights and obligations based on social relations. One impact of this
was that it allowed Aboriginal trappers to trade their traplines in times of need, or through
coercion, to non-Aboriginal trappers. By fixing them on maps, it also stifled the natural
evolution of family territories as an adaptive system. Nevertheless, both in MCFN and
PFN, and in many other First Nations, hunter-trappers have maintained the practice
whereby people ask for permission from the senior trapper to hunt in a particular area.
Social relations are still created and/or reaffirmed by hunters inviting one another to their
hunting-trapping areas.
6
This is not to say ‘resource areas’ of the government system were necessarily
the same as Aboriginal communities’ concept of their traditional lands.
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Formalization of rights also resulted in their privatization, vesting access rights in
the hands of specific individuals. The Government RTS system treated the senior trappers
as if they ‘owned’ the rights to harvest fur-bearers on the demarcated traplines. This
provided the means by which an individual could trade away or sell the material assets of
a trapline, and in some cases, the right to harvest as well. By comparison, in the
worldview of the Cree and the Anishinaabe, the land and animals belong to the Creator.
The stewards of the traditional system did not ‘own’ the land and resources; they were
caretakers and had the responsibility to act as stewards on behalf of their family groups,
their community, and future generations (Feit 1991).
Who then holds the rights? Algonquian rights, responsibilities and authority make
up a complex system. But in many studies—Algonquian and other—there often is a
tendency to simplify Indigenous tenure systems into communal land rights, when in
reality there may be simultaneous, multilayered sets of rights and authority, both
communal and individual (Tanner 2007). Access and use of different species may come
under the authority of different people; for example, goose hunting territories on the
eastern James Bay coast are under the authority of the ‘goose boss’ who may be the same
or a different person from the ‘beaver boss’ of the same area (Scott 1986).
Just as the RTS distorts the issue of rights and ‘ownership’, it also distorts the
question of which species are involved in the management system. The original intent of
the RTS was to help the beaver populations recover. The forerunner of the RTS was the
‘beaver preserve’ at Rupert House in the 1930s. As the system evolved, most furbearer
species such as fox, marten, fisher, otter, muskrat and lynx came under the regulation of
Provincial agencies because of their cash value. By contrast, the traditional land use
system encompassed a wide variety of animal resources such as moose that tend to stay
in localized areas to which a senior hunter-trapper holds the rights. Moreover, species
with large home ranges, such as caribou, could not be managed on a trapline basis, and
traplines never effectively developed, for example, in the Algonquian lands of the
Quebec-Labrador Peninsula where caribou is the major subsistence resource.
The Algonquian land use system shows continuity with traditional practice in that
senior trappers everywhere assert that they should be consulted for any use of the land—
not only for trapping. The proper Algonquian code of ethics demands that a person
intending to use an area ask for permission from the ‘boss’ of that area. That applies to
camping, goose and duck hunting, fishing and rabbit snaring. Obviously, someone
passing through or fishing for food in another’s area need not obtain prior consent, but it
would still be considered proper to talk to the senior trapper when possible. A
contemporary example of the use of this protocol comes from Wemindji, eastern James
Bay. An ethnobotanist who was collecting field specimens to create a multilingual
dictionary of plants was expected to obtain permission from the senior trapper of that area
and did so (Berkes, Wemindji field notes, 2006).
The Algonquian affinity to, and responsibility for, the land go far beyond the
intentions of the RTS. Customary rules of stewardship are not limited to fur species, but
extend to all animals, plants and the land itself. The words of Algonquian languages that
usually get translated as ‘land’ (aschii in eastern James Bay Cree, aski in western James
Bay Cree, aki/ahkee in Anishinaabe) carry a meaning that transcends the physical
landscape to encompass the complex tapestry of the living environment including
humans, the history and the spiritual qualities of the land, including the gravesites of
ancestors. This cultural ‘sense of place’ is reflected in toponyms, place names that are a
mix of landscape terms and historical, cultural, and personal references (M’Lot 2002).
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Table 1 summarizes the various features of the Government RTS vs. Algonquian
land use system prior to RTS. The differences are many, but even this table does not
begin to capture their nuances. For example, under the RTS, the authority is based on
external standards, as opposed to the community’s approval of a person’s knowledge of
the land and ability to carry out social responsibilities and responsibilities to the land.
The RTS served to centralize management under Government authority by
formalizing management areas and by privatizing and codifying land and resource use
into categories easily grasped, and thus managed, by the State. Government authority
contrasts sharply with the Algonquian system of locally designed and socially negotiated
stewardship responsibilities that rely on no central authority. Hunting-trapping areas are
flexible and are used by mixes of family groups; reciprocal rights persist. The nested set
of individual, family and community rights and responsibilities trump privatized rights
(Feit 1991). Senior trappers regulate land and resource use in general, and their authority
is not limited to the use of fur animals. As Government authority is distant, the tallyman
is often able to continue functioning as a steward. Perhaps most importantly, the land has
meaning to people. Despite the commodification of land and resources through the RTS,
a cultural ‘sense of place’ persists that binds people to land, resources and each other.
Table 1. Some of the Differences Between the Government’s Registered Trapline System
(RTS) versus Algonquian Land Use System Prior to RTS.
Government RTS
Bounded community areas registered on
maps and enforced by the Provincial
Government
Delineation of community areas into
bounded trapping areas (traplines)

Algonquian land use
Flexible community areas that often
overlaped with adjacent groups, both
Algonquian and non-Algonquian
Flexible hunting-trapping areas used by
different family groups, typically without
boundaries
Negotiated reciprocal rights, based on
social relations, with Indigenous people in
charge
Nested rights at several levels: individualfamily-community
Meant for diversity of animal resources,
and a cultural ‘sense of place’
Locally designed, socially negotiated
stewardship rules; no central authority

Formalization of trapping rights, with the
Government in charge
Privatization of trapping rights through
the Government system
A management system meant for fur
species, especially beaver
Centralizes management under
Government authority

Articulating an Alternative View of Land and Resource Use
The land use system brought in by the Government in the 1940s has little relevance in the
21st century; the fur economy that the RTS was meant to protect collapsed in the mid1980s. However, many of the central features of the Algonquian land use system
persisted through the RTS for decades, showing an unmistakable continuity of traditional
values and practices. As Indigenous economies now move to embrace forestry, the
question arises: are there features of Indigenous land use systems and practice that can be
applied to forest resource use? Is it feasible, economically and politically, to design
forestry systems consistent with Indigenous practices and values? Part of the context of
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these questions is that industrial forestry has not served Indigenous people well (Natcher
2008). On the other hand, the Menominee experience in the United States (Trosper 2007)
and various community forest enterprises in Mexico, partly based on indigenous practices
and values, have on the whole worked well (Bray et al. 2003).
Articulating an alternative view of land use and forestry starts with the
identification of relevant Algonquian values and beliefs. There are some overarching
beliefs that the Algonquian people share with many other indigenous groups. One is the
teaching that other-than-human beings may have agency, i.e., the idea that humans,
animals and plants are all able to undertake action (Black 1977; Hallowell 1991;
O’Flaherty et al., this volume). Another is the belief in the necessity of maintaining
relationships of respect and reciprocity. For example, humans are not the only beings
capable of independent action; animals are capable of deciding to make (or not)
themselves available for the hunt. Animals might give themselves willingly to hunters,
but for their part, hunters need to maintain a relationship of respect with other beings
through their hunting practices and rituals (Tanner 1979; Scott 1986; Feit 1987).
Out of these beliefs emerge three concepts that have significance for sustainability.
The first embraces the notion that humans are an integral part of the land (aschii, aski,
aki/ahkee) shared with other beings. These other beings are non-human persons, but
persons nonetheless, involved in symbiotic relations with mutual obligations involving
respect (Tanner 1979; Preston 2002). The second concept is the importance of continuity
of resource use to maintain respectful relationships and stewardship roles. If these
traditions are passed on to future generations, harvesting will be done properly so that
those yet to come will have everything they need to live in a healthy environment. Using
resources is important for building knowledge and relationships. Practical engagement
with the land involves the knowledge, skills and sensitivities that develop through long
experience (Ingold 2000).
In the past, when an animal made itself available to a hunter, and if the hunter had
need for food, the animal would be taken in accordance with customary rules (Tanner
1979). More recently, Pikangikum elders have expressed the importance of showing
respect to animals by hunting them when they make themselves available, perhaps
emphasizing the need to maintain contact with the animal world through hunting
(O’Flaherty et al. 2008). Non-use under such circumstances—conservation or
preservation in non-Aboriginal lexicons—distances people from animals and, in turn,
their awareness of their stewardship responsibilities. A third concept is that the authority
of senior trappers originates with their knowledge of the land and their continued exercise
of stewardship responsibilities. Their right to authority over land use is not dependent
solely on inheritance, or upon purchasing the trapline.
Here we articulate several ‘principles’ relevant to land management that come out
of the work with PFN, MCFN and other Anishinaabe and Cree groups. This is not meant
to provide a comprehensive list, but merely a sense of how some of the overarching
beliefs above may be translated into values and practices relevant to forest land use. The
importance of continued use for sustainability is captured in the Algonquin practice of
rotating hunting and trapping areas. For example, the eastern James Bay Cree see the
interaction between beaver and vegetation as a relationship in which the beaver are
capable of overusing their food supply. The Cree practice of resting an area, followed by
heavy harvesting of beaver, keeps the system from reaching the critical point at which
beaver food would be depleted. Thus, not only can overuse lead to a drop in productivity,
but in the Cree worldview, so does underuse:
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In an area which has not been trapped for a long time, there will be many
empty beaver lodges. This may be due to disease because of overcrowding,
or it may be due to beavers depleting their food supplies. The trapper knows
that in an area which has not been trapped for a long time, various types of
beaver food such as aspen would be in low supply (Robbie Matthew,
Chisasibi, as quoted in Berkes 2008:109).
People are keen observers of the environment. Experienced hunters and elders
have a particularly well-developed sense for reading environmental signs and signals,
especially those involving environmental change (Davidson-Hunt and Berkes 2003):
If there has been a fire, this also affects the beaver. Trappers know that
three or four years after a fire the beaver will again begin to inhabit the
area. At first, however, they would be eating more of the root foods
(underwater bulbs). The trapper may resume trapping again when the
willows are half-grown. This may be some eight to ten years after a fire
(Robbie Matthew, Chisasibi, as quoted in Berkes 2008:110).
The land is constantly ‘read’ by the observer. However, it also retains many
mysteries. The Cree and Anishinaabe are humble in the face of the mysteries of life.
Anishinaabe elder, Ella Dawn Green (Shoal Lake, Ontario, 2002), provides the following
narrative, in the context of discussing medicinal plants and how medicinal knowledge
comes to the Anishnaabe, why it is important to maintain the diversity of plants and why
all plants are important:
The Creator put everything on the earth for a reason even if we don’t know
that reason. How can we decide which bush should stay and which should
go? You need to understand how we learn about plants. The way I started
learning plants is my aunties, they used to take me out in the bush to show
me what kind of plants there are and what kind of plants that we can use for
medicine. My mom too, she used to take me out on the lake along the
shoreline, and she used to tell me all kinds of plant which I can’t remember,
and she showed me where to find them. And that was passed on and a lot of
these medicines that they showed me and how they are used, they used to
tell me that I would be carrying on to the next generation. … Dreams,
visions… visions would be like seeing a bear coming to me and telling me
what the purpose of a plant is, you know, giving me that medicine…That is
how I learned to make medicines. (As told to Davidson-Hunt, excerpted
from Berkes and Davidson-Hunt 2006).
A healer may receive a vision during a dream in which a plant, or other being,
offers itself for the healing process. She does not know ahead of time which plant that
might be; one never knows the real value of a plant ahead of time. Given that the Creator
provided everything that the Anishinaabe need to survive, there must be a reason for the
existence of every plant, animal and other being (Davidson-Hunt et al. 2005), even if
unknowable to people. This principle of maintaining the full suite of biodiversity is
superficially similar to scientific conservation, but the reasoning comes from a different
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angle. Rather than tying biodiversity to known functional properties of a habitat or
species, the Anishinaabe principle considers that every habitat and species has a reason to
be there, known or unknown to humans. It is for that reason that the full suite of plant
species should be maintained into the future as part of ‘keeping the land’ (Berkes and
Davidson-Hunt 2006).
The idea of ‘keeping the land’ has been elaborated in the context of the
Whitefeather Forest (WFI 2008; Shearer et al., this volume). As a guiding philosophy for
the PFN, ‘keeping the land’ includes the ideas of stewardship responsibility to the land,
along with maintaining the customary land use practices that go with it. Since the Creator
provided everything that the Anishinaabe need to survive, ‘keeping the land’ also
includes the ability/responsibility to use the land for livelihood activities including, as the
case might be, new forms of economic development such as commercial forestry (PFN
and OMRN 2006). The PFN have been frustrated that the English meaning of ’keeping’
can be misinterpreted to mean the exclusion of other people. This is not so. ‘Keeping the
land’ does not translate easily into English (see Shearer et al., this volume). In the
Anishinaabe perspective:
‘Keeping the land’ requires all management tasks be done together by a
unified management authority. The entire Whitefeather Forest should be
managed to maintain a high quality habitat mosaic across the entire
landscape at all times. This will help account for the loss of caribou habitat
through decadence and fire. The management of dedicated Protected Areas,
within the context of a larger landscape such as the Whitefeather Forest,
should also reflect the dynamic nature of this ecosystem. Forest
management planning will need to determine, for example, if Protected
Areas will be allowed to burn in order to renew caribou habitat, even at the
risk of removing timber values in neighbouring commercial forest areas.
Elders do not believe that segregating the land into separate areas slated for
either ‘protection’ or ‘development’, each managed separately, will be an
effective way of ensuring ahtik [caribou] survival. They believe the best
way to manage for caribou is to manage the entire landscape responsibly.
Source: Keeping the Land (PFN and OMRN 2006), excerpt from the
summary of O’Flaherty et al. (2007).
To the people of PFN, the standard planning practices of using boundaries to zone
an area for separate ‘protection’ and ‘development’ does not make sense. Caribou move
across a large area and will not confine themselves to parcels of land meant to protect
them (O’Flaherty et al., this volume). Moose and other animals require a habitat mosaic
across the entire landscape. These ideas do not fit well with current land use planning
practices in the Canadian boreal. But they are consistent with the use of resilience
thinking for forest and protected area management (Elmqvist et al. 2004). Specifically,
the idea is that many land use practices in high latitude ecosystems are poorly attuned to
the disturbance dynamics prevalent in these areas. If attention is given to disturbance and
renewal cycles (e.g., fires etc.), it may become necessary to increase the size of
management and conservation units, and employ rotational use practices and boundaries
that shift in space and time—in fact, somewhat like eastern James Bay Cree land use
patterns (Berkes 1998; Elmqvist et al. 2004).
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Algonquian elders have well-articulated views on forest renewal cycles, such as
the effects of forest fire and how they differ from the effects of clear-cutting. Pikangikum
elders have seen forest plantations just south of the village, along the road to Red Lake.
Their views are based on a combination of observations of the land (e.g., presence of
plants and animals following a fire vs. clear-cutting) and on a worldview in which natural
events have meanings that are expressed in metaphorical language (e.g., the Creator
brings fire to the land through the Thunderbird). The following captures Pikangikum
elders’ views of forest renewal and forest plantations:
The Creator has taught us that there is a match and that is the Thunderbird
(beenaysee). When a forest gets too old, it can no longer produce animals.
They get tired of eating old food. The Creator knows animals cannot
continue eating old food. The Creator brings fire to the land through the
Thunderbird (Whitehead Moose, Pikangikum First Nation).
Plantations are different from where there is a fire. Where there is a fire,
the ground becomes green the next year, and animals are there to feed.
When you go to a plantation, it is drastically different, you don’t see any
animals or birds there. The atmosphere is different. When there is a forest
fire there are birds singing. But in a plantation, you don’t see any birds.
You don’t see any squirrels either (Matthew Strang, Pikangikum First
Nation, as quoted in O’Flaherty et al. 2007).

Challenges and Prospects
Both PFN and MCFN peoples hope to start Aboriginal forestry and derive revenue and
create jobs from the use of forest resources on their traditional lands. Under the Northern
Boreal Initiative, an enabling policy of the Government of Ontario for First Nations at the
northern frontier of commercial forestry operations, they have been involved in a land use
planning process for the sustainable use of their traditional territories within the boreal
forest, including commercial forestry. The land use process involves many steps.
Indigenous people know their land better than anyone else, and are in the best position to
make their own land use plans and to carry out the work needed. However, there are still
many challenges in proceeding from the land use planning stage (approved in 2006 in the
case of PFN), to obtaining an SFL and starting commercial operations. Table 2
summarizes several of these challenges.
The first challenge relates to scale: how does a tribal forestry enterprise that plans
and manages on behalf of a community and at the spatial scale of many traplines
accommodate and include customary institutions related to family hunting territories and
commercial trapping? The RTS may be obsolete for a commercial fur economy, but both
PFN and MCFN leaders have indicated that they would probably want to retain traplines,
for a number of reasons. They indicate state recognition of their harvesting rights, clearly
allocate responsibility to stewards, give First Nations a measure of control over their
land, and provide an area to exercise their Aboriginal and treaty rights and
responsibilities. In the Whitefeather case, the retention of traplines as management units
has allowed Pikangikum to make land use decisions on a trapline-by-trapline basis (by
identifying external boundaries for planning), and provided a joint forum for consensus47
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based decision making through a strategic action planning team of made up of an elders
council, Whitefeather technicians and OMNR planners.
Table 2. Some Challenges for Commercial Forestry Development for First Nations in the
Boreal Forest. (Prepared from transcripts of August 2007 workshop).
Challenge
Dealing with land use at the
community level
Developing culturally appropriate
forestry criteria and indicators

The application of Algonquian
land ethics to trees and other
plants
Education of the youth to
contribute to a new economy
Learning and adapting to a new
economy

Comment
The RTS was designed with fur animals in mind, whereas
carrying out forestry in an area such as the Whitefeather
Forest will require planning at a larger scale, necessitating
the development of land use institutions at that level.
A number of First Nations groups have developed criteria
and indicators with a mix of scientific and Indigenous
values, with the PFN developing a particularly unique,
culturally appropriate approach (Shearer et al. this
volume).
Ethics involving respect for animals are well documented
historically. But do Algonquian ethics apply to plants as
well, or will commercial forestry turn trees into a
commodity?
In many First Nations communities, the youth have been
alienated from the land and resources. What will it take to
educate the youth so they can carry on the responsibilities
of ‘keeping the land’?
Will the commercialization of the forest be difficult to
adapt to? What kind of learning and adapting may be
necessary to pursue development while retaining control
and learning from mistakes?

New multi-level institutions and decision-making structures are needed to link the
knowledge base that family groups have developed regarding their traditional lands to
community-level planning, and to the Provincial Government’s regional-level planning.
Such multi-level planning helps address the challenge of adapting customary land use
institutions for forestry land use decision-making. The role of elders is key in providing
guidance regarding the use of local cultural values for social and economic development.
Aboriginal forestry is a social enterprise (Anderson et al. 2006) that seeks to meet
multiple goals of forest management—social, cultural, economic and environmental. It is
very different from existing models of forestry in Canada. Hence, it is not surprising that
there have been a wide variety of approaches for Aboriginal engagement in forest
management (Wyatt et al., this volume). This diversity of approaches is a positive
development because different First Nations groups will have different legal and social
conditions, and different needs and priorities that would make it impossible to develop
one model that fits all. Rather, there is a need to develop facilitated decision-making
processes (Preston 2008) for each group to develop plans that best fit their circumstances.
The second and third challenges in Table 2 concern forest values and ethics. Many
First Nations across Canada are taking the duty of sustainable forestry use very seriously.
The lesson here is that duties secure rights, and that one cannot have rights without
responsibilities (Marc Stevenson, personnal communication 2007). Responsibility to the
land includes obligations and duties to all living things and to present and future
generations. But much work is needed on the education of youth so they can be on the
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land, so they can develop an ethic and responsibility to the land rooted in their culture.
Commercial forestry, as a land-based activity, is in synergy with the need to educate the
youth. The experience of many First Nations suggests that this is one of the most serious
challenges.
Commercialization of the forest is not in itself a problem or a barrier. In the case
of PFN, for example, commercial forestry is seen as simply one of the ways in which the
land can provide a livelihood for the people (PFN and OMNR 2006). Nor is
commercialization a barrier to maintaining respect; the Cree and Anishinaabe people
maintained their respect for the beaver throughout the fur era, even as they were impacted
by outsiders entering their territory during periods of intense competition (Berkes 1989).
The more difficult challenge in moving to a new forestry economy is to develop new
organizational forms and business models, to learn from mistakes, new technologies and
markets, and to develop effective and empowering partnerships with governments and
other groups. As well, there are challenges in dealing with forest operations equipment
designed for different systems. Will the global market for logging and milling equipment
provide machines appropriate for Algonquian land ethics (Ron Trosper, pers. comm.
2007)?
Joint decision-making with the First Nations in the ‘driver’s seat’ is going to be a
main feature of the new economy, along with learning-by-doing or adaptive management
combined with co-management (Armitage et al. 2007). Past government policies for
Indigenous peoples in Canada have created dependency. Hence, learning to take charge is
going to require some time and effort, and will necessarily involve overcoming obstacles
and learning from mistakes along the way. One of the conditions for success in adaptive
co-management is the downward accountability of those with authority to the people who
rely on the land. This is a condition not often met in government agencies, as local staff
report upward in the hierarchy. Perhaps even more critical will be the need for goodwill
and patience as First Nations, government agencies and other partners learn to work
together through the challenges inherent in forging a new path.
Commercial forestry in the boreal zone offers opportunities for rooting innovation
in customary systems to provide for livelihoods and jobs based on local resources. This
will require thinking more at the community level and less at the level of family huntingtrapping areas. It will also require developing ways of applying Cree and Anishinaabe
values to forestry planning. To do so is important as both PFN and MCFN have negative
experiences with conventional forestry, and elders have stated their concerns with
plantations as a way to renew the land (see elders’ quotations above). Elders also have
alternative views on how to go about forestry planning. In the experience of both PFN
and MCFN, the land use planning process is directed by the values and knowledge of
elders and stewards. Commercial forestry will also require developing ways of applying
Cree and Anishinaabe values to forestry planning along the lines presented in the
chapters by Shearer et al. and O'Flaherty et al. (this volume).
The Winnipeg workshop of August 2007 on Historical Aspects and Continuity of
First Nations Land Use found that there was both change and continuity in the system.
Workshop participants concluded that the continuity in Indigenous values and land use
practices made it feasible to develop commercial forestry with Indigenous values. The
relevant knowledge and decision-making institutions exist in Algonquian cultures and
have persisted to present time. As an MCFN spokesperson put it, ‘we still have a lot of
our traditional values in place’ (Lillian Trapper, pers. comm. 2007), and these values
apply to all lands and resources. Land-based cultures of Indigenous peoples provide a
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competitive advantage for developing commercial forestry businesses—no outsider can
know the land, or in ways as profound, as well as they do. The competitive advantage for
the First Nations ‘is who they are’ (David Lertzman, pers. comm. 2007). Aboriginal
forestry provides a means to keep Indigenous cultures healthy and connected to the land,
as Paddy Peters of PFN commented in the 2007 Winnipeg Workshop:
I’d like to quote our elder, Whitehead Moose. He said something
which I felt was very significant. He said, don’t become a stranger in
your own land. That’s stayed with me all this time.
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Chapter Four
From Fur to Fir: In Consideration of a Cree Family Territory
System of Environmental Stewardship
Adrian Tanner
Introduction
The Cree of the Canadian Boreal Forest have a history and a culture that demonstrates
their willingness to adapt to change. Before European contact, as hunters and fishers, they
were sensitive to changes in their environment, and with their adaptive knowledge, along
with their skill as hunters, they were usually able to live well on a rich diet composed
mainly of meat. Three centuries ago they adapted to foreign incursions with a willingness
to add fur as a new economic resource, one that gave them access to European
manufactured goods. In the 20th Century they adapted again, as best they could, to the
pressures of industrialization, in the form of hydroelectric, mining and forestry schemes.
They took the few jobs offered by these developments, while continuing to harvest wild
foods, and started tourist enterprises.
The issue we wish to consider in this chapter is whether the Cree, in particular the
Moose Cree of northern Ontario, can adapt again to the new opportunity offered by
forestry north of the present area of commercial harvesting, adding it to their mixed
economy. We ask if they can do so in such a way as to avoid the negative environmental
and other impacts that they have experienced from industrial forestry in the southern
parts of their traditional lands.
In this chapter I have not attempted to summarize the results of my research on
contemporary hunting, trapping and fishing among the Moose Cree. The Moose Cree are
more than capable of representing themselves and their knowledge and beliefs about
animals, the environment and spirituality. I see my role as a researcher as providing an
outside view, one that tries to show from a comparative social science perspective the
potential linkages between local Cree knowledge and Euro-Canadian understandings,
beliefs and attitudes.

Cree Environmental Stewardship
Over the centuries one key adaptation used by the Cree in the James Bay region was the
family hunting group—hunting territory complex (Rogers 1963). This complex involved
a set of institutions that together facilitated, for the most part, sustained levels of
harvesting of several species, such as beaver, muskrat, geese, and moose that would have
otherwise been highly vulnerable to unsustainable levels of over hunting or habitat
destruction (Feit 1986:195). In the area around James Bay the hunting group—hunting
territory complex entailed certain key elements:
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A form of land tenure, comprised of family hunting territories;
A set of harvesting rules and practices based on intimate local knowledge of
each territory acquired through the monitoring and harvesting of the game
animal populations; and,
A set of moral rules that together had the effect of restricting the over-hunting of
any species.

Under this form of stewardship there was no ‘commons tragedy,’ because this was not a
‘common property’ form of land tenure. Rather, it was an institution that ensured that
hunting groups were evenly distributed over the land, so that no particular area would
become over-exploited. It was organized around flexible, kin-based social groupings and
hunting groups adapted for the accumulation of knowledge of their particular hunting
territory, particularly about local species and environmental conditions over the long run.
Finally, the system had a strong moral and spiritual component that ensured none of the
harvest was wasted, and that it was distributed among those community members who
were in need.
Some of the elements of this system ran counter to principles on which the market
economy is based, and I have argued that in many cases when such conflicts emerged
during the historic fur trade, it was the market-based mercantile fur trade that had to adapt
to the non-market cultural requirements of the subsistence-based Cree hunting group
economy (Tanner 1979, 1986). This was because traders depended on Cree skills for the
production of fur, as well as for the transportation of the fur from the bush camps to the
trading posts. In other words, capitalism, in its initial incursions into Cree territory
depended on Cree modes and relations of production to sustain it.

The Impacts of Forestry on Cree Stewardship
One issue the Cree now face is whether they can engage in forestry in a market context
employing their own forms of land stewardship. For me the notion that Cree hunting
territories could be used as the basic units of environmental protection in general,
including forestry practices, was brought into sharp focus by the example of the
neighbouring Quebec Cree, with the signing of the so-called Paix des Braves
(Gouvernement du Québec 2002). Much of this agreement was effectively an out-ofcourt settlement of several legal actions launched by the Cree. The agreement’s
provisions were most specific on the issue of forestry, which comprises the fourth chapter
of the agreement.
The case concerning forestry that this agreement settled out of court was Mario
Lord v. Attorney General of Quebec et al., which began in 1999. In this case the Cree
had broadly challenged Quebec’s forestry management in their region, basing their
argument in part on the 1975 James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement, more
specifically on Quebec’s undertaking in the Agreement that the hunting territory system
would be maintained. My own role in the Mario Lord case was twofold. I described to the
court the hunting territory system as I had observed it functioning between 1969 and
1972, just prior to the signing of the Agreement, as this was relevant to what Quebec had
undertaken to protect. I also described my more recent observations on how forestry had
undermined the workings of this system. Forestry at the time was being conducted
without taking account of the interests of the Cree in general, and of the concerns of
hunting territory leaders in particular. For more than a decade prior to the court case the
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Cree tried at meetings with timber harvesting companies to get them to take Cree
concerns and values into account, such as by avoiding moose yards and other
ecologically sensitive areas. Moreover, they pointed out that uncontrolled forestry roads
were allowing general public access to what had formerly been isolated territories,
making the issue of monitoring non-Cree animal harvests highly problematic. However,
the only result of these appeals was that companies sometimes gave gifts to some hunting
territory leaders, as informal compensation to keep them quiet.
While the forestry provisions of the Paix des Braves gave hunting territory leaders
some new influence over forest planning in ecologically sensitive areas, Quebec had only
a limited ability to revamp its forestry regulations to address Cree concerns; all available
long-term cutting rights had already been awarded. This is not the case in most of the
Moose Cree lands that are being considered for future forest harvesting. Since the James
Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement (1975) was signed changes have taken place in the
basic conditions of many of the Quebec Cree hunting territories, particularly those in the
southern area that were closer to the new and expanding road network and to non-Cree
towns, as well as in the economics of fur and subsistence hunting and fishing. Many of
the Quebec Cree themselves came to depend on these roads to access isolated hunting
camps which were previously being accessed by chartered aircraft—a common means of
transport to territories in the early 1970s that has since become far too expensive.
Furthermore, many Cree found new jobs outside the traditional economy, so that a lot of
hunting and fishing now takes place on weekends and during times off from work, even
though these activities continue to be an important contributor to household economies.
In sum, for most Quebec Cree, even with the Paix des Braves forestry provisions, there
was no going back to the conditions that existed in the hunting territories in the early
1970s. If we are to think about hunting territories elsewhere playing a part in
environmental protection, this role must be based on present-day realities.

Moose Cree History
Before delving further into these realities, we need to backtrack. The notion that the
family hunting group-hunting territory complex enabled the Cree historically to maintain
their food supply may seem in conflict with the popular version of Canadian fur trade
history, whereby some historians have tended to blame the fur trade for causing the
overexploitation of both game animals and furbearers, leading to food shortages and
starvation. However, in addressing such questions we must keep in mind that each region
had its own particular history, so that we should examine such assertions not as blanket
generalizations, but within the context of the specific conditions of each region. The
earliest reports of shortages of game were along the main southern fur trade travel routes,
where local populations were disrupted, and in many cases were forced to move (Ray
1984, Trigger and Day 1994). There are also some later reports of game shortages in
what is now northern Ontario (Bishop 1994), although not from the Moose Cree area
(Rogers 1994:317). Reported shortages may have been partly a result of the Cree having
to supply game for Europeans at the fur trade posts in addition to their own needs.
Another major cause of over hunting was the cutthroat competition that took place
between rival traders, some of whom encouraged Aboriginal groups to enter and occupy
lands to which they had no historic ties. This, however, was not the situation in the
Moose Cree area as rival fur trade competitors rarely operated at the same time in this
region. Competition did take place in the region much later in the early 20th century,
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when companies like Revillon Freres competed with the Hudson’s Bay Company, but by
this time the competition did not occur in a way that encouraged over-hunting (Taylor
1994).
One destabilizing factor during this latter period was the arrival of non-Native
trappers, drawn by high fur prices. However, the Moose Cree Territory was not as badly
impacted as other areas of the Canadian north, partly since the region was not a
particularly important area for the key fur trade species, beaver. In northern Quebec there
were serious game shortages, possibly due to a disease epidemic among beavers, at the
same time as there was a serious decline in the caribou population throughout the
Quebec-Labrador Peninsula. In my reading of the historical records, during periods
unaffected by such unusual events the Cree stewardship system remained largely
effective, as long as each local Cree group was able to maintain its exclusive use and
occupation of its traditional lands.
However, over time the Moose Cree did experience other externally generated
changes that had significant impacts on the hunting group—hunting territory system.
According to Moose Factory informants, in the 1880s the Hudson’s Bay Company
moved several Moose Cree families south to Missanabie and Chapleau, north of Sault St
Marie, where their descendants still reside. This may have been because of perceived
game shortages in some parts of the Moose Cree traditional lands. But these relocations
could also have been undertaken to recruit the Cree for the available jobs on the
transcontinental rail line that was being constructed through the region north of Lake
Superior at the time. By that time, Moose Factory had already become a major centre for
the Hudson’s Bay Company for the trans-shipment and transportation of goods further
north to its posts on both sides of James Bay (Lytwyn 2002). This would have meant that
some Moose Cree would, for at least part of the year, have been able to obtain wage work
at Moose Factory. At the time, Moose Factory—long a centre for Anglican missionary
outreach among the Cree on both sides of James Bay, and where the church ran a
residential school to serve the whole region—also had the reputation for supplying guides
to explorers and sports hunters (e.g., Anon. 1983).
Later in the century the Cree land tenure system came under more direct attack
from the Ontario provincial government. We should recall that at the time it was not as
clear, as it is now following Supreme Court judgements, that provinces have only limited
rights to control Indian hunting. Moreover, while the Cree exercised hunting rights under
treaty, it was illegal at the time for Indians to act in defence of their own land rights.
Thus, in the 1930s the province was able to effectively close the border with Quebec to
the movement of Indians back and forth to their traditional hunting lands. Inter-provincial
movement of Moose Cree individuals and families was commonplace, due, in part, to the
direction of rivers that gave the Cree access to the post at Rupert House (now
Waskaganish), but also to the fact that several hunting groups normally hunted, trapped
and traded in Quebec. With the closing of the border, the Cree found themselves forced
to trade within the same province where they hunted. When the northern transcontinental
line was built, some trappers moved their place of trade south from Rupert House or
Moose Factory to one of the new posts along the railway, some in Quebec, others in
Ontario, as prices there were better. All these changes must have incurred adjustments to
the boundaries of some hunting territories.
Around the same time (1940s), the province also instituted registered traplines.
While some Moose Cree were able to obtain register trapline areas that were more or less
in the same area as their traditional family hunting territories, others were forced to take
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whatever they could get. Moreover, some of the new registered traplines were given to
non-Indians from the towns along the southern parts of Moose Cree traditional territory,
such as Cochrane and Kapuskasing, as well as from the town of Moosonee, whose
population was boosted in 1932 when it became the northern terminus of the Ontario
Northland Railway.
Despite the undermining of the Cree hunting territory system by government
policies, knowledge of the family hunting territories has been retained among the Cree up
to the present. As a result, in recent times the Moose Cree have successfully mapped
these hunting territory locations. In my interviews1 I was informed by many of my Cree
consultants that they considered that they still had rights to their traditional family
territories, and that they believed that people, including other Crees, should obtain their
permission if they wished to hunt there.
While the Moose Cree have guided visiting non-Native hunters over a long period,
in recent years the First Nation has also begun to manage tourist facilities. They have
acquired ownership of what had been a privately-owned fishing lodge located in the
Kesagami Provincial Park, where formerly many Moose Cree had been employed as
guides. They have also acquired the Washaw camp, a former Ontario Northlands Railway
goose hunting camp for non-Native sports hunters, located in Hannah Bay, where the
Moose Cree are setting up an eco-tourism facility for visitors who wish to experience
geese and other features of the environment, but not to hunt them.

Empirical and Spiritual Aspects of Cree Conservation
Another relevant question in any discussion of Cree conservation practices concerns the
place of Cree empirically-based knowledge of animals relative to their spiritual beliefs,
attitudes and cultural values of these same animals. Some scholars seem to assume that
whenever the two came in conflict, Cree spiritual beliefs hold sway, and ultimately
animal populations suffer (e.g., Martin 1978; Krech 1999). However, in my own view,
Cree empirical knowledge would have been the more determinant factor over their
behaviour (Tanner 1978). In other instances, the spiritual entities believed to control
animals may have remained a mystery to many hunters, something to be understood only
by Cree philosophers or shamans. That said, it has been my observation that in most
cases the spiritual beliefs are generally in accord with empirical observations. Compared
to the situation further north on both sides of James Bay, the traditional beliefs of the
Moose Cree have come under a great deal of pressure from conflicting Euro-Canadian
beliefs and ideologies, particularly for those Cree living full time in the vicinity of Moose
Factory. As already noted, by the mid-19th Century, Moose Factory had become a major
centre of Anglican missionary activity. The highly influential missionary Horden, who
eventually became the first Bishop of the Diocese of Moosonee in1872, was based there
from 1853 to 1893. He was very much opposed to the Cree ‘heathen practices’ such as
drumming and the shaking tent (Long 2000), and along with the other missionaries, he
did all he could to stamp them out. By the late 19th Century, Christian missionaries were
1

With financial support from the Sustainable Forest Management Network, the
research conducted 23 interviews with Moose Cree First Nation members between
2004 and 2005 on traditional land use, environmental knowledge and the impacts of
forestry. Analysis of these data continues in consultation with Moose Cree Lands
and Resources Secretariat.
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generally held in high regard, and for many an attachment to the church had become well
entrenched, especially among the leading Cree families of Moose Factory—the so-called
‘Home Guard.’ No doubt this church influence was less among those Cree who remained
in hunting camps for most of the year. Because the missionaries resided at Moose
Factory—before the 20th Century they only made occasional visits to the posts further
north—their influence would have been especially important at Moose Factory.
Honnigman (1981:224) was of the opinion that the missionary effort to stamp out
traditional spiritual practices was more effective among the Cree of Ontario than it was
among the Cree of Quebec, who managed to maintain much more of the Indigenous
belief system. Nativistic religious movements that reinterpreted Christian influences
along more traditional lines occasionally arose, such as the one that was begun by two
prophets in the 1840s at Fort Severn and that spread as far as Moose Factory (Honnigman
1981).
I now turn to the question of whether traditional spiritual beliefs, and the moral
injunctions derived from them, are essential elements to Cree environmental stewardship.
Whereas some Cree practice a form of ‘religious dualism’ in which Christian practice are
mainly limited to the context of the settlement, while more traditional spiritual beliefs and
practices mainly occur in the context of bush and the hunting camp, for many other Cree
Christianity has now largely come to replace more traditional beliefs. One of the core
traditional spiritual beliefs related to Cree conservation was that animals were offended if
their remains were not treated with proper respect. If hunters did not behave with respect,
animals would withdraw and not allow themselves to be killed. Cree hunters knew to kill
only enough animals that the group actually needs, while disposing of their inedible
remains in an appropriate manner. If more animals are killed that the group can use or
share with others who are in need, the result would be waste, an offence to an animal that
just gave its life.
As far as I am aware there is no equivalent to this principle in Christian belief,
even if similar principles are encountered in Western environmentalism. The Cree teach
their young many rules and principles of good environmental stewardship, such as to
avoid areas where geese generally feed, build their nests and moult. The underlying
rationale for these rules and their significance for conservation may be seen as selfevident in terms of game conservation, and for this reason would be followed by hunters,
even without any underlying supporting spiritual belief. However, given the strong
connection between traditional spiritual beliefs and conservation, it remains an open
question if conservation among the Cree can be as effective without some metaphysical
or religious underpinning.

Contemporary Cree Land Use
When I started to conduct research at Moose Factory I became aware that much previous
social science research had been conducted in the area. A major research project based at
McMaster University took place over a large area of northern Ontario in the 1990s,
including among the Moose Cree, which resulted in many publications. Also in the 1990s
research was conducted on the impact of past hydroelectric projects in the region, with
the intention that the Moose Cree and other downstream groups might obtain
compensation (Canadian Arctic Resources Committee, Environmental Committee of
Sanikiluaq and Rawson Academy of Aquatic Science 1991). However, no such
compensation was ever contemplated, let alone agreed to, and most of this research
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remains largely unpublished. The Moose Cree First Nation itself has also undertaken or
sponsored considerable research, some supported by the SFM Network. They have
mapped their traditional hunting territories, completed several land use studies, much of it
using geographic information systems (GIS), at first using outside consultants and later
by creating considerable GIS capability of their own. They have conducted many hours
of interviews with elders on historic and contemporary land use and occupancy. To avoid
duplication I have focussed my own research on the past 10 years, in order to bring the
available land use information up to date.
Only a minority of modern Moose Cree could today be called full-time hunters,
but for almost everyone hunting and fishing are seen both economically and culturally as
especially important activities. In particular, goose hunting, moose hunting and fishing
are activities engaged in annually by at least some members of almost all Moose Cree
families. Most have access to powerboats that, where possible, are used to access goose
hunting camps as well as other places to hunt moose and to fish. However, access to
goose camps, in particular, is always a challenge, because it coincides with break-up or
freeze up. It is a mark of the significant attachment to the goose hunt that some families
use very expensive helicopter access, when ice conditions prevent boat travel. Many
families have semi-permanent camps for goose hunting and for fishing. Geese are hunted
when they first arrive in the spring, and again when they flock as they head south in the
fall. Fishing in lakes and especially in the rivers is also very popular.
In general, trapping is less significant economically than is hunting or fishing,
particularly when taking account of the cash equivalent value of these activities for
providing food. The decline in the importance of trapping has occurred even though it
remains possible today to earn substantial amounts from this activity, as my interview
with one Moose Factory trapper demonstrated. Significantly, this man’s financial success
as a trapper is achieved through operating several trap lines in the southern parts of
Moose Cree lands, where he can access most of them by road supplemented by
snowmobile. He also sells beaver carcasses as meat in Moose Factory. Several of the
part-time trappers said that they did so, not for the cash income they acquire from
trapping, but because they enjoyed the activity and, in a number of cases, because they
wanted to give their children the experience of the trapline and living in the bush as a
aspect of their education in their Cree cultural values, knowledge and heritage.

Impacts of Forestry
While there have been a large number of forestry operations on Moose Cree lands over
the years, until the past few decades most of them were relatively small in scale. Today,
there are two main companies harvesting trees in the southern parts of Moose Cree lands.
Most Moose Cree I interviewed on the subject had a generally critical view of
commercial forestry operations. I was taken on a tour of forestry access roads and shown
examples of what my informants considered problem conditions. There is a general
feeling that forestry operations and their aftermath drive away game animals. Moreover,
forest access roads also provide access to non-Cree outsiders, who compete with the Cree
for game and fish. I was told that some forestry operations have left behind garbage and
empty fuel and oil containers. The forestry access roads are said to also cause pollution of
the some of the waterways that they cross. There was strong opposition from virtually
everyone I interviewed to herbicide spraying after harvesting by the forestry companies,
which is intended to hold back the growth of non-commercial tree species, but which
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would otherwise encourage moose and other species to repopulate the cut-over areas. The
general feeling was that the herbicides get into the lakes and rivers, making their waters
unfit to drink and causing abnormal and unhealthy conditions in animals (e.g., abscesses
in fish). Informants were also critical of the piles of slash left at the roadside, which were
never removed or burned, despite what forestry companies had promised, and where as a
consequence nothing will now grow.
More generally, I heard many complaints that the water in most rivers and lakes
was now unfit to drink, so that when going in the bush today it is necessary to carry
drinking water. Most of the main rivers flow north to James Bay, the largest ones
emptying close to Moose Factory. While modern industrial forestry is not the sole reason
informants give for poor water quality, this is more generally attributed to
industrialization and the growth of towns at the headwaters of the rivers, and thus
indirectly related to forestry.
During my research I learned that some trappers were discussing among
themselves pursuit of compensation from forestry companies for these negative impacts.
While the issue was the subject of several requests to the companies from individual
trappers, unlike the situation in Quebec, I am not aware that any compensation has ever
been paid. One trapper was hired part-time by one of the companies, but he told me he
did not believe that he had any influence in improving harvesting practices for the benefit
of the Cree. I suspect that the compensation issue may have arisen among the Ontario
Cree because of the situation of the Quebec Cree, some of whom, as noted above, had
received gifts from some forestry companies prior to the Paix des Braves. The Moose
Cree First Nation asked me to conduct research into this question of compensation, and
they subsequently attempted to negotiate the matter with one of the forestry companies.
However, the company was categorically opposed to the idea, although they did offer
other forms of funding.

Access to Lands
Historically, Cree knowledge of the land and the animals was linked to the fact that they
lived on the land most of the year, and continually observed often subtle local and
regional environmental changes over time and space. However, in recent years not only
do fewer people live on the land full time, land use tends to be concentrated to certain
areas. While the growing attachment to permanent houses in Moose Factory and other
urban centres has contributed to decreased mobility, changes in river transportation may
also be a contributing factor. In the past, the Cree had made extensive use of the river
system to give them access to most parts of their lands. With the transition from canoes to
powerboats, the issue of the navigability of the rivers became a growing problem. Not
only do powerboats require more draft than canoes, but rivers have less water flow and
are becoming shallower. There are two factors most likely causing this latter change; the
land in this region is slowly rising, and the normal summer seasonal flow regime has
been reduced by upstream hydroelectric dams. As a consequence of shallower summer
water levels, most Cree are unable to travel up many of the major rivers flowing into
James Bay as their ancestors once did. Snowmobiles increasingly facilitate travel in
winter, but as we have seen, not many Moose Cree now stay on the land throughout the
winter.
The overall reduction in the use and occupancy of their lands means that the Cree
can no longer monitor environmental conditions to the same extent that they did in the
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past. This issue will need to be addressed, and supplementary forms of environmental
monitoring will have to be found, in any effort to negotiate and employ hunting territories
as social units for environmental monitoring.

Conclusion
Many First Nations today are facing the opportunities and the challenges of selfgovernment. Up to now much of the focus of self-government has been on Reserve lands
and the settled communities. However, northern First Nations have also tended to remain
to a significant degree engaged in using and occupying their traditional lands, mainly
through the exercise of their rights to hunt, trap, fish and trade—rights acknowledged in
most treaties and protected by the Constitution and Supreme Court decisions. The shift
from living off the land to living in settlements, where other forms of employment and
support are available, has diminished to some degree their physical connection to the
land. However, other land-based activities, such as forestry, offer the opportunity to
reverse this trend and to maintain Cree use and occupation of traditional lands in a way
that satisfies modern economic realities, while preserving certain core values.
By examining the social, intellectual and values basis of the hunting grouphunting territory complex we have shown that its underlying operational principles
enabled the Cree to practice successful sustainable stewardship over a complex
ecosystem. Today there are many new land users, so that if forestry harvesting is to
occur, it will have to take place alongside numerous other uses of the land, and many
other interests.
Given the vast areas involved, and the consequent impracticality of land
management based only on laws and regulations—requiring the monitoring of
compliance and enforcement through penalties for non-compliance—we have looked at
how a complex land stewardship system was implemented by the Cree in the past,
without the use of force for compliance. It was essentially a system in which the
motivation to comply with the customary rules was supported and maintained with the
enlightened self-interest of participants. In the future, maintaining forest harvesting in a
long-term sustainable form will succeed to the extent that all participants, both forestry
workers and other land users, understand and accept that it is in their self-interest to
follow appropriate practices of environmental stewardship inherent in Cree culture. Such
a system is more likely to succeed if it is founded on existing Cree cultural values and
principles.
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Chapter Five
Co-producing a Whitefeather Forest Cultural Landscape
Monitoring Framework
Janene Shearer, Paddy Peters and Iain J. Davidson-Hunt
Introduction
In the Canadian North, natural resource and environmental management (NREM)
responsibilities are becoming increasingly shared as First Nations communities regain
some measure of control over their traditional territories through the implementation of
collaborative and community-based approaches. Although the emergences of alternative
NREM arrangements seek to recognize Aboriginal rights and Indigenous agency, more
commonly NREM, as well as criteria and indicator (C&I) frameworks continue to be
grounded in Western perceptions and values (Stevenson 2006). As such, there is a
growing body of literature emphasizing the importance of coming to an understanding of
different culturally derived cognitions of the environment (Davidson-Hunt and Berkes
2003) upon which local-level C&I frameworks can be built. Furthermore, as O’Flaherty
et al. (2008) have noted, not only is it important to have a dialogue on different ways of
knowing, but also on the underlying values that institute how people perceive of their
environments and collectively internalize knowledge (Davidson-Hunt and Berkes 2003).
Co-producing knowledge is one approach to creating shared understandings
(Davidson-Hunt and O’Flaherty 2007). In this approach it is recognized that constructing
a common currency for communication will require interpretation and new symbols that
can be understood by both societies. Often it is only the final results that are presented
and readers are left wondering about the processes by which shared meanings were coproduced. Our intention in this chapter is to demonstrate the process by which a shared
framework for C&I is co-produced. In doing so we will make explicit the process by
which a framework of ‘signs’ was developed with elders and community researchers that
could allow community evaluation of whether management practices in the Whitefeather
Forest results in a more or less desirable state. As details on the setting of this case study
can be found in Shearer (2008) and elsewhere in this volume they will not be repeated
here.

A Critical Reflection on Criteria and Indicators
The appearance of C&I frameworks as a means for measuring progress towards
sustainability began in 1987 with the Bruntland Report, Our Common Future (UNCED
1987), and progressed with the Montreal Process (1992) call for sustainable development
by the UNCED (Natcher and Hickey 2002). Since then, C&Is have become an important
tool for assessing sustainability and for guiding NREM planning and decision-making
(Karjala and Dewhurst 2003). However, defining and understanding C&Is is an ongoing
process. Essentially, criteria are values and indicators arise from these values (Meadows
1998). Furthermore, as a culture’s values will define and reflect how it views
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‘sustainability’ and what is important to sustain (i.e., what should be measured), C&Is are
also atheoretical. Therefore, definitions only arise in context to explain how C&Is
function within an established management system. For example, in 1983 the Canadian
Council of Forest Ministers (CCFM) set out “…to define, measure and report on the
forest values Canadians want to sustain and enhance” (CCFM 1995). In this framework
C&Is were understood to be “…tools for assessing trends in the state of forests and for
promoting sustainable forest management” (CCFM 1998:62). According to the CCFM
(1995):
A criterion is a category of conditions or processes by which sustainable
forest management may be assessed…characterised by a set of related
indicators, which are monitored periodically to assess change and an
indicator is a quantitative or qualitative variable which can be measured and
described and which, when observed periodically, demonstrates trends.
CCFM have identified six criteria and 83 indicators essential for sustainable forest
management (SFM), which provincial governments, industry and forest certification
systems have adapted to their unique SFM needs. In 2002, for example, the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) released their SFM evaluation framework,
reproduced in Table 1. While both the CCFM and the OMNR frameworks address many
of the scientific and socio-economic issues related to an industrial approach to SFM,
those of the Aboriginal community were subsumed under ‘Society’s Responsibility.’ This
provided little opportunity to address the many unique concerns of Aboriginal peoples
with regard to current forest management practices by industry, their specialized
knowledge and traditional and present forest use. As a result, this national set was never
endorsed by the National Aboriginal Forestry Association (NAFA) as it was felt that the
framework did not adequately address Aboriginal and treaty rights (NAFA 2003).
Both national and provincial levels of resource management agencies have failed
to recognize and meaningfully involve Aboriginal peoples in the development of C&Is,
the majority of C&I frameworks having been developed by government and industry
‘experts.’ In particular, these frameworks, which are scientific and objective in nature,
ignore local interests or managerial realities with regard to implementation (Sherry et al.
2005).
Although formalized C&I frameworks have become the focus as an approach
towards achieving forest sustainability, Indigenous societies, given their longstanding
relationships with a particular landscape, have well developed systems of knowledge and
practices that enable them to thrive in dynamic environments (Berkes et al. 2003).
Customary approaches for monitoring signs of ecological change are one way that
Aboriginal cultures have become attuned to social-ecological variability. The indicators
used are unique to a given social-cultural-ecological setting as sign categories are based
upon individual perceptions of the environment and their interpretation through collective
deliberation structured by a society’s institutions (Davidson-Hunt and Berkes 2003;
Davidson-Hunt 2006).
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Table 1. Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Sustainable Forest Management
Framework (OMNR 2002).
Table 1: OMNR Sustainable Forest Management Evaluation Framework
Criterion for Forest
Elements for Forest Sustainability
Sustainability
1.Conserving
Biological Diversity

1.1 Conserving Landscape Diversity
1.2 Conserving Ecosystem Diversity
1.3 Conserving Species Diversity
1.4 Conserving Genetic Diversity

2. Maintaining and
Enhancing Forest
Ecosystem Condition
and Productivity

2.1 Monitoring and Managing Incidences of Forest Disturbance
2.2 Maintaining or Enhancing Forest Ecosystem Resilience and
Productivity

3. Protecting and
Conserving Forest Soil
and Water Resources
4. Monitoring Forest
Contributions to
Global Ecological
Cycles
5. Providing for a
Continuous and
Predictable Flow of
Economic and Social
Benefits
6. Accepting Social
Responsibilities for
Sustainable
Development

7. Maintaining and
Enhancing
Frameworks for
Sustainable Forest
Management

3.1 Minimizing the Effects of Forest Management Practices on
Ontario’s Forest Soil Resources
3.2 Minimizing the Effects of Forest Management Practices on Water
Resources in Ontario’s Forests
4.1 Monitoring and Modelling Ontario’s Forest Sector Contributions to
Global Carbon Enrichment
4.2 Monitoring and Managing Conversion of Forest Land to Other
Uses in Ontario
5.1 Maintaining or Enhancing the Resource Production Capability of
Ontario’s Forests
5.2 Monitoring and Supporting Forest Sector Employment, Investment
and Competitiveness
5.3 Monitoring and Supporting Enhanced Forest Sector Contributions
to the Economy
5.4 Maintaining or Enhancing Recreation, Tourism and Other Social
and Environmental Values Associated with the Forest
6.1 Respecting Aboriginal Rights and Supporting Aboriginal
Participation in Sustainable Forest Management Activities
6.2 Maintaining and Supporting Forest-Based Communities
6.3 Maintaining Effective Public Participation in Sustainable Forest
Management Decision-Making
7.1 Maintaining and Enhancing Ontario’s Legal Framework
7.2 Maintaining and Enhancing Ontario’s Institutional Framework for
Sustainable Forest Management
7.3 Maintaining and Enhancing Ontario’s Economic Framework for
Sustainable Forest Management
7.4 Maintaining and Enhancing Ontario’s Monitoring Framework for
Sustainable Forest Management
7.5 Maintaining and Enhancing Ontario’s Research and Development
Framework for Sustainable Forest Management Refer to the current
version of the Ontario state of the forest report for the list of indicators
for forest sustainability.

There have been many recent attempts to reflect this specialized knowledge by
creating Aboriginal C&I frameworks, or those that integrate Aboriginal knowledge and
values (Natcher and Hickey 2002; Karjala and Dewhurst 2003; Sherry et al. 2005). Often
these initiatives have taken as their starting point the existing framing of C&Is as a
hierarchic system of categories with indicator sets embedded within sets of criteria as
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shown in Table 1. The work presented here, rooted in a critical analysis of previous
attempts at Aboriginal C&I, began with the assumption that C&Is are a semiotic
framework of science to help understand forest conditions. How then could we construct
an Anishinaabe1, or in our case, a Pikangikum framework to understand whether forest
conditions are perceived to be moving toward a desirable or undesirable state? We now
turn to the process of co-producing such a framework followed by the intermediary and
final product of this process that we have called the ‘Whitefeather Forest Cultural
Landscape Monitoring Framework.’

Co-Producing an Aboriginal C&I Framework
Figure 1 presents an overview of the process that will be described in detail below. Coproduction of knowledge is an iterative process in which community members and
researchers create shared understandings of a phenomenon through successive
approximation of its representations. In the case presented in this chapter the conditions
to undertake this process were structured through the negotiation of a multi-party
research agreement among Pikangikum First Nation (PFN), University of Manitoba,
Lakehead
University,
University
of
Winnipeg
and
Sault
College
(www.whitefeatherforest.ca). As a result of the creation of the Whitefeather Forest
Research Cooperative (WFRC), Davidson-Hunt prepared an application for a research
grant to the Sustainable Forest Management Network to consider a Pikangikum approach
to evaluate forest conditions. As part of the team formed to work with Pikangikum,
Janene Shearer undertook research to create a Pikangikum framework that could be used
by the Whitefeather Forest Management Corporation (WFMC) to monitor changes in
forest conditions following the implementation of the Keeping the Land land use strategy
(PFN and OMNR 2006). In order to respect the work that had been undertaken by the
elders and community researchers through the land use strategy process, the first step was
to review existing transcripts and create an initial representation of a framework. This
process of heuristic learning by reading existing narratives of the Whitefeather Forest
provided the researcher with the basis to begin working with Pikangikum’s elders.
Heuristic Learning and Narratives of the Whitefeather Forest
In this project, the primary source of discourse narratives were the transcript records
compiled throughout the Whitefeather Forest land-use planning process. These transcripts
were collected in a variety of different contexts, including community land-use planning
(C-LUP) workshops and PFN Elders’ Steering Group workshops. During these meetings,
elders and other community members offered their perspectives on, amongst other things,
Keeping the Land. The transcripts included, but were not limited to, narratives of the
following nature:
1
Note on Language: No standard orthography for the Ojibway language
Anishinaabe exists. To further complicate matters northern Anishinaabe people
tend to use syllabic systems for written text, while to the south a double vowel
roman orthography system has been developed. In the text of this document we
utilize double vowel roman orthography for common words such as ‘Anishinaabe’
rather than a transliteration of syllabics. Anishinaabe in Pikangikum is often spelt
Ahneesheenahbay. We do utilize local spelling of words in figures to be consistent
with usage in research products.
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Anishinaabe stories, legends, prophecies and humorous anecdotes
Political discourse on past and present relationships with government (e.g.,
OMNR)
Traditional knowledge and customary practices within the Whitefeather Forest
cultural landscape

Figure 1. Co-production of an Aboriginal C&I Framework.
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As elders were the primary participants in the C-LUP process, the meetings
employed a note-taker to record the Anishinaabe statements and a local expert to translate
them to English as they were made. Many of these meetings were also audio-recorded,
and the taped statements were later translated by the WFMC staff. These records are held
in trust by the WFMC and were made available for use in this research as a part of the
WFRC.
Narratives were analyzed by sifting through them looking for patterns and
connections within, between and among statements. Through this process the researcher
began to infer which values within the statements were instances of the same underlying
theme and started categorizing these themes. After several reviews of the narrative
documents, key value statements were typed and organized (i.e., coded) into categories
that organically arose from the data set through the process of ‘reduction and
interpretation’ (Marshall and Rossman 1989:114). This aspect was borrowed from the
componential analysis method, which is concerned with discovering how people perceive
their world from the way they talk about it, and involves “…a systematic search for the
attributes (components of meaning) associated with cultural symbols” (Spradley
1979:174, emphasis ours). However, it also became apparent that, while undertaking this
analytical process, values for Keeping the Land could not be easily organized into
discrete categories as Anishinaabe values and knowledge are inherently holistic and
interrelated.
Working Together to Build Shared Understanding
The importance of a research colleague from the community is often understated in
research. However, in working to create a shared understanding of a culturally embedded
phenomenon, it is necessary that there is engagement between people in each context that
can reflect upon, interpret and begin to create shared representations (Plate 1).

Plate 1. Elder Norman Quill (left) and Paddy Peters at SFMN Conference, Sustaining Canada's
Forests: Building Momentum. 20-22 June 2006, Edmonton, Alberta. Photo credit:
http://www.innovationalberta.com/article.php?articleid=841
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In this research Mr. Paddy Peters, employed by the WFMC as the land use
planning coordinator, played this role and was integral to the success of this project. Mr.
Peters, or Paddy as he is known in the community, provided translations during each of
the workshops, communicating the elders’ thoughts, stories and comments to the
researcher, as well as communicating ideas and interpretations of the researcher to the
elders. Paddy has spoken both fluent Anishinaabe and English throughout his entire life,
deeming him an ideal colleague as his skill to translate the subtle nuances of meaning
between the two languages is unmatched. Paddy also coordinated the logistics for
workshops with es that were necessary for this research as well as lent his artistic skills to
create the visual symbol that was used to represent the values and relationships embedded
in Pikangikum’s Keeping the Land philosophy. The co-production of knowledge requires
this movement back and forth between two cultural contexts in order to find common
ground. While the products that are co-produced are often reported by individuals they
represent what is a collective process of co-creating knowledge.
Co-creating knowledge is an active process that often occurs during collaborative
workshops (i.e., middle column of Figure 1). This process of co-creation draws from the
field of semiotics, where communication is viewed as a mutual negotiation of meaning
rather than a linear transfer of messages from transmitter to receiver (Danesi 1999).
Accordingly, there was no need to develop an in-depth set of interview questions, even
for semi-structured purposes. The elders were keen to share their wisdom of Keeping the
Land, and felt a deep sense of responsibility to pass on the knowledge to the youth as
well as to Whitefeather Forest planning partners. In this sense the process we utilized cocreated an authored product rather than an objective account obtained through a lens of
neutrality that purports to represent a society by stratifying it through categories based on
gender or age in order to account for community heterogeneity (c.f. Natcher and Hickey
2002). The validity of such a cross-cultural product can only be ascertained by its
acceptability to members of the two cultures following its production, a process common
to how creative works are evaluated by society in general.
Following the production of the framework and its symbolic representation it was
then circulated through the community (this process is represented in the right-hand
column of Figure 1). Following each collaborative workshop, and subsequent
amendments to the evolving framework, an updated version was sent to Pikangikum and
posted in the WFMC office (Plate 2). In addition the framework was presented in other
contexts outside of WFMC, such as community groups working on health and social
issues. This allowed for informal discussions amongst community members about the
framework by discussing its visual symbolic representation. As has been noted elsewhere
(Chambers 1994) visualization techniques can facilitate collaborative research by
allowing a greater degree of two-way participation and learning in the research process,
increasing the accessibility of the knowledge produced through the research, and
allowing ownership of the information produced to remain with the knowledge holders.
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Plate 2. The WFMC Office (Pikangikum, Ontario) showing an early version of the
framework posted on the left. Pictured: Michael O’Flaherty and members of the WFMC and
Elders Steering Group. Photo credit: Iain Davidson-Hunt, 2006.

Co-producing Knowledge as Product and Process
An illustration of the iterative process of interpretation and analysis, undertaken both
individually and as group, to co-produce knowledge is provided in Figure 2. This
approach is grounded in three elements: (1) It is embedded in a research agenda that
seeks to raise the awareness of those affected by the research in question; (2) Participants
are considered the experts, the results, often diagrammatic, are formed from group
participation; and, (3) The interpretation of the data in the diagram requires an analysis of
conceptual relationships represented (Padilla et al. 1997). In this sense, knowledge is
considered a cultural product that can be represented through symbols. When the
objective is to create shared meaning then the symbol that is created is a product of this
shared meaning as it creates new knowledge that in each cultural context would have its
own representation (Davidson-Hunt and O’Flaherty 2007). Such a representation captures
what was learned by the participants in the process up to a point in time. As collaborative
learning is rooted in dialog, understanding is necessarily iterative in that a common
language of communication and trust is built up over time and may be subject to constant
revision (Barge and Little 2002, cited in Davidson-Hunt and O’Flaherty 2007). As a
cross-cultural product it can then circulate and continue to generate new meanings by the
participants in their own cultural contexts. It is important to note that what is presented in
the next section should not be taken as a representation of Pikangikum knowledge, but as
a product of dialogue that represents shared meanings of values related to Keeping the
Land (Plate 3).
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Figure 2. Summary of the process of co-producing knowledge. Figure adapted from Miles and
Huberman (2004:12).

Plate 3. Collaborative Workshop. Photo credit: Norel Tucher, 2005
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A Framework for Monitoring Pikangikum’s Cultural Landscape
The original concept for this project was to contribute to the Whitefeather Forest
Initiative through developing a framework for monitoring the implementation of a land
use strategy that was to be both grounded in local values and fulfill provincial
requirements, thus bridging two disparate approaches in one harmonious model—a tall, if
not somewhat ambitious, order indeed. As the project unfolded it became apparent that
representing and communicating the values and practices at work with regards to the
Whitefeather Forest required a framework that illustrates Pikangikum’s perspective
unobscured by the authority of the dominant forest management paradigm, while also
remaining comprehensible to Whitefeather Forest partners.

Figure 3. Matrix #1, developed from researcher review of C-LUP narrative transcripts.

Matrix Version #1
The first matrix was constructed solely through the researcher’s review of the
Whitefeather Forest narrative transcripts, as a component of the heuristic learning process
as described above. Trying to turn what was embedded in the narratives into a framework
emerged through their reading and re-reading until the researcher began to find vertical
and horizontal nested concepts, ideas within ideas and interrelatedness between/among
the teachings, each concept independent and yet simultaneously dependent upon others.
How to assign values and their components (sub-values) to discrete categories was a
primary difficulty. The idea for developing a matrix arose out of this difficulty so as to
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facilitate the organization of values into themes. It was important to begin building a
conceptual model for several reasons, including: to organize the values emerging from
the transcripts to facilitate researcher learning and understanding; to serve as a tool upon
which to enter into a dialogue on these values in a workshop setting; and, to represent
Pikangikum values and institutions while providing interpretations to facilitate crosscultural communication. This process led to Figure 3 which represents an interpretation
of what the researcher had learned about Pikangikum’s values and institutions intrinsic to
the Whitefeather Forest. Keeping the Land was placed in the centre of the first matrix as
that was the central direction of the land use plan and the purpose of the framework was
to provide a mechanism to consider the desirability of outcomes from that strategy.
Cheekahnahwaydahmungk Keetahkeemeenaan: Understanding Keeping the Land
This first matrix was the focus for beginning a dialogue between the researcher and
community research colleague. Upon reviewing the first attempt to represent the values
for Keeping the Land, Paddy indicated that amendments must be made to incorporate and
reflect Anishinaabe worldview so that a more appropriate framework could then be
presented to the elders. In order to begin this process, Paddy recognized that he must first
share with his research partners his understandings of what Keeping the Land means to
the people of Pikangikum. An initial assumption of the research was that Keeping the
Land was the Anishinaabe equivalent of ‘protection;’ i.e., you must ‘keep’ the land the
way it is by defending it from human influence. However, this initial assumption was
misguided, as Paddy explained, “Keeping the Land does not mean putting a protected
area there, you cannot keep the land through government regulation” (Shearer,
Pikangikum field notes, Nov. 17, 2005). With Paddy’s guidance, a greater understanding
of Keeping the Land emerged. He explained that Keeping the Land is not merely a land
use strategy developed in response to ever-increasing industrial expansion and protection
pressures from the south. Rather, Keeping the Land represents a body of ancient
teachings given to the Anishinaabe people from the Creator. These teachings have been
passed down through the generations, and they foster an intimate and holistic relationship
between/among people, the land and the Creator. Keeping the Land represents both
teachings and a land use strategy specifically designed for maintaining the values that
shape the Whitefeather Forest cultural landscape.
Modifying the Matrix
The first comments Paddy made with regard to this diagram related to its physical
appearance. He indicated that the sub-values should not be detached from their respective
themes or from the central value of Keeping the Land; they must be connected to
symbolize the interrelatedness between/among the concepts. In other words, the circles
which represent values cannot be disconnected from one another, but rather must be
physically, and thereby symbolically, linked. Paddy also quickly noted the lack of
symmetry, and this was a major concern. The researcher had unwittingly created an
imbalance, with several themes having an uneven number of associated sub-values,
which would not be an issue in western frameworks. Paddy stressed that there must be
balance in everything, and if this framework was to accurately represent Pikangikum
values, it too must be in balance. He said the elders would notice this right away.
Together, we set about reworking the matrix.
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We were able to begin discussing and negotiating some of the concepts, and we
also began to document the Anishinaabe language terms for the themes that we agreed
could be brought forward into discussions with elders. However, Paddy explained that he
did not have all the knowledge required to comment on each value and teaching we were
discussing, and that the elders would have to explain those concepts. For example, one of
the amendments we worked on involved the theme originally classified as ‘rights and
duties.’ This theme included values associated with economic development and
environmental stewardship. Paddy explained that these English words and western
concepts separated the holistic way in which the land is ‘kept,’ i.e., viewed, valued and
acted upon. Rather than calling this theme ‘rights and duties,’ Ohnahshohwayweeneeng
was deemed more appropriate. At the time, this concept was understood to be
Pikangikum’s decision-making authority. However, this would not be the final evolution
of this theme, as explained further in the following sections.

Plate 4. Modifications to the Matrix during meeting with Paddy Peters, Nov 18, 2005.
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Matrix Version #2
The second diagram was produced with the results of meeting with Paddy Peters; the
modifications following those illustrated in Plate 4. We tried to connect the four themes
to the central Keeping the Land teaching with energy lines to represent the dynamic way
in which values can evolve and adapt with changing community activities and
relationships (Figure 4). The colour scheme also shifted with the addition of the Keeping
the Land figure, to better represent Pikangikum; green, blue and yellow being the colours
most significant to this community. Although there was now symmetry, balance and
cohesion, Paddy still wanted to work on the appearance of the symbol.

Figure 4. Matrix #1, developed as a result of input from Paddy Peters (see Plate 4).
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Matrix Version #3: Cheemeenootootaukooyaun: “We know it will do us Good”
This version took on a form that better represented the interrelated nature of the values;
specifically, the cross inscribed within a circle brought together the symbolism, such as
balance and connection, and the values within a single unified figure. In coordination
with Paddy’s central symbol, the major value themes were presented in blue text to
represent the ancestors’ wisdom brought forward by the elders’ teachings, the
background green to represent the future generations who must carry on this knowledge
through the process of Keeping the Land. This version was brought forward into
collaborative workshops with community elders, where it continued to evolve.
It was the progression to this version (Figure 5) where the framework evolved
from being static to dynamic, representing the values actualized through practice.
“Keeping the Land is a process; this too must follow a process” (elder Norman Quill,
Dec. 15, 2005). Elder Norman rearranged the layout of the themes so that the order of the
themes changed to represent an orderly progression (clockwise), stating that we first need
to have good relationships before we can begin planning, it won’t work the other way.

Figure 5. Matrix Version #3, amended from Version #2 following collaboration with Paddy Peters.
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The elders explained that the process of Keeping the Land is achieved through
Cheemeenootootauhkooyaun, which can be understood as, “we know it will do us good,
and be beneficial in every way…it is the right way for Keeping the Land” (George B.
Strang, Feb. 16, 2006) or “going on the good path” (Norman Quill, Dec. 15, 2005). In
this context, the term ‘path’ is both metaphorical and literal, it is a personal journey as
well as shared journey. A path does not form by traveling it just once; it must be traveled
over and over again throughout one’s lifetime, i.e., it is a lifelong journey. Paddy Peters
(Jan. 25, 2006) commented that the ‘path’ of working towards Keeping the Land
involves: “Accepting and practicing the teachings, mentally, spiritually and physically,
when you accept the ‘Keeping the Land’ teaching, it will benefit the community as a
whole.” Elder Norman Quill (Dec. 15, 2005) also explained the importance of travelling
down the path of Keeping the Land to the people of Pikangikum:
The whole life of Ahneesheenahbay is intertwined with everything, the way
we lived – our life skills, for being able to live on the land. This is how our
ancestors survived and how we will survive, it is all of our well-being. If
you know something is good, you have to keep it…The process of ‘Keeping
the Land’ has kept us, and it will continue to keep them [future
generations].
This illustrates that Keeping the Land is not an endpoint goal that can be
maintained in stasis. Everyone, from youth to elder, must practice Keeping the Land as a
process throughout their lifetime; this is how the values are actualized and responsibilities
upheld. These discussions brought about amendments to the framework, resulting in the
production of a fourth version.
Matrix Version #4
Symbolically, the large outer circle was added to create balance with the small inner
yellow circle of the central symbol, representing that the Creator is central to the values
for Keeping the Land. Additionally, amendments were made to the framework’s
categories of values themselves. Keetomaykeewayahtoon, the notion of ‘taking only what
you need’ from the land, was subsumed into the theme Cheekeechee’eenaytauhmung.
This recognizes that all of Creation has value, is interconnected and related; therefore it
must be respected through the maintenance of good relationships.
Oohnuhcheekayween, or ‘putting things in order’ replaced Ohnunshoowayweeneeng as the third main values theme. Ohnunshoowayweeneeng, ‘communal
decision-making’ is an important component of Oohunuhcheekayween, but did not
convey the full meaning of the values and institutions for planning and governing the
Whitefeather Forest. The sub-value Kahohkiimahwich was expanded to Oohneekuhneeseeg. Oohneekuhneeseeg was deemed more appropriate by the elders as this term
represents the future of leadership, a renewed strength that will be better understood by
the youth, as opposed to Kahohkiimahwich, which has traditionally referred to the leader
of a trapline as well as a metaphor to explain Pikangikum’s ‘in the driver’s seat’ approach
(see land-use strategy PFN and OMNR 2006:4 for more details). Although
Kahohkiimahwich remains an important institution in Pikangikum, it required a more
encompassing term to represent the notion of leaders and leadership in the WFI.
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Figure 6. Matrix version #4, co-constructed from collaborative workshop

Ohtauhchee’eeteesooween, which was described as ‘living in balance with the
land,’ became a part of the 4th theme, combined with Kooseeween, ‘journeying with the
land.’ Following the discussions from the workshop, the Ahneesheenahbaymohween
words in the framework were then translated into syllabics by Elder Alec Suggashie.
Keekeenuhwuhcheecheekun—‘Reading the Signs’
From the previous elder workshop discussions, we had gained an understanding that
Cheemeenootootauhkooyaun, the process of Keeping the Land is the vision that
Pikangikum has for the Whitefeather Forest. What remained unclear was an
understanding of how the people of Pikangikum decipher whether or not the activities
being undertaken are leading them down the right path of Keeping the Land, and how
could this be communicated to other parties. Therefore a workshop was held to address
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the question: “In the values which have been identified as being important for ‘Keeping
the Land,’ how would you know that these values are being kept?” This sought to
facilitate a discussion revealing how people monitor their activities and adjust them
accordingly in the Whitefeather Forest.
The elders spent a great deal of time pondering this question and discussing
amongst themselves for a large proportion of this workshop. For the elders to expound on
a processual skill developed and practiced throughout their entire lives, across both
language and cultural barriers, was an arduous task. The process of monitoring and
assessing the land, and one’s activities in relation to it, is so imbedded in practice to the
point that it becomes almost indefinable in the absence of context. To perceive change,
and then to communicate it, is further confounded by the fact that some Indigenous
peoples have a capacity to sense what is happening in their environment without seeing
any kind of physical signs (Smith 1978, cited in Parlee 2005:251). This is what Anderson
(2000:116-117) referred to as ‘sentient ecology;’ knowledge that is “based in feeling,
consisting in the skills, sensitivities and orientations that have been developed through
long experience of conducting one’s life in a particular environment” (cited in Ingold
2000:25). Monitoring the values and process of Keeping the Land can be ‘sensed’ by
those who have enduring and direct experiential knowledge of the land in ways that are
often very difficult to articulate and translate to outsiders.
After the exchange of ideas, Paddy translated for the researcher what the elders
had come to agree best explained this concept. Keekeenuhwuhcheecheekun, or ‘reading
the signs,’ was the term that could best explain the innate skill of monitoring the land and
responding to ensure that practices are undertaken with Cheemeenootootauhkooyaun so
that ‘the land will continue to be kept.’ “Keekeenuhwuhcheecheekun is something for you
to recognize, it is not an obvious display our people didn’t use that” (George B. Strang,
Feb. 16, 2006). The elders explained that Keekeenuhwuhcheecheekun does not refer to
objective or artificial signs, such as using a watch to tell the time, or a calendar to track
the seasonal weather patterns, or a road sign to navigate. Rather, ‘reading the signs’ is a
process of using implicit socially negotiated and accepted categories, which represent
particular phenomena, and adjusting one’s behaviour according to what the signs indicate
as informed by the teachings that one possesses.
Final Matrix: A Cultural Landscape Monitoring Framework
The final values matrix was produced with verification of the values, the
Ahneesheenahbaymooween and syllabic spelling and the symbolism during the final
collaborative workshops. This matrix expresses the values intrinsic to the process of
Keeping the Land. Many management frameworks seek to address a primary forest value,
such as sustainable harvest of timber. This framework exemplifies the importance of
multiple forest values, to Pikangikum people, and as such has been deemed a ‘cultural
landscape framework’ to reflect the terminology introduced in the land-use strategy (PFN
and OMNR 2006:24).
The final revisions to the matrix involved the addition of Ahkeeweekeekaytuhmuhweeneeng (‘knowledge of the land’) replacing Muhweetooshukuhween (‘communal
gatherings’), as discussion with the elders determined that gatherings could be
incorporated into the Ohnunshoowayweeneeng (‘communal decision-making’) value.
Gatherings, for the purpose of celebration, feasts or ceremony are often a time where
people would also discuss strategic directions for the community as a whole. As a
component of Pikangikum’s ‘way of life,’ Ohtauhchee’eeteesooween was further
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explicated to present a more accurate translation as ‘land-based livelihoods’ rather than
‘journeying with the land’ which was how Kooseeween was defined (and which remains
an important component of Ohtauhchee’eeteesooween, but does not fully describe this
value or practice). The human life cycle aspect was added to the diagram, as the elders
explained that every person throughout their life has an integral role in Keeping the Land.

Figure 7. Final Matrix, a ‘cultural landscape framework’ for Keeping the Land grounded in
Pikangikum values and institutions.

Summary
This chapter has presented an example of a cooperative learning process to build crosscultural understandings of Keeping the Land through the co-production of a values
matrix, which upon fruition represents an alternative, culturally embedded (uniquely
Pikangikum) approach to NREM (i.e., a ‘cultural landscape framework’). The ubiquitous
cues that an individual, as a member of a particular social-ecological system, is subject to
on a regular basis will, given the person has the knowledge to interpret the patterns of
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these indicators, be filtered accordingly. The individual can draw upon past personal
experience and knowledge of the elders to successfully adapt his/her behaviour. For
example, Elder Charlie Peters has an intimate knowledge of the seasons and when it is
appropriate to carry out certain activities based on many signs like the stars (Feb. 16,
2006), while Elder Norman Quill differentiates many different types of ice, some ice that
is safe to travel on, some ice is good for making tea, and some ice looks safe, but is
dangerously thin (Dec. 15, 2005).
‘Reading the signs’ depends upon the recurrence and succession of events in their
qualitative aspects. As Hallowell (1937:669) came to understand from his experiences
with the Ojibway of Berens River: “…events…are indications, preparatory symbols and
guides for those extremely vital activities through which the people obtain a living from
the land.” Pikangikum elders speak of the process of ‘reading the signs’ in the
Whitefeather Forest as a teaching as Elders Charlie Peters and George B. Strang (Feb. 16,
2006) explain:
The elders still practice this teaching, we listen and watch the land, the
Creator shows us the way things are. We know the time without a watch,
we watch the weather, and read the snow. This is how we know what to
expect and we will be prepared.
The elders also shared some recent observations that were outside their realm of
experiential knowledge. For example, new bird species have begun appearing, these
species have no Anishinaabe name because they have never been seen in the
Whitefeather Forest before. Elder George B. Strang (Feb. 16, 2006) stated: “I know
things are changing, there is a blackbird now that comes in the winter, a ‘winter bird,’ I
don’t know what to call it, I’ve never seen this bird before, there is no name for them.”
This new ‘blackbird’ species that the elders are referring to are starlings (Sturnus
vulgaris) which have been steadily extending their range northwards, which may indicate
anything from climate change to decreased competition from native species or increasing
landscape fragmentation. The important message here is that the presence of new species
is an indicator that things are changing—the sign is more than just the presence of the
bird, it carries with it more information about changing ecological conditions.
The knowledge of how to ‘read the signs’ has always been important, and has
“been used for centuries to guide environmental and livelihood planning and action, long
before scientific knowledge attempted to understand the processes of environmental
change and development” (Mwesigye 1996:74). The elders know that
Keekeenuhwuhcheecheekun will continue to be important, that future generations must
acquire the knowledge of how to ‘read the signs.’ This knowledge is generated through
first-hand experience as well as passed down by the elders. Knowledge of how to ‘read
the signs’ will continually guide the community down the good path of Keeping the
Land. Furthermore, as Pikangikum moves forward with the implementation of their land
use strategy, engaging in the process of forest certification and environmental
assessment, it will be important to illustrate and communicate the community’s vision for
the management of their values for the landscape.
In coming to a cross-cultural understanding, the discourse will meander, it will
require iterative negotiations of meaning throughout the process, and it must be entered
into without presumption as to what the outcomes will be. However, as Davidson-Hunt
(2006) has noted, alternatives to conventional NREM frameworks require not only the
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knowledge and participation of local people and the process of co-production, but also a
shared understanding of Indigenous institutions of knowledge and the values upon which
the frameworks are constructed.
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Chapter Six
Developing Criteria and Indicators for Aboriginal Forestry:
Mutual Learning through Collaborative Research
Marie Saint-Arnaud, Hugo Asselin, Claire Dubé, Yvan Croteau, and
Charlie Papatie
Introduction
Over the past few years, community-based criteria and indicators (C&I) frameworks have
been developed by several First Nations throughout Canada in an effort to better define
Aboriginal forestry. In some cases, the development process has been an empowering
exercise, but implementation still often remains a challenge. In this chapter we discuss
how culturally adapted C&I frameworks can be used as an adaptive strategy for
implementing Aboriginal forestry in Canada. In particular, we will present results from a
collaborative research project undertaken with the Anicinapek of Kitcisakik in Quebec.1
An environmental education approach was adopted which allowed ‘voice’ to be given to
the people of Kitcisakik in order to characterize their representations of the forest and
forestry. The C&I framework for Aboriginal forestry that was built through this process
relies upon Anicinapek ethical and educational principles. These principles are based on
their representation of the forest as Anicinape territory, heritage, and social responsibility.
Elements of a compromise supporting Aboriginal participation in forest management also
emerged as a result of dialogue among community members, university researchers, and
industrial and government representatives.
A number of Canada’s First Nations have endeavoured to adapt national scale
criteria and indicator (C&I) frameworks (e.g., Canadian Council of Forest Ministers
2003, 2006), to their specific circumstances by developing local indicators (e.g.,
Lévesque et al. 1997; Natural Resources Canada 2000; Gladu and Watkinson 2003).
Others, e.g., the Little Red River Cree Nation of Alberta (Natcher and Hickey 2002,
2008) and the Tl’azt’en of British Columbia (Karjala et al. 2004; Sherry et al. 2005),
have developed their own C&I for sustainable forest management (SFM) based on a
community values approach. While C&I frameworks possess a high level of complexity
that can be a barrier to their utilisation by Aboriginal communities (Natural Resources

1
Initial funding for developing this research project was granted by the SFMN
in 2001-2002. The CFS/NSERC/SSHRC Forest Research Partnership Program
supported the project between 2005 and 2009. The companies Domtar Inc. (Div. Val
d’Or), Tembec Inc. (La Sarre), AbitibiBowater (Maniwaki), Louisiana Pacifique
Canada Ltée, and Industries Norbord Inc. (Div. Val-d’Or), as well as the Ministère
des Ressources naturelles et de la Faune du Québec (MRNFQ), were also included
in this research partnership. This chapter was translated from French by Paul
Jasinski.
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Canada 2000; Collier et al. 2002), they may still prove useful for advancing the interests
of what is now referred to as ‘Aboriginal forestry’ (Brubacher 1998; Parsons and Prest
2003; Wyatt 2008).
Evaluation strategies for SFM based on national and international C&I
frameworks (e.g., Center for International Forestry Research [CIFOR] and CCFM), have
limited relevance within local contexts because of differences in spatial scales and the
specific cultures and histories of the communities. These limits also restrain the
communities’ willingness and ability to participate in these types of evaluative processes.
In fact, according to certain authors (Parotta and Agnoletti 2007; Wijewardana 2008),
national and international frameworks do not address local social and economic goals in
an appropriate manner. In addition, existing frameworks are ill-adapted to Aboriginal
management systems (Sherry et al. 2005). Frameworks developed by, and for, Aboriginal
communities would better express local knowledge, practices, and beliefs while allowing
better assessments of forest management in relation to culture, land use, and community
development. According to Sherry et al. (2005), greater relevance would also translate
into a greater interest and motivation from local communities. For example, Natcher and
Hickey (2002, 2008) developed a framework based on the value system of the Little Red
River Cree Nation by introducing an adaptive, inter-generational dimension.
At the start of our research in 2001, the Anicinapek of Kitcisakik were emerging
from an unprecedented crisis that involved confrontations with both the forestry industry
and the government, social dissention within the community and a breakdown in
communication with the region’s managers. Thus, there was no interest within the
community in developing an Aboriginal forestry approach. However, Jimmy Papatie,
who was the chief of Kitcisakik at that time, felt it was necessary to address the challenge
of developing the community’s capacities in order to negotiate a better arrangement with
government and industry:
I saw at the time that the community did not understand forestry language.
We did not have the tools to comprehend what was happening. I suggested
setting up a local committee to take care of the forest.
In this chapter, we explain how the adopted collaborative research strategy
aided in developing a SFM C&I framework for the community of
Kitcisakik. Five principles and 22 criteria, based on the Anicinapek
representation of the forest and forestry, were developed as an adapted tool
and an adaptive strategy to SFM. We will discuss how our theoretical and
methodological choices allowed the transformation of a complex evaluation
process into an opportunity for mutual learning among different
stakeholders on Kitcisakik Akî, the Anicinapek’s2 ancestral territory.

2

The Algonquins refer to themselves in their own language as Anicinapek, in
plural, and Anicinape, in singular, which means ‘true people.’ We chose to keep the
original French–Algonquin spelling, since French is the second language of the
people of Kitcisakik.
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Project Background
The Anicinapek of Kitcisakik, who now live in Abitibi-Témiscamingue (Quebec)
maintained a semi-nomadic lifestyle that was strongly dependent on the forest throughout
the 20th century. The 420 members of this community, who are amongst the poorest in
Canada, occupy a portion of their ancestral lands that is located primarily within the
boundaries of the Réserve Faunique La Vérendrye, some 100 km south of Val d’Or
(Figure 1). This vast 6000 km² territory is located within the mixed balsam fir-yellow
birch-white birch bioclimatic domain. Since the early 1900s, changes brought on by
colonization have had important repercussions on land use and occupation, as well as on
the social organization of the community (Leroux et al. 2004). The intensification of
industrial forestry has engendered feelings of unlawful misappropriation of their lands
and has led to frustration, tensions, and conflict amongst the people of Kitcisakik.

Figure 1: Localization of the community of Kitcisakik in Abitibi-Temiscamingue (Quebec).

Satellite images show that, since 1970, more than 60% of the productive forest
area within their traditional hunting grounds has been harvested. Ten forestry companies
hold long-term (25 year, renewable) contracts and annually harvest between 300,000 and
400,000 m3 of timber. While talks concerning the construction of a new village and the
recognition of land claims are on the agenda, the community is at a turning point in its
history. In 2001, the Kitcisakik Band Council sought the collaboration of our research
group to discuss the forestry issues affecting the community. We established a
community-university-industry-government partnership with the goal of defining the
foundations of an Aboriginal forestry. The development of an Anicinape C&I framework
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has therefore been seen as a way to propose more acceptable conditions for the
community within the context of a dialogue with both industry and government. In doing
so, Kitcisakik has demonstrated their adaptive capacity by adopting the same language as
the foresters through a systematic evaluative approach that addresses forest management
issues from the broader perspective of integrated resource management.

Methods
We adopted a phenomenological approach (Marton 1994; Merriam 1998) based on the
experience and worldview of the people of Kitcisakik to characterize their representations
of the forest and forestry. A social representation is a set of conceptions, attitudes, values,
and meanings that define the relationship between a social group and a given object or
situation (Sauvé and Garnier 2000; Jodelet 2003). First developed in the field of psychosociology, the study of social representations is based on the cognitive, emotional,
symbolic and behavioural dimensions of ones’ experience. The use of this theoretical
framework allowed us to describe the complexity of the Anicinapek/forest/forestry
relationship within a cultural, systemic, and holistic perspective. Characterization of
social representations of the forest and forestry can therefore be complementary to land
use studies and ethnobiological research undertaken by First Nations and may contribute
to a better understanding of the different aspects of forestry problems that are facing the
communities.
Furthermore, the ‘learning communities’ approach that we adopted (Gayford 2003;
Orellana 2005; Davidson-Hunt and O’Flaherty 2007; Walls and van der Leij 2007), was
based on an environmental education framework (Sauvé 2005). This approach has helped
strengthen the collaborative dimension of the research and will aid in leading the people
of Kitcisakik towards greater autonomy and empowerment.
A multi-strategic adaptive methodology (Smith 1999) was used to gather research
data. Between March 2003 and April 2007, we met with 33 people over the course of 17
semi-directed individual and family interviews. Furthermore, it was necessary to integrate
other data collection strategies in order to reach representatives of extended families and
a variety of age groups. The numerous activities that we organized, or in which we
participated by integrating research questions, allowed us to collect the comments of 42
supplementary people.3 In total, 79 members of the Kitcisakik community, which
represents 34 % of the adult population, participated in the project.
More than 400 pages of interview transcripts and observation notes (derived from
participation in meetings between families and industry representatives, general
assemblies, special activities, workshops, etc.) were used for content analysis and
categorization (Bardin 1993; Merriam 1998). This analysis allowed us to develop a
portrait of the Anicinape representations of the forest and forestry. We then schematized
the key characteristics of the Anicinape representational system of the forest (Figure 2)
and forestry (Figure 3). A substantive strategy was used to identify each element in order

3

For example, we participated in annual canoe trips, organized a photography
project with the youth, created a forest and forestry information booth that was
displayed during a community meeting regarding the construction of a new
settlement, invented a forestry bingo game, conducted historical workshops with
elders, etc. For details on our methodological strategies, see Saint-Arnaud (2009).
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to create a ‘label’ that would describe an aspect of this relationship (e.g., ‘forestmedicine’ or ‘forestry-desert’).4.

Figure 2. The representation of the forest for the Anicinapek of Kitcisakik.

4
This form of punctuation is used to denote Anicipapek concepts or social
representations that: 1) do not exist in any language or in the literature; and, 2) were
translated first to French, then to English.
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Figure 3. The representation of forestry for the Anicinapek of Kitcisakik.
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Our work highlights the identity dimension of the Anicinape representation of the
forest, as it is associated with both their living environment and the traditional Anicinape
way of life. We also describe how forest harvesting on Kitcisakik Akî modified the
relationship of the people with the forest, so that it has become inevitably linked to the
idea of colonization, generating a feeling of loss and devastation. Furthermore, the
Anicinape representational system of forestry is associated with the degradation of the
living environment, disruption of the Anicinape way of life and a lack of respect to both
Indigenous peoples and the Earth (Figure 3). However, using our collaborative and
educational approach to research, which gives a voice to the people of Kitcisakik, we
gradually saw the emerging idea of an Aboriginal forestry, as well as elements of a
compromise for culturally adapted forest management.
We adopted a ‘bottom-up’ approach inspired by grounded theory (Merriam 1998).
We introduced a group of Aboriginal SFM criteria based on the elements derived from
Anicinape representations of the forest and forestry. We then developed a C&I
framework by grouping the criteria into five forest management principles. In addition,
we initiated the process of identifying indicators to be completed by the community and
its partners in land management. We also discussed and attempted to validate the criteria
during a two-day workshop held at the Forêt d’enseignement et de recherche du Lac
Duparquet (UQAM/UQAT). Workshop participants worked from three groups of
photographs illustrating elements of the local landscape and featuring community
members. Statements that validated our description of the representations of forest and
forestry, as well as the Aboriginal forestry criteria that we had identified, were printed on
the back of the photographs. The C&I framework was further reviewed and validated by
four key informants: the Chief of the community, the Band council member responsible
for forestry questions, the project coordinator for the new settlement and the co-manager
of the Forest Committee (a forestry engineer who is also a member of our research team).
A triangulation method among the members of our inter-disciplinary research team was
also used. Finally, the C&I framework was discussed with our industrial and
governmental partners over the course of two meetings in order to initiate a step by step
implementation process

Characteristics of the Anicinape C&I Framework
The Anicinape C&I framework presented here consists of the following characteristics:
1) it was developed using an ethnographic approach rooted in the
knowledge, attitudes, values, and concerns of the community and relied
on a ‘bottom-up’ strategy;
2) it is comprehensive, covering all social and environmental aspects
related to the forest, and is designed to be applied at the local scale;
3) it consists of principles, criteria and indicators specific to Kitcisakik, i.e.,
it is based on the Anicinapek representational system of the forest and
forestry;
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Table 1. Principles and Criteria for Anicinape Forestry in Kitcisakik.
1. CULTURAL PRINCIPLE—Anicinape madiziwîn
DEVELOPMENT OF ANICINAPE CULTURE
CRITERIA
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Continuation of subsistence and other cultural and spiritual activities.
Protection/restoration of sites and zones of cultural interest to the Anicinapek.
Community access to ancestral lands, sites, zones of interest and resources on Kitcisakik Akî5.
Protection/restoration of the visual quality of landscapes and landmarks on the territory.

2. ETHICAL PRINCIPLE—Inakonigewîn
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN FOREST MANAGEMENT THAT RESPECTS ANICINAPE CULTURAL
FOUNDATIONS

CRITERIA
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Respect for Anicinapek’s Aboriginal rights.
Respect for the anicinapek values of sharing, respect, mutual aid, equity, and responsibility.
Respect for indigenous beliefs and spiritual systems.
Respect for aboriginal land tenure.
Forest management that avoids waste and pollution.
Consultation concerning land management, forest planning, and monitoring of activities adapted
to the requests of the community.
2.7 Local control of decisions concerning forest management and access to resources.

3. ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE—Akî
BIOLOGICAL INTEGRITY OF KITCISAKIK AKÎ ECOSYSTEMS
CRITERIA
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Protection/restoration of biodiversity on Kitcisakik Akî.
Protection/restoration of sites and zones of ecological interest to the Anicinapek.
Protection of animal health (both physiological health and population densities).
Protection of Akî health including that of forest and aquatic ecosystems and forest soils.

4. EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLE—Kikinôhamâgewîn
PROMOTION OF ADAPTIVE MUTUAL LEARNING BETWEEN COMMUNITY AND OTHER
STAKEHOLDERS OF KITCISAKIK AKÎ
CRITERIA

4.1 Recognition of local knowledge and Anicinapek systems and institutions of knowledge related to
forests.
4.2 Strengthening of local capacities in forest management, the protection/restoration of the
environment and the valorization of the forest.

5. ECONOMIC PRINCIPLE—Conia
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN KITCISAKIK
CRITERIA

5.1 Equitable sharing of the economic benefits resulting from forest resource exploitation amongst
the Kitcisakik community and other stakeholders on the territory.
5.2 Creation of business partnerships between the community and other stakeholders for the
sustainable development of the forest.
5.3 Creation of community jobs and income related to the forest and territory.
5.4 Continued contribution of subsistence activities to the local economy.
5.5 Support to the Anicinapek for the preservation and use of local knowledge and for participation
to consultations.

5

Kitcisakik Akî is used by the Anicinapek of Kitcisakik to designate their
ancestral territory.
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Table 2. Anicinape representational elements of forest and forestry associated with
culturally adapted criteria for Anicinape forestry in Kitcisakik.
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4) it emphasizes the educative and ethical principles of Anicinape culture
and society;
5) it is less based on legal considerations than other Aboriginal
frameworks;
6) it was designed as an adaptive community development tool to allow the
Anicinapek to manage environmental and social changes, while still
taking into consideration their values and aspirations;
7) it is complementary to other tools that are part of a broader strategy for
the management of Kitcisakik ancestral lands; and
8) it is potentially adaptable to other Aboriginal communities, subject, of
course, to local validation and adjustments.
Although it is common for SFM C&I frameworks to be based on social values, our
inductive approach using social representations, which is more common in the field of
education science, brings a new dimension to our work. The ethnological approach,
which allowed us to better appreciate the Indigenous worldview, has given a voice to the
people of Kitcisakik, while creating an opportunity for partners to envision forest
management that would be better adapted to Anicinapek culture.

Principles and Criteria of Anicinape Forestry
We identified five principles that constitute the fundamental rules that should be
respected throughout the forest planning and management activities taking place on
Kitcisakik's ancestral lands (Table 1).
These five principles—cultural, ethical, ecological, educational, and economic—
comprise 22 criteria, which serve to define the essential socio-ecological characteristics
of Anicinape forestry. Table 2 presents the most important linkages that were established
to induce the Aboriginal forest management criteria from the Anicinape representational
system.
Cultural Principle – Protection of Anicinape Culture and Support for its Development
If I lived in the city, I would be an uprooted Indian. The forest is where I
come from. Otisinan, it is the word for ‘identity.
An Anicinape woman6
The cultural principle in the Anicinape C&I framework targets the protection of
Anicinape culture and support for its development by emphasizing the identity dimension
of the forest. It relies on Anicinape madiziwîn, the Anicinape way of life. The richness
and complexity of the relationship that the Kitcisakik people have with the forest can be
observed in the characteristics identified in their representational system (Figure 2). For
the Anicinapek, the forest is associated with a group of traditional cultural elements that
reflect the fact that their lifestyle is still strongly rooted in the forest environment. The

6

For reasons of confidentiality, we have used pseudonyms for the sources of
most quotations in this chapter.
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Anicinape representation of the forest is also associated with the idea of an inhabited
forest that translates into the element ‘forest-living environment.’
The cultural principle also addresses Anicinapek concerns regarding forestry. It is
a reflection of their representation of ‘forestry-disturbance of way of life’ and its
associated elements: the loss of their territory, cultural alienation and threats to their
cultural and physical survival. The cultural principle must be understood as being linked
to other Anicinapek forestry principles, in particular the educational and ethical ones.
Furthermore, the cultural criteria are all linked to the integrity of the natural environment,
as reflected by the ecological principle. The complementary nature of these principles
gives the C&I framework its dynamic and adaptive character, allowing the Anicinapek to
express their respect for traditional values within the context of contemporary forest
management.
Differences amongst Aboriginal frameworks developed in Canada can be
attributed to the specific cultural particularities of each First Nation, variability in
community environmental and socio-economic conditions, as well as the influence of
theoretical frameworks and methodologies used by researchers. Proposed national-scale
C&I frameworks, such as NAFA (1995) and CCFM (2003), address cultural issues from
the angle of Aboriginal rights. At the local scale, the Little Red River Cree Nation in
Alberta also protects traditional activities from a legal position, while the Tl’azt’en of
British Columbia associate their Aboriginal rights criteria to a principle described by
Sherry et al. (2005), as ‘Increased Management Effectiveness.’
A certain consistency is found across the different national and local frameworks
that favours the protection of Aboriginal sites of interest and access to land and resources.
The protection/restoration of the visual quality of landscapes is one Aboriginal forestry
criterion that is also important to the Anicinapek (C. 1.4). This criterion is based on the
representation of the ‘forest-living environment,’ and particularly through elements such
as ‘forest-well-being.’ The beauty and integrity of landscapes are also symbols of
harmony that the Anicinapek associate with their responsibility to Mother-Earth.7
Ethical Principle: Community Participation and Respect for Anicinape Culture in Forest
Management
Forest exploitation will continue. The job of the Anicinapek must be to
protect the forest.
A Kitcisakik elder
The ethical principle is unique to the Anicinape C&I framework, as it has not been
considered in other frameworks as a separate principle. It comprises seven criteria that
are based on respecting the rights, values, social and territorial organization and
worldview of the Anicinapek. This principle, which our research assistants translated as

7
The concept of Mother-Earth is part of contemporary First Nation identity
although the origin of its roots in indigenous cultures is contested by some
anthropologists (Krech 1990; Gill 1994).
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inakonigewîn, is based on Anicinapek social rules. In the Algonquin language, inakonige
means ‘custom.’ The meaning of this word is extended to signify Aboriginal ethics, for
example, to describe a social contract adopted by the community. The ethical principle
finds its roots in the traditional culture and is articulated and maintained by the
representation of ‘forest-responsibility.’ Poirier (2001) designated this representation for
the Atikamekw First Nation as the ‘mode of engagement’ towards the territory of
Aboriginal peoples, which translates into the Algonquin language as ‘taking care’
(Oganakinetenâwa: of Ogana: ‘taking care’ and kinet, ‘we’).
The people of Kitcisakik do not generally take a legalistic approach to forest
management as the issue of their Aboriginal rights has not yet been the subject of formal
claims and negotiations. However, the need to integrate the legal dimension appeared
evident to the participants at a workshop concerning the linkages between the ‘top-down’
national approaches and the Anicinape ‘bottom-up’ framework (C.2.1). This illustrates
the contextual character of local C&I frameworks and the advantage of constructing a
‘bottom-up’ strategy that allows consideration of elements derived from ‘top-down’
frameworks (Fraser et al. 2006; Asselin and Irola, in preparation).
Criterion 2.5 provides a measure to address the Anicinape representation of
‘forestry-waste.’ Any new Aboriginal forestry regime should respect the values that are
characterized by ‘forest-responsibility’ and ‘forest-heritage’ and avoid pollution and the
spoilage of resources. Aboriginal ethics are included within the official statements of the
community’s political leaders:
We must establish social rules for the entire population and implement
control measures. One objective is to protect food sources for future
generations. We must reclaim our role as guardians and protectors of the
land.
Chief Jimmy Papatie (2003-2004)
Consistent with other Aboriginal C&I frameworks, the Anicinape stress the
importance of Aboriginal participation in forest management and decision making.
Criteria 2.6 and 2.7 refer to the consultation process and local control of decisions
concerning forest management. The sense of powerlessness that the Kitcisakik people
feel in the face of forestry companies (‘forestry-conflict,’ ‘forestry-deafness,’ ‘forestryalienation’) argues in favour of strengthening the representation of ‘forestry–
consultation/participation.’ Due to the Haïda (2004) and Taku River (2004) judgments
rendered by the Supreme Court of Canada, provincial governments now recognize a duty
to consult when forestry management activities are planned for areas used and occupied
by Aboriginal groups. The government of Quebec (2006) has adopted a First Nations
consultation policy and the First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Sustainable
Development Institute (2005) has developed an evaluation method for consultation that
can be used as an indicator of an acceptable process. Similar to the Aboriginal Principle
(#3) adopted by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), the Anicinape criterion
concerning the local control of decisions (C. 2.5) should be based on ‘free and informed
consent.’ This criterion in the Anicinape framework is based on their ‘forest-education’
and ‘forestry-education’ representational elements. It involves a connection with the
Anicinape education principle that encourages the development of a common language
and a commitment towards cross-cultural education in order to negotiate a consensus
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between the community and other stakeholders—an approach also favoured by the
Pikangikum First Nation (see Shearer et al., this volume).
The Ecological Principle: Biological Integrity of Kitcisakik Akî Ecosystems
What worries me most is the animals. They have no place to go. We should
protect the food sources of each family trapline.
An Anicinape woman
Akî is at the centre of the Anicinapek cosmology and represents the space of
interaction among all living things. For the Anicinapek, the forest is strongly linked to
Akî, which is the concept that is closest to that of the Earth, the environment, and
ecosystems. The five criteria under the ecological principle were introduced from the
elements of the representational system associated with ‘forest-living environment.’
However, Akî cannot be disassociated from its cultural and spiritual components.
Therefore, the ecological principle is also induced from several representational elements
within the ‘forest-Anicinape way of life’ (Table 2).
The objective of the ecological principle of Aboriginal forestry is to ensure the
ongoing biological integrity of Kitcisakik Akî ecosystems. The notion of cultural
landscape, as adopted by several nature conservation organizations (Parks Canada,
UNESCO, IUCN) and by several authors (Buggey 1999; Davidson-Hunt 2003; Berkes
and Davidson-Hunt 2006), reflects this interaction. The ecological principle also results
from the Anicinape representation of ‘forestry-degradation of the living environment’ and
all of its sub-elements: ‘forestry-pollution,’ ‘forestry-desert,’ ‘forestry-roads’ and
‘forestry-destruction of wildlife habitat.’ For this reason, in addition to investing in the
protection and conservation of ecosystems and sites of cultural interest (C. 1.2 and 3.2),
management activities should also focus on environmental restoration. This is a
transversal theme throughout the Anicinape framework and is a response to the fact that
60% of Kitcisakik ancestral territory has already been logged. Also note that the
Anicinapek generally associate timber harvesting using both the classic clear-cut and
mosaic cutting patterns with their representation of ‘forestry-desert.’ They believe that
the forest harvesting over the last four decades has protected neither biodiversity nor their
relationship with the forest. They prefer retention or selective cutting for ecological and
aesthetic reasons, as well as for maintaining their lifestyle. Not surprisingly, results of a
study modelling different forest management scenarios for Kitcisakik Akî showed that
the ecosystem-based management approach diverged less from Aboriginal criteria than
clear-cutting or mosaic cutting scenarios (Larouche 2008).
The Anicinape ecological principle has much in common with other national and
Aboriginal C&I frameworks, especially with respect to indicators for criteria 3.1. Such
indicators refer to the protection of endangered species, restoration of pre-industrial forest
communities in terms of stand species diversity and age classes, etc. This is partially
explained by the fact that SFM strategies were first developed to address international
biodiversity concerns are also shared by First Nations. However, indicators associated
with criterion 3.2 will specifically address Aboriginal values for medicinal plants, oldgrowth forest, and transparent lakes on Kitcisakik Akî because of their special cultural
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importance and the utilitarian dimension of forest resources. Similarly, Anicinape
concerns with respect to animal health (C. 3.3) and environmental health (C. 3.4) reflects
the community’s values in relation to the representational elements of ‘forest-MotherEarth’ and ‘forest-responsibility.’
The Educational Principle: Promotion of Adaptive Learning within the Community
Never, when you pose a question to an elder, will he give you a direct
response: he will tell you a legend. You must find the answer. If you want
to learn, you must live in the woods.
Young father of an Anicinape family
While criteria relating to traditional knowledge generally appear in all Aboriginal C&I
frameworks, the educational principle is specific to the Anicinape proposal. It highlights
the importance of adaptive learning for the people of Kitcisakik. This principle targets the
enhancement of Anicinapek knowledge and capacity building in forest management,
while allowing the Anicinapek Kitcisakik to reinterpret forest management within their
own cultural context.
The Anicinape representation of the forest as being a ‘place where children learn,’
a ‘place where elders teach’ and a ‘place for the transmission of traditional knowledge’
takes form in the element that we identified as ‘forest-education.’ It is at the heart of the
‘forest-Anicinape way of life’ representational system and is particularly related to
‘forest-kinship/community,’ ‘forest-subsistence activities’ and ‘forest heritage.’
However, Anicinapek teachings are grounded in the land itself; they will only take their
full meaning from the representation of the forest as a ‘living environment’ or its subelements: ‘forest-territory,’ ‘forest-food,’ ‘forest-medicine’ and ‘forest-utility.’ For the
Anicinapek, as for most First Nations, the forest is a cultural school, a place of
experiential learning and exchange with the elders and a privileged environment where
one makes contact with tradition (Berkes and Davidson-Hunt 2006; Davidson-Hunt 2003;
Cajete 2004; Lévesque 2004; Sauvé et al. 2005). In addition, in the Algonquin language,
‘education’ is translated as kinomage, with kino signifying ‘to imitate.’ This suggests that
elders have an important role to play in both the teaching and the continuation of
Anicinape culture.
The educational principle is crucial to the processes of social transformation that
involve the emergence of a ‘forestry compromise.’ This path can be liberating in that it
allows the people of Kitcisakik to transform their representation of ‘forestry-alienation’
and redefine the foundation of forest management that is adapted to their own values and
aspirations. The capacity of a culture to update its knowledge and find new forms of
cultural expression determines its resilience in the modern world. The youth of Kitcisakik
are sensitive to this fact and are already engaged in promoting and transmitting their
culture through film, music, and television. These media offer a new approach to convey
their representation of ‘forest-identity’ and ‘forest-colonization.’8

8

Several young people from Kitcisakik participated in the NFB (2009) project
Wapikoni mobile, and produced films that addressed the issues of forestry and
appropriation of Aboriginal land.
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Other local frameworks integrate educative elements within their economic
(Natcher and Hickey 2002, 2008) or social criteria (Sherry et al. 2005). In 1995, NAFA
stressed the importance of education for cultural survival and proposed an indicator for
mutual learning. Our research data confirms the importance of education for Anicinape
cultural revitalization (C. 4.1). This aspect of the educational principle can be evaluated
by indicators concerning the protection of traditional knowledge and intellectual
property, the support of an intergenerational transmission of knowledge, and the use of
this knowledge within the context of an intercultural forest management approach. Our
collaborative research experience has favoured the development of mutual learning
amongst the partners.
Criterion 4.2, concerning community capacity building, recognizes that the
future of Anicinapek forestry will also rely on the development of new competencies
related to forest management. Many initiatives endeavouring to increase Aboriginal
capacities in forestry have been made in Canada, but there still remains much work to do
(Smith 2002; CCFM 2006, NAFA 2008; Stevenson and Pereault 2008). Natcher (2006)
demonstrated that training initiatives for the Little Red River Cree Nation were often
poorly adapted to the needs of the communities to maintian a traditional relationship with
the forest. The strengthening of local capacities in forestry was nonetheless one of the
main objectives of Kitcisakik when we began our research partnership. Major efforts
should be directed to this objective.
The Economic Principle: Community Development and the Improvement of the Quality of
Life in Kitcisakik
Today, the companies are there. It will take compromise. The community
must make partnerships. We also now have research projects. This will help
us create employment opportunities within the community.
A young adult from Kitcisakik
Several Aboriginal frameworks refer to the concept of community health in relation to
the economic dimension of Aboriginal forestry. However, the people of Kitcisakik
associate the idea of community health with improving quality of life and developing
community assets. Aboriginal communities have a recognized right to benefit from
economic returns generated by forests located on their ancestral lands (e.g., Delgamuukw
v. British Columbia, SCC 1997). Several First Nations have obtained dividends from the
industry and/or implemented specific agreements that allow them to benefit from forestry
activities within their territories (FNFP 2002; Wilson and Graham 2004; Hickey and
Nelson 2005).
For the Anicinapek, the representation of the ‘forest-future?’ warrants a question
mark! The economic principle thus reflects a compromise that is emerging within the
community. The five criteria of the economic principle are based on the overall value of
the forest within Kitcisakik territory rather than just the strict value of timber. Economic
development and job creation are the principal benefits that the Anicinapek associate with
Aboriginal forestry. However, few people, even amongst the young, are in a position to
hold jobs or develop partnerships with the forestry industry. Our interviews demonstrate
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that the Anicinapek view the future of their forest more as an ecosystem to protect
(‘forestry-conservation/restoration’) than a system to be exploited for timber harvesting.
Most of them perceive the economic development of their community through activities
such as tourism and the exploitation of non-timber forest products, which would also
favour the development of their culture. The development of partnerships (C. 5.2) and job
creation (C. 5.3) are particularly envisioned in this perspective. We must recognize the
complexity of the relationship between economic development and the quality of life
within societies in transition, such as that of the Anicinapek. Kitcisakik, like most
Aboriginal communities in Canada, is seeking a balance between traditional and modern
quality of life ‘markers.’ Criterion 5.4, which requires both maintaining subsistence
activities and valuing them within a forest economy, is an identity element that should be
taken into consideration in the development of new economic ventures.
The people of Kitcisakik feel that they have already lost their ‘beautiful forest of
the past’ (minokwa weckatc) to timber harvesting. Criterion 5.1 refers to the equitable
distribution of economic returns generated by forestry and proposes the implementation
of measures that will address the Anicinape representations of ‘forestry-colonization’ and
of ‘forest-loss.’ Indicators such as the percentage of revenues generated through forestry
that are reinvested into the community would allow this Aboriginal forestry criterion to
be evaluated. In addition, a feeling of being dispossessed by the forestry industry persists
among the Anicinapek. Thus, the concept of ‘forestry-compensation’ is an important
element of Aboriginal forestry that is addressed by criterion 5.5 through support for the
preservation and use of local knowledge and for participation in consultations.

Implementing the Anicinape Forestry Framework
The difficulty in implementing C&I frameworks and ensuring their operation by the local
populations is one of the main challenges of community forestry. Despite major
investments in the development of such tools, a lack of capacity and financial resources
within Aboriginal communities can impede the implementation of C&I frameworks
(Stevenson and Perreault 2008). The participative and educative approach that we have
adopted to develop the Anicinape framework has favoured its acceptance by the
community. Similarly, the research partnerships that we forged with the community, the
forestry industry, and the Ministère des ressources naturelles et de la Faune du Québec
established a collaborative learning process that will also likely foster cooperation in its
implementation (Jeakins 2008).
The Anicinape C&I framework also offers the community and industry a tool to
analyse how well the certification process conforms to the values and aspirations of the
Kitcisakik people from the perspective of SFM. Within the context of the Kitcisakik
ancestral lands being certified by three different systems (Forest Stewardship Council,
Canadian Standards Association, and Sustainable Forestry Initiative), the Anicinape
framework could provide uniform standards to better match community and industry
objectives. In this sense, the meeting of ‘top-down’ processes imposed by certification,
with the ‘bottom-up’ approach emerging from community consultations, could be
complementary.
While Kant and Brubacher (2008) have recently shown that forest certification in
Ontario generally received the support of Aboriginal communities, the FSC certification
audit reports that were issued for several Anicinape First Nations’ ancestral territories in
Quebec highlight the problem of Aboriginal community participation. Although
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Kitcisakik has collaborated in the process, it remains relevant to question the real benefits
of certification, as it is often only an evaluation of the industry’s ‘effort,’ particularly
concerning the accommodation of Aboriginal rights. The Anicinape C&I framework that
is proposed here is an adaptive management tool (Duinker and Trevisan 2003) that
should be implemented incrementally according to a number of local priorities (e.g.,
conservation of rare or threatened species, protection of old forests, protection of a buffer
zone around the settlement, etc.). Utilized in conjunction with other tools developed by
the Forest Committee of Kitcisakik (e.g., multi-resource inventories, mapping of zones of
Aboriginal interest and functional zoning maps, traditional ecological knowledge
inventories, the modelling of forest management scenarios and economic and community
development plans), the Anicinapek C&I framework constitutes a strategic element for
the participation of the Anicinapek of Kitcisakik in the SFM of their ancestral lands.
The Anicinape framework already includes around 100 indicators (Saint-Arnaud
2009) that are adapted specifically to the Kitcisakik context. These indicators will be
accompanied by targets that will represent measurable and attainable objectives. A work
plan and timeline will reflect implementation priorities for the framework. In one case
study, Fraser et al. (2005) showed how a SFM plan based on a C&I strategy lost its
relevance due to a lack of data during its implementation. Furthermore, in another one of
the authors' case studies, the community participation processes were so delayed that
results came too late to be applicable. These observations lead us to emphasize the
importance of mobilizing political support to effectively implement the process. In
addition, the Kitcisakik Forest Committee wishes to share elements of its forest
management participation strategy with other Anicinape communities in the region. The
Anicinape C&I framework is already the center of a research project with the community
of Pikogan (H. Asselin, pers. Comm.. 2008). Furthermore, with adaptations to the
hydroelectric, mining and tourism sectors, managers could easily extend the scope of the
framework to land-use and integrated resource management. This proposal makes the
Anicinapek a key community stakeholder in the decentralization of forest planning and
management recently announced by the Quebec government (MRNFQ 2008).

Conclusion
The Kitcisakik community exists within a complex political, legislative, and economic
environment. As is the case for most First Nations in Canada, the process of cultural
revitalization in which the community is engaged is inseparable from the challenge of
redefining its responsibilities to, and governance of, their territory. The Anicinape C&I
framework presented here is a tangible contribution to the development of a forest
management system that is better adapted to Aboriginal cultures. The ethical and
educational principles, which are unique to this framework, act to bridge two different
forestry visions that at first glance appear irreconcilable. However, it is the adaptive
multi-strategic approach that was adopted to create the C&I framework that has, above
all, opened an intercultural dialogue among the partners of this research. The focus that
we put on mutual learning through this collaborative research project is reflected in the
educational principle of the Anicinape C&I framework. This adaptive learning approach
will become a key element for facing the challenges of forest management in a changing
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environment. Furthermore, this process allowed the Kitcisakik people to reaffirm the
unique importance and value of their relationship to the forest and to redefine forest
management within their own cultural landscape. It goes without saying that the
successful implementation of Aboriginal forestry will require the support of all forest
stakeholders in a given region. The Aboriginal C&I frameworks that have been
developed across Canada (e.g., Little Red River Cree, Tl’azt’en, Waswanipi Cree,
Kitcisakik Anicinapek) provide an integrated management approach that could help
resolve the forestry crisis currently occurring across the country (Asselin 2007; Benoît
2008). By focusing on the forest as a living environment rather than on a resource to be
exploited, we might have a better chance to protect the future of Canadian forestdependent communities.
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Chapter Seven
Negotiating Cultural Sustainability: Deep Consultation and
the Little Red River Cree in the Wabasca-Mikkwa
Lowlands, Alberta
Jim Webb, Harvey Sewepagaham and
Conroy Sewepagaham
Introduction
The Little Red River Cree Nation (LRRCN), the Provincial Government of Alberta, and
the forest industry generally recognize that moving towards Sustainable Forest
Management (SFM) requires the institutionalization of changes in forest management
practices to address non-timber values, including values which are of importance in the
life of First Nations communities. However, the provincial government’s Aboriginal
Consultation Guidelines (Alberta 2005) provide little guidance about how to develop
such a blueprint. The LRRCN relied instead upon consultation guidance found within the
provincial governments’ Forest Planning Manual and within the Canadian Standards
Association’s (CSA) forest certification guidelines (CAN/CSA Z809-02 s.6) to support
‘deep consultations’1 and facilitate reconciliation of a conflict of LRRCN values and
objectives with the timber harvest objectives of Tolko Industries Ltd within two forest
harvest compartments situated adjacent to LRRCN communities.

The Aboriginal Context: Cultural Sustainability and Traditional Use
Eighty–seven percent of Nation’s 4,500 members live in three First Nation reserve
communities, John D’Or Prairie, Fox Lake, and Garden River, located along the Peace
River in north-western Alberta. The Little Red River Cree peoples take their name from
their historic settlement, known as Red River Post, situated on the southeastern shore of
the confluence of the Peace and the Mikkwa rivers, at the beginning of the portage for the
Vermillion Chutes (Figure 1). Here, members of the Nation entered into Treaty relations
with the Queen on July 23rd, 1899. This settlement continued to be occupied by members
of the nation through the 1950s and is currently the site of annual LRRCN cultural and
spiritual pilgrimages.

1
The term ‘deep consultation’ has been used in guidance provided by Canadian
Courts to refer to consultations which entail more than an exchange of information
and perspectives. ‘Deep consultations’ are required when a First Nation can
demonstrate the probable existence of substantive Aboriginal and Treaty rights and
interests related to lands and resources, and resource harvesting activities have a
potential to infringe these rights and interests.
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In the 1950s and 1960s, most members, upon federal government insistence,
relocated from numerous small bush settlements to the three reserve communities.2 The
majority of LRRCN people’s traditional activities are now undertaken within the forest
and wetlands surrounding these reserves, with many band members continuing to hold
and use cabins and camps on the Peace, Wabasca and Mikkwa rivers. Hunting, fishing,
trapping and other traditional use activities continue to be a mainstay of life, culture and
economy of LRRCN peoples as community members rely on old growth forest areas to
satisfy their cultural, spiritual, livelihood and socioeconomic needs.

Figure 1. First pass cut (ca. 300 x 1,000 m) blocks (lighter areas) harvested 25 years ago on the
south shore of the Peace River adjacent to the Vermilion Chutes.

Community members refer to the Wabasca–Mikkwa Lowlands, the geographic
centre of the Nation’s traditional territory, as the ‘heartland’ of their culture, and have
designated it as a ‘critical community use area.’3 Fox Lake residents access this area by
foot, horse, ski–doo, all terrain vehicle (ATV) and truck year round. Members live in
bush cabins situated in this area for long periods of time throughout the year, and in
seasonal summer and fall camps. Residents of John D’Or access the area by way of an ice
2

The federal government encouraged Indian families to establish on-reserve
resident status to qualify for social assistance transfer support and to take up
farming.
3
The term ‘critical community use area’ refers to identified areas which
provide the basic services of nature and the basic needs of local communities.
LRRCN is of the view that the Wabasca–Mikkwa Lowlands constitutes such a
critical community use area.
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bridge over the Peace River in winter months or by barge below the Vermillion Chutes in
the summer and fall. Six extended families currently hold active trap lines within the
Wabasca-Mikkwa Lowlands.
In 1899 Little Red River peoples adhered to Treaty 8, which affirmed the right of
the Crown to take up lands within the treaty area for a range of uses, including
‘lumbering.’ The Treaty also affirmed the ongoing right of LRRCN peoples to use all
lands not taken up by the Crown to support their usual vocations of hunting, trapping and
fishing and their traditional way-of-life. The Supreme Court of Canada advises that
Treaty 8 did not establish a blueprint for balancing the rights of the Crown with those of
LRRCN peoples. Instead, the Treaty was intended to establish relationships of trust and
respect between the Crown and Treaty 8 peoples within which the working out of such a
land use blueprint could be, and remains to be, developed.4 The LRRCN asserts that the
government of Alberta has a trust-like Treaty obligation to maintain an environment
within Crown lands not taken up capable of sustaining the culture and way-of-life of
LRRCN peoples.5 The Nation uses the term ‘cultural sustainability’ to reference this
obligation.
LRRCN citizens have always made their livelihood from these forest lands. The
Nation is not opposed to forestry and supports the need for all local communities to have
meaningful work and make a living from the forest. Indeed, in the early 1990s the nation
obtained a 10,000 km² forest quota area (Forest Management Unit F23), and developed
and implemented a SFM framework for corporate forestry operations within this First
Nation tenure which is reflective of LRRCN community values and objectives for forest
sustainability and compatible with ongoing traditional use of these forest lands.
LRRCN community values and objectives for these forested lands along the Peace
River can be reviewed in Seeing Beyond the Trees (Natcher 2008),6 an edited volume
representing 10 years of collaborative research with a number of SFM Network funded
researchers from across Canada. The common theme of this book is the need to link
sustainable SFM research to forest management practices, resource use policy and the
real-world needs of First Nation communities. David Natcher (2008) proposes that
today’s forest managers must consider the social and political context of land use, value
systems, local expectations and emerging rights-based issues, while making management
decisions affecting forests and their use. Natcher calls for praxis—the translation of ideas
into actions through a practical application of social learning—to overcome limiting
preconceptions, which remain embedded in forest management planning processes as a
residual of the ‘sustained yield’ forest management paradigm.
One of these limiting preconceptions is a belief among government and industry
representatives that Aboriginal cultures and First Nation subsistence needs within forests
can be defined, documented and accommodated by placing ‘dots on a map,’ and
4

Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage), [2005]
3 S.C.R. 388, 2005 SCC 69.
5
These archival records were collected and organized to support a number of
actions by the LRRCN related to Crown breach of treaty and fiduciary obligations.
6
The government of Alberta, DMI, LRRCN and Tolko were partners in the
Sustainable Forest Management Network (SFM)—a ‘Centre of Excellence’ funded
from NSERC/SSHRC and partner contributions. The MOU among these partners
included provisions to undertake research through the SFM Network and to use
research findings from research projects to inform cooperative management
planning within F26, F23 and A09.
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thereafter managing forest operations to avoid these dots. As opposed to this naïve
practice of identifying traditional use sites and marking dots on a map, LRRCN, working
in cooperation with SFM Network funded researchers, undertook to define and document
the ‘ecological footprint’ of LRRCN peoples in a manner which allows government and
industry representatives to understand the relationships of LRRCN peoples to the forest
in all of its complexities.7
An ecological footprint approach to documenting traditional use allows forest
management planning to be undertaken in the context of a deeper understanding of First
Nation cultural values and ecological relationships. This approach demonstrates that
cultural sustainability of First Nation peoples depends on a range of factors and
conditions tied to the integrity of the larger boreal ecosystem. The nations’ ecological
footprint approach to traditional use documentation uses the pattern and concentration of
traditional use sites and larger cultural use areas within a forest landscape to tell a story
about cultural sustainability. The documented sites and areas, their distribution and
concentration explain relationships between persisting environmental conditions and the
intensity of people's use of these forest lands and resources. The sites are indicators of
both the high use values and the intensity of use within any given forest landscape by
First Nations peoples, and indicative of ongoing patterns of area-based cultural practices,
traditional pursuits and socioeconomic activities critical to the life of First Nation
communities.
For example, a cabin site, whether occupied or not, is important; it is someone's
home and should not be disturbed. More importantly, the cabin enables LRRCN members
to spend time out on the land in order to meet their livelihood and cultural needs. The
building of a cabin, a camp or a trail is something undertaken incidental to conduct of
cultural activities such as fishing, hunting, trapping and gathering. Cabins are built at
specific locations in order to facilitate access to firewood, well known trails, game
corridors and habitat areas, as well as areas near rivers which are used for travel, fishing
and access to drinking water. With few exceptions, cabins are constructed in areas where
families have traditionally lived, and where they prefer to live.
Documenting traditional use sites helps to inform decisions aimed at identifying
and protecting these larger cultural use areas within which LRRCN livelihood and
cultural practices are exercised. Traditional use activities are area-based, contingent upon
a large number of ecological factors and not isolated or confined to specific sites like a
cabin or a camp. Such sites are important, but forest planners need to look further into
why these sites are situated where they are, and inquire as to what traditional activities,
uses and practices are being exercised within the larger cultural use areas which surround
sites. Terry Tobias’ (2000) distinction between ‘use’ and ‘occupancy’ may be a relevant
concept in this context.

7

The use of the term ‘ecological footprint’ by LRRCN is used in the context
that William Rees (2000) advises pre-agricultural cultures were ‘patch’ disturbers of
a central home area and a larger area of the environment to meet their needs. In
documenting the range of cultural attributes which LRRCN members have created,
the range of areas used by LRRCN members to support subsistence, and measuring
the range of cultural commodities they take from the forest, we are identifying what
Rees terms the ‘patch’ or ‘footprint’ of the LRRCN peoples.
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Figure 2. Traditional sites and cultural use areas within the Wabasca-Mikkwa lowlands.
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To document the ecological footprint of LRRCN peoples on this forest landscape,
researchers working with LRRCN members supplemented the ‘dots on a map,’ with
information about the range and number of cultural commodities which LRRCN peoples
harvest from the forest. They also mapped the overlapping patterns of cultural use areas
which provide cultural settings for traditional use activities, and provided information
about ecosystem conditions—as determined by LRRCN elders—necessary to sustain
cultural practices central to the nations’ cultural integrity and identity.8 Figure 2 depicts
the composite pattern and concentration of traditional use sites and cultural use areas
within the Wabasca–Mikkwa lowlands derived from previous studies and data prepared
between 2000-2002 by LRRCN with David Natcher and Clifford Hickey. The pattern of
relationships documented on the map confirms the importance of this area as the
‘heartland’ of LRRCN culture and territory. Some 560 documented specific sites,
together with a number of identified cultural use areas, demonstrate ongoing patterns of
land use, while providing context for the use of traditional ecological knowledge held by
community members about the biodiversity and ecological integrity of this area.

Industry Context: Tolko Industries Ltd. and Timber Harvest Values
Tolko Industries Ltd. operates a dimensional sawmill in High Level, Alberta. When they
purchased this mill, along with its associated forest management area, from DaishowaMeribuni InterNational (DMI) in the late 1990s, Tolko agreed to honour DMI’s
consultative agreements with the LRRCN in order to secure transfer of DMIs’ contractual
agreements for purchase of white spruce timber harvested from the nation’s forest tenure
area.9 These agreements focused on use of a cooperative management planning model for
consultations about timber management within two First Nation forest management units
(F23 and A09) and one of Tolko’s forest management units (F26).10 F26 includes two
8
Over the past decade, LRRCN has participated in studies to document
traditional use practices and traditional knowledge held in relation to its traditional
territory generally, and the Peace-Mikkwa lowlands in particular. Two of these key
studies are the Northern River Basins Study and the LRRCN Cultural Resource
Inventory. Subsequent to conduct of the NRBS, LRRCN commissioned a Cultural
Resources Inventory which documented additional traditional use of the Peace,
Wabasca and Mikkwa Rivers and the Wabasca-Mikkwa Lowlands area.
9
FMU F23, held by Little Red River Askee Ltd., has an annual allowable cut
for white spruce of 260,000 m². The long-term volume supply agreement between
Askee and DMI committed Askee to sell this volume to DMI for the 20 year
forestry planning cycle, provided that DMI honoured its cooperative management
planning commitments to the nation. When DMI sold the High Level dimensional
mill to Tolko, DMI and Askee made the transfer of the long-term volume supply
agreement conditional upon Tolko’s commitment to assume and honour these
cooperative management planning commitments.
10
LRRCN and Tallcree First Nation (TCFN) entered into a MOU for
cooperative forest management planning with the government of Alberta in 1997
and renewed this MOU in 1999. LRRCN and TCFN also entered into a MOU with
DMI in 1997 under which DMI agreed to participate in the cooperative management
planning process as a condition for agreement by the two Nations that their forest
corporations would enter into a long-term timber sales agreement to provide DMI
with coniferous volumes harvested from the forest management units allocated to
the First Nations.
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‘forest harvest compartments’—Wabasca 1 and 2—situated on the south side of the
Peace River adjacent to John D’Or Prairie and Fox Lake, which contain some of the last
old growth white spruce stands situated along the Peace River to the west of the Nation’s
forest tenure.
Commercial timber harvesting within Wabasca 1 and 2 started 25 years ago with
the ‘first pass’ cutting of about 40% of the white spruce in these compartments. These
historic first pass logging blocks were strip-logged, with alternating 300 metre wide
strips. Spruce regrowth within these old first pass blocks has been slow, and white spruce
trees within replanted cut blocks are currently only 6-9 feet tall.11
Consultations between Tolko and LRRCN (2008) focused on this historic logging
footprint and the impacts which clear cut logging of the remaining old growth forest
stands within this critical community use area would have on the culture and way of life
of LRRCN peoples. As a forest tenure holder, the nation does not believe that harvesting
old growth forest is necessarily wrong. However, it asserts that decisions to harvest any
specific old growth blocks depends on how much of an old growth forest area has been
logged in the past, how much of the remaining old growth forest is proposed for logging,
how the area is to be logged, and what non-timber values are present and at stake in the
area to be logged.
Successful completion of these consultations involved identification of a policy
framework where consultation processes facilitated ‘social learning.’ Use of information
about values, objectives, indicators and targets (VOITs) found in the provincial
governments’ Forest Planning Manual and within the CSA’s forest certification
guidelines (CAN/CSA Z809-02 s.6), allowed reconciliation of forest values and
objectives and facilitated a negotiated agreement whereby some level of timber harvest
operations within Wabasca 1 and 2 could proceed. This was considerably less than under
Tolko’s old sustained yield paradigm, which would have resulted in the total loss of old
growth forests within these two forest compartments and destroyed any ability for
LRRCN peoples to rely upon these lands for cultural survival over the next 50 years. It
was also more than would have been acceptable under a ‘high conservation value forest’
approach, which would have precluded further logging within the two compartments in
order to fully protect these old growth stands and the way-of-life of LRRCN peoples. The
following is the story about how such a negotiated agreement was reached, and may have
lessons for industry and Aboriginal peoples elsewhere.

Consultations between Tolko and the Nation
In June of 2007, Tolko Industries Ltd. notified LRRCN that LaCrete Sawmills Ltd.12
proposed to harvest 180,000m³ metres of white spruce from Wabasca 1 and 2, using a
‘two-pass’ logging regime during the winter of 2007/08. The associated Final Harvest
11
Roughly one-half of the first pass cut blocks were scarified and replanted
with white spruce. There is little white spruce regeneration within those cut blocks
which were not replanted.
12
Tolko Industries Ltd. has a contractual obligation to provide timber to La
Crete Sawmills Ltd., which has no forest tenure of its own. Timber volumes to be
harvested from these two forest compartments were destined for the LaCrete
Sawmills Ltd sawmill located in LaCrete. In preliminary meetings, both Tolko and
LaCrete acknowledged that economics were driving their decision to target the
large, old growth volumes within the Wabasca 1 and 2 Compartments.
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Plan (FHP) called for harvest of 65 conifer leading blocks over seven townships situated
on the south side of the Peace River. Tolko provided several reasons for wanting to cut
all the old growth white spruce along the Peace River between the Wabasca and Mikkwa
rivers, but admitted that the economic downturn within the forest sector was the main
reason for targeting the large diameter old growth timber within the Wabasca-Mikkwa
Lowlands. Representatives of LaCrete Sawmills Ltd. advised that they needed as much
volume as they could harvest, at the lowest possible cost to continue mill operations.
Following procedures set out under Alberta Sustainable Resource Development
(ASRD)consultation guidelines,13 Tolko asked LRRCN to identify and provide GIS
coordinates for any site-specific concerns or impacts arising from its plans so the
corporation could modify harvest plans to avoid sites situated within the proposed 65 cut
blocks.14 LRRCN responded that identification of traditional use sites was not a sufficient
basis for meaningful consultation, and even though the nation had undertaken traditional
use mapping exercises in the past,15 it never had the resources or capacity to ground truth
site specific information. In the fall of 2007, the nation asked Tolko to provide capacity
funds which would have allowed LRRCN to ground truth sites and gather other
traditional use information to inform Tolko's harvesting plans, but the company refused
to fund this work. Strongly expressed community opposition to Tolko’s proposed logging
plan, and Tolko’s refusal to support the ground-truthing process, forced ASRD to decline
approval for logging within Wabasca 1 and 2 during the 2007/08 logging season on the
basis that procedural aspects of consultations had not been completed.16
In June of 2008, Tolko and LaCrete resubmitted proposals to ASRD for harvest of
the same leading blocs during the 2008/09 logging season. Preliminary consultations in
2008/09 with Tolko and ASRD focused on the identification of LRRCN concerns, values
and objectives in relation to this critical community use area, and exploratory discussions
about the nations’ identification of the need for two fundamental changes to the Tolko’s
General Development Plan (GDP) and FHP for Wabasca 1 and 2 in order to
accommodate the ecological footprint of LRRCN peoples.17 These changes included:

13

ASRD is one of four provincial government Ministries which has published
departmental consultation guidelines under the Alberta Consultation Framework and
the Alberta Aboriginal Consultation Policy.
14
This provision of GIS coordinates is a key requirement of the Government of
Alberta's current First Nations consultation guidelines.
15
LRRCN and TCFN participated in the Northern River Basin Study
Traditional Use mapping project, conducted a Cultural Resource Inventory study
(with Patricia McCormack, U of Alberta, Faculty of Native Studies), and worked
with a number of researchers which were funded by the SFM-Network to document
and map traditional ecological knowledge and traditional use values and activities,
including Cindy Pyc, Tanya Schramm, David Natcher, Clifford Hickey, and Marc
Nelson.
16
While consultations proceeded, La Crete Sawmills Ltd. constructed an ice
bridge across the Wabasca River, cleared road access into the proposed harvest
compartments, erected a winter logging camp and staged its logging contractors’
logging equipment on the west side of the Wabasca.
17
LRRCN and TCFN developed both a conceptual and an operational
definition of traditional use, incident to their participation in the Cooperative
Management planning process, which was adopted by the Cooperative Management
Planning Board for FMU’s F23, F26 and A09.
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Adoption of a ‘modified three-pass logging regime,’ and
Reduction of the timber volume harvested during the second pass.

At the same time, LRRCN obtained a limited amount of funding from Alberta Energy to
ground truth and document 560 previously identified traditional and cultural use sites and
areas within these forest compartments over the summer of 2008.18

Ground-Truthing and Adaptive Management
The nations’ ground-truthing survey methodology was based on recommendations
contained within the Government of Alberta’s Best Practices Handbook for Traditional
Use Studies (Alberta 2003). The survey area was discussed and confirmed with Tolko
representatives who provided forest harvesting plan maps at a 1:35,000 scale. These maps
depicted old cut areas, proposed cut areas and priority areas where Tolko wanted LRRCN
to focus the ground–truthing survey activities. Prior to undertaking this survey, the
Nations’ Land and Resource Department staff19 undertook a preliminary literature review
related to scientific knowledge of old growth forests, values and objectives associated
with logging and conducted preliminary community discussions with elders, trappers and
families to identify a number of community members with the interest and ability to
participate.
Eighteen community members that currently utilize the Wabasca-Mikkwa
Lowlands and hold knowledge in relation to the area were selected as members of the
ground-truthing project team:
Steven Auger
Louis Dumas
Alexis Meneen
Leo Ribbonleg
Billy Seesequon
Adolphus Wapoose
Nelson Laboucan
Emma Tallcree
Conroy Sewepagaham

Earl Auger
Gilbert St. Arnault
Gabe D’Or
Daniel Ribbonleg
George Seesequon
Angus Judd
Jeremiah St. Arnault
Guerin Sewepagaham
Harvey Sewepagaham

Four survey crews were organized to focus on three distinct areas within the
Wabasca-Mikkwa lowlands. These crews attended pre-survey meetings where they
discussed the objectives of the project and provided input and guidance on the survey's
approach and implementation. Three crews accessed the area on foot and by quad, one
18
Alberta Energy administers a provincial capacity fund which provides
monies to First Nations to undertake the ground-truthing of previously identified
traditional use sites.
19
The Land and Resource Department has a Director (Harvey Sewepagaham)
and a Lands and Resources Advisor (Matt General). For this ground-truthing survey,
the nation hired two additional summer staff members (Conroy Sewepagaham, a
member of LRRCN who is in his fourth year of an Environmental Science program,
and Shiane McKay, a member of another First Nation who had just completed her
degree in Environmental Science.)
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crew by boat and on foot. One person within each crew was trained in the use of field
note taking and data entry and in the use of hand held GPS systems. At the end of each
day of ground-truthing, GPS data was uploaded and note logs were reviewed with each
crew. All sites identified and surveyed were given GPS locations.
Incident to conducting the survey, interviews were conducted with eight of the
community participants in order to collect qualitative information and supplement GPS
data being gathered on sites. This was important because the LRRCN culture is not static
and people that utilize the area change through time. Moreover, some of the elders who
participated in previous traditional use studies have passed on, and younger community
members of the survey team had not been provided opportunity to participate in previous
traditional use surveys. In these Cree-language interviews there was a high degree of
consistency in information provided and the comments expressed by these individuals.
The respective historic and ongoing patterns of use identified in these interviews were
consistent with those identified in the prior LRRCN traditional use studies. These
interviews also elicited value statements which were congruent with the values and
objectives generated by previous traditional use studies.
LRRCN also undertook to gather and document perceptions about the impacts
of Tolko’s’ proposed final harvest plan for the Wabasca 1 and 2 compartments.
Community members which participated in conduct of the ground-truthing survey, have
spent most of their lives on the land, and have had the opportunity to observe the biophysical conditions in many parts of their territory. They have observed changes that
have occurred through time, and the response of the environment and people to industrial
development. Above all, community members can clearly compare and contrast
conditions of areas that have subjected to heavy timber harvesting with those that have
not. Ground-truthing survey participants had several days to discuss and share anecdotal
information and observations about the changes that occur in relation to timber
harvesting. Participants were asked to outline these observations and their concerns about
the initial Tolko harvesting plan for Wabasca 1 and 2. These discussions and the concerns
arising from the discussions specific to Tolko’s proposed plans are summarized below.
Impacts to Sites of Cultural Significance
In viewing the initial harvesting plan, participants identified areas of direct conflict where
proposed blocks fall within areas that contain a high concentration of cultural sites and
values. Most notably, these were located along the Peace River near the Vermilion
Chutes, and the confluence of the Bear Creek and Wabasca River and the Wabasca and
Peace rivers, where there is a higher concentration of sites.
Impacts to Riparian Zones and Ability to Hunt, Trap and Gather
A substantial amount of harvesting was initially proposed in riparian zones along the
Peace, Wabasca and Mikkwa rivers. As noted by participants, such zones are high value
habitat areas for moose, deer, bear and furbearers. There is evidence of extensive and
ongoing wildlife use throughout these zones. Participants observed ‘countless’ wildlife
trails traversing and crossing through the riparian zones adjacent to the rivers. These
zones are also heavily utilized by community members for hunting, travelling, trapping,
fishing and camping because of the wildlife and forest values present. Based on past
observation, participants were able to comment on the effects of logging within riparian
zones. Many reported having been to forest watersheds where extensive logging had
occurred and where small or no buffer areas were left. Generally, participants noted “that
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you don’t see as many animals or tracks in these forest areas after logging.”20 Specific
concern was voiced about proposed blocks that fall within riparian zones at the
confluence of water courses (see above).
Impacts to Thermal Cover: Critical Moose Habitat and Ability to Hunt
Participants noted that “moose return to areas along the Peace and Wabasca rivers in
February” and “come to the large stands of thicker forests in the cold weather” because
old growth forest provides larger trees and denser cover that reduces wind speed, has
higher temperatures and less snow cover on remaining forage. They also noted that these
denser areas provide moose protection, when they are in a weaker state, from predators
such as wolves. Participants expressed fear that removal of remaining old growth forest
will destroy the remaining part of the forest that the moose prefer at this critical time of
the year.
Part of the respondents concern over adequate winter habitat cover for moose
stems from reforestation practices used after the first pass harvest 25 years ago. Based on
survey participants’ observations, approximately 50% of the old cut blocks are
regenerating with spruce. They attributed this to the fact that while almost half the blocks
were re-planted after harvest, the other half were allowed to naturally regenerate.
Replanted trees within old cut blocks are only 6 to 9 feet high—not tall enough to provide
for critical thermal cover. Within those cut blocks that were not replanted, there has been
little or no spruce regeneration. Thus, the removal of the remainder of the older age,
larger spruce forest in a second pass will remove almost all thermal cover within this part
of the forest, impacting, moose populations and the ability of the LRRCN people to hunt
moose within the area. The respondents also noted that, because the old first pass blocks
logged 25 years ago are approximately 300m wide, any pattern of logging within the
remaining timber blocks during the second pass will result in a pattern of cut blocks that
exceed recommended best practices for retention of suitable moose habitat.
Utilization of Cut Blocks by Ungulates Following Harvesting: Impact on Current Ability
to Hunt
Participants talked about hunting and trapping activity in the Wabasca-Mikkwa lowlands.
While the fall season is an important hunting season for community members, the winter
season along the Peace is also important. The participants feel that the sheer amount of
the proposed harvesting will impact moose and their ability to hunt there this winter
(2008-09). Several reported that, “moose and other animals leave the area that is being
cut “and feel that it is due to “noise and constant traffic movement.”
Large Scale Clear Cutting: Impact on Hunting
Participants observed and agreed that “moose and deer will feed, and can be found, in cut
block areas, years after cutting.” However, they noted that this is less true where the “cut
blocks are very large and where there are a large amount of cut blocks clustered

20

There are a number of statements, made by community members, found
within the text of this chapter. These statements have been identified by use of
quotation marks. The reference for all such quotations is LRRCN (2008), which
refers to the internal report prepared by the LRRCN Lands and Resources staff to
support consultations with Tolko Industries Ltd.
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together.” Participants noted that over time, you find less wildlife in areas that have been
heavily logged in comparison to areas that have been less logged, or left alone.
Fur Bearers Reduction in Conifer Cut Block Areas: Impact on Ability to Trap
Participants observed that there is a general reduction in the numbers and types of
furbearers in conifer areas that have been heavily logged. “The numbers of squirrels drop
in years following logging,” which people see as a key food source for other animals,
including furbearers (fisher, marten, weasel, etc.) important to the LRRCN people. While
trapping as a livelihood has declined, it is still undertaken for cultural, spiritual and
livelihood purposes. Past studies and discussions with participants confirm that the
removal of conifer stands will reduce squirrel populations: a food source for animals that
“we trap and hunt for,” and that the loss of squirrels will also affect the eagle populations
along the Wabasca-Mikkwa lowlands.
Loss of Biodiversity within Old Growth Areas
Participants understand the concept of biodiversity as they have grown up accumulating
knowledge about the health, distributions, behaviour, and relationships of many species
over time and space. During the ground-truthing exercise, one elder described this
concept in another way, specifically: “the spirit that connects all living things to each
other, the people to the animals, and the people to the land.” All participants agreed, that
“an area is just not the same, once that area has been heavily logged, there’s just no
purpose in going there anymore.” Furthermore, there is “a wealth of animals and plant
life within the old growth areas that you don’t find in areas that have been logged and
areas where there is younger forest and replanted area.” All participants rejected Tolko’s
initial FHP proposal to harvest all the old growth spruce stands; “(this) is where we go to
find the animals, where we get most of our medicines and right in the area that we like to
be in as well.”
Loss of Culturally Significant Vegetation: Impact to Medicinal Gathering
Linked to the concern about the loss of biodiversity, is the impact that cutting will have
on old growth areas utilized by community members for gathering of medicines. Both
trees and plants are used. Some medicines like rat root are found in special conditions
nearby old growth forests, e.g., at the confluence of the Peace and Wabasca rivers. White
spruce is an important species used for medicinal purposes. Community members
reported use of the bark of the tree, the needles and various parts of the root systems. The
gum/pitch can also be chewed until it forms a juice to be swallowed that remedies colds
and flu symptoms. Old growth trees also help in producing rotting wood on the forest
floor that can be harvested by community members. This old wood can then be grounded
to fine powder which substitutes as baby powder and can be used to treat arthritis.
Balsam poplar also has various medicinal uses, such as treating diabetes and high blood
sugar, treating asthma, eczema, psoriasis, toothaches and treating infections. Trembling
aspen like the two trees listed above can be used to treat mosquito bites, soothe wasp
stings, used as a coagulation agent to stop bleeding from deep wounds and bring down
sugar levels for people with diabetes. Paper birch is essential during the fall to fashion
moose calls—a traditional craft passed from generation to generation. Birch is also
edible; boiling the roots in water is the ‘true’ root beer and the sap can be harvested and
used as syrup. Overall, participants were concerned that the proposed logging would
impact old growth forest areas that provide different kinds of medicines that have higher
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potency. Further, in certain cases, only certain medicinal plants grow in understory
conditions found within the old growth areas.
Impact from Increased Sedimentation into Mikkwa and Wabasca rivers
Community fishing occurs along the Wabasca River and the confluence of the Wabasca
and Peace Rivers, as well as the lower Mikkwa River. People drink the water straight
from these rivers, and are concerned that large scale logging operations and road building
within riparian areas along the Mikkwa and Wabasca will contribute to increased
sedimentation in rivers. Concern was also expressed that standard riparian setbacks of 60
metres (as provided for in Forestry regulations) are not sufficient to buffer or protect
rivers relied upon by community members. Where other riparian forest areas and rivers
areas have been logged, community participants advised “water colour, taste and safety
declines years after logging.” As one participant noted “that place had good water, and
then they logged it and left a thin buffer of trees, now it’s murky and is jammed up with
too much material.”
Fragmentation Resulting From Road Building and Increased Access
Participants expressed concerns about the opening up of old roads and building of new
roads as part of the proposed harvesting plan. At this time, community members have
modified their traditional use practices to compensate for the previous fragmentation of
the Wabasca-Mikkwa lowlands by roads and other linear corridors. They are concerned
that new roads will “cut up the area like other areas that have been over logged.” They
are concerned that the construction of roads and opening up of areas, will impact wildlife
populations and their own ability to hunt and trap. They noted that:
...it seems that the numbers of animals drop in those areas where there are
lots of roads, openings and lines in the bush. The animals like area that
aren’t so opened up. It allows too many people in and creates better ways
for predators to get around the bush.
The participants used the example of the southern part of the Caribou Mountains and the
High Level-Rainbow corridor as examples of the contemporary relationship between the
concentration of logging and access roads and wildlife populations.
Impacts of Scarification on Hunter/Trapper Access
All participants expressed concerns about the impacts of scarification in the WabascaMikkwa lowlands on their ability to access, use and enjoy their traditional hunting and
trapping areas. Some observed that, “We just can’t get into the areas that we used to; our
trails get dug and they turn the bush upside down—there are parts we just can’t go
through or use anymore.” A few participants took the view, that: “moose will avoid these
rough areas, because it’s too hard for them to travel and escape from wolves,” adding that
“animals are like us, in that they will try to find the easiest way through the bush.”
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Impact from Subsequent Use of Herbicides on Forage
All participants noted their concerns about the use of herbicides following clear cutting,
especially the toxicity of substances affecting plants, animals, water and people.
Participants were not satisfied that with industry declarations that such chemicals are
safe. As one trapper commented: “The company and government people tell us that there
is nothing to worry about when they spray, and that we can eat the plants and take the
animals from that area. Most of our people, just won’t go to those places for a long time,
if ever again.” In addition to this perception, participants discussed the behaviour of
wildlife in areas that have been sprayed or treated. “The animals disappear for several
years, because they kill the browse…so first they log and you lose the browse, the browse
come back, then they kill it with the chemicals…at least the government people agree
with us on that.” Chemical application of herbicides following cutting has long lasting
effects that diminish the ability of LRRCN peoples to use these areas for hunting.
Impact on a Special Place Where Culture Passed On
In general, participants were concerned about the amount of logging proposed within this
area of great cultural value. They expressed their frustration with separating impacts or
looking at issues in isolation from one another. One participant commented:
What is so hard to understand? This place is special for us…. It’s close to
our communities and we take out families and children there to spend time
in the forest, with our family and with our land. It’s where go to find food
when we need it fast…. It’s where we go to be who we are as a people. It
heals a person to be out there. It’s where we take our children and young
people to teach them about being on the land…. If they take all the old
forest from along the Peace, they will take the part of us that’s most
important.
One participant noted that: “Little Red (Forestry) does logging, but they would
never propose to log like this in an area that they know to be so critical…we aren’t
perfect either (the way) we log, but our company would never dream of logging in such
an important area, in this way.” Overall, participants felt that Tolko was proposing to
harvest too much old growth timber at one time from a forest area that they see as critical
to their culture and ability to survive as a people:
They took a lot of the spruce forest when I was young. Now they want to
take the rest of it. Where will the moose go for the next 75 years while the
forest is growing back? Where else will we go?

LRRCN’s Management Recommendations
At the conclusion of the ground-truthing survey, the Nations Land and Resources staff
compiled, organized and summarized this information, which was then reviewed with
participants. Overall, the ground-truthing survey allowed LRRCN to revisit sites and
resource use areas previously identified within other studies, and to provide GPS
coordinates for these sites and areas. There was a high degree of congruency between
sites and areas with concentrations of sites identified in prior studies and the current
survey.
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Based on the survey results, several quantitative patterns emerge. First there is a
distinct concentration of traditional use sites along the forested lands along the Peace
River, adjacent to the area of the Vermillion Chutes. Another cluster of sites extends from
the Peace-Wabasca confluence, upriver on both sides of the Wabasca River. There are
also two oxbow or slough areas, located 2 to 3 kilometres south of the Peace River with
concentrations of traditional use sites.
On August 26th, 2008, the nation provided ASRD and Tolko with a community
ground–truthing report that:
 provided geographic coordinates for the 560 traditional use sites documented
within the two forest compartments;
 articulated these 560 sites to a pattern of larger cultural use areas previously
identified by community members (Natcher and Hickey 2002);
 provided the cultural context for discussions about consideration of related
LRRCN community values and objectives, indicators and targets (Natcher and
Hickey 2002) related to the importance of these two forest compartments for
cultural sustainability;21 and
 included a draft FHP plan prepared by community members and LRRCN
technicians that reflected LRRCN forest values and objectives.

The Alberta Forest Planning Manual and Policy Flexibility
Tolko Industries Ltd. has been allocated an area-based tenure, known as a Forest
Management Agreement (FMA), over a large portion of provincial Crown forests within
northwestern Alberta. As with other forest corporations, Tolko’s authority to ‘take up’ or
commence forest operations on specific blocks within its FMA in any given year is
subject to the government of Alberta reviewing and approving a series of strategic and
operational plans, including:
 A Detailed Forest Management Plan (DFMP) which identifies the values,
objectives, indicators and targets or thresholds used to develop and implement
the corporation’s goal statements related to growth, harvest and re-growth of
timber over a 20 year period within the Forest Management Area. In the absence
of a provincial regional land use plan, the Tolko DFMP is de facto the ‘higher
level plan’ for their corporate forest management area;
 A series of General Development Plans (GDP) which provide general
information about specific forest harvest compartments that will be subject to
corporate forest management activities during each five year quadrant of the
DFMP planning cycle; and,

21
The terms of reference for development of a cooperative management plan
for F26, F23, and A09, proposed that this planning process be used to establish a
renewable resource management philosophy compatible with ongoing traditional use
of the planning area by LRRCN and TCFN peoples—an outcome subsequently
reviewed and adopted by the member First Nations of the Treaty 8 First Nations of
Alberta (a provincial Treaty organization).
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 A series of FHPs for each harvest compartment which provide detailed
information about the pattern of timber harvest within identified blocks for any
given year.
Between 1999 and 2002, the LRRCN, the government of Alberta and DMI, and
then Tolko, embarked upon a formal cooperative management planning process focused
on a 35,000 km² provincial Crown forest landscape, which included the Wabasca 1 and 2
forest compartments. The agreement included provisions to undertake joint research on
SFM through the SFM Network, and to use the information developed through research
to develop a sustainable resource management philosophy for the planning area
compatible with ongoing traditional use of this landscape by LRRCN peoples.
While Tolko was developing the initial DFMP for its FMA (2000/02), LRRCN
was working with David Natcher and Cliff Hickey to develop an ‘ecological footprint’
definition of traditional use, document the nations traditional use inventories and compile
a set of First Nation values, objectives, indicators and targets (VOITs) for SFM.22 At that
time, LRRCN, Tolko and Alberta Forest Service agreed that, while this body of
traditional use information and these VOITs would not be available for consideration as
part of the initial Tolko DFMP, they could be considered for adoption by Tolko as the
corporation cycled through its planning processes for GDP and FHP development. This
agreement was consistent with the principle of adaptive management which is a key
component of Alberta’s SFM strategy. The parties agreed to use an adaptive management
approach to development of forest plans.
In 2002, ASRD refused to renew the cooperative management planning agreement
with LRRCN (and the Tallcree First Nation), and the provincial government of Alberta
undertook to develop its provincial Aboriginal Consultation Policy on Land and
Resources, which defines traditional use in a narrow use-specific, site-specific manner.
Alberta’s reliance on this ‘dots on a map’ approach to identifying traditional use sites
limits consultation to a procedural formula focused almost entirely on the requirement for
First Nations to ground truth specific sites, while asking forest corporations to develop
operational strategies for avoiding them. This policy approach constrains establishment
of cooperative management planning and other higher-level consultation processes within
which ‘deep consultations’ about the transition to SFM practices can take place. Alberta’s
consultation guidelines, in particular, appear to preclude consideration of undertaking the
deep consultation processes grounded in the pre-existing, agreed-upon cooperative
management planning approach between Tolko and the LRRCN.
Instead of acquiescing to use of the provincial consultation guidelines, which have
been rejected by the Treaty Nations of Alberta, LRRCN asked Tolko to consult in
accordance with guidelines for development of DFMPs found in the provincial Forest
Planning Manual. This provincial planning policy acknowledges that forest management
within Alberta is currently in transition from a sustained-yield management strategy to a
22

This research paper sets out the community-based values, objectives,
indicators and targets or thresholds (VOITs) developed by LRRCN members.
LRRCN developed their set of community VOITs to address key concerns that had
in relation to forestry and development impacts. Management actions were proposed
that would address key values at a site specific and area levels (e.g., a cabin, camp,
gathering area, important cultural sites and areas) and within critical community use
areas
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SFM strategy. While the term ‘sustained-yield’ refers to management to maintain the
ability of the forest to re-grow stands of merchantable timber so as to provide an ongoing
inventory of timber, the term SFM is defined by Alberta as “management to maintain and
enhance the long-term health of forest ecosystems, while providing ecological, economic,
social, and cultural opportunities for the benefit of present and future generations.”
Generally, as explained in this policy, such a transition involves the identification and
incorporation of additional (i.e., non-timber) values and objectives into a corporation’s
resource management philosophy and goal statements, which provide the basis for
development of its DFMPs.
The planning processes used to undertake this transition is identified in the ASRD
Forest Planning Manual. The use of values, objectives, indicators and targets (VOITs) in
relation to forest management planning are defined within these provincial guidelines,
whereby planning is defined as a process that involves, among other things, identifying
and selecting VOITs on the basis of available information and through processes of
public consultation and consultations with affected First Nations.
Generally, consultations between a forest corporation and a First Nation about
VOITs would be undertaken during development or revision of the corporation’s DFMP.
However, in the context of the previously agreed-upon adaptive management planning
approach for modifications to Tolko’s initial DFMP, LRRCN asked Tolko to consult
about which additional VOITs should be considered during consultations about Tolko’s
GDP and their initial FHP for the Wabasca 1 and 2 forest harvest compartments.
Focusing consultations on the need for incorporation of First Nations VOITs for these
two forest compartments as part of consultations about Tolko’s GDP and FHP allowed
the nation to demonstrate the relationship between community forest values and
objectives and the ecological footprint of LRRCN peoples. This, in turn, allowed Tolko’s
representatives to understand the relationships of LRRCN peoples to the old growth
forest situated along this stretch of the Peace River in all of its complexities. Use of
several selected First Nations values and objectives allowed forest management planning
to be undertaken in the context of this deeper understanding about this wider web of
custom, practice and relationships which were used to support LRRCN recommendations
for modification of timber harvest plans within Wabasca 1 and 2.
Within the context of this shared deeper understanding, LRRCN and Tolko
discussed three different forest management scenarios which could be adopted within this
critical community use area:
1.
2.
3.

A ‘Business as Usual’ scenario (harvest of 180,000m³ of old growth);
A ‘High Conservation Forest Management’ scenario (almost no harvest of old
growth); and
A modified ‘three-pass’ harvest strategy and a reduction in ‘second-pass’
harvest volumes.

While Option 1 was not acceptable to the nation, Option 2 was not acceptable to Tolko.
Option 3—a modified three-pass harvest strategy and the reduction of timber volumes to
be harvested during the second pass—is grounded in and reflects community-based
values and objectives developed through Natcher and Hickeys’ research (2002), and uses
community-developed indicators and thresholds of forest sustainability to support the
nation’s recommendation that Tolko harvest only a portion of the remaining old growth
forests during the 2008/09 logging season.
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Figure 3. Revised Tolko Forest Harvest Plan map.
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Consultations about the three options took place during early- and midSeptember, 2008. In these meetings, Tolko provided LRRCN with a revised FHP that
adopted the modified three-pass harvest strategy, but proposed minor revisions to the
pattern of harvest which would be undertaken during 2008/09. Following community
discussions of the Tolko modified three-pass approach and their revised FHP, the Chief
and Council for LRRCN advised Tolko and ASRD that the revised Tolko FHP represents
a significant accommodation of the rights and interests of LRRCN peoples. In summary,
the revised Tolko FHP map (Figure 3) incorporates:
 Agreement to adopt a modified three-pass logging strategy within the Wabasca
1 and 2 compartments;
 Establishment, with some limited exceptions, of 300m riparian buffers for the
Peace, Mikkwa, Wabasca and Bear rivers;
 Establishment of 200m buffers around other critical water bodies and wetlands,
and identified traditional use sites;
 Deferral of timber harvest within any cut block having three or more identified
traditional use sites; and
 Establishment of a shelter block pattern of logging operations to address the
need for retention of winter thermal cover and wildlife habitat.
This deep consultation process appears to represent an example of the cycle of
action-reflection-action inherent to social learning regarding the integration of Aboriginal
values, knowledge and management approaches into forest management decisionmaking. For certainty, successful conclusion of these consultations demonstrates one step
along an ongoing transition from Tolko’s use of a sustained-yield forest management
strategy to use of a SFM strategy. Through ‘deep consultations,’ Tolko has agreed, within
these two forest harvest compartments, to move from a two-pass logging model which
was generated under a sustained-yield management strategy to a modified three-pass
logging model in the interest of accommodating LRRCN values and objectives related to
cultural sustainability—specifically the maintenance of an environment within Wabasca
1 and 2 (i.e., retention of sufficient forest old growth) in order to allow LRRCN peoples
to sustain their cultural activities within this critical community use area over the next 50
years. The lessons learnt in this process of ‘deep consultation’ and mutual learning may
have applicability in other Aboriginal contexts.
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Chapter Eight
Aboriginal Forest Tenure Attributes for the Kwadacha
Traditional Territory
Natalie Swaak, Shashi Kant and David C. Natcher
Introduction
This chapter identifies and discusses key attributes of an Aboriginal forest tenure to
address Aboriginal expectations for sustainable forest management (SFM) on the
Kwadacha (Tsek'ene) traditional territory. Conceptual content cognitive mapping and
structured surveys are used to assess industry, government and First Nations participants’
perceptions about the ability of current tenure arrangements to meet Aboriginal
expectations. Although a few Aboriginal expectations for SFM are partially met by the
current tenure system, not one Aboriginal expectation was fully met. The desirable
attributes of Aboriginal tenures on the Kwadacha traditional territory are illuminated and
their prospects for implementation are discussed.
For many Aboriginal peoples forest resources are crucial for cultural and economic
survival. However, expanding populations are putting pressure on scarce reserve
resources and the current tenure system is placing Aboriginal and natural resource
extraction interests at odds, creating uncertainty for people living on northern reserves.
Low profitability of the forest industry in northern British Columbia due to external
economic factors and the mountain pine beetle epidemic, has punctuated the economic
downturn in the area, and outlines the need to diversify economic opportunities in our
northern forests.
Provincial and territorial governments use forest tenures to allocate resource rights
to forests on Crown land. These resource rights are overwhelmingly allocated to private
companies, effectively privatizing the resource and excluding First Nations. Ross and
Smith (2002) argue that this system of allotment of forest resources is an impediment to
Aboriginal rights and traditional practices. Ironically, for First Nations without treaty
rights, forest tenure is probably the only legal avenue available for access to timber
resources and economic opportunities from timber harvesting. This creates demand for
forest tenures among Aboriginal communities and a need for tenure agreements that meet
First Nations expectations for SFM on their traditional territories.
Recently, the Government of British Columbia made a commitment to create a
new relationship with its Aboriginal peoples, to reconcile title and jurisdiction between
the Crown and First Nations, and to recognize and accommodate Aboriginal rights and
title (Rogers 2007). As part of this new relationship, forestry agreements (Forest and
Range Agreements/Opportunities) have been concluded between the Crown and First
Nations that address revenue sharing and access to timber volume. Much of this timber
volume is in areas of British Columbia affected by mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus
ponderosae), and First Nations have been given opportunities to participate in salvage
operations. However, whether these short-term tenures will prove lucrative for First
Nations remains to be seen and is rather doubtful given the current economic situation.
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Additionally, new legislation and modifications to the tenure system, including the
Forestry Revitalization Act (which includes a 20% take-back of Crown forest land from
major licensees) and Community Forest License agreements (CFAs), have the potential
to contribute to increased access to forest resources for First Nations. Nevertheless,
without modifications to the tenure system and appropriate redistribution of forest
resources, little certainty will be gained over resource rights.
The problems with the current Canadian tenure system, and how these problems
relate to Aboriginal and treaty rights, have been discussed by many scholars (Bombay et
al. 1995; Smith and Ross 2002; Rogers 2007; among others). Tenure systems are
administered provincially and there is a significant variation in tenure structures between
the provinces, and therefore there is a strong need to conduct province-specific studies on
forest tenures with respect to Aboriginal expectations for forest management. Direct
tenure awards available through the Province’s New Relationship Policy are intended to
increase First Nations access to forest resources, but this is done through the existing
tenure framework (Rogers 2007). This means that First Nations need to operate within a
tenure system where state ideologies for resource management are embedded (Natcher
and Davis 2007). It has been shown that, the creation of legislation based on the
expectation that Aboriginal rights and title will be accommodated without meaningful
dialogue with First Nations has not proven to be effective (Nadasdy 2003). Accordingly,
this research explores the necessary attributes of an Aboriginal tenure for the Kwadacha
Nation by examining their expectations for their forests, and how well these attributes can
be accommodated with the current tenure system of British Columbia.

Forest Tenures and Related Legislation in British Columbia
The tenure system in British Columbia is complex and has evolved over the last 130
years in response to the government’s attempts to create a timber industry that is
competitive on the world market as well as to earn revenue to facilitate province-wide
economic growth. Crown Grants were the first type of tenure created in BC and were
prevalent from the early 1800s to 1865. These grants involved direct transfer of Crown
land to private ownership and designed to promote settlement in ‘wild’ British Columbia.
While these tenures are still in effect, new grants of this type are no longer issued. After
1865, and until the 1950’s, the government shifted from a land grant system to a system
of temporary tenures including timber berths, timber licenses and timber leases whereby
the government retained ownership of the land and businesses were given the right to
harvest timber in particular areas (British Columbia Ministry of Forests 1997).
After the 1950s, these temporary licenses were replaced by long-term renewable
tenures including Tree Farm Licenses (TFL) and Forest Licenses (FL). These tenures,
which are currently in use, offered increased length of tenure and opportunities for
renewal, and therefore tenure security for tenure holders, mostly large companies, but
also a few First Nations.
In addition to major licenses, there are a variety of smaller licenses that fill
different niches in the forest industry including the License-to-Cut, Free-Use Permit,
Road Permit and Christmas Tree Permit (Cortex 2001). More recently, instituted
agreements include Innovative Forestry Practices Agreements (FPAs) and long and shortterm Community Forest Agreements (CFAs). Due to the extent of land held by the
Crown (96%), the evolution of forestry practices over the last century, has resulted in the
formation of a complex forest tenure system to fill specific economic niches and ensure
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industry survival. Yet with the possible exception of FPAs, social and community needs,
especially of First Nation communities, are not inherently addressed by these new forms
of tenure.
Besides timber tenures there are several other pieces of legislation that govern
forest management and decision making in British Columbia. This legislation includes
the Forest Act, which contains regulations regarding annual allowable cuts, forest tenures
(including road permits, timber scaling, and marking) and offenses and penalties for
contravention of the provisions of the Act. The Forest Act details the regulations for the
various types of forest tenure that exist in BC and outlines the procedures for issuing
tenure, regulations for replacement and transfer of forest tenure and requirements for
licensees holding tenure. Forest management guidelines and regulations are not covered
in the Forest Act, but are instead found in the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA).
The FRPA, which replaced the Forest Practices Code as of January 2004, sets the
standards for forest and range activities by licensees on British Columbia’s public forests.
It outlines the requirements for planning, logging, road building, reforestation and
protecting forest values like watersheds and cultural heritage sites.
The 2003 Forestry Revitalization Act was established by the Ministry of Forests
and Range as part of the forest revitalization plan. The Act was designed to open up new
opportunities in the forest sector for groups that do not traditionally have significant
access to the industry including First Nations, communities, and small woodlot owners.
In order to do so, the Act mandated that 20% of BC’s forest area, which was then
allocated to replaceable tenures, be taken back and reallocated to these groups (MFR
2003a). Of this 20%, 8% was to be awarded to First Nations through Forest and Range
Agreements (FRAs) and Forest and Range Opportunity Agreements (FROs).

Forestry in the Kwadacha Traditional Territory
The main body responsible for forest management for the Kwadacha Nation is the
Kwadacha Natural Resources Agency (KNRA). The KNRA consists of several directors
in charge of natural resource portfolios including traditional knowledge, park
management, Muskwa-Kechika planning and guiding and outfitting. As of 2007, the
KNRA was in the process of creating an ecosystem based management plan with the help
of a forester from outside the community.
The Kwadacha Nation in British Columbia holds two forest tenures, one nonreplaceable forest license (NRFL), managed by the Kwadacha Natural Resources Agency
(KNRA), and a woodlot license. Additionally, they have an agreement with Abitibi
Consolidated Ltd., which recognizes the Kwadacha right to harvest timber, requires that
all plans developed by Abitibi be approved by the forester employed by the Kwadacha
Nation and includes revenue sharing agreements. Currently, the community is pursuing
area-based tenure within the traditional territory as a more secure alterative to NRFLs.
The main challenges for forest management on this portion of the traditional
territory include the high prices of stumpage, high fuels costs, long hauling distances and
competition with larger operations. Another challenge facing northern BC at the moment,
which has had a profound effect on the Kwadacha Nation (as well as many other First
Nations), is the mountain pine beetle epidemic. To some, the epidemic has been a
windfall, but to most it has had crushing economic effects. The epidemic has shifted
forestry interests from areas in the north of the Mackenzie forest district around the
community to areas further south where beetle killed wood is being salvaged.
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Throughout 2006 and 2007 it was nearly impossible for the Kwadacha Nation to
get cutting permits within workable distances from the village.

Research Methods
The research presented in this chapter covers three aspects: 1) identification of forest
tenure’s attributes, 2) identification and ranking of Aboriginal peoples’ expectations from
forests, and 3) understanding the perceptions of Aboriginal, industry and government
representatives about the ability of current forest tenures to meet Aboriginal expectations.
There are currently two forest licenses held by industry (Canfor and Abitibi) in the
Kwadacha territory, in addition to the NRFL held by the Kwadacha Nation. These
licenses were examined in order to identify the attributes of forest tenures on Kwadacha
traditional territory. Haley and Luckert (1989) identified 11 attributes of forest tenures
from an economic standpoint: comprehensiveness, duration, transferability, right of
tenure holder to economic benefits, exclusiveness, security, use restrictions, allotment
type, size specifications, operational stipulations and operational controls. Similar
attributes were found in this study through a review of these license agreements and
relevant legislation including the Forest Act and FRPAs, but these ideas were expanded
to identify attributes specific to Aboriginal rights and title, and newer agreements like
CFAs.
In total, 23 attributes of forest tenures on the Kwadacha traditional territory,
grouped in three main categories—Aboriginal, Economic, and Forest Management—
were identified. A summary of these attributes and their key features for industry as well
as Aboriginal forest tenures in the Kwadacha territory is provided in Table 1.
In order to determine Kwadacha expectations for forestry in their traditional
territory, a structured conceptual cognitive mapping process (3CM) was used. The 3CM
method has previously been used to evaluate stakeholders’ values for forest management
in northwestern Ontario and the Pacific Northwest (Kumar and Kant 2007; Lee and Kant
2004; Lee 2003; Graham and Kruger 2002; Kearney and Bradley 1998). Lee and Kant
(2004) found that the 3CM method was appropriate for individuals across cultures,
including Aboriginal participants, and did not require extensive written language skills
(Lee 2003). These strengths made 3CM an attractive method for this study. Additionally,
this method makes quantitative analysis possible using qualitative data.
In the first stage, identifying and ranking expectations were accomplished through
semi-structured interviews with Kwadacha community members, a review of literature
pertaining to the history of forest management activities in the areas and a review of
traditional land use maps. The interviewees included community members over 18 years
of age, and an attempt was made to stratify the participants into five groups including
traditional forest users, commercial users of the forest, elders, government representatives
and youth. Two people from each of these groups were interviewed at this stage for a
total of 10 participants chosen on a volunteer basis, based on their association with one of
the specified groups, and by ‘snowball’ sampling—snowball sampling is a technique for
developing a research sample population where participants recommend other potential
participants from their own acquaintances.
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Table 1. A Comparative Analysis of Industry and Aboriginal Tenures on the Kwadacha
Traditional Territory.
Attribute
Group
Aboriginal

Attribute

Industry Tenure

Aboriginal Tenure

Aboriginal
rights and title

License and its associated permits may
be varied or suspended if Aboriginal
rights or title are infringed, but may be
restored if proven otherwise.
DM may consult affected Aboriginal
groups. May impose restrictions or
refuse a cutting permit if Aboriginal
rights are infringed <=4 yrs.
Agreement between government and
First Nation agreeing to respect treaty
related measures, interim measures and
economic measures.
1,115,625m3 (Canfor) and 932,500m3
(Abitibi) in Mackenzie TSA.
Competitive auction

Same as Industry

Aboriginal
Consultation
Aboriginal
Licensee
Economic

Resource
Rights
Allocation
Mechanism
Duration
Transferability
Govt. Revenue
Liability

Forest
Management

Cut Control
Termination
and ownership
Legislative
Framework
Management
Plan
Operational
Plan
Reforestation
Protection
Road Building
Felling,
buckling, and
utilization
Cruise and
Appraisal
Reporting

15 years, replaceable

Same as Industry

Same as Industry

53,303m3 in
Mackenzie TSA
Direct allocation
15 years, nonreplaceable
Same as Industry

Ministerial consent in cases of
competition
Stumpage,
annual
rent,
waste
assessments
The government is not liable for actions
of persons acting under the authority of
the license
10% within 5 years
The crown reserves ownership of all
improvements (roads, bridges, etc.).
Forest Act, Forest and Range Practices
Act or FPC.
Required

Same as Industry

Required

Same as Industry

Required
Required
Required
According to operational plan and
ministry specs.

Same as Industry
Same as Industry
Same as Industry
Same as Industry

According to cruise compilation and
design manual, provincial cruising
manual.
Licensee may be required to submit
reports regarding its compliance with
license obligations.

Same as Industry
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An assistant from the community was hired to aid in the recruitment of participants
and to translate and clarify ideas when needed. Prior to conducting the interviews, the
community assistant received training to ensure that the interview format and questions
were clear and to make sure they understood the task that was expected of them. The
interviews were conducted orally, and both structured and open-ended questioning was
used to elicit information. Participants were also asked to record their top priorities on
blank cue cards. This was done to help participants understand the format of the second
stage of data collection and structure their responses accordingly.
From these interviews, 21 concepts (Table 2) were identified, in consultation with
community members, and recorded on cue cards for the participants to use during the
sorting task. The language used in the concept creation was as close to the original
language of those surveyed as possible so that the investigator’s own interpretation of the
expectations did not influence the survey more than necessary.
The second stage of the 3CM method involved 30 representative participants from
the Kwadacha Nation. Participants were chosen, on a volunteer basis, by snowball
sampling and no one that offered to participate was refused. Participants were not
compensated individually, but a community dinner was offered to participants and other
community members. The sorting task began with participants being shown 21 cue cards
each containing one of the values, or expectations for SFM, identified in the initial
survey. Participants were then asked to read and consider each card individually. The
investigator and assistant were on hand to offer any help or explanation. If participants
had difficulties reading or understanding the contents of the card, they were explained to
participants orally. They were then asked to group any concepts that they felt were
related and were invited to omit any card that they did not wish to group, as well as add
any new concept(s) to the groups that they felt had been overlooked. Once the categories
were created the participants were asked to give a name to each group in order to describe
the unifying rationale behind their groupings. Next, participants were asked to rank the
concepts within the categories by placing the cards in order from most important (front
card) to least important (back card) and then attach the cards together with a paper clip.
Finally, participants were asked to place and number the categories in order of
importance (with ‘1’ being most important). Three sets of flash cards were used in this
exercise to allow participants to perform the task simultaneously.
The expectations ranking data were ordinal and therefore non-parametric statistical
tools were used to analyze the data.1 The Friedman (1940) test was used to examine
similarities and differences between the responses from the participants in terms of their
ranking of the 21 expectations. This test indicated differences in ranking of the
expectations within the community. Therefore, we used a Pair-wise Sign Test to establish
the order of importance of the expectations. Upon examination of the Sign test data,2 it
was determined that ranking trends made it practical to divide the expectations into five
categories that reflected their relative importance. In order to do this, the expectations
1

Non-parametric statistical methods are used in cases when nothing is known
about the parameters of the variable of interest in the population. These methods do
not rely on the estimation of parameters, such as the mean or the standard deviation,
of the variable of interest in the population. The Friedman test only indicates
whether there is a statistically significant difference, it does not provide the order of
ranking; the Pair-wise Sign test establishes the order of ranking (importance).
2
Computations and results of all statistical tests discussed in text are available
in Swaak (2008).
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were assigned a numerical ‘points’ value by tallying the number of other expectations
that were ranked significantly higher and lower than the expectation in question. For
every expectation that was found to be higher—remembering this means that it was
considered less important—than the expectation of interest, one ‘point’ was assigned to
that expectation. Conversely, for every value that was significantly lower, or more
important, one ‘point’ was subtracted from that expectation. Based on these point values
the expectations were classified in terms of relative importance as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Ranking for the Kwadacha Nation of Expectations for Sustainable Forest
Management (SFM) on the Kwadacha Traditional territory.
Importance
High
MediumHigh

Expectation








Medium




Medium-Low









Low







Protect Areas of Aboriginal Importance
Protect Water (river, streams and fish)
Maintain Animal Population and Habitat
Incorporate Traditional Knowledge into Forest Management
Government Assistance in Training and Capacity Building
Consult with Aboriginal Peoples to Access Aboriginal Land
Government and Corporate Cooperation with Aboriginal Peoples in
Planning
Map Areas of Spiritual and Cultural Importance and Use the Information
Manage Trees and other Forest Products for the Use of Aboriginal
Peoples, Now and in the Future
Prevent Uncontrolled Access to Traditional Lands by Resident Hunters
Compensation for Areas Damaged by Logging Operations
Education and Training for Youth and Aboriginal Loggers
Continuous Employment from Logging Ventures
Create Special Management Areas in Areas of Aboriginal Importance
Protect the Land from Erosion, Landslides and other Degradation
Assistance with Community Access Road Maintenance and Deactivation
of Roads in Sensitive Areas
Produce, Sell and Manage for other Forest Products
Slow Down Climate Change
Use Alternative Methods of Harvesting
Area-based Tenure
Use Labor Intensive Methods of Vegetation Control

The third component of the survey was to examine Aboriginal, industry and
government perceptions about the meeting of Aboriginal expectations through industry
and First Nations held tenures. Government representatives were selected from tenure
holder foresters, district managers and other forestry professionals from the Mackenzie
branch of the Ministry of Forests. Industry representatives from both Canfor and Abitibi
were selected through snowball sampling among managers and foresters dealing directly
with tenure on the Kwadacha territory. First Nations representatives were selected from
community leaders in forest management and mostly consisted of members of the
Kwadacha Natural Resource Agency.
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First, participants were asked to indicate, using a Likert scale ranging from 1 (fully
met) to 5 (not met at all),3 how they felt each expectation was being met. Second,
respondents were asked to specify the institutions (e.g., tenure agreements or forest
policy) that contributed to or diminished the meeting of these expectations. Third, for
those expectations being met by tenure arrangements, the participants were asked to
specify which aspects/attributes of tenure were important in meeting these expectations
and to rank these attributes from most to least important.
Similar to the ‘expectations data,’ the ‘perceptions data’ were also analyzed using
non-parametric statistics. A Friedman test was conducted to determine whether there
were differences in the perceptions within the different interest groups surveyed: industry
(Canfor and Abitibi), Mackenzie Forest and Range Office and the Kwadacha Nation for
the industry tenures, and the Mackenzie Forest and Range Office and Kwadacha Nation
for the First Nations tenures. Following the Friedman test, Kruskal-Wallis and MannWhitney Wilcoxon tests were used to determine whether there were any differences
between the survey groups’ perceptions.
Once this analysis was completed, the next step was to examine how well First
Nations respondents felt their expectations were being met and what was contributing to
expectations being met, or not met. The mean value of the response on the Likert scale
was used to determine how well, on average, the First Nations participants felt the
expectations were being met. To determine whether tenure, policy or some other
arrangement was affecting whether, or how well, expectations were being met, a nonstatistical analysis was carried out to analyze the data from the responses. Many
participants had difficulty identifying what legislation or other arrangements related to
their expectations might play a role in meeting them. Therefore, the comments were word
searched in order to identify common responses.

Results and Discussion
An examination of Table 1 shows that there are three major differences between industry
and First Nations held tenures on the Kwadacha traditional territory: 1) size of tenure; 2)
replaceability of (or ability to renew tenures); and, 3) the method of allocation of tenure.
The smaller size and application method are advantageous for the community. The
inability to replace/renew existing Aboriginal tenures means that the First Nations access
to resources on their traditional territory is less secure than that of forest industry. An
examination of Kwadacha, industry and government representatives’ perceptions about
current tenure arrangements, indicates no significant differences, indicating a high level
of agreement among Kwadacha, industry and government representatives as to how well
current tenures meet Kwadacha expectations. Therefore, the next step was to examine
those expectations that were identified as being poorly met through current tenures (i.e.,
those with a Likert scale score of 3.5 or higher as seen in Table 3). It is important to note
that none of the expectations of high importance had a ranking of 3.5 or higher. This
means that the most important expectations were at least being somewhat met by current
Kwadacha held tenures. That said, none of the expectations had a Likert scale score of 1,
which means that no expectation was fully met by current Kwadacha held tenures. Two
3

The Likert scale is a psychometric scale and a respondent responding to a
question, using this scale indicates his/er level of achievement/satisfaction on an
ordinal scale.
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expectations were scored as poorly met by both Aboriginal and industry respondents—
Area Based Tenure and Use Alternative Methods of Harvesting. Currently there are no
area-based tenures allocated on the Kwadacha territory. Small scale area-based forest
tenures could be allocated to the community in the form of CFAs, as has been done for
other First Nations. There must, however, be interest from the community to create a
community forest because it involves intensive planning and an application process. The
Kwadacha Nation has not used alternative methods of harvesting on their traditional
territory. The only legal barrier to doing this type of harvesting is that operational plans
must be approved by government; therefore, the government has the right not to approve
plans involving alternate harvesting methods if there are environmental concerns.
Aboriginal respondents indicated that they would like to do more research into alternative
methods of harvesting to determine which methods might be ecologically and
economically viable on the traditional territory. The long hauling distances from the
community to timber markets have made machine clear cut operations a necessity and
would have a profound effect on the profitability of other methods of harvesting.
Additionally, for Kwadacha held tenures both government and Kwadacha respondents
indicated that incorporating traditional knowledge into forest management was mostly
being met. The same respondents indicated, however, this expectation has been poorly
met for industry tenures.

Institutional Arrangements
In examining how an Aboriginal tenure might be designed to meet Kwadacha
expectations, it is crucial to look at existing institutional arrangements that contribute to
meeting those expectations. Some of these institutional arrangements that have been
identified through this study include tenure agreements, legal requirements, company
policy and informal agreements. Expectation-specific institutions are summarized in
Table 3 (pp. 136-137).
It is evident from this analysis that tenure agreements affect Kwadacha
expectations mostly through the requirement that licensees holding tenures adhere to
other legislation governing forest management planning and environmental protection.
There are several types of institutions that contribute to Kwadacha expectations, and
though tenure reforms would make an impact on how expectations are met, this is only a
preliminary step to creating more effective tenure arrangements. Changes to current
tenures to accommodate Kwadacha expectations and attributes of tenure that are
desirable for meeting Kwadacha expectations are needed.
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Table 3. Perceptions about How Aboriginal Expectations for SFM on the Kwadacha
Traditional Territory are Met Through Aboriginal Held Tenures.

Expectation
Protect Areas of
Aboriginal Importance
Protect Water (river,
streams and fish)

Relevant Institutional Arrangements
Tenure, Legal Requirements (FRPA), Company
Policy (FSP), Heritage Conservation Act,
Certification, Partnerships
Tenure, Legal Requirements (FRPA), Federal
Fisheries Act

Average
Likert Scale
Ranking4
FN
2.5

Gov.
2.2

2.5

1.4

Maintain Animal
Populations and Habitat
Incorporate Traditional
Knowledge into Forest
Management
Government Assistance
in Training and Capacity
Building
Consult with Aboriginal
People to Access
Aboriginal Land
Government and
Corporate Cooperation
with Aboriginal People in
Planning
Map Areas of Spiritual
and Cultural Importance
and Use the Information

Tenure, Legal Requirements (FRPA, LRMP,
Species at Risk Act)
SRMPs, Aboriginal Rights and Title

2.2

2.0

1.8

2.2

Forest and Range Opportunities (FRO)

3.2

3.2

Tenure, Legal Responsibility (government),
Company Policy

2.3

1.6

Tenure, Legal Responsibility (FRPA, PPR),
Company Policy

3.2

2.0

Archaeological Impact Assessments (Heritage
Conservation Act), Aboriginal rights and title

2.0

1.6

Manage Trees and other
Forest Products for the
Use of Aboriginal People
Now and in the Future
Prevent Uncontrolled
Access to Traditional
Lands by Resident
Hunters
Compensation for Areas
Damaged by Logging
Operations
Education and Training
for Youth and Aboriginal
loggers

Tenure, Legal Responsibilities (FRPA, PPR,
Aboriginal Rights and Title), SRMPs

2.0

-

Operational Planning

4.6

-

None

3.6

-

Company Policy/Partnership Agreements

3.3

3.0

4
Participants were asked to rank how well current tenure arrangements allow
the Kaska people to meet their expectations for forest management on a scale of 1
(fully met) to 5 (not met at all).
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Continuous Employment
from Logging Ventures

Partnership Agreements, Joint ventures

3.5

2.2

Create Special
Management Areas in
Areas of Aboriginal
Importance
Protect the Land from
Erosion, Landslides and
Other Degradation
Assistance with
Community Access Road
Maintenance and
Deactivation of Roads in
Sensitive Areas
Produce, Sell and
Manage for Other Forest
Products
Slow Down Climate
Change
Use Alternative Methods
of Harvesting
Area-based Tenure

FRPA (Cultural Heritage Resources), Tenure
(SFMPs), Other Agreements

3.0

4.0

Legal Requirement (FRPA), Certification

3.4

2.0

Deactivation (FRPA), Road Maintenance would
require agreement with Gov/Industry

3.4

-

Tenure (CFAs or other area based tenure)

2.2

-

Not Currently Addressed

2.8

3.3

Legislative Framework (FRPA)

4.2

3.5

Tenure, Forest Act

4.7

3.6

Use Labor Intensive
Methods of Vegetation
Control
Protect Forest Health

Legislative Framework (FRPA), Pest
Management Plans

1.6

2.3

Legal requirement (FRPA), Tenure

2.7

2.0

Forest Fire Preparedness
and Prevention Around
Aboriginal Communities

Community/Government Initiatives, was heavily
legislated under FPC

3.8

-

Accommodating Aboriginal Expectations in Forest Tenures
The statistical similarities between government and Kwadacha perceptions about the
ability of Kwadacha-held tenures to meet local expectations shows a high level of
awareness on the part of government about the strengths and weaknesses of these tenures
from the Kwadacha perspective. Comments about Kwadacha expectations made by
government participants also show a deep understanding of challenges and opportunities
with current tenure arrangements. In addition, Ministry of Forests and Range (MFR)
employees accurately expressed most of the concerns of the Kwadacha Nation about
forest management activities on the traditional territory.
One of the biggest challenges on the Kwadacha traditional territory, and possibly
one of the most important factors in meeting the expectations of the Kwadacha Nation, is
to maintain strong working relationships between the First Nation and the Ministry on
Kwadacha traditional territory. These relationships are difficult to maintain for several
reasons; not least of which include high rates of turnover in ministry staff, Chief and
council and KNRA personnel. Blame for this is often placed on the First Nations, but
government, despite these challenges, must identify and acknowledge First Nations
expectations and include them in the planning process in meaningful ways.
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The requirement that First Nations adhere to provincial guidelines for forest
management forces First Nations to manage public resources on their traditional
territories to meet government objectives. Forest tenures that give more decision-making
authority to First Nations, allowing them to manage forests to meet their own objectives,
could represent an initial step in the devolution of authority on the pathway to treaty
settlement.
The results support current literature, which has found the existing tenure system
to be an impediment to the ability of Aboriginal peoples to exercise their Aboriginal
rights and title (Curran and M’Gonigle 1999; Smith and Ross 2002). Smith and Ross
(2002) proposed the creation of an Aboriginal tenure as a temporary solution to this
problem until the treaty process is completed and rights are legally defined. This study
has found evidence that Aboriginal tenures could increase the extent to which Aboriginal
peoples can enjoy the exercise of their rights and title within their traditional territories.
Barring the creation of a new form of Aboriginal tenure, there are some changes,
however, that could be made within the current tenure system that could help to meet
Kwadacha expectations for future forest management in their territory. Recently, there
have been some changes to the government tenure system that have made tenures more
desirable for Aboriginal licensees. Some of these changes were specifically directed at
communities and First Nations (e.g., the creation of CFAs and other tenures designed to
increase economic efficiency for larger operators and Aboriginal licensees). As of 2003,
the appurtenancy requirements obligating major licensees to own and operate a mill were
revoked. Smith and Ross (2002) identified these appurtenancy requirements as being in
conflict with the values and needs of Aboriginal peoples, and recommended their
removal for the benefit of Aboriginal communities seeking forest tenure, which place a
significant financial burden on licensees. Cut control restrictions, which then required the
licensee to cut no less that 90% and no more than 100% of their AAC with a five-year
period, were also relaxed at this time. Although less stringent than in the past, cut control
restrictions continue to force licensees to cut timber even when it is not economical to do
so, or face penalties in order to meet government objectives for fiber supply and
employment. Through their NRFL, the Kwadacha are currently subject to cut control
requirements, putting them at a disadvantage because they are not very well positioned to
absorb these costs. These requirements should be removed for smaller licensees to
eliminate this disadvantage and make tenures more desirable for Aboriginal communities.
Although the ‘take back’ of industry tenures through the Forestry Revitalization
Act has been used to allocate short-term volume based tenures to First Nations, this
opportunity to redistribute tenure could be better realized if long-term, replaceable, areabased tenures were awarded instead. Area-based tenures are tied to a specific area of
land, like Aboriginal people themselves, and are a more desirable alternative to volumebased tenures as they allow Aboriginal peoples the opportunity to manage a certain area
of land in their traditional territory to meet their own objectives. The current tenure
system allows for ’99-year CFAs,’ which are desirable for Aboriginal communities
because they provide long-term access to timber and resource security to encourage
investment in the land.
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Attributes of Aboriginal Tenure
Since the reasons why tenure agreements between First Nations and the Crown often fail
are complex, any kind of Aboriginal tenure created for British Columbia would have to
be flexible and be adaptable enough to accommodate the vast differences in priorities for
forest management for different First Nations. There continue to be serious challenges
with capacity and communication that have impeded the success of Aboriginal held
tenures in the Kwadacha traditional territory. Looking outside the current tenure system
to identify attributes of Aboriginal tenure that can work within this complex system and
address capacity challenges is warranted.
Currently the annual allowable cut (AAC) on Aboriginal traditional territories for
Aboriginal licensees in British Columbia is determined based on western science and
government objectives for forest management. In many cases these government
objectives are not in line with Aboriginal values. Therefore we propose that AAC for
Aboriginal tenure holders be determined jointly by the chief forester and the community
so that the needs and cultural values of the community are incorporated into the AAC.
This method of determining AAC is proposed in order to ensure that the AAC is both
economically and culturally viable and fits with community needs and aspirations.
Planning requirements for Aboriginal licensees should also be developed jointly
by Aboriginal peoples and government representatives. Aboriginal licensees should not
be subject to the same planning requirements as large companies that have different
values and objectives and have greater access to capital to facilitate complex planning
processes. These planning requirements should be designed to reflect local education
levels, and be transparent and use appropriate language in order to promote rather than
hinder local participation. Planning requirements should also reflect Aboriginal
understandings of forest management and allow other sources of knowledge, particularly
Aboriginal forest knowledge, to be incorporated into planning as appropriate. Scholars
like Hobley and Shields (2000), have stated that the government of British Columbia
needs to change their relationship with First Nations to one of trust. The first step in this
process is to believe that Aboriginal peoples can sustain the forest resources on which
they have depended and for which they have been responsible for generations
Additionally, Aboriginal tenures need to include incentives for establishing
Aboriginal businesses and encourage investment in forestry operations to remove the
economic disadvantages faced by Aboriginal licenses relative to larger companies. One
of the most difficult aspects of managing small community forest tenures is raising
sufficient capital to commence operations. Government incentives for investment in local
forestry operations, like tax breaks or reinvesting and directing stumpage dollars to the
community, could be incorporated into tenure agreements to eliminate some of the risk
and create a climate of investment in forest tenures by Aboriginal peoples. Smaller
operations like those run by Aboriginal licensees are disadvantaged by higher fixed costs
related to economies of scale and so lowering stumpage fees for small operators should
be explored.
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To summarize, desirable attributes of Aboriginal tenures on the Kwadacha
traditional territory include:
1) area-based tenures;
2) replaceable long-term licenses;
3) AACs not subject to cut controls that reflect cultural and economic values;
4) planning requirements that reflect local values, knowledge and education;
5) investments in infrastructure that provide direct benefit to the community;
6) a transparent application process; and,
7) respect for Aboriginal rights and title.

Conclusions
While the Forestry Revitalization Act and New Relationship Policy of the Province may
have increased Aboriginal access to tenure and reduced some of the impediments to
tenure access in the Kwadacha traditional territory, some fundamental difficulties remain.
State ideology remains embedded in these new institutions preventing real change from
occurring. The determination of AAC has not changed to accommodate Aboriginal
values, although the relaxation of cut control has relieved some of the strain on
Aboriginal resource managers. Short-term, non-renewable licenses issued to First Nations
under the New Relationship have not increased the exercise of Aboriginal rights and title,
but have only served the government’s own economic agenda by collecting more
stumpage fees for mountain pine beetle killed timber. Despite theoretical and practical
evidence that devolution of resource management to local authorities can work to
alleviate poverty and promote economic self-efficiency (Edmonds and Wollenberg 2003),
the lack of trust between government and First Nations, and the lack of faith in the ability
of Aboriginal peoples to assume management responsibilities for their traditional
territories, prevents devolution from occurring at even a basic level when forest tenures
are awarded.
Both effective communication between government and First Nations and
participatory decision-making are necessary in the creation and management of tenures
that meet the needs of First Nations. In fact, lack of communication among the
community, the MFR and the timber industry is possibly the single greatest impediment
to meeting Kwadacha expectations for forest management in their traditional territory.
Communication between and among parties is crucial because changes to forest tenure
and institutional arrangements need to be made at both the administrative and local level
through participatory processes. Forest tenures should be empowering, economically
viable and environmental sustainable for Aboriginal peoples rather than a vehicle that
sets them up to fail.
Industry tenures and recent Supreme Court decisions require that Aboriginal rights
and title not be infringed. However, a fundamental problem exists that on public land, the
government and sometimes even companies are allowed to define Aboriginal rights
themselves and decide whether an infringement has occurred. Aboriginal peoples need to
be engaged in planning processes on their traditional territories at an early stage rather
than after decisions have been made in order for their rights and interests to be
accommodated. The government must ensure that communication is effective and
transparent so that community members can understand the process and participate in it
to their benefit.
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This study has found that some changes to the current forest tenure system could
be made to address these issues and create tenures that are more appropriate to Aboriginal
interests (e.g., eliminating cut control and awarding area-based tenures). There are some
issues, however, that cannot be addressed through small modifications to existing tenures.
To address these issues we recommend that government and Aboriginal communities
work together to create an Aboriginal tenure to specifically meet Aboriginal needs. These
Aboriginal tenures should be area-based and linked to traditional territories and
governance. The license agreements should be long-term and replaceable (renewable) to
provide resource security and encourage investment. The AAC should be both
economically and culturally viable, not to mention environmentally sustainable. Tenure
application processes should be transparent such that they do not exclude Aboriginal
interests. The government should provide incentives for investment and stumpage should
reflect the costs associated with managing the license. Perhaps most importantly, forest
management planning practices should be created jointly by the government and
Aboriginal peoples in order to reflect local values and knowledge while respecting the
rights and title of Aboriginal peoples.
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Chapter Nine
Evaluation of Two Forest Governance Models Based on
Stellat'en First Nation Goals
Sarah Weber, Ron Trosper, and Thomas Maness
Introduction
The Stellat'en First Nation, British Columbia, seeks ‘reconciliation’ of its rights to govern
its lands, which it has occupied since time immemorial, with those of the province. This
chapter explores two proposed alternative governance structures for reconciliation: 1) a
Community Ecosystem Trust, and 2) a Land Use Planning model. Both alternatives are
evaluated in terms of goals and objectives identified by the Stellat'en people and are
found to provide ways for the satisfaction of the Stellat'en goals, which challenge
Stellat'en First Nation to consider the advantages of each.
The purpose of this chapter is to contribute to the discussion and identification of
forest tenure and governance institutions congruent with Aboriginal values, rights,
interests and aspirations. The chapter focuses on the perspective of Stellat’en First
Nation, a Carrier people whose traditional territory is located in central British
Columbia.1 Stellat’en goals and objectives were applied to evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of four alternative tenure and governance models,2 two of which are analyzed
in detail in this paper: the Community Ecosystem Trust and the Gitanyow Land Use
Planning approach.

1
We acknowledge and thank the entire Stellat’en community for their work in
sharing and articulating their vision and insights. The research reported in this paper
is part of a larger SFM Network funded project titled “A Participatory Approach to
Aboriginal Tenure Reform in Canada,” led by Principle Investigator Dr. David
Natcher. This project looked at three case studies across Canada—Innu Nation, the
Kaska Tribal Council and the Carrier Sekani Tribal Council. Lee-Johnson (2008)
was also part of the larger project and provides an in depth examination of
Stellat’en’s internal governance structures, with an emphasis on reconciling
traditional and contemporary systems.
2
The other two models, British Columbia Community Forest Agreements and
American Aboriginal Reservations, are described and analyzed in detail in Weber
(2008). The former model did not rank highly because it involves a small land area
and continues to be subject to extensive control by the BC Ministry of Forests,
which favours industrial goals; the latter because of the Federal Government
exercising unbalanced authority under a ‘trusteeship’ model. The problem derives
not from the trust model itself, but from the federal government’s conflict of interest
in serving both Indigenous and non-Indigenous interests.
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Stellat’en Community and Context
Stellat’en are a Carrier people whose traditional territory is an integral part of a forested
land base in central British Columbia. Prior to European contact, the Stellat’en were
semi-nomadic, moving throughout their territory in a pattern of seasonal rounds (Brown
2002). Beginning in the late 1800s, the arrival of European settlers brought profound
changes. Similar to the experience of other First Nations, the Stellat’en people were
placed onto reserves allotted by the colonial government. The community now lives on
the Stellako Reserve, 160 km west of Prince George and is a member community of the
Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (CSTC). To this day, fishing, hunting, trapping and
gathering are important to the Stellat’en culture and way of life, and are blended with
participation in the modern economy.
The Stellat’en have occupied their territory since time immemorial. Contrary to
what might be indicated through the BC government’s assertion of title, Stellat’en have
never surrendered their land through conquest, treaty or any other legal means to any
foreign government (CSTC 2007). The integrity of the traditional land base is currently
threatened by logging, hydro development and mining, which negatively impact the
nation while providing them little in the way of benefits. The territory is also being
impacted by a large scale mountain pine beetle infestation. Today, Stellat’en are
determined to work with co-existence and co-management partnerships to rebuild the
nation’s economic self-determination and self-sufficiency. In particular, they are trying to
regain a foothold in the regional forest economy.

Evaluation Methods of Alternative Tenure and Governance Models
The tenure and governance models are evaluated based on criteria developed through
community-based research with the Stellat’en First Nation, and represent the unique
perspectives of the Stellat’en community. Information gathered in workshops and
interviews was consolidated into a list of goals and objectives and is presented in Table
1.3 The ‘goals’ represent the nation’s fundamental overarching purposes for the tenure
and governance system. Each ‘goal’ is underpinned by a series of ‘objectives’ which
articulate in greater detail the goal’s intention. The list of goals and objectives were then
used as an evaluation guide to assess the relative merits of the two tenure and governance
models. For both models, each objective was given a score based on the evaluation rubric
illustrated in Table 2. The results of the authors’ assessment were presented to Stellat’en
at a community feedback workshop. The final scores reflect adjustments made based on
the Stellat’en feedback.

3
A full description of Stellat’en goals and objectives, as well as explanation of
the methods used in developing them are presented in Chapter 2 and Appendix 1 of
Weber (2008). Each objective is further broken down in to a series of ‘means’ or
practical actions.
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Table 1. Stellat’en Goals and Objectives for Forest Tenure and Governance.
Goal 1: Protect Stellat’en Traditional Territory for Future Generations
Objectives
1.1 Stellat’en have a high level of decision making authority in forestland
management
1.2 Stellat’en have a leadership role in stewardship of forestlands in the traditional
territory
1.3 Recognize and respect Aboriginal rights and title
1.4 Explicitly consider future generations in policies and decision making
1.5 Adopt a holistic approach to forest management
1.6 Protect ecosystem integrity
Goal 2: Protect Stellat’en Culture
Objectives
2.1 Protect Stellat’en cultural forest values
2.2 Value non-commercial uses of land
2.3 Involve traditional leaders and elders in early stages of planning
2.4 Implement Stellat’en stewardship principles in forest management
2.5 Protect Stellat’en access to and use of land and resources in the traditional
territory
2.6 Include cultural and traditional knowledge in management, planning and
decision making
2.7 Provide opportunities for government, industry, local communities and
stakeholders to learn Stellat’en culture
Goal 3: Support Stellat’en Economic Self-Determination
Objectives
3.1 Support viable Stellat’en forest based economic ventures (timber and nontimber based)
3.2 Support Stellat’en livelihoods
3.3. Ensure allocated land base/harvest rights can sustainably support the Stellat’en
community
3.4 Ensure Stellat’en people benefit economically from sustainable resource
development in the traditional territory
3.5 Compensate Stellat’en for impacts
3.6 Support Stellat’en capacity building
3.7 Promote a healthy local economy
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Table 2. Evaluation Rubric.
Score
Yes
No
Somewhat
n/a

Explanation
Objective is strongly supported by model
Objective is not supported
Objective is somewhat supported
The objective does not apply to this model

The Community Ecosystem Trust Model
Introduction to Trust Law
A trust is a specific legal device inherited from the English law of equity.4 “Within the
law of equity, a trust arises when property is owned by a person, called a trustee, who is
obliged to hold and manage it for the benefit of others, called the beneficiaries”
(Overstall 2004:201-202). The idea of a trust has been presented by multiple authors as a
possible means to facilitate effective forest management decision making and the
integrated management of multiple resources (e.g., Burda et al. 1997; Clogg, Hoberg and
O’Carroll 2004; Clogg 2001; M’Gonigle et al. 2001; Overstall 2004; Wagner 2003). The
basic concept of a trust is simple. Three parties are involved—grantors,5 trustees and
beneficiaries. Grantors are parties with a ‘title’ interest in property. Grantors place their
property interests (whatever those may be) into a trust, to be managed by trustees
according to clearly stated purposes and terms (expressed in the trust instrument), for the
benefit of clearly identified beneficiaries. Beneficiaries can include current residents as
well as future generations and even non-humans. Trustees are bound by a duty of
‘undivided loyalty’ (Fairfax and Guenzler 2001) to the beneficiaries, and are legally
required to make decisions consistent with the trust terms and purposes. Trusts are
flexible instruments and, within this basic structure, can vary significantly depending on
the trust purpose and context.
Trust law is guided by five widely recognized, general principles: clarity,
accountability, enforceability, perpetuity and prudence. “Trust law requires that the
purposes of the trust be clear and unambiguous” (Fairfax and Guenzler 2001).6 The
practical outcome of the ‘clarity’ principle is illustrated by Souder and Fairfax (1996:276)
in their analysis of United States state trust land management. The authors found that:

4

Equity is “a discretionary power given to judges since medieval times to do
justice in particular cases where application of the strict rules of the common law
would cause unfair hardship” (Overstall 2004:201).
5
The grantor is also called the settlor, donor, creator or trustor. While ‘settlor’
is the most commonly used term, this word can be confused with ‘settler,’ such as
the ‘settlers’ who came and settled Aboriginal lands. Aboriginal peoples may object
to being referred to as ‘settlors,’ so the term ‘grantors’ is used here instead.
6
Fairfax and Guenzler (2001:28) elaborate on the principle of clarity. “Clarity
does not require that the trust purpose be minutely described. Generally, the purpose
does not enumerate specific activities that would achieve the trust purposes. The
trustees are given discretion to interpret trust purposes in the light of emerging needs
and changing conditions.”
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…the distinction between trust land management and federal land
management lies in the specificity of the trust goals. Unlike the very vague
‘multiple use’ mandate that guides management of United States Forest
Service lands, state trust lands are managed to achieve specific goals.
In terms of sustainable management, “these goals enable state trust land managers to be
uncommonly clear about what they must sustain” (Souder and Fairfax 1996:277). Clarity
of goals facilitates the second trust principle, that of accountability. Trustees must keep
strict records for disclosure to beneficiaries. In turn, such records make monitoring and
enforcement possible. Enforcement is also facilitated by the clarity of trust goals, which
enable auditors to evaluate whether the trust purposes were achieved. While trust
agreements themselves are not necessarily perpetual,7 the principle of perpetuity obliges
trustees to maintain the productive capacity of the trust property (Souder and Fairfax
1996). Furthermore, “the trustee is not allowed to prefer any generation of beneficiaries
over any other” (Fairfax 1999:16). Finally, trustees are expected to act with ‘prudence.’
Although trusts have most commonly been used in the management of monies,
they can also be applied to the care of lands and waters. In British Columbia, trusts have
been used in a variety of land management contexts. One example, the Babine Watershed
Monitoring Trust was established in 2005 to support “planning and funding of impartial
effectiveness and implementation monitoring of public land use plans and related natural
resource management activities in the Babine Watershed” (Babine Watershed Monitoring
Trust Agreement 2005, Section 4.1.1). Another instance, the Islands Trust, sets out to
“preserve and protect the trust area and its unique amenities and environment for the
benefit of the residents of the trust area and of British Columbia” (Islands Trust Act
1996). Clogg, Hoberg and O’Carroll (2004) identify trusts as a ‘powerful legal
instrument’ to be considered in implementation of ecosystem-based management on the
Central Coast. Furthermore, the recent Community Forest Program Review report
suggested that a land trust could be examined in a recommended study on the structure of
alternative tenure arrangements for community forests (Meyers Norris Penny and Enfor
2006:27).
Trusts have long been used in United States as an institutional structure to manage
the assets of school trust lands (Souder and Fairfax 1996). The U.S. government is now
considering expanding their use to the management and governance of federal
forestlands. In their 1998 report, the Idaho Federal Lands Task Force “recommended
development of pilot projects to test three new approaches to federal land management:
the collaborative model, the cooperative model and the trust land-management model”
(Federal Lands Task Force website; Federal Lands Task Force Working Group 2000).
One proposed pilot project, the Central Idaho Ecosystem Trust, would follow a trust law
management framework in order to “restore vegetation to desired ecological conditions
while meeting social needs.” Another pilot, the Twin Falls/Cassia Resource Enhancement
Trust, would use a ‘trust management’ approach aimed at sustainable economic activity
and enhanced ecological conditions (Federal Lands Task Force website; Federal Lands
Task Force Working Group 2000; Wagner 2003).
7
“A trust might be liquidated, for example, at the instruction of the trustor…
when the purposes for which the trust was established are achieved. The trust
purposes can also be changed or the trust terminated if the purpose for which the
trust was established is no longer reasonable” (Souder and Fairfax 1996:3).
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Analysis of the Community Ecosystem Trust
This analysis will focus on the Community Ecosystem Trust (CET),8 a specific trust
proposal which seeks to support ecosystem-based management and ground decision
making and benefits with local communities. According to its authors, the Community
Ecosystem Trust is “a comprehensive vehicle to address concerns about sustainability,
community development, and First Nations accommodation” (M’Gonigle et al. 2001).
The main features (as envisioned by Burda et al. 1997 and M’Gonigle et al. 2001) are as
follows:
 Legislation is enacted by the provincial government, enabling the creation of a
trust as a new intermediary land status recognizing both Crown and
Aboriginal title.
 Grantors include the provincial (and possibly federal) Crown and Aboriginal
peoples.
 Land management authority is devolved from the province to a Community
Management Authority (CMA) under specified conditions.
 The CMA is the trustee and governance body of the community trust. The
composition of the CMA reflects the whole community within the trust land
base and includes both First Nations and non-First Nations trustees.
 Beneficiaries include the people residing in the trust area (First Nations and
non-First Nations), their future generations and possibly, the people of BC.
 A Provincial Trust Charter sets out overarching purposes that serve as
parameters for all local trust charters. Purposes include the reconciliation of
Crown and Aboriginal title, management according to ecosystem-based
principles, participatory and democratic decision-making processes and
equitable community economic development.
 A Community Trust Charter (or local charter) details standards and objectives
at the local level and is defined by individual communities to suit local
conditions and needs.
 The CMA is not a tenure holder, but rather an autonomous body responsible
for setting, monitoring and enforcing management principles and standards
which all tenure holders operating within the trust land base must comply
with.
 The CMA establishes allowable cut levels, allocates and regulates licences
and sets the conditions for tenure holders within the trust area. The
government could also be involved, but mainly in a technical support
capacity.
 The creation of a trust may not change the existing pattern of tenure holders
and allocation, but requires licensees to uphold the conditions of the trust or
have their tenures reallocated.
 The trust would change the flow of revenues, with an emphasis on benefits
flowing to local trust beneficiaries: “Subject to an agreed level of contribution
to the province, a significant level of public economic rents (i.e., stumpage)

8
The Community Ecosystem Trust was proposed by Burda et al. 1997 and
M’Gonigle et al. 2001.
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will remain in the community and will be directed toward management and
reinvestment in the land base” (Burda et al. 1997:103).
The duration of the trust agreement is determined by the grantors at the outset.
Both grantors and beneficiaries retain the right to terminate the trust
agreement should the trustees fail to manage in accordance with it (M’Gonigle
et al. 2001:40).
The CET arrangement would provide First Nations with co-management
jurisdiction in the entire traditional territory or whatever portion of the
territory they chose to place into trust status.

Evaluation of the Community Ecosystem Trust and Protection of the Stellat’en
Traditional Territory
The CET proposal has strong potential to support the Stellat’en goal of protecting the
traditional territory for future generations, addressing all six Stellat’en objectives in this
regard.
Authority and Stewardship—In this model, the Stellat’en would essentially have cojurisdictional decision-making authority for the entire traditional territory, or whatever
portion of it they chose to place into trust status. Stellat’en would have a key role in
setting and enforcing the terms and purposes for the trust and creating strategic
management plans to guide all resource management activities. As trustees, they would
be involved in the determination of harvest levels and allocation of new harvesting rights.
Likewise, the CET would support a Stellat’en role in stewardship of the traditional
territory in terms of both setting and monitoring land management standards.
Establishment of the trust would ensure that all licensees acted in accordance with the
new trust policy objectives.
Rights and Title—Trusts are a potential vehicle to legally support recognition and
accommodation of Aboriginal rights and title through a process of reconciliation. While
each grantor (i.e., party with a ‘title’ interest in land) puts their interest in property into
the trust, it is not necessary to agree on the specific characteristics of each grantor’s
interest. The main point is that the grantors agree to combine their interests in the trust, to
be managed in an agreed upon way, to benefit clearly identified beneficiaries. The trust
allows grantors to disagree on the details of the delineation of title, while agreeing on
how the trust lands will be managed,9 a viable interim solution while the details of title
are resolved in other forums. The CET proposal goes further by explicitly specifying the
reconciliation of Crown and Aboriginal Title as its central purpose. Furthermore,
recognition of the constitutional priority of Aboriginal rights is compatible with the
overarching CET objective of community equity (M’Gonigle et al. 2001:53).

9

Perhaps the closest working example of such an arrangement in British
Columbia is the Gwaii Haanas Agreement between the Government of Canada and
the Council of the Haida Nation regarding management of Gwaii Haanas/South
Moresby. In this agreement, “the parties maintain viewpoints regarding the
Archipelago that converge with respect to objectives concerning the care, protection
and enjoyment of the Archipelago… and diverge with respect to sovereignty, title or
ownership” (Gwaii Haanas Agreement 1993).
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The issue remains, however, of how a trust would interact with current treaty
negotiations. Once a trust is established, it may not be politically feasible to remove
portions of it for treaty settlement lands. It is not clear whether, upon entering the trust
agreement, a First Nation is foreclosing on the possibility of having some lands
designated as title lands. Due to the province’s limited ‘land selection’ policy, some First
Nations may prefer an opportunity for co-jurisdiction across their entire territory rather
than a small area of fee simple lands awarded under the current treaty process.
Nevertheless, the question of which path is preferable and the uncertainty of impacts on
land claims will be critical factors influencing a First Nation’s willingness to place their
lands into a trust. Another question is whether a trust is the appropriate place to work out
matters of title and governance. In this regard, perhaps trusts are more applicable to BC
First Nations not engaged in treaty negotiations.
Future Generations—The CET is particularly effective in addressing ‘consideration of
future generations.’ The identification of future generations as beneficiaries gives them
legal standing and protection. Furthermore, since trustees are legally required to manage
according to terms set out in the charter, they are not to be influenced by parties with
short-term time horizons (such as elected governments and various interest groups).
Consideration of future generations is also consistent with the trust principle of
perpetuity, which supports a long-term view.
Holistic Management and Ecosystem Integrity—Stellat’en goals of supporting holistic
management10 and protecting ecosystem integrity are consistent with the overarching
CET purposes, which emphasize management according to ecosystem-based principles.
The provincial trust charter would require that all local charters be consistent with the
purpose of protecting ecosystem integrity through ecosystem-based management (e.g.,
Scientific Panel for Sustainable Forest Practices in Clayoqwuot Sound 1995a). Details as
to how the ecosystem would be protected at the local level (e.g., habitat protection,
harvest methods) would need to be negotiated and established among the Stellat’en
grantors and other parties. Since the proposed CET supports management on a smaller
scale (i.e., at community level as opposed to through centralized provincial
bureaucracies) it may enable the flexibility and level of detail necessary for holistic
management (M’Gonigle et al. 2001).
Protection of the Stellat’en Culture—Almost all aspects of the CET have the potential
to support and protect Stellat’en culture, which is consistent with the objectives of the
overarching CET legislation, such as the reconciliation of Crown and Aboriginal title and
the protection of Aboriginal rights. Specific provisions for consideration of Stellat’en
cultural values, stewardship principles and access to land can be written in to the local
10
To Stellat’en people, holistic management means to recognize connectivity
in the forest ecosystem and value all aspects of the forest, not just the timber.
Community members explained that “you can’t harvest only one resource” because
“everything affects one another,” highlighting the connection between forests and
water flows in rivers and streams. Stellat’en indicated protection of the forest itself
as a main priority. Protection of forest integrity includes protecting biodiversity and
wildlife habitat, prohibiting pesticides and herbicides, harvesting only what the land
can sustain and ensuring adequate reforestation and rehabilitation, including
medicine plants and plants needed by wildlife, not just trees.
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trust charter, a legal document ensuring such features are protected across the traditional
territory and respected by all parties. The CET could support Stellat’en culture and the
involvement of traditional leaders and elders in forest management planning and decision
making because traditional forms of Aboriginal governance would have a key place in
implementing the overarching trust purpose of supporting participatory decision-making
(M’Gonigle et al. 2001:42). Traditional leaders and elders could also influence the terms
of the trust charter and provide oversight of trustee management decisions. Similarly, use
of traditional and cultural knowledge are consistent with the CET intent and could be
stipulated in both provincial and community charters.
The CET would strengthen the possibility of implementing Stellat’en stewardship
principles. The local scale and community-based decision structure of the trust promotes
decision makers’ awareness of the consequences of their actions. This increases the
chance that people will uphold the Stellat’en principle of ‘take only what you need.’ The
overarching objective of managing based on ecosystem principles is also consistent with
the principle of ‘respect for the earth.’
Finally, the CET provides rich opportunities for inter-cultural learning as the trust
provides a forum for nurturing long-term relationships and ongoing interaction at the
community level. Starting from a basis of accepting Aboriginal title and rights supports
the creation of positive relationships and increases the opportunity for mutual learning
rather than adversarial bargaining.
Community Ecosystem Trust and Stellat’en Economic Self-Determination
The CET provides support for the Stellat’en goal of economic self-determination in a
variety of ways. Most significant in this respect are the overarching CET objective of
community economic development and the clear definition of beneficiaries for resource
activities in the trust area. The trust provides a framework in which Stellat’en business
ventures (Objective 3.1), employment (Objective 3.2), traditional livelihoods (Objective
3.2) and capacity building (Objective 3.6) could be supported. It also supports the local
economy (Objective 3.7) by encouraging benefits from resource harvesting to remain in
the local area. For example, implementation of the trust would require changes to the
flow of resource revenues, likely leading to lower stumpage rates for community tenures
and a greater portion of revenues returned to communities. On the other hand, it is not
clear how benefits to Stellat’en would be balanced with those to other beneficiaries. The
balance would need to be negotiated and clearly spelled out in the local trust charter.
Recognition of the Constitutional priority of Aboriginal rights would be a guiding
principle.
Conclusions Regarding the Community Ecosystem Trust
The Community Ecosystem Trust model appears to have strong potential to provide a
basis for sustainable resource management that is in congruence with the Stellat’en
vision. The trust raises Stellat’en authority to a co-jurisdictional level, fosters long-term
thinking by explicitly requiring consideration of future generations and enables Stellat’en
to play a leading role in setting management objectives and standards. Furthermore,
Stellat’en authority could extend over the entire land base of the traditional territory,
rather than be limited to small portions as per BC’s treaty negotiation policy. Despite
these strengths, the success of the trust for Stellat’en will depend largely on the degree to
which their goals are specifically written into the provincial and local trust charters. Since
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the trust could not be established without Stellat’en consent as grantors, its likelihood of
reflecting their values and interests is high.
Four aspects of the proposed Community Ecosystem Trust do not entirely address
Stellat’en aspirations. First, the trust might have to be combined with a reallocation of
existing harvesting rights, to make room for a viable Stellat’en forest tenure within the
trust area. As noted by Clogg (2001), reforms that shift decision-making authority
regarding how and where forest use should occur, without altering existing licences to
harvest timber should be seen as only part of the picture. Secondly, success will depend
on Stellat’en willingness to share decision making authority with local non-First Nation
communities. Third, as described, the CET is largely focused on legislation and policy at
the provincial level. In contrast, most Stellat’en feel that, due to the federal government’s
fiduciary duty, agreements need to be made on a tripartite basis or even focus exclusively
on the federal Crown and Stellat’en. To address this concern, the CET model could be
modified to include greater federal government involvement. Fourth, and perhaps most
importantly, once Stellat’en place their land in a trust, it may not be politically feasible to
remove it for the purpose of treaty settlement lands. Uncertainty surrounding the potential
size and location of successful land claims—in relation to the potential for cojurisdictional authority across the whole land base—may affect the willingness of the
Stellat’en to grant lands in to a trust.
If, for whatever reason, Stellat’en decide they are not ready to support the specific
CET proposal, general trust law and principles could still be valuable tools to support
their values and aspirations. For example, Overstall (2004) describes a co-management
trust based on reconciliation of Aboriginal and Crown interests at a provincial or federal,
as opposed to a community level. He goes on to suggest that a trust could provide “an
interface between the communitarian kinship of Aboriginal societies and the liberal
democracy of Crown sovereignty.” Such a trust “would allow information and
obligations to flow both ways, ensuring mutual accountability without imposing
inappropriate western governance structures on Aboriginal communities, (while) space
would be created to allow community members to develop their own governance
structures” (Overstall 2004:201-202). Similarly, M’Gonigle et al. (2001) comment that “a
properly constituted trust operates as a useful instrument for recreating a contemporary
‘common property’ regime.”
As explained earlier, numerous authors have proposed consideration of the trust
legal instrument in the context of resource management in BC. Despite this support, the
concept thus far has remained on the periphery of the BC forest policy discourse. The
foregoing analysis indicates that trusts deserve serious consideration by all parties as a
potential solution to the issues at hand.

Gitanyow Land Use Planning Model
Overview
The Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs have clearly articulated an innovative vision for the
resolution of First Nations concerns regarding forest management and governance. The
Gitanyow Forestry Agreement reflects many aspects of their vision and has been
described as one of the most progressive First Nations forestry agreements in the
province (Parfitt 2007; G. Williams pers. comm. 2007).11 Although not all aspects of the
11

Many thanks to Chief Glenn Williams of Gitanyow.
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Gitanyow vision have been implemented at this time, many aspects are included in their
August 2006 Forestry Agreement with the province. For the purpose of this analysis, the
Gitanyow vision as a whole is considered, including those elements that are not yet in
place.
The Gitanyow First Nation traditional territory is located in the mid-Nass River
watershed, including the Upper Kitwanga and Upper Kispiox rivers (Gitanyow
Hereditary Chiefs 2006).12 While the ecology of the Gitanyow territory is quite different
from that of Stellat’en, the impacts of development on the people and land are almost
identical. The Gitanyow have had limited involvement in the development of their
territories and many sacred and traditional use sites have been destroyed by logging.
Resources are extracted with no economic benefit to the First Nation and community
members cannot use the land to support themselves and uphold their traditional
obligations (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs 2006).
The Gitanyow vision includes a package of components to address the array of
issues at hand. Key elements include the co-existence of Gitanyow and Crown title,
sustainable land and resource use for the entire traditional territory, the creation of a
sound economic climate and the exercise of Gitanyow rights to economic benefits from
their territories (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs 2006). The process of joint land use
planning is a central thread that ties the components together.
Gitanyow goals of sustainable use and a sound economic base are to be developed
through joint land use planning. Two separate processes are being utilized—a Landscape
Unit Plan (LUP) for Gitanyow House Territories within the Kispiox and Cranberry
Timber Supply Areas and a Sustainable Resource Management Plan (SRMP) for
Gitanyow’s northern territories in the Kalum Forest District (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs
2006). Once these plans are complete, BC and Gitanyow will work with the Integrated
Land Management Bureau (ILMB) to merge the objectives jointly developed through the
two plans to encompass the whole of the Traditional Territory (Gitanyow Forestry
Agreement 2006, Section 4.2).13 The joint land use plans are being developed in
partnership between Gitanyow, the BC Ministry of Forests (MoF), the ILMB and forest
licensees.
A Joint Resources Council (JRC) has been established in order to facilitate
“cooperative planning to address Gitanyow’s Aboriginal Interests at the appropriate level
of Crown land use planning” (Gitanyow Forestry Agreement 2006, Section 6.1). The JRC
provides a regular forum for ongoing consultation, plan implementation and resolution of
issues. The Council consists of two Gitanyow and two Ministry of Forests representatives
(one each from the Kalum and Skeena-Stikine forest districts).
Gitanyow’s goal is for the joint land use plans to accommodate Gitanyow interests,
values and vision for the future. The LUP protects important house resources and
traditional use areas, ensures sustainable use and provides an opportunity for education
on the Gitanyow system of land ownership. The plan designates old growth management
areas (OGMAs) and protected areas for wildlife habitat within each house territory. A
12
Although the traditional territory of the Gitanyow lies just west of traditional
territory of the Athapaskan speaking Stellat’en, the Gitanyow are a Tsimshian
speaking peoples, more closer related to other Gitxsan and other coastal peoples
13
This analysis focuses on information regarding the draft Cranberry/Kispiox
Landscape Unit Plan (LUP) and may not reflect the final outcome following
integration with the SRMP and consultation with other parties.
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Forest Ecosystem Network (FEN) provides a wildlife corridor, protects valley bottom
riparian habitats and includes the majority of traditional use sites. The LUP also contains
management units with a specific focus on the protection of water resources, including
protection of community watersheds and the headwater areas of the Hanna and Tintina
Creek watersheds (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs 2006; G. Williams, pers. comm. 2007).
Gitanyow hope to have the joint land use plans established as higher level plans.
Under this status the plans would guide all ministries responsible for land use and
resource allocation within the Gitanyow territory. This element of their vision is
supported by the Gitanyow Forestry Agreement, which states that “the appropriate
government agency will consider enabling the SRMP objectives once Gitanyow and the
respective government agency have reached consensus on those objectives” in Section
4.3 of the Gitanyow Forestry Agreement (2006).
The Gitanyow vision also contains a significant economic component that includes
capacity funding for participation in land use planning, restoration monies to rehabilitate
the territories from past logging damages, revenue sharing based on the amount of timber
harvested from their territories and cash payment in lieu of tenure. In addition to the
government’s standard forest tenure and revenue sharing offer (in Forest and Range
Agreements and Forest and Range Opportunities),14 elements in Gitanyow’s Forestry
Agreement include the provision of capacity funding and $2 million dollars for
reforestation and enhancement activities, which will also provide seasonal jobs for
Gitanyow (Gitanyow Forestry Agreement 2006:6).
In summary, the model will increase Gitanyow influence on land uses in House
territories, provide agreement on protection areas, enable early Gitanyow involvement in
strategic planning, provide resources for capacity building and their own source revenue
to support social, traditional and modern obligations as well as recognition and respect
for Gitanyow rights, traditional law and territories (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs 2006).
The model illustrates the merits of joint land use planning as a method for reconciling
diverse values and accommodating Aboriginal rights.
Evaluation of the Gitanyow Model for the Protection of Stellat’en Territory
The Gitanyow model contains many elements that support Stellat’en objectives regarding
protection of the traditional territory. Through the joint land use planning process,
Gitanyow have significantly increased decision making authority with regards to resource
management in their traditional territory. The process provides a mechanism for
participation in strategic level planning and the implementation of Gitanyow values on
the landscape, with the nation being intimately involved in determining values and areas
on the land base to be protected. The Gitanyow vision is to have the strategic plan
objectives legally established as Higher Level Plans (HLP) (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs
2006), which would ensure that all operational plans and the actions of all parties within
the territory are consistent with the Gitanyow vision as articulated in the HLP. While
some work remains to be done regarding implementation mechanisms, the province has
agreed to consider enabling some plan objectives through legislation (Gitanyow Forestry
Agreement 2006, section 4.3). In the interim, “BC and Gitanyow agree to encourage
14
The short comings of Forest and Range Agreements and Forest and Range
Opportunities are described by numerous authors (e.g., Title and Rights Alliance
2004; Parfitt 2007; Forsyth 2007; Rogers 2007). A major critique is the use of
population based formulas to determine revenue sharing amounts.
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Licensees to develop Operational Plans consistent with the joint landscape level plans”
(Gitanyow Forestry Agreement 2006, section 4.5), thereby moving towards implementing
the values at an operational scale. While final decision making authority remains with the
provincial statutory decision-maker, the province’s power is curtailed by the Forestry
Agreement which states they must “consider all relevant information provided by
Gitanyow” and inform Gitanyow of how their Aboriginal interests were addressed
(Gitanyow Forestry Agreement 2006, Appendix B: Gitanyow Consultation Protocol).
Stewardship—The Gitanyow model also supports the Stellat’en objective of being
leaders in territorial stewardship, e.g., the draft LUP includes a significant degree of
protection for old growth areas, fish, wildlife and sensitive watersheds. In addition,
Gitanyow are seeking a key role in monitoring and assessment of the joint land use plans.
The Gitanyow stewardship role is also recognized in their Forestry Agreement, which
provides significant funding for the “Northwest Reforestation/Enhancement Program” as
well as for Gitanyow participation in planning and implementation of the restoration
program activities.
Rights and Title—The recognition of Gitanyow rights and title is supported to a degree
by their Forestry Agreement, which includes a section entirely dedicated to the topic. In
this section, BC acknowledges the court cases that awarded Gitanyow a strong claim to
their lands and recognizes Gitanyow traditional governance. Furthermore, inclusion of
Gitanyow values in a HLP constitutes a legal mechanism for the protection of First
Nation rights. The use of Gitanyow house territory boundaries in management practice
and analyses also constitutes a recognition of rights.
Future Generations—Gitanyow land use plans express their values regarding future
generations and ensure they are considered in land use activities. For example, the
Gitanyow indicated they want the joint land use plans to “ensure sustainable use of land
and resources for future Gitanyow members” (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs 2006). This is
a priority that guides the Gitanyow input to the joint LUP (G. Williams, pers. comm.
2007), which outlines the “Gitanyow vision for future Gitanyow connection with and use
of their territories” (Philpot Forestry Services 2005).
Holistic Management and Ecosystem Integrity—The Gitanyow model supports the
goals of holistic management and protection of ecosystem integrity. The land use plans
take multiple forest values into account including wildlife habitat, old growth, traditional
use and water supply. Timber harvesting is limited to areas that will not impact high
wildlife and other ecosystem values. The model also makes strides towards protecting
ecosystem integrity through the creation of the Northwest Reforestation/Forest
Enhancement Program (Gitanyow Forestry Agreement 2006:6).
Gitanyow Model and Protection of Culture—The identification of cultural forest
values is an integral part of the Gitanyow/MoF joint LUP. The cultural features map,
which was an input to the overall plan, identifies fishing sites, hunting areas, food
gathering areas such as berry sites, traplines, wildlife habitat, medicinal plants, trails and
more (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs 2006). The majority of these features are located
within the protected Forest Ecosystem Network. Since the LUP is to be mutually agreed
upon by government and First Nations, it is also a system in which all resource users can
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become familiar with requirements to protect First Nations forest values. The protection
mechanisms in the Gitanyow joint LUP also help to create a balance between commercial
and non-commercial uses of land.
Gitanyow have chosen to implement their traditional house governance system,
and to be represented by hereditary chiefs in government-to-government negotiations.
The central role of traditional leaders in strategic land use planning goes a long ways
towards the maintenance and protection of Aboriginal culture. While Gitanyow’s internal
governance structure may not be the path chosen by all First Nations, it does indicate that
the BC government is willing to recognize traditional forms of Aboriginal governance,
social units and authority by using house territory boundaries in resource analyses and
planning.
Traditional knowledge was used in the mapping of important habitat and cultural
areas known to Gitanyow and joint land use planning supports the use of such knowledge
to inform decision making. The process also provides opportunities for government staff,
politicians and forest licensees to learn about Gitanyow cultural values, ways of thinking
and stewardship principles in a concrete manner.
Gitanyow Model and Economic Self-Determination—The Gitanyow approach
supports economic self-determination through revenue sharing, funding for capacity
building and restoration, protection of traditional resources as well as provision of job
opportunities in forest rehabilitation. The process of joint land use planning enables the
First Nation to influence land use decisions so they are consistent with the type of
economic activities they would like to see in the territory—many of which are not timberbased. The Gitanyow vision includes development of Gitanyow economics through
guiding, tourism, cultural and educational initiatives, resource extraction, silviculture and
restoration and development of traditional fisheries (Philpot Forestry Services 2005:32).
The joint land use planning process supports Gitanyow livelihoods and economic
self-determination by protecting traditional resources and access to those resources. The
availability of traditional resources decreases First Nations dependency on wage labour,
and enables them to support themselves more directly off the land. Furthermore, since the
land use plans take in the entire traditional territory, they support protection of resources
over the whole area, not a limited portion as offered in the treaty process. The broad
consideration of First Nations resource management goals across the territory mitigates
the fact that many areas of land are currently in a degraded condition. Gitanyow
livelihoods are also supported by employment opportunities such as silviculture contracts
and seasonal restoration work.
Revenue sharing was proposed by Stellat’en and is also part of the Gitanyow
vision. This feature would ensure that a portion of all revenues from resource extraction
would go to the nation. Rather than being based on a per capita formula (as are initial
Forest and Range Agreements and Forest and Range Opportunities), the Gitanyow see
true revenue sharing being based on the amount of timber harvested from their territories
(Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs 2006). Truly equitably revenue sharing has the potential to
support stable First Nation governments, while providing “an economic return on
Gitanyow investments in their land that can be used to enhance and sustain [their]
traditional system” (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs 2006). Such funds could be used as
capital to start First Nations forest-based enterprises, increase employment by hiring staff
to carry out programs and provide a revenue source for the economic planning initiatives
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of First Nations governments. The funds would also serve to strengthen the local
economy by ensuring money circulates back in to the traditional territory.
Under their Forestry Agreement Gitanyow receive funding to support their
capacity to participate in the Joint Resources Council, the implementation of joint land
use plans and to engage in the resolution of “key forestry issues early in the planning
cycle” (Gitanyow Forestry Agreement 2006, Section 8.1). Capacity support to engage in
land use planning and consultation assists First Nations economic self-determination by
enabling them to create a land base and policy environment that is consistent with their
economic interests.
A final feature of the Gitanyow vision that would support economic selfdetermination is the “creation of a sound economic climate” in the territory (Gitanyow
Hereditary Chiefs 2006). By participating in the joint land use plans, Gitanyow were able
to indicate which areas should be off limits to logging and other development. The result
is increased certainty for operators. Additionally, Gitanyow hope the land will be put to
diverse economic uses beyond logging. A similar approach would help to create a healthy
local economy in the Stellat’en territory.
Conclusions Regarding the Gitanyow Model
Our analysis of the Gitanyow model reveals that it strongly supports the Stellat’en vision.
Many aspects are a direct match with Stellat’en’s stated goals. In particular, the Gitanyow
model offers increased stewardship and decision making authority through involvement
in strategic land use planning, legal mechanisms for protection of ecological and cultural
values and funding for forest restoration and capacity building. The model illustrates that
solutions are possible when First Nations clearly articulate their goals and the
government genuinely respects them. Forums such as the Joint Resource Council are
critical to facilitating consultation and joint decision making on an ongoing basis.
Joint land use planning is a potential path for including First Nations values and
interests in forest land management in the interim and outside of treaty, in a manner that
encompasses the whole of the traditional territory. It also provides an incremental
approach to treaty, as recommended by Tripartite Working Group in their 2002 report
Improving the Treaty Process (Tripartite Working Group 2002). The Gitanyow model
“demonstrates that recognition of Aboriginal Rights and Title can occur on the ground in
a practical and non-threatening manner” (Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs 2006).
On the other hand, it should be noted that not all is going smoothly in the interim,
while the land use plans are being developed. The Gitanyow recently took BC to court for
failure to adequately consult and accommodate regarding a decision to replace six forest
licences covering parts of Gitanyow traditional territory (Wii’litswx v. BC 2008 BCSC
1139). In the interim, it appears, that Gitanyow interests and house boundaries are not yet
being protected at the strategic level.

Discussion: Combining the Models and Moving Forward
This chapter set out to evaluate two alternative forest tenure and governance models visà-vis Stellat’en community goals. A summary is provided in Table 3. The analysis
provided many insights into the strengths and weaknesses of both approaches, while the
larger analysis undertaken by Weber (2008) did the same for two additional approaches.
All models examined provide significant support for the Stellat’en goals and objectives,
though each in different ways. Often, the act of evaluating alternatives implies the
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selection of one option over the others. However, this analysis revealed that each models’
strengths and weaknesses lie in different areas. Furthermore, the models are not mutually
exclusive, and implementation of the Stellat’en vision may be best served through a
combination of all the models, or key features within them.
Table 3. Summary of Forest Tenure and Governance Model Evaluations
Goal 1. Protect Stellat’en Traditional Territory for Future Generations
Objectives
1.1 Stellat’en have a high level of decision making authority in
forestland management
1.2 Stellat’en lead stewardship of forestlands in traditional territory
1.3 Recognize and respect Aboriginal rights and title
1.4 Explicitly consider future generations in decision making
1.5 Adopt a holistic approach to management
1.6 Protect ecosystem integrity

Community
Ecosystem
Trust
Yes

Gitanyow
Model
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Community
Ecosystem
Trust
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Gitanyow
Model
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Community
Ecosystem
Trust
Yes

Gitanyow
Model
Yes

Yes
Somewhat

Yes
n/a

Yes

Yes

Yes (Future
only)
Yes
Yes

Somewhat

Goal 2: Protect Stellat’en Culture
Objectives
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Protect Stellat’en cultural forest values
Value non-commercial uses of land
Involve traditional leaders and elders in early stages of planning
Implement Stellat’en stewardship principles in forest
management
2.5 Protect Stellat’en access to and use of land and resources in the
traditional territory
2.6 Include cultural and traditional knowledge in management,
planning and decision making
2.7 Provide opportunities for government, industry, local
communities and stakeholders to learn Stellat’en culture

Goal 3: Support Stellat’en Economic Self-Determination
Objectives
3.1 Support viable Stellat’en forest-based economic ventures (both
timber and non-timber)
3.2 Support Stellat’en livelihoods
3.3 Ensure allocated land base/harvest rights can sustainably support
Stellat’en community
3.4 Ensure Stellat’en benefit economically from sustainable resource
development in territory
3.5 Compensate Stellat’en for impacts
3.6 Support Stellat’en capacity-building
3.7 Promote a healthy local economy
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A combined approach can be guided by considering three general levels and functions
that new tenures need to address:

A. Development of a forest tenure/licence specifically designed for the Stellat’en
community (or partnership of regional First Nations), in correspondence with
their values and rights;
B. Mechanisms to ensure that the actions of other tenure holders are consistent
with the values, interests and rights of the First Nations on whose territories
they take place in; and
C. Inclusion of Stellat’en in overarching forest governance institutions that
“establish, implement, monitor, and enforce the rules” (Clogg, Hoberg and
O’Carroll 2004).
A comprehensive solution will need to address all three. Table 4 illustrates the functions
that each model addresses, including the roles of the two other models discussed in
Weber (2008).
Table 4. Model Correspondence with Three Levels
Model/Level

Community Ecosystem
Trust
Gitanyow Model
Community Forest
Agreements14
American Aboriginal
Reservations14

A
First Nations tenure
consistent with
Stellat’en values,
interests and rights

B
Mechanisms to ensure
other tenure holders
respect Stellat’en
values, interests and
rights

C
Inclusion of Stellat’en
in overarching forest
governance
institutions

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

To summarize the two models considered in this chapter, the Community
Ecosystem Trust (CET) provides a governance framework based on trust law and serves
as an institutional organizing structure. As such, it is best suited to addressing changes at
levels B and C. It provides First Nations with a co-jurisdictional role in determining
standards and guiding stewardship throughout the traditional territory. The trust forms the
governing framework with which all tenure holders must comply (including any new
First Nations-held tenures). It is also grounds decision making and economic flows at the
community level and legally requires consideration of future generations.
The Gitanyow model focuses on the process of joint land use planning, and is
supported by a government-to-government agreement (i.e., Gitanyow Forestry
Agreement). Again, it addresses level B and, to some degree C. The agreement sets the
protocol for an inter-government relationship, including an increased role and recognition
for First Nations and their traditional governance systems. The product of the land use
planning process is a master plan reflecting First Nation values that guides all resource
management activity within the entire traditional territory. The BC Treaty Commission
“views land use planning as an important stepping stone to treaty negotiations” (BC
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Treaty Commission 2005). The Stellat’en First Nation is currently engaged in developing
their land use plan. Other First Nations, such as Pikangikum, are also using land use
planning as a framework for cooperation with government (see Chapters 2, 3 and 5, this
volume). The results of this research emphasize the critical importance and relevance of
that work. However, another factor to consider is the degree of difficulty to revoke legal
mechanisms. Depending how it was constituted, a trust may be more difficult to revoke
than a land use plan agreement, or legal objectives established under such an agreement.
A joint land use plan could thus be more firmly established as part of a community trust
charter. The trust would then provide the governance structure to ensure appropriate plan
implementation. A similar recommendation has been made regarding implementation of
ecosystem-based management (EBM) on the Central Coast.15
However, neither the Community Ecosystem Trust nor Gitanyow model provides
the Stellat’en people with direct access to their own form of forest tenure. Weber (2008)
discusses how this gap can be filled by a tenure such as the Community Forest
Agreement.16

Conclusion
This paper evaluated two tenure and governance models for their ability to address
Stellat’en values, needs, rights and interests regarding forest tenure and governance,
while examining another two in less detail. The analysis indicated that, while all four
models support at least some of the criteria, a completely functioning system would
require combining elements from each, particularly the two evaluated in this chapter. In
real life implementation, any model would need to be adapted to local contexts, with
important details decided amongst the affected parties. All the models entail the creation
of new legal mechanisms to uphold First Nations values, rights and interests. All models
also involve some form or degree of co-operative effort, and in all cases, a relationship
between First Nations and other governments and communities was central to their
success. The nature of that relationship is critical in determining how effectively the First
Nation’s vision is implemented. While legal mechanisms and avenues may be necessary,

15

“At a minimum, trust instruments should be considered for a role in the
implementation of EBM that is associated with the management of funds committed
by multiple parties for (a) common beneficiary(ies), and associated with giving a
sub-regional or territorial institution the role of trustee over a specified area of land
to be managed according to EBM requirements. Careful consideration should be
given to employing a trust to generate an institution like the Community Ecosystem
Trust” (Clogg, Hoberg and O’Carroll 2004).
16
Community Forest Agreements (CFAs) are a form of Crown timber tenure in
British Columbia and address issues at the individual licence level (i.e., level A).
While the CFA’s decision making authority and effective landbase are limited
compared to the other models, the tenure has strength as an interim measure,
providing economic return and capacity building in the short to medium term.
American-style reservations are akin to a type of First Nations tenure or landholding arrangement, and thus as a model for addressing level A. American
reservations also address level C by legally enabling Aboriginal governance and
stewardship influence on designated lands.
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their impact may be limited without a genuine spirit of cooperation, compassion and
mutual respect.
The chapter has succeeded in applying criteria generated by the Stellat’en
community to identify some key institutional designs that would be better aligned with
the Stellat’en vision than the current situation. While combining models would likely be a
complex undertaking, the analysis indicates that such efforts may prove rewarding.
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Chapter Ten
Multiple Forms of Engagement: Classifying Aboriginal Roles
in Contemporary Canadian Forestry
Stephen Wyatt, Jean-Francois Fortier and Martin Hébert
Introduction
The last 30 years have seen a steadily expanding role for Aboriginal peoples in Canada’s
forests. Legal judgements, government policies and negotiations, economic opportunities,
industry initiatives and new ideas about forestry have all enhanced Aboriginal
engagement in forestland management and commercial forestry. A wide variety of case
studies, pilot projects, agreements and models have been, and continue to be, developed
as practitioners from Aboriginal nations, industry and government seek to improve
collaboration and participation in forestry. However, the process has not been
straightforward; successes and advances have been accompanied by numerous conflicts
and misunderstandings. Protests, legal challenges and blockades of logging roads
continue. Nevertheless, debate and discussion within the forest sector is not about
whether Aboriginal peoples should be involved in forestry, but rather about effective
institutions, appropriate models, support measures and policies needed to achieve this
end. These discussions are clearly important for Aboriginal peoples who seek a greater
role in forestry, but they also offer a deeper understanding to all partners of the nature of
sustainable forest management (SFM) and hopes for achieving this.
In this context, the Sustainable Forest Management Network (SFM Network) has
adopted a central role over the last 10 years, funding research and establishing links
between/among Aboriginal nations, forestry companies, governments and researchers.
The SFM Network has supported a variety of case studies, while also encouraging
researchers to integrate Aboriginal peoples and perspectives into projects examining
other elements of SFM. In particular, efforts have coalesced around several major
themes, and review papers have been (or are being) prepared on issues such as traditional
knowledge and mapping (MacKinnon et al. 1999), economic arrangements and
partnerships (NAFA/IOG 2000; Hickey and Nelson 2005), forest tenure (Ross and Smith
2002; Natcher ongoing) and institutional issues (Trosper et al. 2007). While these studies
and reviews examine specific themes, most also identify linkages with other issues and
the need to consider a wider context for relations between Aboriginal groups and the
forest industry. However, in-depth case studies and comparative reviews of similar cases
have not succeeded in providing an overview of the diversity of experiences across
Canada. Accordingly, in 2007 the SFM Network funded the production of a ‘Statement
of Knowledge Report,’ synthesising existing work on ways of harmonizing Aboriginal
and industry interests in forestry and on effective use of traditional land use mapping in
SFM.
An initial step in this research was to consider how Aboriginal nations and forestry
companies are attempting to engage each other. Such engagement occurs in a surprisingly
wide range of ways, and this chapter organises these into five general approaches, each of
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which has particular advantages and disadvantages for Aboriginal nations, industries and
governments.

Understanding Different Forms of Engagement
This work is built upon a database of nearly 300 studies of collaboration and
harmonization of Aboriginal and forest industry interests across Canada. Each study
described or analysed specific cases of Aboriginal involvement in various aspects of
forestry, or presented a review of such studies. Key information about each study was
coded, and included the nations and parties involved, the type of activity described, the
historical or political context, the results or outcomes of the experience and the lessons
learned or the conclusions drawn in the study. The database is complemented by
inventories of pilot projects, studies, partnerships, agreements and other arrangements in
nearly 200 individual First Nation communities across seven provinces (Saskatchewan,
Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and Newfoundland
and Labrador). These inventories served to ‘ground-truth’ the database by determining
the actual numbers of different types of arrangements or activities and ensuring that no
potentially important forms of collaboration were overlooked simply because they had
not been the subject of any formal studies.

Figure 1. Location of selected case studies mentioned in this chapter.
LEGEND: 1. Algonquin of Barrier Lake; 2. Atikamekw of Opitciwan; 3. Atikamekw of
Wemotaci; 4. Dehcho Dene; 5. Innu Nation of Labrador; 6. James Bay & Northern Quebec
Agreement; 7. Little Red River Cree; 8. Meadow Lake Tribal Council; 9. Nisga’a; 10. New
Brunswick Maliseet & Mi’kmaq; 11. Pikangiukm Cree; 12. Stellat’en Dene; 13. Waswanipi Cree.

The database and the provincial inventories show that Aboriginal engagement in
forestry occurs in an almost bewildering variety of forms. Many partnerships, cases or
projects are unique to a single Aboriginal community or nation, having been negotiated
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or implemented by partners to take account of local situations. Even common
arrangements such as advisory committees or land use mapping projects are often tailored
to the interests and objectives of the participants, whether Aboriginal, industrial or
government. Formal mechanisms of government policy, such as forestry tenures, may be
expected to be invariable, but they too can be implemented in different ways or linked to
other initiatives according to the situation. Although not every case is, diversity and
variety are the norm rather than the exception.
Faced with this seemingly endless variety, why then have we sought to group
different ways of involving Aboriginal nations in forestry into a typology? It is clear that
Aboriginal nations, industry and government agencies have a range of possibilities for
engagement and that they need to choose among different types of arrangements.
However, it is not clear how or on what basis these choices are being made. Are parties
considering a range of different options, or simply copying a practice or model that has
been used elsewhere? Are they considering the relative benefits, advantages and costs of
different options or the ways that each option could meet the needs of the community and
other parties? If they are considering these questions, then what information is available,
what factors are analysed, who makes the decision and what forms of support are
available? All parties have an interest in finding forms of engagement that meet their
needs, but this is particularly important for Aboriginal communities where resources and
capacity are limited. Making the right choice about engagement can enable an Aboriginal
nation to move forward in achieving its goals effectively and efficiently, while a poor
choice could waste valuable time, money and energy with few meaningful results.
Our typology represents a set of five approaches to engagement:1






Treaties, Agreements and MOUs
Forestland Mapping, Planning and Management
Influence on Decision-making
Forest Tenures
Economic Roles and Partnerships

Working from the cases described in the database and the provincial inventories
we initially identified six broadly different approaches to Aboriginal engagement in
Canada’s forest sector, including a loose collection of ‘innovative examples.’ Individual
cases were then coded against these six approaches, building a set of sub-types for each.
Cases that were not easily classified or that fell into two approaches helped to refine the
definitions and set limits. In this way, ‘consultation’ was redefined as ‘participation in
decision-making’ and co-management agreements were moved from ‘treaties and
agreements’ to ‘participation in decision-making.’ ‘Innovative examples’ initially
included cases such as forest certification schemes and ecosystem management, but these
were moved to other approaches as definitions were refined and the category was finally
abandoned. The five approaches and 33 sub-types were then evaluated by a group of
researchers and practitioners from First Nations and governments during a two-day
1

‘Approach’ is used here as a general term, capable of covering a large number
of more specific terms, such as agreement, partnership, relationship, project, study,
process or method. ‘Approach’ also suggests that these can be adapted and modified
to individual circumstances, as happens through implementation in real life
situations.
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workshop in June 2008, and by industry practitioners in a separate event. These two
groups verified the approaches and sub-types, clarified descriptions and provided
examples, resulting in the set of five approaches and 41 sub-types that are presented here.
Within each approach we recognise a number of sub-types, ranging from five to
twelve. These are typically organised in a scale inspired by Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of
participation. Sub-types that are high on the scale provide a more developed role for
Aboriginal peoples, with a greater range of rights and responsibilities or power to
determine how and for what goals forestlands are used. Forms of engagement situated
lower down each scale still provide certain benefits, but these are associated with less
power to control these or to influence the use of forestlands. Lower forms typically
require less in the way of human or financial resources and so provide an easier entry into
forestry engagement than those that are higher on the scale. Hence it is important to note
that higher levels of engagement are not automatically better than those that are lower on
the scale. Instead, Aboriginal communities need to consider their capacity and their goals,
as well as the opportunities that are available, and to determine what level of engagement
will be most appropriate for them.

Treaties, Agreements and Memoranda of Understanding
Since the arrival of European settlers in Canada, treaties and agreements have been used
to establish formal relationships between Aboriginal peoples and the new arrivals and
their governments. These are usually seen as government-to-government arrangements,
as reflected, for example in the Royal Proclamation (1763), that establish rules or a
framework for other forms of collaboration. A large proportion of Aboriginal nations
across Canada are actively pursuing negotiations with the federal and/or provincial
governments in order to resolve issues related to access to land and resources or the
fulfillment of treaty obligations. The longest-standing agreements are, of course, the
treaties between the French or English Crowns and various nations, dating back to the
early 1700s. More recent arrangements include new treaties, such as the James Bay and
Northern Quebec Agreement of 1975, and numerous agreements concerning specific
aspects of Aboriginal participation in the forestry sector, such as access to forestland or
sharing in economic opportunities. Agreements and MOUs are also negotiated between
Aboriginal nations and individual forestry companies or other organizations. Agreements
with industry do not establish rules or land rights as do government to government
arrangements, but they can define how an Aboriginal community and a forestry
organisation collaborate on various issues. Agreements may result from negotiations
between Aboriginal nations and governments or industry, or from judicial actions, where
courts may impose a settlement or oblige parties to negotiate such an arrangement. Many
establish a form of power-sharing between provincial or federal governments and
Aboriginal nations. The extent to which power is transferred to Aboriginal authorities is
used as a defining characteristic of sub-types within this approach.
Table 1 summarizes the five sub-types comprising this approach. At the highest
end of the scale are Treaties and comprehensive settlements that provide Aboriginal
nations with extensive powers of self-governance along with the ability both to access
lands and resources and to restrict or control the ability of other parties to access and use
these lands. In British Columbia, the 1998 Nisga’a Final Agreement enabled the Nisga’a
people to establish their own government and to set management practices for forest
management as long as provincial minimum standards were met (Rynard 2000). Fee-
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simple lands, where Aboriginal groups have either bought or been granted ownership of
land, also provide access and the ability to control others, but are usually subject to
provincial or federal law. Land and resource management agreements establish a
framework for sharing power for decision-making and management for lands and
resources between an Aboriginal nation and an existing management authority, usually a
provincial government. Co-management agreements, as a specific example, are becoming
increasingly common across Canada as governments seek to accommodate Aboriginal
interests in their lands and resources without completely relinquishing their traditional
powers and responsibilities. These forms of agreements may be seen either as a
permanent solution or as an interim measure while negotiations continue concerning a
final settlement.
Table 1. Treaties, Agreements, and MOUs.
Treaties and comprehensive settlements
Land and resource management
agreements
Forest sector specific agreements and
MOUs
MOUs on specific cases or situations
Specific claims or treaty land
entitlements

Aboriginal nations exercise governance powers,
access to lands and resources and ability to control
use by others.
Decision-making and management are shared
between Aboriginal nations and governments or
industry.
Agreements to define issues of access or decisionmaking within a specific sector, such as forestry.
Agreements to address a specific situation such as
hunting practices or harvesting of a particular area.
Highly specific agreements, often intended to
resolve issues of treaty implementation or
interpretation.

Lower down the scale are various forms of agreements, memorandums of
understanding (MOUs) or claims. Forest sector specific agreements and MOUs are those
that establish processes for access or management of forestlands, or arrangements for
sharing in benefits. Since 1991, the trilateral agreement between Algonquin of Barrier
Lake and the Québec and Canadian governments has provided for a long-running
planning process to integrate Algonquin interests into forestry operations (Notzke 1994;
Jerome 2004). Agreements may also be case- or situation-specific, defining questions of
access or of benefit sharing that apply to very restricted set of circumstances, such as
agreements to use a particular territory for hunting and fishing. Finally, we note the
existence of specific claims settlements and treaty land entitlements that may resolve
uncertainty about Aboriginal and treaty rights and their accommodation.
The legal and official nature of treaties and agreements is both an advantage and a
limitation. They are most often the result of political negotiations, legal challenges to
existing situations, conflict surrounding access to forestlands, or of some combination of
all these factors. Many Aboriginal nations use these means as a way of obtaining
recognition of their rights or access to lands and resources. However, such agreements
typically do not provide detailed proposals for forest management or measures to ensure
that Aboriginal parties can exercise their rights and responsibilities. Despite 17 years of
study and plans, the 1991 Barrier Lake Trilateral Agreement has still not meet Algonquin
expectations concerning control of logging on their traditional lands (Jerome 2004).
Furthermore, treaties and agreements rarely contribute directly to Aboriginal employment
or to increased revenue for nations and communities, although specific agreements or
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settlements sometimes include employment or royalty sharing clauses. As the first of our
five approaches, treaties and agreements in any form contribute to establishing the basic
conditions that make other approaches possible, but they alone will rarely deliver all the
advantages that Aboriginal nations may seek from forestry.

Forestland Mapping, Planning and Management
Managing activities on their traditional lands is an important goal for many Aboriginal
nations, whether such activities are traditional practices for their own benefit, industrial
exploitation of natural resources or management of resources. Under Canada’s
constitution, jurisdiction over Crown lands and natural resources is generally vested in
provincial governments, notably except for the northern territories and Indian reserves,
which are federal responsibilities. Across most of Canada, provincial governments have
assigned private companies rights to exploit natural resources on Crown land. In forestry,
these rights are usually linked to particular management responsibilities, such as
compiling resource inventories, planning, road construction and replanting. Aboriginal
nations, who have observed this exploitation and management of their traditional lands,
are increasingly seeking to obtain roles in management as a means of controlling these
activities. Importantly, this requires that Aboriginal nations negotiate with provincial
agencies to establish those rights and responsibilities that the government is prepared to
delegate. This can be particularly difficult where land use rights have already been given
to private companies, such as is the case with the majority of Canada’s commercial forest
resources.
Table 2. Forestland Mapping, Planning, and Management.
Aboriginal management
Comprehensive planning for all
Limited management planning
Management activities
Aboriginal land use and occupation
maps and studies
Documentation of traditional
knowledge

Aboriginal based management of land including goal
setting, institutions and decisions about activities.
Aboriginal planning addressing Aboriginal goals, values
and knowledge as well as the rights of other users.
Aboriginal nation undertakes certain planning tasks
under control of a non-Aboriginal manager.
Various activities in accordance with forest management
plan prepared by a non-Aboriginal manager.
Mapping and documenting knowledge and use of the
land to contribute to management planning.
Limited studies of Aboriginal knowledge, with little
potential protecting Aboriginal values in management.

Within this approach, we have identified six sub-types, as summarised in Table
2. At the highest end of the scale, full Aboriginal management represents the ideal for
most nations. This implies that a nation has full control to fix their own goals for an area
of land, to establish appropriate institutions and rules, to decide upon management
activities and to undertake or permit others to undertake such activities. Such situations
are rare in Canada, with examples being limited to full settlement lands such as the
Category I lands under the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement or the Nisga’a
Agreement in British Columbia. Comprehensive planning for all is positioned as a
slightly lower level of control, with Aboriginal nations holding extensive rights and
responsibilities for management, but having to reconcile these with the needs and rights
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of other parties, such as the forestry or mining companies or conservation agencies. The
Innu Nation of Labrador, the Pikangikum Cree in Ontario and the Dehcho in the
Northwest Territories (Innu Nation/DFRA 2003; Shearer et al., this volume;
www.dehco.org) are all engaged in comprehensive land use planning processes. An
important shared characteristic of all three cases is that these lands are at the limits of
commercial forestry and are not subject to long-term allocations to private companies.
Recognizing that most commercially viable forest lands in Canada have already
been allocated to private interests, many Aboriginal nations seek to obtain a role within
existing management processes. Limited management planning can occur where a nation
is given specific planning responsibilities (usually within the context of a forestry act) or
where it participates actively in planning undertaken by others, such as a forestry
company. Such a role could include work on preparing a plan and determining
appropriate activities, but does not extend to setting plan objectives. Nations may also
choose to undertake various management activities, whether or not they are also involved
in planning. Activities commonly undertaken by Aboriginal communities across Canada
include resource inventories, fire control, technical aspects of planning, harvesting,
replanting, silvicultural treatments or even monitoring and surveillance. Such activities
usually contribute to economic goals of the community (see Section 4.5 below). Both
these sub-types provide means by which Aboriginal nations can participate in planning
and management of their traditional lands, however, they provide few opportunities to
establish the goals of management or to manage the activities of others. These sub-types
are very common across Canada, and it is likely that the skills and experience gained will
assist many nations to advance to higher levels of management with a greater range of
rights and responsibilities.
The importance of including Aboriginal knowledge and values in forestland
management is increasingly recognised across Canada, and is specifically mentioned in a
variety of policies and guidelines. We have included this as two distinct sub-types.
Firstly, Aboriginal land use and occupation maps and studies involve collecting
information about how Aboriginal people use and occupy the land and incorporating this
information into management planning processes. Numerous nations across Canada have
conducted such studies, typically interviewing elders and others who know and use the
land, and collecting information about specific sites, cultural values, patterns of land use
and codes of practise for traditional knowledge (Tobias 2000). Our last sub-type is
documentation of traditional knowledge, where this occurs with little intention to
contribute to management or where the work is carried out in ways that do not respect
Aboriginal values or occupation and use of the land. Both these sub-types can record
information that is of importance and value for Aboriginal peoples, but they provide little
opportunity for Aboriginal control of activities on forestlands. However, if nations are
able to obtain management responsibility, then documenting their own land use,
occupation and knowledge becomes as essential first step in setting their own goals,
establishing their management institutions and in determining appropriate activities.

Influence on Decision-making
The great majority of Canada’s forestlands are under the management authority of
government agencies (either provincial or federal) or companies holding forest tenures
allocated by governments. Although some Aboriginal nations seek to obtain management
rights or responsibilities for themselves, others are prepared to accept that management
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roles remain with governments or companies, as long as decision-making processes are
open to their participation. Public participation has now become an unavoidable
component of SFM (see Beckley et al. 2005), and is included in legislation in most
provinces, in criteria and indicators systems and in certification processes. Some of these
requirements recognise a special place or role for Aboriginal peoples, possibly through
distinct processes organised exclusively by and for Aboriginal nations. Decisions in the
Supreme Court of Canada have clarified the ‘duty to consult,’ when government agencies
or private companies propose activities that could impact upon Aboriginal rights and title
(Natcher 2001). Given such enthusiasm for public participation across Canada, it is
unlikely that any Aboriginal nation located in forested areas has not been consulted
concerning forestry. However, such consultation can take many different forms and there
is particular concern among Aboriginal peoples that this should be ‘meaningful,’
indicating effective and equitable participation in decisions that impact Aboriginal
peoples (NAFA 2000; Ross and Smith 2003).
Table 3. Influence on Decision-Making.
Different Forms of Participation in Decision-Making
Autonomy

Aboriginal nations have full decision-making authority,
possibly exercising this through customary institutions.

Delegated authority

Decision making authority is delegated to an Aboriginal
nation, subject to a framework established elsewhere.

Joint decision-making and comanagement boards

Decisions are made jointly by Aboriginal and other
stakeholders. Representation is not necessarily equal.

Advisory, multi-party round
tables

Aboriginal and other stakeholders participate in discussions,
without decision-making powers.

Exchanging information

Managers and Aboriginal communities exchange
information about proposals, concerns and activities.

Providing information

Managers provide information about their plans and
activities. Aboriginal people may provide their comments.

Different Arenas for Decision-Making
(Usually occurring through different institutions and authorities)
Policy setting

Developing and influencing government policies;
establishing the framework and scope of management.

Planning

Management planning over the medium term; zoning and
determining permitted activities.

Operational management

Implementing management plans and administering day to
day operations.

In considering different forms of participation in decision-making (Table 3), we
base our sub-types on Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of participation, with amendments in
relation to co-management from Berkes et al. (1991). The critical characteristic in
considering different sub-types is the power or influence that an Aboriginal nation could
have on decisions. It is important to recognize that the formal allocation of power may
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not be the same as real influence on decision-making. An advisory committee whose
advice is always accepted may have a more effective role in decision-making than a comanagement board with a narrowly defined mandate. The highest form of involvement in
decision-making is complete autonomy, where Aboriginal nations have full decisionmaking powers themselves, possibly choosing to exercise these through traditional
institutions such as hereditary ‘houses’ in British Columbia or trapline chiefs among the
Cree. It is doubtful whether any examples of full autonomy exist for decision-making by
Aboriginal peoples for forested lands in Canada, perhaps the closest being Category I
lands owned by Aboriginal signatories to modern-day comprehensive land claim
agreements.
Delegated authority for forestlands occurs where agreements have been signed
between Federal and Provincial Governments and Aboriginal nations to transfer decisionmaking authority for management to the nation, usually in accordance with legislation or
the terms of the agreement. The Nisga’a of British Columbia and the Cree of northern
Québec are among those who have succeeded in obtaining such a delegation for parts of
their traditional territories, but Rynard (2000) questions the real extent of this. Nations
that hold higher-level forest tenures (see the following section) may also enjoy delegated
authority, depending upon the extent of decision responsibility provided by the tenure.
Joint decision-making boards, including co-management, enable Aboriginal nations to
share decision-making with one or more other stakeholders. While co-management
usually implies an equal division of power between an Aboriginal nation and the
government, other forms of joint boards can include industry or other groups, leaving
Aboriginal peoples a minority participant. Co-management is spreading across Canada as
a means of reconciling Aboriginal, government and industrial interests, but concerns are
also raised about the ability to ensure that such arrangements respect Aboriginal goals,
values and customary institutions (Natcher et al. 2005; Stevenson 2006).
The next three sub-types are all limited to providing information and attempting to
influence decisions that are made at higher levels. Although Aboriginal nations are absent
from the actual decision-making in these sub-types, they can still influence final
decisions. However, these sub-types can also tend to what Arnstein (1969) describes as
tokenism, where processes exist for participation, but decisions are made with little
consideration of the views of participants. Advisory, multi-party round tables or
committees are increasingly being established by forestry companies and government
agencies, providing an opportunity for Aboriginal communities and other stakeholders to
comment and advise upon plans, but not allowing these parties to make substantive
decisions. Such processes risk reducing Aboriginal nations to the status of ‘just another
stakeholder,’ ignoring their particular rights, but can contribute to developing alliances
with other stakeholders and influencing final decisions. Exchanging information occurs
when management authorities and Aboriginal peoples provide each other with
information about their plans, concerns and interests. This could take the form of draft
plans and written submissions, studies or consultant’s reports, or even face to face
discussions. Here, we assume that managers are actively seeking information from
Aboriginal peoples and that they intend to take account of this information in planning.
This differs from providing information, where managers may make plans available,
nations may submit documents or consultants may undertake studies, with negligible
influence on the decisions that are made by the management authority.
Decision-making for forest management occurs in different arenas, depending
upon the scope of the decisions and the institutions and authorities involved. In policy
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setting, decisions are made concerning the broad directions and goals of forest
management, the systems and controls that will be used and the roles, rights and
responsibilities of various stakeholders. At this level, Aboriginal nations seek to influence
how their rights and interests will be recognized in forest management and to determine
their role in more detailed decisions to follow. Formal negotiations between Aboriginal
nations and Crown governments are an example of action in this arena, as are processes
to define criteria and indicators. Planning typically occurs over the medium term (such as
five years), addressing issues such as zoning, choices of harvesting strategies and
integrated management techniques. Participating in decisions at this level can enable
Aboriginal nations to maintain traditional activities, to promote integrated management
or to participate in economic opportunities. Operational management implies a
participation in decisions about activities in the near future, about specific sites and the
details of practices. Aboriginal communities that participate in mapping of traditional
sites and fauna habitats are able to effectively influence operational decisions by clearly
defining the geographic parameters of some of the values that they feel need to be
protected.
Taken together, the six forms of participation and the three different arenas for
decision-making provide Aboriginal nations with a wide variety of choices for
influencing decisions about forest management. Aboriginal nations are often at a
disadvantage when participating in forest management, lacking formal forestry expertise,
technical resources and funding, and being obliged to participate in processes that are
controlled by existing management authorities. It is unlikely that any single nation would
be able to simultaneously engage in all the different forms and areas of decision-making
identified here, and so they need to make nuanced decisions about what participation
opportunities could be most successful in influencing management. Policy setting
through a co-management board could enable an Aboriginal nation to share decisions
about objectives, but leaving operational choices to an existing manager could result in
failed actions on the ground. Alternatively, concentrating solely on protecting sites during
operational planning risks missing the ‘big picture’ of land use management.

Forest Tenures
Forest tenures refer to the licences, regulations and agreements that governments use to
define the rights and obligations of third parties that wish to harvest publicly owned
forests (Ross and Smith 2002). Traditionally allocated to forestry companies, forest
tenures are now being granted to Aboriginal nations and organisations who wish to obtain
harvesting rights or management responsibilities. Importantly, tenure systems operate
within the constitutional framework of provincial responsibility for natural resources and
do not consider Aboriginal rights or title. Furthermore, forest tenure systems have usually
been developed on a model of industrial harvesting and management. Hence some
Aboriginal nations choose to reject ‘off-the-shelf’ forest tenures and existing forest
management regimes. Ross and Smith (2002) examined characteristics of tenure systems
across Canada, concluding that these did not accommodate Aboriginal rights and title and
were generally inappropriate for Aboriginal peoples. In 2003 and 2007 the National
Aboriginal Forestry Association (NAFA) examined the extent of First Nation held
tenures across the country, classifying these in four groups. Our classification goes
further than that of NAFA, adding another four forms, as presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Forest Tenures.
Parks & Protected Areas under
Aboriginal control
Forest tenures designed by /
with Aboriginal groups
Trusts
Long-term area-based
NAFA class 1 (2,246,000 m3/yr)2
Significant volume
NAFA class 2 (3,194,000 m3/yr)
Short-term / enterprise
NAFA class 3 (5,870,000 m3/yr)
Minor & special
NAFA class 4 (376,000 m3/yr)
New and emerging tenures

Land protected by legislation with management rights and
responsibilities for Aboriginal nations.
Rights and responsibilities are delegated by governments
under systems established by or with Aboriginal nations.
Title is delegated to a trustee who manages the land for
Aboriginal beneficiaries in accordance with specific goals.
Long-term rights and responsibilities for harvesting and/or
managing a defined area.
Long-term rights to harvest a specified volume of timber;
possibility of management responsibilities.
Short-term allocation, usually of a specified volume of
timber, to a nation or an Aboriginal enterprise.
Usually short-term permits to harvest specified products
under strict conditions.
Control and management for innovative forest uses such as
biodiversity, carbon offsets, ecological services, and NTFPs.

Parks and protected areas under Aboriginal control form our first sub-type,
covering lands that are protected or under conservation by legislation and where
management rights and responsibilities have been granted to Aboriginal nations.
Although there are currently no significant areas that fall into this category, this option is
being pursued by several nations including the Little Red River Cree in Alberta. Forest
tenures designed by or with Aboriginal groups occur when such groups negotiate with
provinces to determine the management rights and responsibilities that can be delegated
to them under legislation. Such processes are currently underway between the
government of Newfoundland and Labrador and the Innu Nation and between the Ontario
Government and the Cree community of Pikangikum (Innu Nation/DFRA 2003; Shearer
et al., this volume). Such negotiated tenures should avoid some of the principal problems
identified by Ross and Smith (2002). Trusts (see Weber et al., this volume) represent a
hybrid form of tenure, usually between government and private insterests, which might
respond to both Aboriginal and government interests in forestland. Weber et al. evaluate
the effectiveness of a Community Ecosystem Trust in meeting a range of objectives for
the Stellat’en people in central British Columbia. They note that a trust could allow the
provincial government and the Stellat’en to disagree on the details of the delineation of
title, while agreeing on how the land is to be managed. Finally, we note that new and
emerging tenures will probably be developed to address innovative uses of forestlands,
such as biodiversity, carbon-offsets, ecological goods and services and non-timber
products. As these tenures are developed, it will be necessary to address the rights and
interests of Aboriginal peoples.

Economic Roles and Partnerships
Economic development and employment are important goals for many Aboriginal
nations, and economic autonomy is often linked to political autonomy and selfgovernance. Many First Nations have watched from the sidelines while private
2

Total allocated volume for each NAFA tenure class is taken from NAFA 2007.
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companies and governments reap the benefits of forest harvesting, and they now seek to
share in these. Still others have realised that economic involvement in forestry can lead to
forest tenures which in turn provide opportunities to manage forestlands. For these and
other reasons, Aboriginal nations and individuals are seeking to participate in the forest
industry. Wilson and Graham (2005) estimated that there were 1,500 Aboriginal firms
involved in forestry across Canada in 2002, and the numbers have almost certainly
increased since. Trosper et al. (2008) surveyed 40 Aboriginal forestry firms to identify
organisational characteristics that contributed to profitability. Hickey and Nelson (2005)
identified four types of partnership between Aboriginal nations and the industry based on
institutional arrangements, as well as seven functional roles. However our classification
(Table 5), is based primarily upon the type of activity undertaken (which affects the
human, financial and material resources needed), with a secondary consideration of the
form that the arrangement takes.
Table 5. Economic Roles and Partnerships.
Primary and secondary
transformation
Forestry planning activities

Industrial facilities to transform forest products, such as
sawmills, paper mills, value-added products and NTFPs.
Specialist management services, usually under contract,
such as inventories, planning an community
assessments.
Harvesting and management
Operational activities, usually under contract, such as
operations
road construction, logging and monitoring.
Silviculture and protection
Labour-intensive activities, usually under contract, such
operations
as planting, thinning, reclamation and fire-fighting.
Employment and training
Agreements between nations and companies or agencies
agreements
to employ Aboriginal individuals, often including
training.
Revenue and profit sharing
Agreements to obtain royalty payments, cutting rights or
agreements
profit sharing from either government or industry.
Access costs
Payments associated with gaining access to the resource,
including impact benefits and compensation.
Indirect opportunities
Mechanical services, transportation, operation of
forestry camps, etc.
Non-timber forest products
Eco-tourism, carbon credits/off-sets, commercialisation
of non-timber forest products.
Business Ownership Types
Nation or community owned nonCommunal organisations that distribute benefits to an
profits
Aboriginal community or nation.
Aboriginal businesses, partnerships
Commercial organisations that are controlled by
& cooperatives
Aboriginal peoples, individually or collectively.
Aboriginal-/non-Aboriginal joint
Business jointly owned by Aboriginal and nonventures
Aboriginal enterprises; control usually determined by
shareholdings.

Primary and secondary transformation facilities, such as sawmills, pulp and paper
plants and moulding facilities are the most elaborate forms of participation, requiring
substantial financial resources, skilled labour and management, a guaranteed timber
supply and access to markets. To date, no Aboriginal nation in Canada has been able to
commence such a project without a forest industry partner. Successful examples such as
Meadow Lake in Saskatchewan (Chambers 1999, www.norsask.net) and Waswanipi in
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Quebec (La Rusic 1995) began as joint ventures. They have enabled communities to
develop their skills while providing economic returns, but have also had to face numerous
difficulties. If a community judges that the resources needed for such a project are
prohibitive, they may choose to establish a business unit to provide specific services
under contract to a forest management company. Among these, silvicultural operations
(such as tree planting or thinning) are possibly the most common, requiring little in the
way of skills or equipment. Harvesting and management operations such as road
construction and logging typically require expensive machinery and experienced
operators, and some nations choose to hire non-Aboriginal supervisors to ensure
standards and train Aboriginal employees. Short-term enterprise-based forest tenures (as
discussed above) are typical of such operations, but in some provinces communities may
engage in contracts for forestry companies without holding such a tenure. As Aboriginal
youth are passing through technical and university training, nations are increasingly able
to engage in forestry planning activities, providing specialist services under contract to
forest managers. Finally, employment and training agreements provide an avenue for
private companies to delivering employment and training opportunities for members of
Aboriginal communities.
Not all Aboriginal nations or individuals wish to be employed or directly involved
in the forest industry, and other options exist for sharing in the economic benefits of
forestry. Revenue and profit sharing agreements between Aboriginal nations and either
governments or private companies, provide a proportion of resource revenue (or timber
royalties) or operational profits to communities. In New Brunswick, First Nation
communities are provided an allocation of Crown timber that they are then able to log
and sell, keeping royalties that would normally be paid to the government. More directly,
nations may also negotiate access costs where a company or a government agrees to
provide certain services or pay a specified amount as a share of revenue, to compensate
for impacts or to fund consultations or traditional knowledge studies. In Québec, the 2002
Paix des braves included a payment of $70M per year for 50 years to the Cree nation as a
share of revenue from forestry, hydro-electric and mining developments. Economic
opportunities also exist on the margins of the forest sector, through indirect opportunities
in providing services such as transport, mechanical repairs or camp operations. The
commercialisation of NTFP may also have significant potential for Aboriginal nations,
though this potential is as yet to be fully realized (e.g., Davidson-Hunt et al. 2002).
While Aboriginal nations can seek economic development through different kinds
of activities, they can also choose from a range of business models. Firstly, we note
nation or community owned non-profit organisations, including band-owned businesses
or community development corporations, such as the Services forestiers Atikamekw Aski
in Wemotaci Québec (Wyatt 2004). Primary goals of these organisations are often related
to economic development, employment creation or financing of community activities.
Aboriginal businesses, partnerships and cooperatives may be owned by either
communities or individuals, but commercial considerations and profit-making typically
sit along-side communal or social goals. Perhaps the best known example in Canada is
that of NorSask Forest Products, which is now fully owned by the Meadow Lake Tribal
Council in Saskatchewan after having been established in 1987 as a joint venture
(Chambers 1999, www.norsask.net). Finally, Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal joint ventures
enable Aboriginal nations to gain experience and resources in forestry through
partnerships with non-Aboriginal industrial interests. They are particularly appropriate
for major timber transformation projects, such as the Waswanipi Nabakatuk sawmill in
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Québec, where an industry partner (Domtar Inc.) contributes financing, as well as
technical and management skills. Formal arrangements are needed in joint ventures to
clarify rights and responsibilities, especially concerning revenue, investments and
decision-making.
All the groups of activities identified above, along with the various business
models, provide economic benefits through employment and profits and help
communities to develop their knowledge and capacity in forestry. However, they provide
few opportunities to participate in decision making or to implement activities in ways that
differ from the norms specified by government or industry managers (Curran and
M'Gonigle 1999; Wyatt 2004). Choosing the most appropriate model or forest activity
will depend on local circumstances, and especially the human and financial resources
available, access to forest tenures or contracting opportunities and finally the willingness
of established forest industries to accept and support new participants in the forest sector.

Multiple Engagement Strategies: When Everything Comes Together
Although these approaches have been presented as distinct, each with its own set of
advantages and inconveniences, there is some overlap among them. At lower levels on
each of our five scales this occurs where activities grouped under one approach may be
closely linked to another set of activities. First Nations in New Brunswick are granted
short-term logging tenures (included under NAFA Group 3) that enable them to keep
royalties that would otherwise be paid by forestry companies to the government (revenue
sharing). Land use mapping is carried out by many nations, often with government or
industry support, both as an early step in forest planning and as a means of consultation.
However, we have defined these activities within different groups as each fulfills distinct
roles, and one role does not necessarily imply the other. Logging tenures do not always
include revenue-sharing arrangements—in fact this is unusual, land use mapping
exercises do not always lead to consultations, and consultation processes can use
techniques other than mapping.
More importantly, the categories are also blurred at higher levels. Some Aboriginal
nations have been able to develop their own form of engagement using multiple
concurrent approaches, each supporting or enabling the others. Such forms of multiple
high-level engagement can be observed in a relatively small number of cases across
Canada. The Innu Nation of Labrador has used the opportunity of ongoing land claim
negotiations with the province to establish a co-management framework and an
ecosystem-based management plan. They are also seeking to establish commercial
ventures (both fully-owned and partnerships) to harvest timber, transform it and produce
value-added products for market. During the 1990s, the Cree in northern Quebec
established a joint venture sawmill and developed consultation and forest management
planning methods while simultaneously launching legal actions against the forest industry
and the Provincial Government. In 2002, the Paix des braves concluded this conflict,
building upon the treaty arrangement of the 1975 James Bay and Northern Quebec
Agreement and providing a variety of measures including a new co-management regime
for forestry, employment agreements and a significant financial compensation package.
Similar examples of coinciding approaches occur with the Meadow Lake communities of
Saskatchewan, the Little Red River Cree Nation in northern Alberta and the Nisga’a of
British Columbia.
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When multiple high-level engagements occur, each approach may complement
others. Perhaps most importantly, treaties and broad land and resource management
agreements often include specific arrangements for Aboriginal engagement in forestry,
such as the creation of a co-management board, the institution of a particular forest
management regime or assistance in developing economic opportunities. Furthermore,
treaties and agreements contribute to clarifying uncertainties around Aboriginal rights
and title, and to establishing a legal framework within which other forms of engagement
can occur. However, treaties or agreements alone are insufficient to meet the goals of
Aboriginal nations. Strong mechanisms for Aboriginal roles in controlling what happens
on forestlands are also required. If a treaty or agreement falls short of full sovereignty for
Aboriginal peoples, it will be necessary to develop joint decision-making institutions
such as co-management or advisory committees, as well as setting the goals and
principles of forestland management. Recent treaties and final agreements, such as the
Nisga’a Treaty and the Paix des braves, establish different levels of rights over various
areas of land. Hence, a nation may find itself with full authority in one part of its
traditional territory, a co-management regime in another and government issued tenures
elsewhere. Finally, it is important to note that planning and management activities
provide only a relatively small proportion of the economic benefits that are potentially
available from forestlands. Higher-level engagement in each of the other approaches
creates opportunities for sharing in economic benefits, whether a nation chooses to do
this through timber harvesting and production or through activities such as carbon
trading, recreation and tourism. Complementary high-level engagements across all five of
the approaches presented here should contribute to greater political, institutional and
economic autonomy for Aboriginal nations.

Conclusion: Picking and Choosing Your Engagement
Aboriginal nations that seek to engage in forestry need to consider carefully how they
wish to achieve this. Each of the five broad approaches focuses on different outcomes:
formal and legal recognition, managing forestlands, a role in decision-making,
management rights and responsibilities under provincial law and economic benefits.
Choosing one or more approaches will probably be determined by a nation’s own
objectives, as well as the opportunities that are available. Within each of these
approaches a range of sub-types provide different levels of engagement. Different subtypes have differing complexity, which in turn affects the human, financial and
institutional capacity that a nation, and its partners, must be able to provide. Sub-types
also provide greater or fewer benefits, and so nations need to consider both their capacity
and their priorities in their objectives. It is both possible and common for nations to be
simultaneously involved in more than one approach, enabling them to move towards
several objectives. However, it is important that multiple approaches should be
coordinated so that they are complementary and consistent with the overall goals of the
nation. A significant advantage of multiple engagements is that they reduce reliance upon
a single activity or project to achieve goals. Modifications of government policy, loss of
funding or commercial opportunities and changes in ownership of industry partners can
all cause engagement initiatives to stall or to be abandoned. Multiple approaches will
enable First Nations to continue advancing their goals through other approaches while
waiting for new funding or establishing a new project.
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Considering multiple approaches and sub-types also enable Aboriginal nations to
develop their capacity. Anecdotal evidence from a number of case studies and
experiences suggests that it may be appropriate for nations to commence with sub-types
that are lower on the scales, developing their skills, knowledge and experience over a
number of years and improving the chances of success in higher level engagements.
Conversely, communities that “aim too high” appear to run an increased risk of failure if
they do not have the capacity to implement and control the activities within which they
are engaged. A common development path, as demonstrated by the Atikamkew of
Opitciwan (Québec) is to commence with contracts for silvicultural operations, become
involved in harvesting and forest management planning, establish consultation processes
with the industry and seek to influence decisions, obtain a forest tenure and move on to a
timber transformation plant as a joint venture. Meadow Lake Tribal Council in
Saskatchewan created NorSask Forest Products as a joint venture, but is now the sole
owner. An increasing number of nations in British Columbia currently hold forest tenures
and are developing skills and experience that could serve them if they are able to obtain
expanded rights and responsibilities for forest management.
Recognising the existence of different approaches, and of sub-types within these
approaches, means that governments should not adopt a ‘one size fits all’ philosophy for
Aboriginal engagement. Instead, policies and programs need to be flexible, capable of
responding to the characteristics of each situation and to the particular needs of parties,
both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. They also need to be adaptable, adjusting goals and
the support available as parties develop their capacities and as situations and needs
change. Governments may wish to consider orienting programs along each of the five
different approaches identified here, adapting activities and support to various situations.
Forest industries can also benefit by considering the variety of approaches and sub-types,
and by determining those that are most effective in relation to the company’s needs,
resources and capacity. Finally, Aboriginal nations themselves need to consider the fit
between existing policies and programs and their own capacity and goals. Embarking
upon a particular program or project simply because government funding is available or a
forestry company offers an economic incentive could be a waste of internal resources
better used elsewhere. Instead of government programs aimed at promoting particular
models or mechanisms, a ‘toolbox’ philosophy may be more appropriate, offering a
variety of support, models and techniques and allowing Aboriginal nations and their
partners to select those that will be most effective for their context, capacities and the
satisfaction of their needs, rights and interests.
The bewildering variety of forms that Aboriginal engagement in forestry can take
across Canada is sometimes perceived as a problem—a factor that complicates the
efficient delivery of support programs or prevents the development of ‘best practices.’
This variety also creates tensions within nations and communities as members debate the
relative merits of legal actions, consultation processes, harvesting contracts with the
industry, etc.. In the worst cases, tension boils over into conflicts, projects are begun and
abandoned, and scarce resources are wasted on activities that fail to address community
needs. However, we consider that this variety of forms is also a strength of Aboriginal
engagement in forestry in Canada. The categorization of multiple approaches and subtypes provides a range of choices for Aboriginal nations and their partners, but also
requires that they carefully consider both the situation and their respective goals,
procedures, and capacities. Moving from one sub-type to another helps communities to
build up their capacity to engage in forestry. It also helps forest industries to establish
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more constructive relationships with communities. Distinguishing among the different
approaches, and recognising the strengths and weaknesses of each, also encourages
nations to embark simultaneously upon several approaches, thereby making it easier to
attain a diverse set of objectives. Whether an Aboriginal nation is aiming for autonomy,
trying to protect its traditional lands, or simply seeking employment, these five
approaches to engagement offer options for each.
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Chapter Eleven
Treaty 8 Land-Based Rights: A Legal and Ethical Analysis
Monique Passelac-Ross and Verónica Potes
Recognizing the urgent need to respect and promote the inherent rights of
Indigenous peoples which derive from their political, economic and social
structures and from their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and
philosophies, especially their rights to their lands, territories and resources.
(from Preamble, United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
People, 2007)

Introduction
Between 1871 and 1921, the Government of the Dominion of Canada concluded 11
treaties extending between the Great Lakes to the east and the Rocky Mountains to the
west, and reaching into Canada’s subarctic. These treaties, known as the numbered
treaties, were concluded to facilitate settlement and resource exploitation across Canada.
In this chapter, we focus on a particular set of rights recognized by the British Crown to
the signatories of Treaty No. 8: the Aboriginal rights to a livelihood, to maintain a way of
life and to retain control over lands and resources, including but not limited to the right
to pursue their usual vocations of hunting, trapping and fishing. We develop a duties
approach to Aboriginal rights and suggest that the Canadian state is under an overarching
obligation to respect, protect and ensure the full exercise of the land-based rights it
guaranteed to Treaty 8 signatories and to their descendants.

A Functional Approach to Rights and Duties
In a liberal democracy rights are the highest status provided to a human interest. Rights
are trump cards (Dworkin 1984:153). Constitutional status of Aboriginal rights, as
enshrined in section 35 of the Canadian Constitution Act, confers them an additional
level of protection beyond mere ‘majoritarianism.’ Rather than shields or swords, rights
are socializing institutions. These socializing functions are evidenced by how
relationships are shaped by rights (Nedelsky 1993; Singer 1988; Minow 1990). A
relational approach provides a broader picture of how rights operate as it draws attention
to the enabling elements: the correlative duties and responsibilities. In this section, we
will refer to a duties approach to rights.
The fundamental claim of our duties approach to section 35 is borrowed from
human rights scholars; what matters to people is not to have their interests recognized as
rights but to enjoy the substance of those interests, be they physical integrity, autonomy,
the means of survival, etc. (Shue 1996). Duties are required to guarantee the free and full
exercise of rights against standard threats that imperil such exercise. There is no fixed set
of duties to secure the exercise of rights in the abstract. However, both legal theory and
doctrine have elaborated on a series of categories of duties—they can be negative or
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positive depending on the undertakings they imply; they may be universal or particular
depending on who they bind; they can be difficult to neatly characterize (Shue 1996,
1979; Waldron 1993a). More importantly, while the analytical distinctions make sense
for implementation purposes, a more comprehensive approach to what is required to
uphold the substantive promises implied in rights recognition is Jeremy Waldron’s
‘waves of duties’ (1993b:212).
The ultimate agent bound by the obligations to protect and promote rights
enjoyment is the State.1 The overarching obligation of the State is to put in place all the
arrangements necessary to fulfill the promise contained in a right. Different typologies of
rights have been proposed. Currently, the one that is widely used by international human
rights advocates and practitioners is Asbjorn Eide’s typology of duties to respect, protect
and fulfill (Shue 1984:85). Complementarily, the idea of ‘waves of duties’ captures better
the dynamics of rights fulfillment.An example of a rights based duties approach is found
in the Inter American System of Human Rights (IAHR). Articles 1 and 2 of the American
Convention on Human Rights impose on States concurring generic obligations to:
(a) respect the recognized rights and freedoms;
(b) ensure the free and full exercise of those rights and freedoms;
(c) adopt the measures necessary to give effect to those rights and
freedoms; and,
(d) to do all above avoiding discrimination.
The purposive approach to State duties and an enhanced interpretive framework
have been instrumental to the regional system’s acknowledgment of Indigenous rights
violations as actual violations of human rights. This has occurred in spite of the
individualistic nature of the IAHR instruments and the absence of any explicit reference
to Indigenous peoples in those instruments.2 The result is a nascent doctrine on
Indigenous rights and the duties deriving from them. This doctrine recognizes that the
current situation of deprivation that is pervasive to Indigenous peoples in regions is the
result of a historic failure to respect and promote their rights. It also questions the
1

A note of caution is necessary. A depiction of duties correlative to rights is
not reduced to State actors. The emphasis on the State’s role responds to two
reasons. First, it is the State that has the ultimate obligation to put in place effective
arrangements to guarantee rights enjoyment. A second, and more practical, reason is
that traditionally it has been the Nation States that can be sued in international
tribunals for violations of rights. However, reality shows that deprivation of rights in
the form of encroachment of lands and depletion of resources occurs as a result of
the actions of private parties, settlers, developers, extractive industry, etc. While
States are responsible for authorizing these actions or failing to remove the
incentives to deprive that exacerbate the situation, any account of rights and
correlative duties that fails to acknowledge third party actions would be flawed.
While we acknowledge this reality, our purpose is to shed light not on a particular
right, but on how the Canadian state is failing to implement treaty rights in Canada.
This is why we emphasis State obligations.
2
The Organization of American States (OAS) is currently discussing a
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The Commission approved a draft
text in 1997 which was submitted to extensive review and consultation region-wide.
A new consolidated text is available online:
http://www.oas.org/consejo/CAJP/Indigenous%20documents.asp
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common practice of privileging mainstream conceptions and values to the detriment of
those of the Indigenous peoples. In other words, for the IAHR, ignoring alternative
conceptions of rights and failing to respect, protect and fulfill these as rights is
discriminatory.
It is important to note that the emerging IAHR jurisprudence on Indigenous rights
recognizes increasing levels of autonomy of Indigenous peoples in the determination of
the contents of their rights. This is more evident in the American Commission of Human
Rights’ and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights’ acknowledgment that the human
right to property be refurbished so as to include ancestral conceptions. To that effect, the
State has a duty to consult with the incumbent People with regard to the demarcation,
delimitation and titling of land so that those conceptions inform the materialization of the
right. In the meantime, the State must refrain from taking any decision, carrying on or
authorizing any activity that may affect the claimed lands and resources. In any case, all
decisions that may affect Indigenous land and resources should be subject to consultation
with the incumbent community. The State may also have to incur positive undertakings to
provide for the basic needs of the community.

Historical Background: Treaty 8 Negotiation and Implementation
In the late 1800s, reports of the existence of great mineral wealth in the Peace, Athabasca
and Mackenzie regions, and the Klondike gold rush, motivated the Dominion of Canada
to enter into treaty with the Cree and the Dene (Athapaskans) of the Northwest
Territories. The government wanted to open up the land for mining and address
increasing conflicts between Aboriginal peoples and white miners and trappers. A Treaty
Commission made up of three Commissioners was sent to negotiate Treaty 8 in the
summers of 1899 and 1900. Treaty 8 is the largest of the numbered treaties,
encompassing 840,000 square kilometers and comprising most of northern Alberta,
northeastern British Columbia, the northwestern corner of Saskatchewan and a portion of
the Northwest Territories south of Great Slave Lake.
The Dominion of Canada viewed the treaties as instruments of land surrender, in
return for hunting and fishing rights, the setting aside of reserves for the Aboriginal
peoples, the payment of annuities, education, the provision of ammunitions, tools,
implements, etc. However, for the Aboriginal signatories of Treaty 8, the most important
promise made by the Treaty Commissioners was that they would be able to preserve their
traditional livelihood. The various Indian bands did not want to be placed on reserves and
to see their way of life restricted. For the Aboriginal signatories, one of the sine qua non
conditions of entering into treaty was the Treaty Commissioners’ repeated assurances that
they would be able to continue to hunt, trap and fish after the treaty as they had before
signing it. The clause of the treaty that encompasses that promise reads as follows:
And Her Majesty the Queen HEREBY AGREES with the said Indians that
they shall have the right to pursue their usual vocations of hunting, trapping
and fishing throughout the tract surrendered as heretofore described, subject
to such regulations as may from time to time be made by the Government of
the country, acting under the authority of Her Majesty, and saving and
excepting such tracts as may be required or taken up from time to time for
settlement, mining, lumbering, trading or other purposes (emphasis added)
(Treaty No. 8 1899).
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Soon after Treaty 8 was signed, governments started regulating hunting and
fishing and restricting the rights that Aboriginal peoples thought they had secured by
treaty. The creation of the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan in 1905, followed by
the Dominion of Canada’s unilateral transfer of control and ownership of lands and
resources to the provinces under the 1930 Natural Resources Transfer Agreements
(NRTAs), had a profound impact on the lives of the Aboriginal peoples. Shortly after
their creation, the provincial governments enacted game regulations and imposed these
regulations on Aboriginal peoples, regardless of their treaty rights. The imposition of
game laws had disastrous consequences for the First Nations and encountered much
resistance on their part. However, the federal government was unwilling to challenge
provincial jurisdiction over hunting.
Frank Tough suggests that by 1919, the Department of Indian Affairs “had
abandoned any notion that Indian treaties recognized legal rights” (1992:68).3 Not only
were the rights increasingly subject to government regulation and restrictions, but
Aboriginal trappers also started to lose their hunting and trapping territories to nonAboriginal hunters and trappers. Reviewing the steady erosion of the hunting and fishing
rights of Aboriginal peoples, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP)
concludes in its final report:
A century of effective prohibition of activities that treaty beneficiaries
believed had been guaranteed to them by treaty has had a major impact on
government and on society generally. Part of the corporate memory of
provincial resource management agencies is that Aboriginal and treaty
rights do not exist (RCAP Report 1996:507).

The Meaning of the ‘Usual Vocations’ Clause of Treaty 8
Government representatives and Aboriginal peoples hold widely divergent views of
Treaty 8 and of the rights that it guaranteed, notably with respect to lands and resources.
The different perceptions of the spirit and intent of the treaty have been the source of
controversy to this day.
The Supreme Court of Canada (hereinafter SCC, or the Court) has developed rules
of interpretation of the historical treaties which underline the sacred character of the
agreements concluded between the Crown and the Indian Nations. A key rule is that
treaties should be given a fair, large and liberal construction in favour of the Aboriginal
peoples, an interpretation that maintains the honour and the integrity of the Crown. The
terms of a treaty must be interpreted in light of the historical and cultural context within
which the treaties were negotiated and concluded. In addition to the written text, the
Aboriginal understanding and the oral promises made at the time a treaty was concluded
must be examined in order to ascertain the common intention of the treaty signatories
(Badger 1996:799).
3

Nevertheless, numerous botched, and eventually abandoned, attempts by the
federal government to create ‘special hunting reserves’ for many First Nations in the
western provinces and territories prior the Natural Resource Transfer Agreements of
1930 may be construed by some (e.g., J. Webb, pers. Comm.. 2008) as Federal
recognition of the treaty rights of First Nations.
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What rights did the ‘usual vocations’ clause, as it is known, guarantee? In the late
19th century, the fur trade had become central to the economy of the Aboriginal peoples
of the Northwest Territories. Their ‘usual vocation’ included commercial and subsistence
hunting, fishing and trapping activities, as well as a range of other income opportunities,
including wage labour and commercial trade. The courts have acknowledged the crucial
importance of the guarantee of continued rights to hunt, fish and trap, and the promise of
the continuance of a source of livelihood primarily based on commercial hunting and
trapping. In the Horseman case, Justice Cory of the SCC stated that “the economy of the
Indian population at the time of the Treaty had clearly evolved to such a degree that
hunting and fishing for commercial purposes was an integral part of their way of life” and
agreed that “the original Treaty right clearly included hunting for purposes of commerce”
(1990:928-929).
Beyond the right to an economic livelihood, it was a way of life that the
Aboriginal leaders were seeking to protect. For Aboriginal peoples, the concept of
‘livelihood’ includes much more than economic activity. Wheeler et al. (2003) discuss
the way in which the concept of livelihood is understood in various academic disciplines
and how it is understood by First Nations. As an example of Aboriginal understanding of
livelihood, they cite the Cree term pimâcihowin, which means a way of life, livelihood,
earning a living. According to Cardinal and Hildebrandt (2000:43):
When Treaty Elders use the words pimâcihowin, they are describing a
holistic concept that includes a spiritual as well as a physical dimension. It
is an integral component of traditional First Nations’ doctrines, laws,
principles, values, and teachings regarding the sources of life, the
responsibilities associated with them, including those elements seen as
necessary for enhancing the spiritual components of life and those
associated with making a living.
For Aboriginal leaders, protecting a way of life also meant retaining control over
their lands and resources, remaining their own ‘boss,’ with no outside interference. First
Nations had developed effective and efficient management strategies that balanced
human needs and animal resources. The RCAP report notes that the prescribed modes of
behavior in harvesting and utilizing resources “had a dual purpose: to manage lands and
resources, and to reaffirm and reinforce one’s relationship to the earth and its inhabitants”
(1996:461). In 1899, these systems were being threatened by the invasion of nonAboriginals in their territories and the wasteful practices of white trappers, hunters and
traders. Aboriginal leaders were concerned about the devastating effects these practices
were having on wildlife and their economies, and they expressed these concerns to the
Treaty Commissioners. For Richard Daniel, during treaty negotiations, the Indians’ desire
to protect their way of life and access to natural resources “would have been expressed
primarily as a demand for control of wildlife resources rather than in terms of land rights
under Canadian law” (1999:55). The RCAP report acknowledges this fact in one of its
recommendations (Recommendation 2.2.4(d)), asking that in implementing the spirit and
intent of the historical treaties, there should be a presumption that “treaty nations
intended to share the territory and jurisdiction and management over it, as opposed to
ceding the territory …” and that “treaty nations did not intend to give up their inherent
right of governance by entering into a treaty relationship, and the act of treaty making is
regarded as an affirmation rather than a denial of that right …” (1996:1026).
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Governments take a much narrower view of the rights guaranteed by Treaty 8,
focusing on the limitations inherent in the ‘usual vocations’ clause. The right to hunt, trap
and fish of the Aboriginal peoples was subject to two limitations. First, it was subject to
government regulations (the regulatory limitation). Second, the right could be exercised
throughout the area of the treaty except on lands that may be required or ‘taken up’ by
government for various purposes (the geographical limitation). Provincial governments
have made extensive use of both limitations. In the case of Treaty 8, there has been a
steady ‘taking up’ of lands for resource development, notably in Alberta, British
Columbia and Saskatchewan, with no consideration given to the existence and potential
infringement of treaty rights.
However, the limitations on the rights to hunt, trap and fish have been narrowly
interpreted by the courts. With respect to the regulatory limitation, the courts have
confirmed that only regulations aimed at conserving game were envisioned at the time of
treaty making. With respect to the geographical limitation, they have found that the mere
‘taking up’ of land does not necessarily restrict the right to hunt of the Aboriginal
peoples. It is only when the land is put to a ‘visibly incompatible use’ that the hunting
right can no longer be exercised (Badger 1996:800). In the Sioui case, the SCC held that
only those land uses that are contrary to the purpose of the Crown’s occupancy are
incompatible with the rights guaranteed by treaty (1990:1071-1072). Further, the
Crown’s power to take up land is limited by both procedural and substantive obligations,
as the Court has acknowledged in the Mikisew Cree case. First, it “is subject to the
Crown’s duty to consult and, if appropriate, accommodate First Nations’ interests before
reducing the area over which their members may continue to pursue their hunting,
trapping and fishing rights” (2005:56). Second, if the time came when a First Nation no
longer has a ‘meaningful right to hunt’ over its traditional territories, then “a potential
action for treaty infringement… would be a legitimate First Nation response” (2005:48).
In addition to their expansive use of the regulatory and geographical limitations,
provincial governments are of the view that the 1930 NRTAs have significantly changed
the treaty right by removing the right to hunt commercially (1930:12).4 In the
government’s view, what is left of the treaty right to a livelihood is a right to hunt and
trap ‘for food,’ that is “for sustenance for the individual Indian or the Indian’s family”
(Horseman 1990:936). This view is supported by decisions of the SCC in the Horseman
and Badger cases. Legal experts and historians (Bell 1997; Callou 2007; Irwin 1980; Ray
1985; Rotman 1997; Tough 2004), however, question the judicial interpretation of
paragraph 12 of the NRTA, and reject the notion that commercial rights were
extinguished by the NTRA .

A Duties Approach to Treaty 8 Rights in Light of section 35(1) of the
Constitution
The Need for an Alternative Approach to section 35(1)
Section 35(1) of the Canadian Constitution (1982) states that “The existing aboriginal and
treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed.”
4
Paragraph 12 of the NRTA provides that provincial laws will apply to the
Indians, provided that they will have the right of “hunting, trapping and fishing for
food at all seasons of the year on all unoccupied Crown lands and on any other lands
to which the said Indians may have a right of access.”
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The text is vague and ambiguous and provides little guidance on the scope and content of
these rights.5 It was not until 1990 that the SCC began to address these uncertainties in R.
v. Sparrow.6 The decision acknowledged the Crown’s long history of ‘honoring
[Aboriginal] rights in the breach” and announced a new era where rights would be taken
seriously (Sparrow 1990:1103). Among other things, the substantive promise of Sparrow
meant the recognition of inherent rights and a commitment to bind the Canadian state to
the highest standard of conduct in its dealings with Aboriginal peoples. While the Court
ratified the Canadian state’s legislative powers, it clearly limited such authority stating
that those powers are to be reconciled with federal duty (Sparrow 1990:1109). The Court
bound the Crown by a stringent obligation to justify any infringement of Aboriginal
rights through a two-pronged test. The so-called Sparrow test asks the two following
questions: 1) is there a valid, compelling and substantial ‘legislative objective’ to support
the infringing action consistent with the honour of the Crown, and 2) and has there been
as little infringement as possible in order to effect the desired result (Sparrow 1990:11131114).7 Treaty rights are expressly included in section 35(1).
Following Sparrow, the Court has been quite active in clarifying the extent and
scope of section 35(1) rights. However, its interpretation has not always been coherent
and has not lived up to the substantive promise. In assuming the role of establishing the
criteria for section 35 rights under the Canadian law, the SCC has limited considerably
the autonomy of the Aboriginal peoples to decide over their own affairs and to define
their own rights. In our opinion, the process is illegitimate as it fails to acknowledge the
historical fact that Aboriginal peoples never surrendered the authority to govern
themselves to the British. At the end of the day, Aboriginal peoples have had little active
input in filling the section 35 box.
The doctrine on State obligations has followed the same colonial thought that
informs rights determination. Not only is the absence of more positive obligations
notorious,8 so is also the insistence on the Crown balancing Aboriginal rights with the
interests of the larger Canadian society, as if rights and interests were equivalent.
The Court’s elaboration of Crown obligations stemming from section 35 has
become troubling for Aboriginal peoples in Canada, particularly on fundamental issues.
For example, the threshold foreseen by the Sparrow test has been lowered to levels which
provide justification for just about any state decision infringing section 35. Gladstone and
Delgamuukw are particularly retrograde in that respect. The ‘substantive and compelling
interest’ capable of trumping constitutional rights has been construed as including so
many kinds of development-oriented decisions that one wonders what would not qualify
as justification (Gladstone 1996, Delgamuukw 1997). Another flawed interpretation of
rights-based duties is the doctrine on consultation and, particularly, accommodation.
Above all, the purpose of reconciliation, as construed by the Courts, is closer to
subordination than to social justice among equals.
5

The outstanding question being whether s. 35 was an ‘empty’ or a ‘full’ box.
Mr. Sparrow alleged that as a holder of a constitutional right to fish, he had
been unduly fined for catching fish.
7
Further questions to be addressed include whether there has been as little
infringement as possible in order to effect the desired result; whether fair
compensation is available in a situation of expropriation; and whether the Aboriginal
group in question has been consulted with respect to the decisions to be made.
8
Macklem (1997) has argued for positive obligations deriving from s. 35
rights.
6
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Now, does this critique imply a call for the Crown to do nothing? No! While we
insist that it is up to Aboriginal peoples to provide content to the section 35 box, there are
still guiding principles as to how to expand State obligations in a sense that links duties to
rights protection. An obvious way is to honestly engage with Aboriginal peoples so as to
have better knowledge of the Aboriginal interests underlying such rights. Indigenous
thinkers and leaders as well as non-Indigenous scholars have advanced this task. Stewart
Philip, leader of the Okanagan Nation and member of the Union of British Columbia
Indian Chiefs, succinctly identifies “looking after the land, looking after the people,
looking after the spirituality and looking after the whole culture” as the four sacred trusts
that Aboriginal peoples have a responsibility to protect (Alfred 2009:181).9 Patrick
Macklem argues that section 35 recognizes and protects the ‘Indigenous difference’
which includes substantive interests in land, culture, self government and participation in
negotiations (1999). John Borrows (2005) offers a complementary account to guiding
Crown obligations that includes: expectation interests (designed to put the Indigenous
group in the position it would have been in had the Crown fulfilled its obligation);
reliance interests (designed to put the Indigenous group in the position it would have been
in had the Crown never had an obligation); and restitution interests (designed to restore
the benefits conferred on Crown or third party to which the Crown or third party is not
entitled due to an Indigenous right or other legal interest).
A Rights-based Approach to Section 35: A Contribution to the Debate on State
Obligations
Our intention here is to contribute to the debate on duties correlative to section 35 rights.
This proposal is more functional than substantive. It emphasizes what is too often missed
by the Canadian judiciary: that the role of duties derived from section 35(1) is to uphold
Aboriginal protected interests. We argue that the State is bound by an overarching
obligation to respect, protect and ensure the continued existence of rights. We propose
three generic obligations of the State: obligations not to extinguish, obligations not to
infringe and only under compelling conditions, and obligations to protect the rights. A
fourth generic obligation, the duty to engage in meaningful consultations with the
incumbent Aboriginal peoples, is the means to determine the specifics of duties
performance. We suggest that if these generic obligations were to inform compliance
with the long list of obligations compiled by Borrows from the judicial doctrine,10 their
role as instruments of rights protection would be enhanced. Our proposal draws on that

9

Interviewed by Taiaiake Alfred. Note that Mr. Philip refers not to ‘rights’ or
‘interests’, rather, he alludes to ‘the responsibility of the Aboriginal Peoples’. We
will see later in this paper, how John Borrows furthers the idea that responsibility, a
fundamental notion in Aboriginal law (the law of the Aboriginal Peoples, not the
law imposed by the state to them), should inform the interpretation of s. 35 (Alfred
2005:181).
10
Borrows (2007:205-206) has listed a series of Crown obligations found in s.
35 doctrine. They include: recognition, affirmation, reconciliation, nonextinguishment without consent, not imposing unjustifiably unreasonable limitations
or undue hardships, minimal impairment, allocating resources to Aboriginal peoples,
conserving resources for them structuring discretion, giving priority, compensation,
consultation, accommodation, mitigation strategies, not violating Aboriginal
individual’s Charter rights, etc.
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used by human rights advocates. However, it also aims to address the historical negative
legacy of violence against Aboriginal peoples in Canada.
The obligations not to extinguish and not to infringe specifically address the fact
that extinguishment and infringement have been the actual result of the settler society’s
actions and omissions. They are stated in the negative so as to underline the fact that the
actions and omissions that have led to current rights violations cannot continue. The
obligation to protect is a far reaching one and is best understood under a ‘waves of duties’
approach. It looks to the present as a direct result of the past and projects into the future.
In this sense, it is informed by the other two obligations; they all work together. And the
obligation to engage in meaningful consultations must be understood and fulfilled as the
instrument to advance the appropriate compliance with these generic duties and the more
specific duties stemming from them. We refer to all of these with particular reference to
Treaty rights and drawing on Canadian courts’ findings and decisions and the doctrine of
the Inter American human rights system.

Duties of the State
The Obligation Not to Extinguish Rights
The hunting, fishing and trapping rights of Treaty 8 First Nations are not just any other
right to a given thing. They take another dimension since those rights speak to the very
livelihood and identity of these peoples as Aboriginal peoples, to their ability to sustain
their way of life free from undue interference.11 Currently, both the possibility to exercise
rights to hunt, fish and trap, and in general, to sustain a way of life, as well as access to
these rights, are threatened—if not extinguished already—by the economic-growth model
of development favoured and promoted by the Crown. In many regions within Treaty 8,
the impacts of growth (be they direct, indirect, cumulative or otherwise) have already
resulted and continue to result in a de facto impossibility to exercise the rights guaranteed
by Treaty 8 (Passelac-Ross and Potes 2007). This factual impossibility to exercise rights
is not the result of chance, bad luck or ‘acts of God’ but the result—direct and indirect—
but in any case foreseeable and preventable of State actions or undue omissions. As a
consequence, the State is to be held accountable for failing to fulfill its generic obligation
not to extinguish section 35 rights. In other words, the extinguishment of treaty rights is
not to be measured or assessed by mere intention, but by results.
We also emphasize the importance of the temporal dimension when talking about
this obligation not to extinguish Aboriginal rights. Indeed, the scope and breadth of the
undertakings related to this generic obligation are very wide considering that the full and
free exercise of treaty rights is already compromised by systematic deprivation.
So conceived, the obligation not to extinguish rights is not an inexpensive
obligation. In fact, it can be a very expensive one in terms of opportunity costs and
forgone profit as in the case of not engaging in development activities that may result in
rights deprivation. It can also be a costly obligation in terms of what needs to be achieved
11
In fact, the ‘rights language’ poorly grasps the Aboriginal peoples values
meant to underlie these so called hunting, trapping and fishing rights. Indigenous
scholars have consistently denounced this. Our proposal is not aimed to ratify the
appropriateness of a rights discourse on Indigenous values and laws. Rather, it is a
proposed means to hold the Canadian State accountable to its promises in the 1982
Constitution.
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in order to guarantee the continued possibility to exercise Treaty 8 rights. As mentioned,
such guarantees face the challenges of a historical legacy of systemic deprivation. Thus, a
closer look at the apparently easy to fulfill negative duty not to interfere with the exercise
of a right reveals a more complex picture. Actually, the obligation can be better
characterized as a duty to prevent further extinguishment of rights, and as such implies
positive and cumbersome actions. These obligations speak to what Borrows (2007) calls
expectation interests as it gives rise to a series of duties which would not be incurred if
the basic obligation not to cause harm had been effectively performed. In any case, it is
duties that respond to rights not the other way around.
The Obligation Not to Infringe Rights
As we have insisted above, the main obligation of the Crown is to guarantee the
continued exercise of Aboriginal and treaty rights. For Justice Binnie of the SCC, the
promise made to Aboriginal peoples that their rights would be taken seriously is the
fulcrum upon which Aboriginal law turns. As stated earlier, in Sparrow, the Court
prevented the Crown from infringing section 35 rights unless it could demonstrably
justify such infringement. Immediately following Sparrow, the outstanding question was
whether and how the justification test applied to treaty rights and eventual limitations on
these rights by the Crown. In Badger (1996:77-75), the Court stated that “although treaty
rights are the result of agreement, they, like Aboriginal rights, may be unilaterally
abridged”, and ‘in most cases’ the test formulated in Sparrow applied equally to treaty
rights.
While it is already troublesome to justify breaking what the Court calls ‘a solemn
engagement,’12 we have seen above how the State uses additional tools to undermine
treaty rights; i.e., the regulatory and territorial limitations. The Crown has understood the
geographical limitation as its right to limit the treaty rights by requiring or taking up land,
as allegedly contemplated in Treaty 8. And the Court, in spite of recognizing the
historical deprivation of Aboriginal peoples, still regards regulatory and territorial
limitations of treaty rights as the exercise of Crown powers.
However, a more substantive interpretation of treaty rights is due in light of
section 35. If rights are taken seriously, then the alleged Crown’s powers, if legitimate at
all, are still fettered and their exercise is significantly constrained. This means that the
exercise of such powers is subject to the Crown’s overarching obligations not to
extinguish and not to infringe rights unless justified by exceptional circumstances and
only through high standards of conduct, and to protect Indigenous rights from
deprivation. Thus, in the light of history, the outstanding questions are not the extent to
which the Crown can continue to infringe treaty rights, or the nature of the Crown’s
obligations when ‘taking up’ or occupying land, or the limits to that ‘taking up.’ Rather,
they are the basic inquiry as to whether there are actual possibilities for the continued
exercise of the rights13 and whether that exercise has been ‘substantially impaired’ by the
12

For Rotman (1997:168), “The solemn nature of treaties as representative of
the agreements made between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples and their existence
as negotiated compacts suggest that any attempt to abrogate the rights contained
within them ought to be subject to a more onerous test than that applied to
Aboriginal rights.”
13
In a recent workshop of the SFM Network, an Indigenous leader pointed out
that to talk about ‘enjoyment’ of their rights is actually a sham.
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Crown’s actions and omissions since the treaties were signed (Halfway River 1990).14 In
any case, the immediate questions refer to what needs to be done to secure that continued
exercise of rights, i.e., the duties to remedy the current consequences of the breach and
protracted abuse of contested powers.
We suggest that a rights-based duties approach to the judicial doctrine on section
35 implies a Crown duty not to infringe section 35 rights as a general rule. The Crown
can exceptionally limit these rights, if it is capable of justifying its course of action. The
justification test must be read as a very high threshold to pass, and in light of the other
generic obligations derived from section 35 that we have outlined. This rights-based
duties approach reveals the inconsistencies of the doctrine post Sparrow, which, rather
than guaranteeing Aboriginal rights against standard threats, actually undermines their
normative force.
Obligations to Protect
We now turn to the third set of obligations stemming from the constitutional protection of
treaty rights: the duty to establish and maintain the appropriate institutions to prevent
rights deprivation and to promote their continued exercise.15
The idea of ‘waves of duties’ is very handy to illustrate what is required as
‘obligations to protect.’ As discussed earlier, Treaty 8 rights include comprehensive
rights to a livelihood, to maintain a way of life and to retain the control of lands and
resources. Provided that fishing, hunting and trapping are manifestations of those rights,
a basic obligation contained in the treaty is the Crown’s duty to secure the continued
supply of game and fish for the support and subsistence of the Treaty First Nations. That
implies an obligation to protect fish and wildlife populations and their habitat, including
water resources.
In the Tsilhqot’in case, the BC Supreme Court seems to read section 35 through a
‘waves of duties’ language (Tsilhqot’in 2008). The plaintiffs, the Tsilhqot’in, alleged that
forestry activities impacted wildlife populations and destroyed habitat, diminishing the
harvestable surpluses of species and thus negatively impacting their ability to meet their
need (2008:1269-1270). The Court admitted the plaintiffs’ arguments and detailed the
steps that the BC government has failed to take in compliance with its duties to the First
Nation. These include a database on the variety of species and their numbers in the areas
claimed, and an analysis of the needs of the Tsilhqot’in people with regard to the exercise
of their rights. For the court, the absence of these two basic tools of decision-making for
forest management is evidence of the little regard and low priority that the BC Provincial
Crown affords to Aboriginal rights and to its obligations concerning the protection of
these rights (2008:1293).
Following this decision, in a statement of claim recently filed by the Beaver Lake
Cree Nation against Alberta and Canada, the plaintiffs detailed the extent of federal and
provincial governments’ obligations as follows:
14

In Halfway River, Southin J. (1990:224) asks whether the “Crown had so
conducted itself since 1900 as to be in breach of the treaty.”
15
The term ‘appropriate institutions’ does not refer to a particular set of
agencies, but rather to all the institutional arrangements required to guarantee the
continued exercise of the rights. In the language of the Inter American human rights
system, they are “all the measures to effectively uphold the free and full exercise of
a right.”
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To manage wildlife habitats to ensure the continuation of the Treaty rights
To manage water resources to ensure the continuation of water quality and
quantity for the continuation of treaty rights
To manage wildlife and water resources to ensure a harvestable surplus of
each wildlife species
To manage wildlife habitats and water resources to ensure that the abundance
and diversity of wildlife species remains available to provide the Beneficiaries
with sufficient supplies to feed themselves and to provide a livelihood.16

Taken seriously, a ‘waves of duties’ approach indicates that each of the above
mentioned obligations entails a whole range of undertakings, including very preliminary
and basic actions such as those identified by the court in Tsilhqot’in which are usually
missing. In particular, government must review and amend the legislated processes under
which resource development activities are approved, in order to ensure that they allow the
continued exercise and enjoyment by treaty beneficiaries of their rights. This includes
forestry legislation as in the Tsilhqot’in case, as well as oil and gas, mining and other
resource legislation. Indeed, at a more fundamental level, we suggest that if the Crown
were to take its duties seriously, it should start with the very basic task of ex ante
identifying the claims and the needs of the various Indigenous peoples within Treaty 8, so
as to devise the means to guarantee the continued exercise of their treaty rights. This task
is long overdue, considering the historic legacy noted above.
The Standard of Conduct and the Duty of Honorable Dealing
The judicial doctrine on section 35 insists on a generic Crown duty of honourable
dealings with Aboriginal peoples. Its most elaborated manifestation is the duty to consult
and to accommodate. Under this doctrine, consultation is understood as a stakeholdermanagement tool available to the Crown to legitimize its decisions over Aboriginal
interests. Consultation in Canada, however qualified, assumes a license to infringe
Aboriginal rights (and consultations are aimed at minimizing infringements). Instead, we
propose an approach to consultation as a rights-based duty that converts it into an
instrument to protect, promote and fulfill rights, and that requires:


That it operate within a principled framework of obligations. We have
proposed that these include generic obligations to respect rights, to
ensure their free and full exercise, to adopt the measures necessary to
give them effect and to avoid discrimination. These are the purposes
that consultation must advance.

16
Note that the plaintiffs’ attorney in this claim is Jack Woodward, who
successfully represented the Tsilhqot’in case commented above.
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That consultation be assessed under the effet utile principle that
emphasizes the results over the intentions and that sets the standard of
meaningfulness of a consultation process against its ability to
successfully promote substantive rights.17
That emphasis be put both on the process and the outcome. Procedures
need to be tailor-made, acknowledging the Indigenous difference. This
requires to consult with the Indigenous peoples on the very process of
consultation, e.g., how should consultation take place, what are the
outcomes, what ‘currencies’ (language, terms, concepts, etc.), should
be used in the process, and so on With regard to the outcomes, the
standard is the prior informed consent of the potentially affected
people, as required by international instruments including the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous peoples, to which
Canada is not currently a signatory.
That in the case of pending claims, emphasis be placed not on the status
of the claim, but on the reliance on the rights claimed. This precludes
decision-making while claims are pending. The role of consultation in
the determination of the rights is fundamental. In the case of land
claims, meaningful consultation must take place during the
determination, demarcation and titling processes.

In addition, John Borrows (2007:209-210)suggests that Aboriginal law should
inform the determination of section 35 obligations in a sense that should be appealing to
the State. Borrows explains that Anishnabek law, the law of his First Nation, provides for
intertwined conceptions of personal duties, rights and responsibilities that could be read
in the Constitution as part of the unwritten principles that underlie it.18 A reading of
section 35 informed by Indigenous law would lead to an understanding of the
constitutional provision that attracts responsibilities from both the Crown and the
Indigenous peoples. This is important, as Borrows suggests, stressing Crown obligations
without corresponding Indigenous obligations promotes a disproportionate sense of
personal entitlement foreign to Indigenous law. This dialogue of legal systems should be
at the core of any consultation process on section 35 rights.

17

This absence of a ‘rights talk’ is certainly a substantive flaw of stakeholder
management approaches to consultation (Boele et al. 2001). This is not to imply,
however, that process is not important. The Canadian doctrine has detailed the
elements of a fair process. The trigger for consultation is correctly set at a very low
level and the Court has consistently rejected Crown allegations that the duty to
consult is not owed. The Court has also insisted that administrative overload is no
excuse for full compliance with certainly cumbersome procedural duties. In fact,
fulfillment of high standard procedures is what the ‘honour of the Crown’ seems to
be about.
18
Borrows refers here to the Court’s recognition of constitutional principles
which, although unwritten, have a powerful normative voice and are binding upon
courts and governments. He argues that the ayuukhl, the ancient Code of the Nisga’a
would be one of such principles, and so would be Anishnabek law.
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Conclusion
In spite of the constitutional entrenchment of Aboriginal and treaty rights, reality shows
how systematic and systemic suppression of the full and free exercise of these rights has
resulted in substandard conditions of life for Aboriginal individuals, families,
communities, and nations. We have argued here that the legal system in place has
collaborated to such deprivation, not only before 1982, but beyond.
Although we do not think that law alone is capable of reversing the trend, we
suggest that a rights-based duties discourse should be emphasized to prevent further
deprivation by the Crown and the Court. The long list of Crown obligations that can be
gleaned from section 35 doctrine lacks a straightforward objective: to uphold the inherent
rights of the Aboriginal peoples in Canada. Instead, the Court emphasizes a dubious form
of reconciliation based on the subordination of section 35 rights to the interests of the
mainstream society.
We have proposed here a rights-based duties approach to section 35 which
revolves around an overarching obligation to respect, protect and ensure the continued
existence of rights. We propose three generic obligations of the State:
1) obligations not to extinguish;
2) obligations not to infringe, and only under compelling conditions; and,
3) obligations to protect the rights.
A fourth generic obligation, the duty of engaging in meaningful consultations with
the incumbent Aboriginal peoples, is the means to determine the specifics of duties
performance. The legal systems and laws of Aboriginal peoples (not those imposed to
them by the settler state) have much to contribute in this rights-based dialogue.
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Chapter Twelve
Negotiating Research Relationships with Aboriginal
Communities: Ethical Considerations and Principles
Marc G. Stevenson
Convention dictates that the last chapter of an edited book should attempt to summarize
and tie together its contents. While perhaps advisable in this case, we have chosen to
postpone convention to the second volume as the research of our 'community of practice'
is still very much a work in progress, and more things need to be said before we go our
separate ways. That said, even a cursory reading of this volume's contents reveals a
common thread linking all the chapters this volume. We began with chapters that delved
into how Aboriginal peoples view and value their forest resources and land base, and how
these differ from those normally held by researchers and the public at large. We then
investigated how these values and perspectives are still embedded in Aboriginal systems
of land use, governance and tenure, despite colonizing forces, and what challenges these
institutions continue to face today. We next turned to a series of case-specific research
projects with Aboriginal peoples across this country that endeavoured to negotiate space
for their values, perspectives and institutions in the context of contemporary forest
management practices. Finally, we analyzed and categorized a number of existing
institutional arrangements and processes available to Aboriginal peoples, and evaluated
their effectiveness for achieving Aboriginal goals and aspirations for modern forestry.
We chose to the end this volume with chapters that advance more nuanced and ethical
approaches to two issues that need our undivided attention if we are to 'move the
yardsticks' forward: the interpretation/accommodation of Aboriginal rights and the
engagement of Aboriginal peoples in research. This chapter outlines the ethical principles
and considerations that need to be taken into account when negotiating research
relationships with Aboriginal peoples.

Introduction
It should be clear from the above collection of papers that, we, as a ‘community of
practice’ in Aboriginal forest-related research in Canada, are dedicated to ‘Changing the
Culture of Forestry in Canada.' Many of the contributors to this volume remain
committed to undertaking research that will reform the rules and institutions of
engagement for Aboriginal peoples in sustainable forest(ry) management.1 Whether this
1

I prefer to use this term, rather than ‘sustainable forest management’, as it is
more in keeping with the Aboriginal teachings I have received that, while you can
manage human behavior, activities and even relationships to/with the natural world,
you cannot mange animals or the forest. To suggest otherwise is an arrogant, even
dangerous prospect. The importance of language in negotiating the ‘ethical space’
for Aboriginal peoples’ participation in decisions taken with respect to their forested
lands is discussed below. ‘Forestry’ is defined here as all human activities that take
place in forested environments that use or extract forest resources, not just timber.
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volume will play even a small role in achieving this mission, however, only time will tell;
we leave this up the reader, and her/his sense of social responsibility, accountability and
justice, to judge. To say, however, that we all agree on the issues before us, or that we are
all at the same place on our journey, would be misleading. Some of us have been walking
this path our entire lives. Others have just embarked upon this path. Others, like the
author of this chapter, are somewhere in between. Nevertheless, because of our different
frames of reference and life experiences, we all have something to say of value,
something to contribute to this discourse. Not one of us, however, has the right ‘answer.’
There, in fact, may be multiple solutions and multiple strategies depending on the
situation or context. Still, we continue to learn from each other and grow as individuals
and as architects in this great experiment in cultural diversity and social engineering that
we know as Canada (see introductory remarks in Chapter 1).
As an ever-expanding collective, we have learned—sometimes in spite of
ourselves, often at the patient indulgence and encouragement of our Aboriginal partners
in research—many things over the life of the SFM Network. Arguably, one of the most
important is that research with Aboriginal communities cannot be undertaken without the
meaningful involvement of Aboriginal peoples in the design and implementation of
research. How can effective institutions for engaging Aboriginal communities in
managing for the sustainable use of their traditional territories be researched, designed,
assessed and implemented, let alone accorded the respect, efficacy and authority they
deserve, without Aboriginal peoples being in the ‘driver’s seat?’ The short answer is:
They can’t! Research relationships with Aboriginal peoples must be negotiated, not
unilaterally set or imposed by those privileged members of Canada’s academic, business
or governing elites. It would seem, then, that a logical and fitting conclusion to this
volume would lay out an approach, or at least some ethical considerations and
principles,2 for negotiating research relationships with Aboriginal peoples and
communities that could be of value to other researchers and their Aboriginal partners in
research who wish to embrace the vision of our growing ‘community of practice.’
Many topics of great importance to Canada’s Aboriginal forest communities (e.g.,
capacities for engagement, Métis rights, among others) have not been covered in this
volume, and we hope to remedy this situation, in part, with a second volume to follow
closely on the ‘heels’ of this one. In the interim, the following ethical considerations and
principles have been prepared to assist researchers wishing to carry out ethical research
with Aboriginal peoples. The intent of these principles is to promote scientifically and
culturally competent research that is in keeping with Aboriginal values and traditions,
and is mutually beneficial and empowering to both Canada’s Aboriginal and research
communities. Adherence to these principles in the context of conducting research to
enlighten policy and institutional reform will also facilitate, to varying degrees, the
reconciliation of Aboriginal rights and interests with those of other Canadians.
These following principles, developed in part with, and influenced by, our
Aboriginal partners in research, are written primarily for Canada’s research community.
They are not written for Canada’s Aboriginal community, although the two are in no way
2

For Brant Castellano (2004: 103), ‘ethics’ “refers to rules of conduct that
express and reinforce important social and culture values of a society” (2004:99).
Thus, “ethics, the rules of right behavior, are intimately related to who you are, the
deep values you subscribe to, and your understanding of your place in the spiritual
order of reality.”
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mutually exclusive as the numerous Aboriginal authors and co-authors of this volume’s
chapters attest. Rather, many First Nation and Métis governments, communities and
organizations will have already drafted their own principles, guidelines, protocols and
codes of conduct for researchers (see Appendix 1 for a partial list). The following ethical
considerations and principles address the special duties and obligations that arise when
researchers (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) carry out research with Aboriginal peoples
in Canada. These ethical considerations and principles borrow heavily from the wisdom
and knowledge of those Aboriginal peoples that we, as a group, have had the great
pleasure of working with over the last 14 years, while drawing on the author’s 30 years of
experience conducting research with Aboriginal communities across Canada’s north.
In addition, they are informed by research guidelines and principles developed by
other organizations and initiatives consulted for this chapter (Appendix 1). The
convergence of these guidelines and principles is remarkable as Weijer and Emanuel
(1999), among others, have also discovered. However, the CIHR Guidelines for Health
Research Involving Aboriginal People (2007) are noteworthy insofar as they were
developed by an Aboriginal Ethics Working Group that followed a comprehensive
nation-wide consultation strategy with over 500 people from Canada’s Aboriginal and
research communities. Researchers, when in doubt, are encouraged to refer to and
comply with these guidelines as well as other regulatory and Tri-Council (NSERCSSHRC-MRCC) policies involving research with Aboriginal peoples. However, the
following principles, for the most part, embrace many of the principles articulated in
guidelines thus far developed, while expanding the discourse to include some of the
things that I, personally, have learned along the way. While perhaps daunting at first,
especially to the uninitiated researcher, these principles are intended to enable and
facilitate, rather than suppress or obstruct, ethical and mutually beneficial research with
Aboriginal peoples and communities. As Linda Smith (1999:15) reminds us in
Decolonizing Methodologies, it is no longer acceptable for researchers to:
…regard the values and beliefs, practices and customs of (Indigenous)
communities as ‘barriers’ to research or as exotic customs with which
researchers need to be familiar in order to carry out their work without
causing offence. Indigenous methodologies tend to approach cultural
protocols, values and behaviours as an integral part of methodology. They
are ‘factors’ to be built into research explicitly, to be thought about
reflexively, to be declared openly as part of the research design, to be
discussed as part of the final results of a study and to be disseminated back
to the people in culturally appropriate ways and in a language that can be
understood.
It is important to point out that the following ethical principles are not guidelines
per se, a ‘how to’ instruction manual, or a ‘check list’ for researchers. It would be
presumptuous to suggest otherwise; not all Aboriginal communities may endorse the
same guidelines, thus potentially jeopardizing the development of effective research
partnerships. Within the SSHRC dialogue on research with Aboriginal communities,
debate has emerged around the need for national guidelines vis-à-vis a growing sense that
a solution may lie in creating effective research protocols at local levels to accommodate
individual differences among various Aboriginal peoples, i.e., a ‘one size fits all’
approach may not be appropriate in all circumstances. For example, while the Blackfoot
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emphasize approval by responsible individuals and not community political
representatives, in other Aboriginal communities approvals are given by families who are
responsible for various kinds of knowledge (SSHRC 2003). The point is that research
guidelines with Aboriginal communities are to be negotiated on a case-by-case basis, and
included as part of an agreement to conduct research (see below). The intent of the
following principles is to provide researchers with a list of ethical considerations that
they need to take into account when negotiating and developing equitable research
relationships with Aboriginal peoples and communities, some of which will require
formal agreement, others informal consideration.
It must also be noted, that because of our different backgrounds and perspectives,
not all contributors to this volume may endorse the following principles in their entirety.
There may, in fact, be resistance to some principles by those who have not walked in my
shoes. This is no cause for concern, but a healthy and necessary part of the discourse in
which we are situated. Moreover, it is an invitation to the contributors and readers of this
volume to engage further in a dialogue that will ultimately lead to ‘leveling the playing
field,’ i.e., informing the development of new policies, rules, institutions and ethical
spaces for the engagement of Aboriginal peoples in sustainable forest(ry) management.

Ethical Space and Research Partnerships
Increasingly, Aboriginal peoples in Canada are becoming partners in, not just subjects of,
research. Inspired, in part, by the clarification of Aboriginal and treaty rights by Canadian
courts, international recognition of the rights of Indigenous peoples (e.g., United Nations
2007), and the work of Indigenous scholars (e.g., Smith 2000), Aboriginal peoples across
Canada are beginning to assume a more prominent role in research that directly impacts
them:
Increasing numbers of indigenous academics and researchers have begun to
address social issues within the wider framework of self-determination,
decolonization and social justice. The burgeoning international community
of Indigenous scholars and researchers is talking more widely about
indigenous research, indigenous research protocols and indigenous
methodologies (Smith 2000:4).
In some quarters this sense of partnership is based on the recognition and
correction of past wrongs. But reconciliation is not just about determining what is owed
and delivering on it, and any partnership “created on this footing will likely stumble”
(SSHRC 2003:17). Rather, it is also about assessing collectively where we are at and
moving forward together for mutual interest and gain in ways that respect the rights and
ethical spaces of each party. Thus, any emerging sense of research partnership between
Canada’s academic and Aboriginal communities needs to be based on:
Mutual dedication to shared research objectives, to patterns of innovation
we have really never tried, and to collaborative approaches which by their
very energy and creativity would move powerfully, yet in quiet ways,
against any residual colonial or inequitable relations (SSHRC 2003:17).
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Recognition of the fact that Aboriginal peoples and their knowledge, values,
insights and understandings may have much to contribute to humankind’s effort to
develop a sustainable relationship with our natural world provides fertile ground for the
development of any research partnership involving the environment and/or natural
resource development issues. Western science does not have all the answers. As the old
African proverb goes, ‘all of us are smarter than one of us.’ However, we must create the
‘ethical space’ for this happen, and seek to change existing institutions and relationships
that fall short in this regard. Where two or more cultural communities meet, such as when
non-Aboriginal researchers involve Aboriginal peoples in their research, there may be a
need to reconcile knowledge differences in ways that respect and protect the ethical
spaces of each. It is particularly important that western-trained researchers respect,
understand and acknowledge the validity of Aboriginal ethical space (CIHR 2007:17),
and come to terms with the potential impacts of their research on this ethical space and
the rights to self-determination of those who occupy it.
The two-row wampum symbolically and graphically illustrates the principles for
an ethical research relationship between peoples of different cultures (Figure 1); it is a
theory of international cooperation, setting out the basis of relationships between nations.
It is also an ethical theory when it talks of respect, dignity, honesty and kindness as the
principles for relationships…, and “we ought to remember that the space between the
rows is a place of conversation, discussion and debate” (David Newhouse in SSHRC
2003:18). The challenge in any research partnership with Aboriginal peoples is to “ensure
that enough time, money and energy is provided to allow Aboriginal systems of
knowledge to retrieve a stronger footing in their own right” (SSHRC 2003:18).

Figure 1. The two-row wampum belt.

Another cornerstone of any research partnership with Aboriginal communities is
the commitment to shift the research paradigm from one in which outside experts identify
and seek solutions to problems/issues/questions confronted by Aboriginal communities,
to one in which Aboriginal peoples identify the problems/issues/questions, design and
conduct the research and facilitate the solutions themselves (SSHRC 2003:5). This
requires attention and a commitment to building local research capacity—an issue we
hope address in the second volume of this series. Not only is this ethical, it makes sense
from multiple perspectives; who better to accurately assess and identify problems, and to
envision, construct and implement solutions to them?

Ethical Principles
Research Must be Negotiated
The gathering of information and its subsequent use are inherently political.
In the past, Aboriginal peoples have not been consulted about what
information should be collected, who should gather that information, who
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should maintain it, and who should have access to it. The information
gathered may or may not have been relevant to the questions, priorities and
concerns of Aboriginal peoples. Because data gathering has frequently been
imposed by outside authorities, it has met with resistance in many quarters
(Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 1993).
Research with Aboriginal peoples and communities must be negotiated.
Unilaterally developed or imposed research agendas by external researchers, agents and
authorities are nothing if not the failed experiments of a colonial legacy and ill-reconciled
tensions. Because research is inherently political, the space required for the ethical
engagement of Aboriginal peoples and their knowledge in research must be grounded in a
nation-to-nation relationhsip. The goal of negotiations is to create a research partnership,
i.e., to find a mutually acceptable path upon which to undertake research in the best
interests of both parties. Researchers must understand and reach agreement with the
Aboriginal community as to what is expected of them and endeavour to fulfill these
expectations to the best of their abilities. Research agreements should be negotiated and
formalized in a manner acceptable to both parties with the appropriate community
authorities before research commences.
Researchers often arrive in Aboriginal communities with their research questions
and data collection methodologies intact. A lack of respect for Aboriginal peoples and
knowledge traditions, a lack of research benefits to Aboriginal communities and a lack of
control over intellectual and cultural property are but a few of the complaints directed at
externally generated research by Aboriginal peoples. While these trends have not
disappeared entirely, increasingly researchers are beginning to portray themselves less as
privileged experts than committed and engaged partners attempting to ensure that
research directly benefits Aboriginal peoples, communities and nations with whom they
partner.
At the same time, Aboriginal peoples are no longer willing to be passive subjects
or participants in research, and are asserting their rights as equal partners. Research
questions must be negotiated with the intention of addressing Aboriginal needs, interests
and concerns, in addition to those of the researcher. The closer these two research
agendas can be brought together, the more enriching and empowering the research
process, and the greater potential for the creation of new knowledge, insights and
solutions to important issues and questions (Perreault and Stevenson 2005).
Research Must be Transparent with Full Disclosure and Informed Consent
Aboriginal peoples and communities involved in research must be fully informed about
the nature and scope of the research being proposed, including purpose, sponsorship,
methods and community involvement. The researcher, through initial consultations with
the Aboriginal community needs to establish who speaks for the community and has the
authority to do so. Where there are no identifiable persons or groups available to give
informed consent, an Indigenous mentor/consultation group should be established (Brant
Castellano 2004; University of Victoria 2003). Initial contact may be made through a
letter of intent setting out the ideas, goals, objectives and intentions of research and sent
to the relevant Aboriginal authorities, followed by face-to-face meetings. Researchers
must obtain the full and informed consent of local authorities as well as all persons and
groups participating in the research. Researchers are obliged to those community
members giving their consent to inform them as to the implications of their consent
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(Brant Castellano 2004:105). The consent of individuals involved in research must be
sought and confirmed before the research commences as well as on an on-going basis
throughout the project. Researchers must respect the rights of the community and its
members not to participate in research and, indeed, to reject outright the proposed
research. No pressure or coercion, however subtle, should be applied to induce
participation or consent.
The objective of full disclosure and informed consent is to ensure that Aboriginal
participants fully understand the purpose of research and what their participation
involves, including: level of commitment, benefits and risks to the community, amount
and type of remuneration, extent of involvement in the design/production/analysis and
validation of research, ownership and control of information/knowledge produced during
the research process, third party access to research results, extent of authorship in any
publication arising from the research and so on. Full disclosure of any deviances from the
agreed upon research plan or agreement that may impact community members will
ensure transparency of the research process and foster good working relationships.
Social Obligations of Researchers Must be Recognized and Fulfilled
Research that seeks objectivity by maintaining distance between the
investigator and the informants violates Aboriginal ethics of reciprocal
relationships and collective validation. If the researcher assumes control of
knowledge production, harvesting information in brief encounters, the
dialogical relationship with human and non-human sources is disrupted and
the transformation of observations or information into contextualized
knowledge is aborted (Brant Castellano 2004:105).
Most activities in Aboriginal communities, including research, take place in a
social context, and research partnerships with Aboriginal peoples and communities are,
first and foremost, social relationships. As such, research partnerships carry with them
certain duties, obligations, rights, privileges and responsibilities. Much of the resistance
exhibited by Aboriginal communities towards outside researchers stems directly from the
failure of the latter to understand, respect and honour this fact. The social structures,
relationships and processes of Aboriginal communities—including internal/bonding and
external/linking social capitals (Stevenson and Perreault 2008)—are to be respected and
protected, and not interfered with before, during or after the research process. Research
must respect the privacy of individuals, local protocols, the dignity of participants and
individual and collective rights of Aboriginal peoples.
Research relationships should not be exploitive or coercive. Rather they should be
developed and nurtured in the interests both the researcher (academic community) and
the Aboriginal community. Researchers should understand their broader duty of
accountability to the community, and accept and fulfill their responsibilities when
engaging in research with Aboriginal peoples (CIHR 2007:17). The researcher has an
obligation to respect the Aboriginal ethic of ‘non-interference,’ which inhibits argument
and advice-giving as normal means of communication” (Brant Castellano 2004:100), and
to ensure that the Aboriginal community and its members are not disadvantaged from any
negative impacts that might result from the research or from the findings of the project
being made public. Researchers working with Aboriginal communities also have an
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obligation to share their knowledge and expertise, to create mutual two-way learning
environments in the course of research and to build local capacity in the research process.
Aboriginal peoples are increasingly asserting their rights as equal research partners
conducting research within Aboriginal knowledge traditions and using Aboriginal
methodologies as well as those drawn from their interaction with non-Aboriginal
intellectual traditions. As part of the privilege of engaging Aboriginal peoples and
accessing Aboriginal knowledge in the research process, researchers should make every
effort to transfer to Aboriginal peoples and communities relevant skill sets and
knowledge that facilitates their empowerment in the research process. Skilled Aboriginal
researchers are a critical invaluable, irreplaceable local asset, and offer an important
opportunity to develop unique insights and viable ‘home-grown’ solutions to issues faced
by Aboriginal communities.
Ethical Space for Aboriginal Peoples and Knowledge in Research must be Found
Researchers are knowledge brokers, people who have the power to
construct legitimating arguments for or against ideas, theories or practices.
They are collectors of information and producers of meaning, which can be
used for, or against Indigenous interests (University of Victoria 2003).
Aboriginal knowledge (a.k.a. traditional knowledge, Indigenous knowledge,
naturalized knowledge, etc.) must be viewed as a unique and valuable knowledge system
in its own right, with its own functions, purposes, processes and sources of validation.
Aboriginal knowledge systems do not exist in isolation of other knowledge systems
(Stevenson 1996), but neither do they exist in the service of positivistic science. Nonaboriginal peoples ‘cultured’ or ‘schooled’ in the western scientific tradition often tend to
view other knowledge systems as anecdotal or inferior to ‘science.’ Yet, researchers often
fail to grasp that reductionistic science too contains many value-laden assumptions and
hidden agendas in the service of dominant political, economic, cultural and other
agendas. No one system or worldview has a monopoly on the truth. Rather, multiple
worldviews and voices are needed in order to address the challenges at hand and to
develop sustainable relationships with our natural world. Researchers thus have an ethical
obligation to Aboriginal peoples, and society in general, to maintain and protect the
integrity and context of Aboriginal knowledge. Researchers wishing to access Aboriginal
knowledge as part of their research must abide by any local and other (regional) formal
protocols in place in these regards.
In an attempt to make complex, difficult to comprehend knowledge tractable,
researchers often separate local Aboriginal knowledge from the very context in which it
is situated, and derives its full meaning and value. In particular, researchers must avoid
‘cherry-picking,’ de-contextualizing and transforming knowledge held by Aboriginal
peoples into specific ‘bits of information’ or ‘currencies’ (i.e., terms and concepts)
acceptable to western science and its practitioners (Stevenson 2006). Protection of the
intellectual property of Aboriginal peoples entails not just preventing its exploitation by
others, but retaining the linguistic context, cultural meanings and social environments
that gives this knowledge its importance and efficacy in the first place (see O’Flaherty et
al. Shearer et al., and Saint-Arnaud et al., among other chapters in this volume, for
innovative examples of this approach). This places an ethical obligation on the researcher
to ensure that the authenticity or validity of orally transmitted Aboriginal knowledge is
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assessed by locally approved and culturally appropriate means and sources of validation.3
Standards of validation acceptable to western scientific practice are not only
inappropriate, but may reject outright valuable information, knowledge and wisdom held
by Aboriginal peoples that is necessary to sustain their cultures and relationships to the
natural world.
Researchers must recognize and avoid the misuse and abuse of power in their
engagements with Aboriginal peoples. Researchers are enriched by the economic,
political, educational and others systems of which they are apart and privilege them.
Consequently, they often engage Aboriginal peoples and other vulnerable communities
from positions of power and influence of which they are largely unaware. Rules of
engagement in the research process (i.e., what language is used, what concepts are
employed, who has representational authority, etc.) must be negotiated, not unilaterally
set or assumed by one party. In particular, the language that Aboriginal knowledge and
concepts are expressed and described in, like all rules of engagement in research, must be
negotiated. It is especially important for researchers to realize that:
Skills for decoding complex messages from the social and natural
environment are embedded in traditional languages… (and that) language,
which carries the code for interpreting reality, is learned within the family
and reinforced by the practices and values endorsed by the community
(Brant Castellano 2004:101).
Language is an exceptionally powerful tool. Through language, we do not so much
describe the world we see as ‘we see the world we describe.’ And those who set the
language of engagement and discourse, set the rules. Nowhere is this more evident than
in the common extension of language, concepts and terms used in ‘environmental
resource management’ and ‘conservation science’ to Aboriginal peoples. Many
Aboriginal peoples feel that their portrayal as ‘conservationists’ or ‘managers’ of wildlife
and landscapes is arrogant, trivializing and potentially dangerous (e.g., see Pikangikum
chapters in this volume). Every time a researcher uncritically and without self-reflection,
uses and applies language, terms, concepts and methodologies forged in the hegemony of
western environmental resource management science and practice to Aboriginal peoples,
s/he may unwittingly:



favour the interests and power dynamics of existing political, social and
economic systems, institutions and relationships (which may not be
sustainable);
deny the fundamental human rights of Aboriginal peoples to self-expression
and determination; and,
3

In the words of Brant Castellano (2004:105-06), “culturally different
approaches to knowledge creation imply the need for different methods of gathering
and validating information.” In many Aboriginal communities, for example,
“individual perceptions had to be validated by community dialogue and reflection
before they became collective knowledge, the basis of collective action.” Because
the “integrity and validity of research cannot be assured by western methodologies
alone, they must be tempered by methodologies that are compatible with Aboriginal
methods of investigation and validation” (see also Linda Smith 1999).
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undermine humankind’s collective ability to develop sustainable relationships
with our natural world.4

The language, knowledge, cultural values, customs and traditions of Aboriginal
peoples are strongly connected to their lands and resources, and express sustainable
relationships to their environment that have evolved over many centuries. Research
activities should be designed to strengthen, not erode, the human, intellectual, social and
cultural assets or ‘capitals’ necessary to sustain Aboriginal communities, and their
interrelationships with their lands and resources. Researchers not only have an ethical
obligation to listen to Aboriginal peoples, but to act on the basis of what they have heard
and know to be true and possible. In particular, researchers owe an ethical duty to
Aboriginal peoples and all humankind to:



facilitate opportunities for Aboriginal peoples to contribute their unique
language, terms, concepts and cultural understandings to the research process;
and
assist Aboriginal peoples to reconfigure existing institutions and/or to
develop new ones that create the ethical space for their language, concepts,
knowledge and knowledge holders in environmental research, policy and
decision-making.

Successful realization of this duty will ultimately lead to the creation of new ways
of thinking about, of looking at, and doing things (i.e., new institutions and rules of
engagement). At the very least, researchers have an ethical obligation to:



critically examine their own deeply held and learned assumptions, biases and
understandings about the world; and
inform Aboriginal peoples of the ramifications of accepting a priori the
‘environmental resource management’ paradigm of external authorities to
express and represent their ideas, concepts and understandings about the
natural world and their relationships to it (Stevenson 2006).

This duty, in its own right, necessitates a certain amount of attention to building
the capacity of researchers to effectively engage Aboriginal peoples (Stevenson and
Perrault 2008), and challenges our educational institutions to revamp current curricula to
achieve this outcome.

4

This claim is informed by my efforts to assist Aboriginal peoples negotiate
space for their knowledge, values and perspectives on co-management boards in
northern Canada (Stevenson 2006), and despite its acerbic tone, is not meant to
alienate or chastise researchers —far from it. Rather, it is meant to ‘drive home’
certain fundamental truths and realities that must be addressed if we are to create the
ethical space and build the effective institutions to which we aspire.
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Developing Research Agreements
Some of the ethical considerations that might focus our attention in the development of
research agreements with Aboriginal peoples and communities include the following:
Aboriginal Involvement in the Design and Execution of Research
In studies located in Aboriginal communities, researchers should work collaboratively
with community representatives and members to establish procedures enabling their
participation in the design, planning, execution and evaluation of research, specifying the
particulars associated with each.
Benefit Sharing and Remuneration
Aboriginal peoples and communities should receive fair and equitable benefits for their
contributions to research activities. Benefit sharing should be regarded as a way to
strengthen and empower Aboriginal communities, and should be equitable within and
among groups. This could include honorariums for elders, salaries and payment
schedules for community-based project personnel, local training/skills development for
community members, etc. Individuals contributing their knowledge to the project should
be reimbursed for their expertise and time, not their knowledge or information per se;
knowledge is not a commodity, and many Aboriginal peoples feel that they have moral
and ethical obligation to share it.
Fair and Impartial Representation of the Community
In community-wide studies, researchers should ensure that a representative cross-section
of community experiences and perceptions are included; failure to do so may skew
research results and exacerbate social tensions within the community. In particular, in
portraying community life, the multiplicity of perspectives and opinion present within
Aboriginal communities should be represented fairly, including viewpoints specific to
age, gender, social status and economic position.
Representation of Aboriginal Knowledge and Worldview
Researchers should make reasonable best efforts to assess the preferred means by which
community members, both individually and collectively, wish to have their knowledge
represented/presented to others. The researcher has an ethical obligation to inform
him/herself and all Aboriginal peoples involved in research of the potential impacts and
implications of representing Aboriginal knowledge in non-Aboriginal lexicons and the
language of positivistic science (see above).
Aboriginal Ownership and Control of Research
The rights of Aboriginal peoples, individually and collectively, to regain and maintain
control of their lives and institutions extend to research. Aboriginal peoples, their
organizations and governments, are within their rights to control all aspects of research
that may have an impact on them from conception to completion to knowledge extension.
In particular, they retain the absolute right to control the information they contributed, to
restrict access to it, or to withdraw part or all of it from the research results. Researchers
must respect this fact, and take steps to ensure, that Aboriginal peoples and communities
remain the rightful owners of their knowledge. Researchers must abide by any formal
protocols developed by Aboriginal communities and governments to prevent the
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misappropriation of local Aboriginal knowledge, and must negotiate access and
knowledge sharing agreements with relevant Aboriginal authorities. It is the researcher’s
responsibility to clarify with the Aboriginal community and research participants how
this control might be exercised.
Access to Knowledge and Information Provided by Aboriginal Community and
Individuals
An Aboriginal community owns its knowledge collectively in the same way that an
individual owns her/his personal information. Both individuals and the community are
entitled to retain and control access to information generated by, and about, themselves in
research, including research reports and the data upon which research findings are based.
Research agreements should specify the conditions upon which third party access is
permissible.
Review of Research Findings by Aboriginal Authority/Community
The Aboriginal community and its members must be afforded the opportunity to review
and comment on research findings at the end of, and, where mutually appropriate, at
various stages during, the research project. Researchers must respect the wishes of the
Aboriginal community to restrict publication or dissemination of research results that
may adversely impact project participants and misrepresent their views, values and/or
knowledge and management systems.
Presentation and Communication of Research Results
Upon completion of the project and other relevant stages during the life of the research
project, research findings, unless otherwise agreed upon, should be distributed as widely
as possible within participating communities, particularly to those who co-produced the
research findings. All reasonable efforts should be made to present research results in
formats that are most easily accessed and understood by the community. Sometimes, this
may require non-technical English written and graphic/visual summaries, at other times,
it might involve highly contextualized, complex oral or visual communications in the
local Aboriginal language. A communication plan specifying mutually agreed upon
deliverables and modes of delivery, including translation protocols, should be negotiated
as part of any research agreement.
Recognition of Aboriginal Contributions to Research.
Aboriginal participants in research projects have not always received appropriate
recognition or credit for their roles in research publications nor been fairly compensated
for their contributions. Yet, research would not have been possible without their
involvement. Researchers must ensure that Aboriginal research participants and
personnel are fairly compensated and recognized for their contributions.

Conclusion
The above ethical principles and considerations are few in number, but richly textured
and multi-layered. Research partnerships negotiated with Aboriginal peoples and
communities that embrace these ethical principles and considerations will produce a far
greater return on investment than research relationships that ignore or trivialize them.
Although the terms, conditions and procedures that these ethical principles require may
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seem onerous to some researchers at first glance, especially those not used to working
with Aboriginal communities, they are intended to enable, not obstruct, the development
of ethical and mutually beneficial research partnerships with Aboriginal peoples. In the
words of Willie Ermine (2007:202-03):
The dimension of the dialogue might seem overwhelming because it will
involve and encompass issues like language, distinct histories, knowledge
traditions, values, interests, and social, economic and political realities and
how these impact and influence an agreement to interact. Even so, …the
new partnership model of the ethical space, in a cooperative spirit between
Indigenous peoples and Western institutions, will create new currents of
thought that flow in different directions and overrun the old ways of
thinking (emphasis added).
Thus, not only will researchers who embrace these principles likely be rewarded in
many ways, many times over, but we all stand to gain by creating the ethical space for
Aboriginal peoples and their knowledge in research as we collectively address some of
the most pressing environmental and social issues that Canadians face today.
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Appendix 1.
Research Principles, Guidelines and Other Sources Consulted
Aboriginal Research Protocols: Healthy Aboriginal People in Healthy Communities,
Alberta Mental Health Board (2006), Edmonton.
First Nations Environmental Stewardship Action Plan. Assembly of First Nations (2005),
Ottawa.
First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Research Protocol. Assembly of First Nations of
Quebec and Labrador (2005), Quebec.
Ethical Principles for the Conduct of Research in the North. Association of Canadian
Universities for Northern Studies (1988), Ottawa.
Guidelines for Health Research Involving Aboriginal People. Canadian Institutes for
Health Research (2007), Ottawa.
Ethical Guidelines on Conducting Research in Indigenous and Local Communities. Dene
Cultural Institute (1999), (Prepared by S.J. Augustine and B. Masuzumi), Hay
River.
Negotiating Research Relationships with Inuit Communities: A Guide for Researchers.
Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami and Nunavut Research Institute (2007), Iqaluit and Ottawa.
Negotiating Research Relationships: A Guide for Communities. Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami
(2003), Iqaluit and Ottawa.
Code of Ethics. International Society of Ethnobiology (2006).
Principles and Guidelines on Indigenous and Traditional Peoples and Protected Areas.
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (1999).
Principles and Guidelines for Researchers Conducting Research with and/or among
Mi’kmaq People. Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch (2000).
Ethical Guidelines for Research. Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples,
Volume 5: A Twenty-year Commitment, Appendix B (1993), Ottawa.
Ownership, Control, Access, and Possession (OCAP) or Self-determination Applied to
Research: A Critical Analysis of Contemporary First Nations Research and Some
Options for First Nations Communities. Schnarch, B. (2004), Journal of
Aboriginal Health (January): 80-95.
Opportunities in Aboriginal Research: Results of SSHRC’s Dialogue on Research and
Aboriginal Peoples. Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (2003).
(prepared by C. McNaughton and D. Rock), Ottawa.
Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans, Tri-Council Policy Statement. (nd),
NSERC-SSHRC-MRCC, Ottawa
Tl’azt’en Nation Guidelines for Research in Tl’azt’en Territory. Tl’azt’en Nation (1998),
Tache.
Elements of an Ethical Code of Conduct to Ensure Respect for the Cultural and
Intellectual Heritage of Indigenous and Local Communities Relevant to the
Conservation and Sustainable Use of Biological Diversity. Convention of
Biological Diversity Working Group on Article 8j (2005), New York.
Protocols and Principles for Conducting Research in an Indigenous Context. University
of Victoria (2003), Faculty of Human and Social Development, Victoria.
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Hugo Asselin, PhD, is a Canada Research Chair in Aboriginal Forestry at the Université
du Québec en Abitibi-Témiscamingue (UQAT). His research combines Aboriginal
forestry, palaeoecology and forest ecology to develop sustainable forest management
strategies that reflect Aboriginal cultures and worldviews.
Fikret Berkes, PhD, is Professor, Natural Resources Institute, University of Manitoba,
and Canada Research Chair in Community-based Resource Management. He has worked
with the James Bay Cree people since the 1970s, and more recently with the Anishinaabe.
He is interested in the relationships of people to their resources, and indigenous
knowledge systems.
Catie Burlando is a PhD candidate at the Natural Resources Institute, University of
Manitoba, working on the political ecology of conservation in the Whitefeather Forest.
She received a Masters in Natural Resource Management, Governance and Globalization
from Stockholm University.
Yvan Croteau is a forest engineer specializing in ecological land management. Since
2002, Yvan has been self-employed and has been assisting the Algonquin communities of
Abitibi-Témiscamingue to develop their own natural resources and land departments. He
is currently an administrator for two ecological organizations, as well as the president of
the Réseau québécois des groupes écologistes du Québec.
Iain Davidson-Hunt, PhD, is an Assistant Professor at the Natural Resources Institute,
University of Manitoba and associated with the Centre for Community-based Resource
Management. He has undertaken research and worked professionally in northwestern
Ontario, Mexico and Bolivia in the areas of community-based land-use planning, cultural
landscapes and non-timber forest products.
Claire Dubé is an anthropologist specializing in the ethnohistory and culture of the First
Nations of Quebec. Claire holds a masters degree from the Université de Montréal and
has worked on various ethnographical research projects with the Anicinapek of
Kitcisakik (Quebec). She is the co-author of Au pays des peaux de chagrins (2004), and
continues to conduct with environmental assessment studies with other First Nation
communities in Quebec.
Nathan Deutsch is a PhD candidate at the Natural Resources Institute, University of
Manitoba. He is studying change in land-use institutions with Pikangikum First Nation.
He holds a Masters degree in Natural Resource Management, Governance and
Globalization from Stockholm University.
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Jean-Francois Fortier is a PhD candidate in sociology at Université Laval, Quebec, and
currently the research assistant for the Sustainable Forest Management Network State of
Knowledge project reviewing experiences in collaboration between regarding Aboriginal
peoples and the forest industry in the forest sector in Canada under Stephen Wyatt. His
research interests have included the examination of public satisfaction with participation
in local and regional forestry advisory committees in Quebec in 2004.
Martin Hébert, PhD Anthropology, is an associate professor in Anthropology at the
Université Laval. His research centres on issues of social conflict and the conditions for
social justice, especially as they pertain to Aboriginal peoples and their access to natural
resources. Martin has conducted fieldwork in Mexico, Guatemala and Quebec
documenting Aboriginal responses to discursive and institutional forms of exclusion, and
is the editor of “Les Premières Nations et la forêt.”
Shashi Kant, PhD, is Professor of Forest Resource Economics and Management at the
Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto. He specializes in forest resource economics
and forest management systems with emphasis on economics of sustainable forest
management (SFM). His research interests include Aboriginal tenure, co-management of
forests, and valuation of Aboriginal land use activities.
Thomas Maness, PhD, is Professor of Forest Economics and Policy in the Department of
Forest Resources Management at the University of British Columbia. His research
interest is in developing innovative forest policies and practices to balance the production
of traditional forest products with society’s expanding need for ecosystem services,
energy, and climate mitigation.
Andrew Miller is a PhD candidate at the University of Manitoba's Natural Resources
Institute studying understandings and values associated with forest fire in the boreal
forest in Pikangikum First Nation. Andrew received his MS in Forestry from Northern
Arizona University.
David Natcher, PhD Anthropology, is an Associate Professor in the Department of
Bioresource Policy, Business and Economics at the University of Saskatchewan. David
also serves as Assistant Dean in the College of Agriculture and Bioresources, Academic
Chair of the Indigenous Peoples Resource Management Program, and Executive Director
of the Indigenous Land Management Institute.
R. Michael O'Flaherty, PhD Anthropology, is a consulting anthropologist with research
interests in ecological anthropology and African studies. Michael is currently helping the
Pikangikum First Nation execute its research agenda, awhile assisting other First Nations
to carry out indigenous knowledge research and resource management activities.
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Charlie Papatie, a member of the Kitcisakik Anicinape First Nation, is the forestry
liaison officer for the Kitcisakik Department of Natural Resources. Formerly an
economic development policy agent for his Nation, Charlie now works as a liaison officer
in research and natural resources consultations. Charlie also serves on the AbitibiTémiscamingue Regional Forest Commission, a Tribal Council technical committee
harmonizing overlapping indigenous territorial claims within the region, as well as
several regional round tables.
Verónica Potes, L.L.M. is a PhD Candidate at the Faculty of Law, University of Calgary.
Her current areas of research are relational approaches to rights, law in the relations
between Indigenous Peoples and settler societies, governance arrangements on land and
resources, international human rights and Indigenous Peoples, with emphasis in Latin
America and Canada. She has written on the duty to consult with and accommodate
Indigenous Peoples’ rights and interests and the prospects of emerging arrangements
between Indigenous Peoples and states in furthering fairer relationships.
Monique Passelac-Ross, L.L.M and M. Env. Des., is a Research Associate at the
Canadian Institute of Resources Law (CIRL), Calgary. Her research interests include
forestry law, natural resources law and policy, Aboriginal law and environmental law.
She written extensively on the legal and policy framework of forest management in
Canada, and has published several articles on the Crown’s duty to consult and
accommodate and its application in the Alberta context.
Charlie Peters is a Pikangikum Elder and advisor to the Whitefeather Forest
Management Corporation through the Elders Steering Committee. He has been a hunter
and trapper all his life, and an advisor since the Whitefeather Forest Initiative began.
Paddy Peters is Land Use Planning Coordinator of the Whitefeather Forest Management
Corporation of Pikangikum First Nation, Ontario. He has acted as interpreter for
Pikangikum Elders at various Sustainable Forest Management Network functions and
other events.
Richard Preston, PhD, began sojourning in the James Bay region in 1963, with a
sustained interest in tradition and change in Cree cultures, communities and identities,
leading to a deeper understanding of the spirituality of these aspects of life. He is
Professor Emeritus, Department of Anthropology, McMaster University.
James Robson is a PhD candidate at the Natural Resources Institute, University of
Manitoba. His current research looks at demographic and cultural change through human
out-migration and how it impacts forest commons regimes in Oaxaca, Mexico. James
holds an MA in Environment, Development and Policy from the University of Sussex,
UK.
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Marie Saint-Arnaud, PhD, specializes in Aboriginal forestry, and, in particular, the
interdisciplinary link between biology and ethnology. She has worked with
anthropologists on a variety of environmental issues involving First Nations in Canada
and Mexico, and, since the late 1980s, been involved with the Anicinapek of Kitcisakik
(Quebec).
Conroy Sewepagaham is a citizen of Little Red River Cree Nation (LRRCN) and is
pursuing a post secondary education in conservation biology. A strong advocate of
environmental conservation and sustainable resource use, Conroy is now the Interim
Lands Manager for his Nation while on sabbatical from his studies.
Harvey Sewepagaham is a citizen of Little Red River Cree Nation (LRRCN) and a
graduate of the in the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology Forest Technology
Program. Harvey has worked in the forestry sector since 1987 in a variety of capacities,
principally as the Nation’s wildland firefighters manager, logging operations supervisor
and forestry planner, and is currently the Interim Director for LRRCN Lands and
Resources Unit.
Janene Shearer, MA, is employed as a biologist with Ontario Parks in Red Lake,
Ontario. Based on her research with the Whitefeather Forest Management Corporation of
Pikangikum First Nation, she recently completed her Master of Natural Resources
Management from the Natural Resources Institute (NRI), University of Manitoba.
Marc Stevenson, PhD Anthropology, is the former Aboriginal Program Manager for the
SFMN. Marc has conducted research with Canada’s Inuit, First Nations and Métis
communities on issues directly relevant to them for the last 30 years. He currently
provides consulting services and policy advice to Aboriginal, government and industry
clients on a broad range of issues at the interface of Aboriginal and resource
development.
Natalie Swaak, MA, is a specialist in forest tenure and Aboriginal natural resource
management research. Her research interests include natural resource management, forest
policy, sustainable development, and Aboriginal land use. Natalie is currently working
for the City of Toronto in its urban forestry department.
Adrian Tanner, PhD Anthropology, has been a professor with the Anthropology
Department at Memorial University since 1972, where he is now Honorary Research
Professor. His current research interests and most recent publications focus on social
suffering, community healing, forestry, land tenure and the documentation of local
knowledge with the Cree and Innu of Quebec, Labrador and Ontario. He is also
conducting research on regional culture, land tenure, public ritual and subsistence
economics of the people of Colo Navosa, Fiji.
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Ronald Trosper, PhD, is member of the Salish and Kootenai Tribes, Montana, and is
Associate Professor of Aboriginal Forestry, Faculty of Forestry, University of British
Columbia. Ron teaches courses on Indigenous Peoples and forestry and is the author of
many publications on these subjects.
Jim Webb, MA Sociology, is the Senior Policy Advisor for Little Red River Cree
Nation. Jim has coordinated a range of First Nation organizational, business and resource
development consultation/negotiation processes within the Treaty 8 area of Alberta and
British Columbia, and represents First Nation organizations on numerous national,
regional, and local organizations and committees, including the SFMN. Jim writes, and
speaks often on Treaty-based approaches to sustainable resource management,
cooperative management planning, and environmental impact assessment.
Sarah Weber, MA Forestry, research has focused on Aboriginal forest tenure and
governance in British Columbia. Sarah is interested in bridging diverse forms of
knowledge to create integrative approaches to forest ecosystem management.
Stephen Wyatt, PhD Forestry, is an Assistant Professor, Faculty of Forestry, Université
de Moncton at Edmundston, New Brunswick. Stephen was a general manager of the
Quebec Forest Research Council, scientific coordinator for the XII World Forestry
Congress at Québec in 2003, forestry program manager for an NGO in the South Pacific
and a government-employed forester in Australia. He has worked with the Atikamekw
Nation in Haute-Mauricie, Québec, and his current research interests include First
Nations’ roles in forestry, public participation and the management of private woodlots.
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List of Acronyms
(Note: In a volume such as this, the use of acronyms is unavoidable. Moreover, many
jurisdictions and interest groups will have developed acronyms in response to their own
unique needs. In order to assist the reader, the following list of acronyms is provided first
in an alphabetical list, and then in a list according to the chapter in which they are first
introduced and referenced as to province.)

Alphabetical Listing
AAC:
ASRD:
ATV:
CCFM:
CET:
CFA:
CIFOR:
C&I:
CIHR:
C-LUP:
CMA:
CMP:
CSTC:
DFMP:
DMI:
EBM:
FEN:
FHP:
FL:
FMA:
FMU:
FNFP:
FPA:
FRA:
FRO:
FRPA:
FSC:
GDP:
GIS:
GPS:
HBC:
HLP:
IAHR:
ILMB:
IOG:

Annual Allowable Cut
Alberta Sustainable Resource Development (AB)
All Terrain Vehicle
Canadian Council of Forest Ministers
Community Ecosystem Trust
Community Forest (License) Agreement (BC)
Centre for International Forestry Research
Criteria and Indicators
Canadian Institutes for Health Research
Community Land Use Plan (ON)
Community Management Authority
Cognitive Mapping Process
Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (BC)
Detailed Forest Management Plan (AB)
Daishowa-Meribuni International
Ecosystem Based Management
Forest Ecosystem Network (BC)
Final Harvest Plan (AB)
Forest Licence (BC)
Forest Management Agreement (AB)
Forest Management Unit (AB)
First Nations Forestry Program
Forest Practice Agreement (BC)
Forest and Range Agreement (BC)
Forest and Range Opportunity Agreement (BC)
Forest and Range Practices Act (BC)
Forest Stewardship Council
General Development Plan (AB)
Geographic Information System
Geographic Positioning System
Hudson’s Bay Company
High Level Plan (BC)
Inter American System of Human Rights
Integrated Land Management Bureau (BC)
Institute on Governance
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IUCN:
JRC:
KNRA:
LRRCN:
LUP:
MCFN:
MOF:
MOU:
MRNFQ:
MRRC:
NAFA:
NBI:
NCE:
NREM:
NRFL:
NRTA(s):
NSERC:
NTFP(s):
OAS:
OGMA:
OMNR:
PFN:
RCAP:
RPC:
RTS:
SCC:
SFL:
SFM:
SFMN:
SRMP:
SSHRC:
TFL:
UNESCO:
UQAM:
UQAT:
WFMC:
WFRC:

International Union for the Conservation of Nature
Joint Resources Council (BC)
Kwadacha Natural Resources Agency
Little Red River Cree Nation (AB)
Landscape Unit Plan (BC)
Moose Cree First Nation
Ministry of Forests (BC)
Memorandum of Understanding
Ministère des Ressources naturelles et de la Faune du Québec
Medical Research Council of Canada
National Aboriginal Forestry Association
Northern Boreal Initiative (ON)
Network Centres of Excellence
Natural Resource and Environmental Management
Non-replaceable Forest Licence
Natural Resources Transfer Agreement(s)
National Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada
Non-timber Forest Product(s)
Organization of American States
Old Growth Management Area (BC)
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
Pikangikum First Nation (ON)
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples
Research Planning Committee
Registered Trapline System (ON)
Supreme Court of Canada
Sustainable Forest License (ON)
Sustainable Forest Management
Sustainable Forest Management Network
Sustainable Resource Management Plan (BC)
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
Tree Farm License
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Université du Québec à Montréal (QC)
niversité du Québec Abitibi-Temiskaming (QC)
Whitefeather Forest Management Corporation (ON)
Whitefeather Forest Research Corporation

Listing by Chapter
Chapter 1
C&I:
LRRCN:
NAFA:
NCE:
NBI:
OMNR:
PFN:

Criteria and Indicators
Little Red River Cree Nation (AB)
National Aboriginal Forestry Association
Network Centres of Excellence
Northern Boreal Initiative (ON)
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
Pikangikum First Nation (ON)
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RPC:
SFM:
SFMN:
WFMC:

Research Planning Committee
Sustainable Forest Management
Sustainable Forest Management Network
Whitefeather Forest Management Corporation (ON)

Chapter 2
Chapter 3
HBC:
MCFN:
NTFP(s):
RTS:
SFL:

Hudson’s Bay Company
Moose Cree First Nation
Non-timber Forest Product(s)
Registered Trapline System (ON)
Sustainable Forest License (ON)

Chapter 4
GIS:

Geographic Information System

Chapter 5
CCFM:
C-LUP:
NREM:
WFRC:

Canadian Council of Forest Ministers
Community Land Use Plan (ON)
Natural Resource and Environmental Management
Whitefeather Forest Research Corporation

Chapter 6
CIFOR:
FSC:
IUCN:
MRNFQ:
UNESCO:
UQAM:
UQAT:

Centre for International Forestry Research
Forest Stewardship Council
International Union for the Conservation of Nature
Ministère des Ressources naturelles et de la Faune du Québec
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Université du Québec à Montréal (QC)
Université du Québec Abitibi-Temiskaming (QC)

Chapter 7
ASRD:
ATV:
DFMP:
DMI:
FHP:
FMA:
FMU:
FNFP:
GDP:
GPS:
MOU:
NRTA(s):
NSERC:
RCAP:

Alberta Sustainable Resource Development (AB)
All Terrain Vehicle
Detailed Forest Management Plan (AB)
Daishowa-Meribuni International
Final Harvest Plan (AB)
Forest Management Agreement (AB)
Forest Management Unit (AB)
First Nations Forestry Program
General Development Plan (AB)
Geographic Positioning System
Memorandum of Understanding
Natural Resources Transfer Agreement(s)
National Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples
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SSHRC:

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada

Chapter 8
3CM:
AAC:
CFA:
FL:
FPA:
FRA:
FRO:
FRPA:
KNRA:
NRFL:
TFL:

Cognitive Mapping Process
Annual Allowable Cut
Community Forest (License) Agreement (BC)
Forest Licence (BC)
Forest Practice Agreement (BC)
Forest and Range Agreement (BC)
Forest and Range Opportunity Agreement (BC)
Forest and Range Practices Act (BC)
Kwadacha Natural Resources Agency
Non-replaceable Forest Licence
Tree Farm License

Chapter 9
CET:
CMA:
CSTC:
EBM:
FEN:
HLP:
ILMB:
JRC:
LUP:
MOF:
OGMA:
SRMP:

Community Ecosystem Trust
Community Management Authority
Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (BC)
Ecosystem Based Management
Forest Ecosystem Network (BC)
High Level Plan (BC)
Integrated Land Management Bureau (BC)
Joint Resources Council (BC)
Landscape Unit Plan (BC)
Ministry of Forests (BC)
Old Growth Management Area (BC)
Sustainable Resource Management Plan (BC)

Chapter 10
IOG:
Institute on Governance
Chapter 11
IAHR:
Inter American System of Human Rights
OAS:
Organization of American States
SCC:
Supreme Court of Canada
Chapter 12
CIHR:
Canadian Institutes for Health Research
MRCC:
Medical Research Council of Canada
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